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Radical design and superb internal
construction distinguish the rejuvenated
Pink Triangle PIP preamplifier - in a
separate power supply box, abank of
Yuasa cells provide DC power
completely isolated from the ' dirty' AC
of the mains. See ' Pip! Pip!', page 35.
Photography by Tony Petch, art direction
by John Gash
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The New Electronic ûDeck
—winner of What Hi-Fi's 1988
award for best turntable and a
prestigious Chicago C.E.S. Design
Award the QDeck has established itself
as the leader in its market place. Now with a
remote pbwer supply the reduction in spurious
mains noise provides cleaner, more precise
power, producing the best ever QDeck — setting
even higher standards of performance.
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The New Icon— acompletely flexible package that, together with the
QDeck, has become an industry standard at an affordable price.
Featuring asemi-automatic operation with auto lift off and
electronic speed switching, the Icon provides all the functions
of the QDeck. The 3point spring suspension, precision Icon
o%
\
tone arm and precise remote power supply results in a
sound quality that will satisfy the most demanding
o,
listener.
Hear for yourself — cut out the coupon today for
further information and alist of your nearest
dealers.
\
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Electronic QDeck Inc Ortoton OMIO Cartridge £139 95
Icon Inc Ortoton 0M20 Cadnd ee
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ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd
Freeport
Prestwick
Ayrshire
Scotland KA9 2TA
Telephone: (0292) 76933/4
Telex: 777568 ARIS G
Fax: (0292) 70561
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ERHAPS, AS ONE MARKETING
manager suggested, there was an
element of ' yuppie bashing' in the
mass media's rather extravagant
coverage of ' CD rot'. The national press had
sneered at those who lost their their highlypaid City jobs after the stock market crash.
and positively gloated as the Porsches went
up for sale, and the docklands property
bubble burst. Now, the precocious nouveaux
could be told that their trendily high-tech
music discs were crumbling away with the rest
of their world, oxidising into silence almost
before the laser in the player had worn out.
What happened was that The Guardian
belatedly picked up on astory Barry Fox had
written for New Scientist, published on June
9. Barry had already spent a lot of time
investigating the dramatic premature- ageing
suffered at various times by some LaserVision video discs. Here. oxidisation problems.
now apparently overcome ( as Barry reported
in 'Technology". July), had arisen from the
glueing of the two halves in a double- sided
disc, a process not relevant to single- sided
audio CDs. But it may have been the video
'laser rot' saga which made Bair)/ more alert
than other journalists to Matsushita's mention of their tests on different reflective
materials, and to the US ' audiophile' label
Mobile Fidelity's claim that gold discs
sounded better as well as lasting longer.
which is what he reported in New Scientist.
Asked to comment on the New Scientist story,
Michael Lee of Nimbus said ( basically) that
the company's accelerated- ageing tests indicated that some discs already on the market
might last only eight years before becoming
unplayable; that if certain inks were used for
the ' label' printing, it was possible for a
chemical reaction to eat through the lacquer.
allowing air in to oxidise the aluminium
reflective layer; but that there could he no
danger of such problems arising with discs
produced under Nimbus's current production
regime. Asked to respond to this, the other
major disc manufacturers could only say ( in
effect) that defective discs could only originate in other people's factories, where their
own high manufacturing standards were not
always maintained.
As the story broke on television. Stan
Curtis of Cambridge Audio offered some
significant independent evidence of real ( as
opposed to simulated) ageing effects. He had
measured the number of digital errors on
many discs, and was able to state that while
95% of his archived discs remained stable
over a three-year period, the remaining .5(
had deteriorated, with the number of errors
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OCK MUSIC is given priority in
October with the special free 32page Rock/Pop/Jazz on Compact
Disc supplement, an exciting package of reviews with selections of the year's
best releases from our regular specialists, not
to mention aspecial feature on CD singles. In
the magazine itself, though, there will be
more space than ever devoted to classical
music. And there will be free-entry competition to win awhole library of Compact Discs.
Turning to )1i fi equipment. CD players are
still getting cheaper and better: in our October- issue group test, Martin Colloms
examines and compares new-season models
from Denon, Marantz, Onkyo, Rotel and
Sansui, all of which offer more for less when
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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increasing 10)) to 200- fold within two years.
The distribution of faults among Cambridge
Audio's archived discs did not point clearly to
any particular plant or label as the source of
defective discs. However. Mobile Fidelity's
gold discs have been shown not to have
deteriorated at all over an 18- month period.
It was now obvious that the issue was
extremely serious, but that there were several
possible mechanisms of premature deterioration and that the full story would take much
longer to uncover. HFNIRR commissioned a
technical report from Paul Miller, who in the
meantime offers the following preliminary
data:
'Leaving aside the chemistry for the time
being, some " accelerated ageing tests" place
an unrepresentative physical strain on the
materials. Specifically. although the Red
Book standard indicates that discs should
STEVE
HARRIS
survive a 21- day temperature and humidity
cycling sequence ( up to 45 deg C and 95(;'
mentioned. We look forward to hearing from
humidity), many studies are apparently
you.'
employing conditions of total humidity and
Rock Winner
temperatures reaching 70 deg C or more.
Bearing in mind the difference in coefficients
Our June issue ' Rock Watch' competition
of expansion between the polycarbonate
attracted a record number of entries from
optical laver and the lacquered ( label) layer.
readers anxious to acquire the superb £ 2000
the internal stresses developed in such tests
disc- playing system which we had assembled
might well be responsible for a fracturing of
with rock music requirements specifically in
the reflective surface, adegradation unlikely
mind. The prize system consists of a Roksan
to occur in general use.
Xerxes turntable plus Moth tonearm and
'It is clear that some discs are inherently
Audio-Technica AT-F3E cartridge; the
more rugged than others, with discs manufacbrand-new Proton APIO(H) preamplifier; the
tured at particular times by particular plants
Haller XL280 12(1W/channel power amplifier.
tending to deteriorate at rates well outside
and apair of JBL LX- 55 three-way speakers.
the norm. Ihope to cover the chemistry of
The winner of this exciting prize is Mr G
CD deterioration in depth next month, but
Weston of Halifax. Yorks; correct answers
for now, there is one very obvious variable
were: 1). d); 2). h); 3). c); 4), a); 5). b); (j),
factor which can be examined by all CD
•a); 7), d); 8), b); and 9), a).
consumers: and that is the thickness of the
The Hi-Fi Show
aluminium coating. Apparently there are no
hard and fast rules governing this, the thickWith UK copies of this issue we include the
ness requirement being simply a function of
oflicial 32- page Guide for The Hi Fi Show,
the desired reflectivity. Lavers of 450
held at the Heathrow Penta Hotel in Septemnanometres are about average. but great
ber. Although we had expected a greatly
variations are possible. Sometimes the reflecincreased number of exhibitors this year. we
tive layer is so thin as to quite transparent
still had trouble finding enough space in the
when held up to the light. It is interesting to
pages allocated for exhibitors' show entries.
note the correlation between the thickness of
and regrettably, had to trim the length of
the aluminium layer and its propensity to
most entries. We have tried to do this fairly,
deterioration. Accordingly, we would like to
but would point out that most manufacturers
gather some information from readers: we
had space to mention only a few of their
would be very interested to hear from anyone
products. You'll have to visit the show to find
who, after examining their CDs. can give an
out about the rest! Overseas readers who
order of merit as far as opacity is concerned.
would like acopy of the Show Guide should
When responding to this, please mark your
send acheque or postal order for £ 2.00 ( made
letter ' CD quality' and remember to quote
payable to Link House Magazines Ltd) to
disc artist and title, label, number and pressShow Guide. HFNIRR Editorial, Link
ing plant/country of origin for each disc
House, Dingwall Ave. Croydon CR9 2TA.
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compared with previous or current ones. A
second major test report from Martin will be
the feature review on KEF's new C-Series
loudspeakers, which incorporate the company's Uni Q coincident drive unit technology. We'll be covering the range by looking at
the ' basic' Uni Q model, C35, and the more
sophisticated floorstanding C75.
If you thought that hugely expensive.

gma:

Amott$ the new breed of CD players on test next montl:
Sansui sCD-XSOI

T
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superbly- finished valve preamplifiers were
made only by the Americans. look out for
HFNIRR's exclusive reviEw of the Matisse
preamplifier. As Ken Kessler and Martin
Colloms discover, this is adesign which sets
itself up against the most serious competition.
Equipment tests next month will also
include in-depth amplifier reports from Paul
Miller, looking at the intriguing Deltec pre/power combination in its latest form, and at
the newest Albarry power amplifier.
Also including a bumper collection of
technical features ( including our investigation
of ' CD rot'), news, views and everything else
which makes HFNIRR essential reading. the
October issue goes on sale on 16 September.
Order your copy now!
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ADVERTISEMENT

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

HOT PROPERTY
MICRO-SEIKI CDM100
Among the modd

most bard to ..utt.b intiqe tom -sare the

audiophiles of Japan. Surrounded M a \ ast ›election tif fine
components. they have become selectbe to adegree
bordering on the fanatical. One make ot ‘‘ Itich they've long
approved is Micro-Seiki. acompany with atradition for
superb miund and build qualib which is able to meet almost
impossibl high criteria. Ti match asterling reputation for
turntable design. Micro-Seiki have produced adigital
ctimponent with similar peerless performance.
The CD‘i-100 Cl) player is Micro-Seiki's offering for the
music I.\ er who demands excellence in every area, and it
htis already been established as the reference throughout
Europe and lapait. Micro-Seiki - uncharacteristically .for a
Japanese compam - searched the world iser for the finest

components, selecting aprofessional grade leer pickup.
sidereal caps used as couping capacitors in D/A convertors
or as the coupling capacitors in the power supply. and Swiss
made connectors.
The CDM-I00 further develops the concept of the CDM-2 by
striving for even greater structural imegrib. better shielding
and more freedom from vibration. This component employs
the latest lb-bit Xi tiversampling technology. twin D
convertors. proprietary circuitry. flawless construction and
elegant sbling in apackage which at last makes compact
disc a % table source for the cognoscenti. No detail was
regarded too small for concern, titis attention resulting in a
CD player so musical that audiophiles may finally hear sound
in its least compromised form.

MANDRAKE
INTERCONNECTS

Pre‘iousl asimple task, perhaps tlw most contusing :aspect
of
today is cable selection. The realisation that cables
have as much effect on sound as active components has
resulted in aflood of misinformation and misdirection however well-intentioned the designer. Amidst the myriad
cables offering avariety of technologies is one interconnect
which transcends the butt-words. transcends the confusion,
and transcends the limitations which hme compromised all
others. The Mandrake interconnect. an exclusbe Absolute
Sounds product, utilises only the finest conductor material in
construction. Pure silwr has long been recognised as the
hest conductor of all. but it has taken Mandrake to combine
the absolute clarity', hm drat irtion and better conductivity of
this material with the rhythmic fluidity of phase aligned
copper cables. Combined with WB'f connectors, there is no
cleaner path between your components. The effect? Nothing
short of magic: like its Namesake.

For the full inside story contad:

Absolute Sounds
318 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London SW20 8QU
Tel: 9,
4
- 504' Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent. Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro-Seiki, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber
'I have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde
_

DUNTECH

\Ie.m Imite Soundi,is pleased to announce the availability of a
new range of loudspeaker systems from Australia. The
Duntech line has been conceived with asingle goal: to offer
j the most accurate, natural. realistic performance obtainable
I from any source. To this end, the company has produced
designs with unrivalled dynamic capabilities, seemingly
limitless bass extension, and an absence of colouration or
distortion. From the massive PCL2001 to the PCLI000/1100.
the PCL 500 to the diminutive PCLI5. all Duntech models
provide flat amplitude and phase response. near point
dispersion, high sensitivity mid high power handling, all the
better to convey the majesty of music. Duntech speaker
systems have already established themselves as referencecalibre transducers, the speakers of choice for music lovers
who require the transparency and depth of apanel type
system with the authoritative bass and dynamics previously
only associated with studio monitors. Duntech: The sound of
thunder from Down Under.

VIEWS>
Views on aroom
From: A D Beswick, Bristol
Dear Sir, Keith Breakwell in his article ' Stage
Coaching' ( July 88) makes an interesting
point regarding the room, speakers and
listener interface. But why then lose this in
the fatuous presumption that with hi- ti we are
trying to imitate live music in aknown
acoustic?
Idare say this is the object of avery small
percentage of people. and good luck to them.
However, most of us are surely trying to
create an exciting. involving musical
experience in our rooms. In fact most people
do not want to create acopy of a ' live'
musical event as the sound at arock or pop
concert is very poor compared with ahalfway
decent hi-fi sy:stem.
Keith Breakwell's interesting point is the
positioning of the speakers. tiring down the
long axis of aroom and about athird of the
way down the room and thus much closer to
the side walls than the end walls. Speakers
that are very intolerant of side walls, such as
my Mission 770s ( summer 1980 vintage).
work very well in this position. In fact, after
four years of dissatisfaction and much
repositioning of the speakers this is the
positioning Ieventually discovered that lets
the 770s sound exciting and involving. This
may be of interest to other people in recentlybuilt flats and houses who have great
difficulty in getting their hi-li systems to work.
after living in much older property. ( In case it
is of interest to other people. my living room
is 17' x 13' x 8'. The exterior walls are
plasterboard ' dabbed' on to the construction
blocks of the inner wall. The long interior
wall is factory made ' dry lining'. The floor is
chipboard on moulded foam or polystyrene
over concrete beams. Ilive in aflat — and the
ceiling is also plasterboard.) From my own
experience aposition that works well for rock
music is ideal for classical music and vice
versa. However, anyone who likes listening
to recordings of steam engines might like to
try this suggestion. Place the speakers as far
apart as possible directly facing each other
and sit no more than one or two feet back
from the line of the speakers. This way it is
possible to follow the engine as you would if
stood at the lineside.
A further interesting observation Ihave
never seen mentioned in the hi-fi press may
be of interest. When firing speakers across
the width of aroom 5or 6feet apart and toed
in at 45° the stereo imagery is present for the
full length of the room on aline 5feet or
more back from the speakers. Admittedly.
once byond the speakers there is no depth to
the image.
Personally. Ithink that the room-speaker —
listener interface is much neglected and that
very few articles written about it are of any
real value. Ihave spent four years moving
hi-fi and furniture around to obtain the
experience Iknew it was capable of before I
moved to my present fiat. Quite obviously.
had Ibought my system after Iwas lis ing here
Iwould have believed that Ihad wasted my
money and had in some way been conned.
Yours .
faithfully

Ear waves
From: IJDale, Hounslow, Middlesex
Dear Sir, An excellent use for the sorbothane
sheet would be for covering Ortofon T5
step-up transformers. Good as they are.
microphony is aproblem and would be
III- F1 Ni 'SS S RI CORD REVIEW
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greatly reduced, increasing detail and clarity.
But afar greater improvement in sound
quality could be achieved by just two pieces
approximately lcm X 2cm, simply by
wrapping one around each earlobe. It is a
little known fact that earlobes do resonate at
audio frequencies and cause ablurring of
detail and an unevenness of the ears'
frequency response. This would be greatly
reduced.
Who knows, they could start anew fashion
trend, and it's far easier than haying your
earlobes removed.
Yours faithfully

About to receive
From: K A Faulkner, Birmingham
Dear Sir, Could you please tell me it HEN/RR
has stopped reviewing bargain and mid- price
LPs and cassettes? Ihave noticed that these
reviews have appeared less and less this year
and in the July issue Icould not find asingle
review outside the CD and full- price LP
range.
Many readers, like myself, surely still
enjoy their music on LP record and cassette
equipment. and if, like myself, they cannot
afford the price of the more expensive LPs
and cassettes and they have built their
collection around your recommendations of
bargain price LPs/cassettes. they, like myself.
must miss those reviews and consider ceasing
to buy liFNIRR.
If lack of space prevents afull review of
cheaper records and tapes. then the title
information plus the review grading would
suffice.
Yours faithfully
With the exception of OP, the emphasis of
classical reissues has shifted to CD, and this is
reflected in our coverage. Budget/mid-price
rock reissues will get better coverage with an
'Also received' listing, starting next month —
Edj

Short cuts
From: Mike Wimburv, Devon
Dear Sir, With reference to your piece on
shorting phono plugs for digital outputs on
CI) equipment ( June 1988 p5) and Chris
Bryant's recent reviews. it will he found that
when the top is removed, most phono plugs
have along earth tag and shorter pin tag.
It is asimple matter to bend the earth tag
over and wrap its ' ears' around the pin tag.
Crimping with apair of narrow- nosed pliers
or even with care, wire cutters, will provide a
budget- priced gas- tight connection: phono
plugs are available from most hi-li and
electronics dealers.
In asimilar vein. Ihave found that on less
expensive players like my CD360. bunching
and tying the internal wiring tightly together
with cable ties may improve the free play of
the suspension. This is akin to terminating a
phono arm lead correctly and. together with
by-passing the 100/..tf output electrolytics with
polyester and/or polystyrene capacitors.
replacing output muting transistors with
sealed reed- relays and replacing one of the
two serial 100- ohm output resistors with a
link results in asmoother treble and
significantly more articulacy and clarity in the
bass. Ben Duncan ( bless his soldering iron
sponge!) recommends swapping the drain
and source legs of the de- emphasis switching
FET. hut as this is atins surface- mounted
device about the size of the o' in the ' Yours

faithfully' at the foot of this letter. Ithink I'll
utilise :mother pair of reed relays!
Incidentally, for those of you willing to risk
your guarantees, metric allen keys will fit the
patented ' Torx' headed screws on these
players. and they can be replaced with
ordinary Philips ( appropriately) self- tappers
if wished. to ease later access.
Yours failli fills'

Early noise
From: George Brock-Nannestad, Denmark
Dear Sir, Referring to your classical review in
the July 1988 issue ( pp.96-97). may Iaddress
the problem of the source material available
for reissue. Isay ' available', but in the
present case it is amatter of ' chosen'. Robert
Cowan has divided the Philips ' Legendary
Classics' reissues into three categories. and I
shall specifically address the Fritz Wunderlich
CI) of category Iand the Ravel and
Prokofiev of category 3.
lissas not mentioned in the review. but
Philips have actually distributed to the
reviewing community aSampler CD showing
'original' and ' NoNoise' for quite afew
selections. In all cases ' NoNoise' adds aslight
wheezing noise to attack transients, hut that
is to he expected theoretically. More
disconcerting is the treatment of original
recordings since they become ' original' in the
Sampler CD sense of the word. For instance:
adynamics expander has worked on Fritz
Wunderlich before the ' original', and that
makes the singing quite ridiculous. The
sampler section is '
An die Prize Gelielne ..The
action of ' NoNoise' is quite innocuous in
comparison.
The real problem is the Ravel and
Prokoliev CD in which ' NoNoise' gets the
blame for the resulting sound. However the
Sampler shows that the blame lies with the
pre -' originar treatment which seems to be
dynamics expansion on top of an already
muffled sound. Imagine the beautiful clarinet
line in this performance of Raver-% Bolero
modulated in strength by the os er-heavy
bass! The Chansons Mai-lecasses and in
particular Prokofiev fare even ssorse.
It is quite clear that Robert Cowan blames
'NoNoise' for the result, and that is not fair.
However, there is another angle to the
matter, and it may be aquestion of whether
the ' NoNoise' people ( Sonic Solutions. Inc.
or Philips have taken the other for aride. It is
astrange fact that all the selections on this
CD were available in the USA on the Vox
label, and my US informants report in the
'50s they were already known as abominable
dubs from the original Polydor and USSR
7
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labels respectively. Not having access to these
dubs Icannot say with certainty that they
were used for originals, but it seems
probable. And since they originate in the
USA, they may come from Sonic Solutions,
Inc to Philips instead of the other way round.
It should be mentioned that also the Jacques
Thibaud CD reproduces material that was
available on VOX.
It is no simple matter to reproduce early
recordings — they are very different from
microgroove recordings, in particular
mechanically, and the electrical output from
apickup is staggering. But one would expect
major record companies to do their
homework as to the source material they use.
Someone willing to excuse early recordings as
'poor but necessary' must clearly be in charge
at Philips, otherwise the Ravel and Prokofiev
would not have been published.
Yours faithfully

From: M Jones, Southampton
Dear Sir, Whilst Iam pleased with the
reaction my letter on diffraction ( April '88)
has provoked, Robert Webb appears to have
misconstrued the purpose and positioning of
the felt.
The felt is glued directly to the baffle, and
the drive units bolted on top, thus it does not
obscure the radiating surfaces of the drivers
in any way. Obviously, if the tweeter front
plate is covered in felt, ahole should be cut in
the centre to let the sound out!
Iquite agree with Robert Webb's points: if
the felt is in front of the drivers all manner of
tweeter problems would be notable by their
absence.
Yours faithfully

ranged over awide area of orchestral space.
It was difficult to blame such effects
entirely on the anomalies built into twospeaker listening, so Itook the problem to
the local clinic, where the doctor probed into
my ears with his little Davy lamp, tutted
briefly, and reached for his hydro-blaster.
From the right ear finally emerged alarge
wodge of hardening wax, while, surprisingly,
the left was found to be fairly clear. Clue
No. 1?
On my way home, the upper reaches of the
skylark's song did not, as expected, come
through with greater clarity but seemed on
the contrary, very slightly muted. Clue
No. 2?
The acid test of auditioning one of the
more offending records yielded the most
gratifying results. Back were the violins'
harmonics where they truly belonged, and
home were the snares on the drums. ' Oh
Frabjous Day' as Percy Wilson would have
described it!
So what might be the explanation? Very
tentatively Isuggest that these lumps of hard
wax can, depending on how they are
disposed, turn the ear passage into a
miniature organ pipe resonating at some
frequency in the treble, and the reason why
such unfortunate effects tend to disappear
when listening to headphones is that the
ear-piece of the 'phones acts as astop on the
mouth of the pipe.
By way of afootnote, Iwas told that some
people have comparatively narrow ear
passages, and so the body's waste material
which normally drops out as an ongoing
process tends to collect within the ear,
coagulate and harden off. So the answer, as
always, is in our genes.
Yours faithfully

Some sort of record

The wrong end

From: R W McKenzie, Darlington, Western
Australia
Dear Sir, Ithink the question you asked
under the photograph of Karajan on page 3of
your May issue can be easily answered. He
was not listening to Dennis Brain, or at least
not to Brain's recording of the Mozart Horn
Concertos. Karajan was aColumbia artist in
those days and the Concerto recording was
issued on that label. The record label in the
picture seems to contain the dog trademark
of HMV. No doubt ablow-up of your original
can confirm or repute this.
Yours faithfully
[It does! Mus Ed]

From: Tony Hawkes, Stellenbosch, South
Africa
Dear Sir, Your ' Letters' column suggests that
many readers are increasingly preoccupied
with 'tweaking' less and less significant parts
of what is, in most cases, an already very
good system. Have they lost sight of the fact
that today's component technology has
placed us closer to the 'diminishing returns'
part of the improvement curve than ever
before, at least as far as the best affordable
domestic systems are concerned?
Surely, the recording and the performance
itself are now the prime ( if not sole)
determinants of the sound quality ultimately
available to acommitted enthusiast in the
domestic environment? Are the recording
and performance not, in fact, the virtual front
ends of our systems?
Iraise this because of the substantial ana
disconcerting unevenness in the quality of
commercially available top- name recordings,
and the fact that similarly variable
performances sometimes leave one surprised,
not that they have been recorded well or
badly, but that they have been recorded at
all!
Also, some of the edits in the transfers of
pre-digital sound to CD deserve asharp
rebuke. ( Both the Kempff and Arrau
'Emperors', to name just two.) What is the
point of releasing on the new medium the

Heart felt

Waxing lyrical
From: Ronald Harrison, Stirlingshire
Dear Sir, The article ' Distortion in the Head'
by John Crabbe ( May ' 88) must have been of
great interest to many older listeners. His
main thesis sounded convincing and not
easily questioned, but while he mentioned
human frailty as afactor in the equation, he
may not have given it the weight it deserved.
In my own case poor intonation seemed to
reside in the right ear so that harmonics of the
first violins were placed to the right of the
Soundstage leaving the fundamentals where
they belonged at the left, while the snares of
Rossini's drums detached themselves and

VIEWS.

very good master tapes made originally for
LP, only to add glitches which were not there
before?
Is it not time to make the recording
companies aware that we have come to
depend at least as much upon the efforts of
any of their engineers or performers as we do
upon the combined ( yes, and greatly
respected) ministrations of any ten of the
Curtises or Montas of this world? And,
further, we must make it clear that we now
expect from them what the Rotels and Sonys
have consistently delivered. Ought we not,
therefore, to spend at least some of our
'tweak time' in writing to them, and also in
auditioning the software much more
selectively, until the point is made?
No, Ihaven't forgotten that I'm relatively
lucky to be living in this part of the 20th
century: but, at the prices charged for digital
software, it can surely be rendered well. The
musical excerpts on HFN003 proved it, once
and for all!
Yours faithfully

The Radio Show
From: Jock Gallagher, Director, BBC Radio
Show
Dear Sir, Barry Fox appears to be writing
from another planet when he dismisses the
BBC Radio Show ( at Earls Court, Sept
30-Oct 9) as ' aserious tactical error' on behalf
of the organisers. He cites some anonymous
'market analysts' as evidence for his bald
statement and then compounds his felony by
suggesting the organisers 'are living in the
1930s and 40s' because we've had the
temerity to put on aradio show that really is a
radio show. He argues that we cannot
succeed without television and says that the
electronics industry is less sure about whether
or not there is going to be ashow at all.
Had Mr Fox bothered to talk to us, he
would have found out that space at the
exhibition has been sold out . . . to twenty
members of the Federation of British Audio;
the big six within the British Phonographic
Industry; majors in the radio industry
including JVC, Philips, Pioneer, Grundig,
Akai and ahost of others; two major car
manufacturers ( with their interest being incar entertainment); and awide variety of
related organisations such as the RAC and
AA.
Had he bothered to talk to us, he would
have learned that we are in partnership with
Peter Anslow, one of the most distinguished
professionals in the exhibition business and
organiser of the highly-successful
International Ski Show. His analysis of the
market, combined with our own knowledge
of the enthusiasm of radio listeners, indicates
an expected audience of somewhere around
100,000 visitors to the show.
If he had bothered to talk to us, Mr Fox
would not have fallen foul of his own
pessimism and would instead have been
recommending your readers to come to Earls
Court and see for themselves that radio is
alive and well. Let me, therefore, proffer the
invitation personally. Everyone is
welcome . . . including Mr Fox.
Yours faithfully,
[Barry Fox will comment next month — Ed]

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical matters will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion but we regret that we are unable to answer questions on buying specific items of Hi-fi equipment. MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche
copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the Current
Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from BINDERS, 78 Whalley Road, Wilpshire, Blackburn, Lancs. BB1 ah1971 to 1982 are covered by
two binders (Jan-June/July-Dec); subsequent years require one binder each. Price £4.50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask for a quotation.
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Where elegance and science transcend the machine and its function...
Where the subtlety and intimacy
of musical emotion is revealed...
Where the art of pleasing oneself
finds no greater self expression...
Where ownership
becomes an absolute privilege

UK , 25 Heathfeld,Stacey Bushes,
IVIllton Keynes NIK12 SHR.
Tel:(0908)317707. Fax (090E3) 322704

NEWS>
PIONEER ADDS CASSETTE DECKS
Pioneer have introduced a new
range of cassette decks. The
flagship model is the three- head
CT-939 (£449.90) which features a
modified version of the company's
DAT cassette stabiliser system for
better tape transport and direct
signal path construc)ion. Other
models in the ranee include the
CT- 737, a three'- head design
retailing for £299.90, and two
two- head machines, the CT-443
(£179.9(1) and CT- 333 (£ 149.90).
All of the new Pioneer cassette
decks feature Dolby HX-Pro and
Dolby B&C noise reduction. and
manual bias adjust. The F-737 is
Pioneer's latest FM tuner, which
features the Digital Direct
decoder found in the dearer F- 9I.
24 presets. programming facility
for use with an external timer and

a wide- range signal strength
meter. Price is £229.90. Also new
in the range are two integrated
amplifiers,' the 70W/ch A-443
(£179.90) and the 55W/ch A-333
(£149.90). Both utilise honeycomb chassis construction. honeycomb heatsink and copperplated screws for an increase in
structural integrity. improved
earthing and a lowering of microphone effects. Both feature
beefier power supplies. endowing
the '443 with the capabilit‘ of
delivering bursts of 150W ch into
2ohms. Also common to both are
six inputs and record- out facility.
high- quality binding posts and
bypass facility. Pioneer High
Fidelity .((; B) Ltd. 1-6 Field Way.
Greenford, Middlesex U13(18UZ.
Tel 01-575 5757.

PRESENCE FOR ALEXANDER
Presence Audio have been
appointed worldwide distributors
of Alexander Acoustics' range of
loudspeakers. In addition to the
already available models 514
(£119 per pair) and 566 (£ 159 per
pair) is a new speaker. the
Aurora. This reflex- ported design
will retail for £349 per pair; the
company is working on amodel to
retail for around £ 250 per pair.
Also undergoing development is
an improved version of the company's stands. Presence have also
announced the release of a new
range of UK- made cables. Made
from 99.9e; pure silver, the cables
will be sold under the Sterling
name. The interconnects are
made from four cores of differing
diameter strands and are made to
measure, with either Odyssey
non-magnetic or WBT plugs.
Prices start at £ 199 for a halfmetre pair. The Sterling loudspeaker cable consists of two cores
of 0.8mm wire and starts at £ 199
per pair. Other cable news from
Presence concerns Vecteur, who
have made available a single-

strand LC/OFC cable for interna
wiring of speakers and electro
nics; this is identical to the cores
used in Vecteur's 8045 interconnect. Price is £ 1.15 per mono
metre. Presence Audio, The Old
Posthouse, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NU.
Tel ( 04(13) 76777/8/9.

SANSUI'S TWIN MAGAZINES
rigg7'
AMPHION MONOBLOCK
Dutch valve amplifier manufacturer Amphion have introduced a
new 30W monoblock power
amplifier. The M30 is styled to
match the existing range. with a
wood- trimmed chassis and
chrome- plated transformer covers. The M30 utilises toroidal
transformers for both power
supply and output transformers
for extended frequency response
and low saturation. Other products in the line-up include the

PRE 2 preamplifier with inputs
for phono. tape. tuner and CD.
the CD PRE line level preamp,
the STS)) 50W stereo amplifier
and the MI00 100W mono version
of the SIS)). The comptin
informs us that the range of
Amphion products will be available in the UK, but have not eu
supplied a dealer list. Contact
Audio Eksklusief, Oude Ban 21.
4285 TG Woudrichem. Holland.
or phone ( 010 31) 1833 3905.

Not apublishing venture, but the
world's first twin- magazine multidisc CD player has been launched
by Sansui. The CD-X510M CD
changer, unlike other multi- disc
players, can accommodate two
CD cartridges, each of which
holds six discs. This will enable
the user to load one magazine
while the other is in use, and the
two cartridges can be operated
independently of each other.

Used in tandem, the twin magazine allow for programmable play
of up to 12 CDs. Other features
include remote control, 3in CD
adaptor. variable music/intro scan
with user- selectable duration of
track sample play times and three
repeat modes. The player sells for
£299 including one magazine,
Sansui Electronics UK Ltd, Axis
4, Rhodes Way, Watford. Herts
WD2 4YW. Tel ( 0923) 228584.

SD ACOUSTICS UNVEIL OBS
SD Acoustics have introduced a
new loudspeaker, the SD () BS.
The system features an openbaffle midrange driver to free the
design of cabinet colorations, a
SEAS- made metal dome tweeter
and an 8in bass driver in aported
40 litre cabinet. The SD OBS can
be tri wired and features an integral stand with facility for spikes.
Impedance is a nominal 8 ohms;
sensitivity is rated at 88dB/1W/
lm. The SD OBS measures
100 x38 x20cm ( hwd) and will
retail for £695 per pair in walnut,
ash or black finishes. The company also inform us that the SDl,
an established design using ribbon
tweeters in conjunction with conventional moving- coil bass/mid
units, has been improved with
polypropylene capacitors in the
treble path; price has been
increased from £ 1050 to £ 1150.
Ul II \ I

S .1; RI,CORD RIA/IEW

At

Further information from SD
Acoustics, Unit 1, R/O 39-43
High Street, New Malden, Surrey
KT3 4BY. Tel 01-949 1623.

DENON ANNOUNCE GOLD TEST CD
Denon will be releasing a pure
gold Test CD for technical and
professonal analytical usage.
Titled Anechoic Orchestral Music
Recording (
cat. No. P(i6006), the
disc was designed as a test and
research instrument for use in the
fields of architectural acoustics,
loudspeaker evaluation and musicology. The programme consists
of anumber of musical works and
aseries of audio test signals. It is
believed that the last anechoic test
disc of this type was released by
the BBC 18 years ago. The Denon
release was recorded in aspecially
constructed anechoic chamber.
TST 19Sti

with performances provided by
the Osaka Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Masahiko
Enkoji. The selections consist of
portions of 15 major works,
recorded with a variety of microphone techniques onto a 32
track PCM recorder. Test signals
include sine waves for channel
checking, seep tones, tonebursts, impulse signals. white
noise 1
/
3 octave band noise at ten
frequencies and pink noise. Price
will he around £ 25. Hayden
Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter. Bucks SL9
9UB. Tel ( 0753) 888447.
II

Oxford Audio Consultants
A New Standard in High- End Audio Retailers, Specialising in
Absolute

Sounds

G.

Oxford Acoustics

We invite you to our official opening
at:
THE RANDOLPH HOTEL, OXFORD
THE EVENING OF THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1st

* See and hear stunning equipment, including CRYSTAL REFERENCE — KOETSU —
AIRTANGENT; AUDIO RESEARCH — KRELL; and the APOGEE DIVAS!
* Meet the people behind Absolute Sounds and Oxford Acoustics
* First British showing of Oxford Acoustics ' Crystal' turntable and the new Krell and Audio
Research power amplifiers

Admission by ticket only; to reserve places and obtain fuller details,
contact us by telephone or post

Hurry, places are limited. All applicants enter aFREE DRAW for aKOETSU
RED cartridge, to be presented on the night

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Place, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865) — 790879
*Open from mid — August
* Exclusive dealers for Absolute Sounds and Oxford Acoustics in
Oxfordshire and surrounding areas
*Superb demonstration facilities
*Specialists in custom home installations
* Full range of audiophile accessories

NEWS>
LINN HELIX LOUDSPEAKER

TDK RELEASE IEC SPEC TAPE
TDK has revamped its entire
range of cassettes, adding to the
line-up a new formulation which
con-fOrms exactly to ! EC specifications. The tape is SF. a Type 11
formulation which uses fine
Avilyn particles and is said to
combine low noise characteristics
with high output and high sensitivity. The SF is housed in TDK •s
newly designed HP- AR shell. The
new shells have been designed for
greater mechanical integrity.
lower resonance and greater precision for all parameters. Other
tapes in the range include the

latest version TDK D. a Type 1
formulation using the RC- 11
mechanism: AD and AR, premium Type I tapes using the
HP- AR mechanism; AR- X. apremium Type Itape using the SPAR mechanism; SA, a Super
Avilyn Type II, now housed in the
SP- AR mechanism; SA- X. the
top of TDK's Type 11 range,
housed in the SP- AR Il mechanism; MA- X, TDK's metal tape.
also using the SP- AR II shell.
Contact TDK UK Ltd. Pembroke
House, Wellesley Road. Croydon
CR)) 9XW. Tel 01-680 0123.

ONKYO'S ENTRY LEVEL TAPE DECK
Onk \ o have launched a new
budget cassette deck intended to
set new standards at its price point
of only £ 119. The TA- 212o features computer- controlled lulllogic transport. full remote operation when used in conjunct itin
with Onk\o • R
system components. automatic tape select.

auto- space record mute for the
insertion of silent gaps between
recordings, Dolby I3&C noise
reduction. two- mode repeat function and LED peak level meters.
For details contact Natural Sound
Systems. Axis 4. Rhodes Way.
Watford, Herts WD2 4YW. tel
(0923) 226499.

Further to our scoop report from
the June CES, Linn have supplied
details of the new Helix loudspeaker. The treble unit is a 19mm
polyamide dome which is completely sealed to prevent it being
affected by internal air movement
caused by the bass driver. A
200mm carbon- loaded polypropylene woofer as in the Nexus handles the frequencies up to 3kHz,
and utilises a large magnet and
aluminium voice coil. The crossover was designed using Linn's
in-house computer and allows for
hi-wiring with the removal of an
external link. ( Shouldn't that be
Linnk? KK) The strongly- braced
ported cabinet is constructed from
18mm panels and is internally
braced; the company has also
designed adedicated stand. Price
is £259, with availability expected
for late summer/early autumn.
Linn Products Ltd, Floors Road,
Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow
G76 () EP. Tel 041-644 5111.

WILMSLOW'S WACOUSTIC
Itruemeor -

imemmon

BRIEFING
AMPEX and REV()X have
announced a joint venture in
which every purchaser of Revox's
new ('- Series professional tape
recorders will receive afree spool
of Ampex's new 478 Low Print
Mastering Tape.
AUDIOFREAKS have been
appointed UK distributors for the
Energy 22 Reference loudspeaker
from Canada. For price and
details. contact Audiofreaks. 15
Link Way. Ham. Surrey TW 10
7QT. Tel 01-948 4153.
AUDIOKITS have introduced a
line of leads called Audiocables.
The range consists of screened
cables in single. twin or three core
(£4-l5 per metre). single conductor at £5per metre. and made-up
interconnects from £ 25-70 per 1
metre: the company can also
supply other lengths. Áudiokits. 6
Mill nose, Borrowash. Derby
DE7 3GU. Tel ( 0332) 674929.
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO won a
Design and Engineering Award at
the Chicago Consumer Electronics Show for the CD2 Compact
Disc Player - for the second year
running.
DIXONS announced trading of its
ordinary shares in Tokyo on 31
May.
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH
can now offer a moving-coil version of the 802 preamplifier. Price
III II \ IWS& Ri•CORDRI-N11.%1

is £ 1020. Esoteric Audio
Research Ltd. Unit 11. Stukelev
Meadows Industrial Estate. Huntingdon. Cambs. Tel ( 048(1) 53791.
FUJI have launched a new cassette type especially for in-car
use. GT-II has been designed to
withstand temperatures up to 100
deg C without shell warp.
INDONESIA has agreed to reciprocal copyright protection for
sound recordings between itself
and the EEC. The Justice Nlinister has issued a statement calling
for a halt in production of unauthorised recordings and the
removal of existing stocks from
retail outlets thoughout
Indonesia.
KJ LEISURESOUND, to further
their strength in the home
installation market, have
announced the importation of a
new US flush- mount loudspeaker
from Phase Technology. For
further details. contact Paul Tain
on 01-487 3890. The company has
also been appointed as the first
dealer for the new Sterling cables.
MAPLIN Electronics have introduced the YP54Y CD Clean System consisting of atray lined with
asoft foam pad and hinged acrylic
lid, special cleaning solution and
velvet applicator: price of the
complete kit is £ 5.95. Maplin
Electronics. PO Box 3. Rayleigh.
Essex SS6 8LR. Tel i(17(12)
552911.
19ss

Wilmslow Audio have introduced
the Wacoustic panel, a sandwich
consisting of two layers of bitumen bonded to either side of a
layer of foam. The company
recommends the use of these for
inhibiting loudspeaker panel resonances. Each panel I
Nsupplied in
270 x200x 16mm sheets and is
self-adhesive, and the company

suggests that the material can be
applied through the bass unit
aperture. Price is £ 18.50 including
p&p for eight sheets, enough to
treat a pair of speakers up to 30
litres volume. For full details contact Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 35/39
Church Street. Wilmslow.
Cheshire SK9 1AS Tel ( 0625)
529599.

Alaplin CD cleaner

Oxford 0X1 IJE. Tel (( 1865)
790879.
PHILIPS is making aspecial offer
to purchasers of the first Philips
CD players. The company will sell
a CD960 to these customers for
the same price as they paid for
their first players in 1983, which is
asaving of £ 150 off the lull price £700 - of a new CD960.
WALKER-NICHOLSON CONSULTANTS have moYed to Silverwood. The Warren. Kingswood. Surrey KT20 6PQ. Tel
(0737) 833674.
ZENONLEC LTD have been
appointed as representatives of
SME in Scotland. Zenonlec Ltd,
Alco House, Farada). Road. London Road Industrial Estate, Newbury, Berks RG13 2AD. Tel
(0635) 49797.

MAXELL is launching its range of
alkaline batteries in the UK. The
range consists of HP7 batteries
(packs of four £ 1.99). HP2 ( two
for £ 1.89) and HP II ( two for
£1.99).
MINTEL, the marketing analysts,
have published the results of a
survey in which 59(i of respondents said that they had little or
no enthusiasm or interest in audio
or visual equipment. ' Spiralling
costs and baffling technology' are
said to he causes for the dom .
mum
in interest. The full report is
available for £550 from Mintel,
KAE House, 7 Arundel Street.
London WC2R 3DR. Tel 01-240
8111/836 1814.
OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS is a new high- end dealer
specialising in complete home
installation services. Lines
stocked include all Absolute
Sounds and Oxford Acoustics
products. Address is Cantax
House, 37 Park 1:nd Place,

EVENTS
26 AUGUST- 1SEPTEMBER 1988
Dusseldorf Trade Fair/Audio
Video 88. Dusseldorfer Messegesellschaft mbH. NOWEA.
Postfach 32 02 03, Stockumer
Kirchstrasse 61. D-4000 Dusseldorf 30. West Germany.
26 AUGUST-4SEPTEMBER 1988
Firato-Audio Video & Music
Exhibition. Amsterdam, Holland.
1 SEPTEMBER 1988 Formal
opening of Oxford Audio Consultants, to he held at the Lancaste
Room, Randolph Hotel,
13
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NEWS•
ROTEL TO DISTRIBUTE ORACLE

PIONEER'S OCTOBER CD-VIDEO LAUNCH

Rotel have been appointed UK
distributors of Oracle hi-fi products. The company will be handling the full line, including the
Delphi. Premier and Alexandra
turntables, Oracle tonearms and
the company's accessories. On the
Rotel front, the company has
announced price reductions for
the RCD820B CD player from
£299.90 to £249.90. Two new cassette decks have been added to
the company's line-up; these

Pioneer. who have championed
the optical video disc in the US
and Japanese markets, have
announced the UK launch of their
combination CD/CD-Video/
LaserDisc player. Capable of
handling standard audio- only
discs and the new CD- Video discs
as well as 20cm and 30cm PALformat LaserVision discs
(whether with digital or analogue
soundtrack). the CLD-1200 will
be available from October and
should be priced at around
£579.
Pioneer's launch is timed to
complement that of Philips, who
will again show their CDV-175
machine at The Hi Fi Show in
Septembe:-.with retail availability
scheduled to follow soon after this
launch showing ( see Show
Guide). The Pioneer CLD-1200
includes a number of innovative
design features in the optical and
electromechanical system. A new
single- element aspherical lens has
been used in the pick-up. replacing the four- element system previously employed. This results in
a smaller size, lower mass, shortened focal length and enhanced

include the RD835 (£ 129.90)and
RD855 (£ 159.90). The RD835
features Dolby/ B noise reduction,
soft- touch controls, switchable
MPX filter, one- touch record and
LED peak level metering, while
the RD855 adds full logic control.
two motors. Dolby C. auto tape
select, record mute, music search
and other refinements. Rotel,
Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heathfield.
Stacey Bushes. Milton Keynes.
Tel ( i)908) 317707.

CD COMPRESSION
A new recording technique capable of quadrupling the supply of
digital music signals stored on a
CD has been devised in Belfast.
The system uses aprocessing chip
to code and compress ( 16 to 4)
binary digits; it has been
developed by Dr John McCann>:
and Stephen Smyth, electronic
engineers at Queen's University.
A prototype coding demonstration has been built at a cost of
around £3000. Smyth describes

the technique as fully compatible
with current CD technology .,and
hopes that the coding equipment
will eventually be reduced in site
to fit into aCD player in the form
of a single chip. marketed at
around € 10. Its use \you'd allow
four times as much programme
material to be encoded on to a
CD as is currently possible. Other
applications include transmission
of high quality sound over telephone lines and via satellite.

Beaumont St. Oxford. The event
will include a musical presentation by Ricardo Franassovici of
Absolute Sounds, who will be
giving away a Koetsu Red cartridge in aspecial free draw. For
tickets phone ( 0865) 790879.
8-12 SEPTEMBER 1988 22nd
Annual Sim-HiSi-lves. Milan
Fair Pavilions. For details contact
Segretaria Generale. 20149
Milano, Via Domenichino II. CP
15117 - 20150 Milano. Italy'. Tel
02/4815541.
9-11 SEPTEMBER 1988 AudioVideo ' 88. Albany Hotel, James
Street. Nottingham. l'or details
contact Claire Rush on ( 05(19)
610583.
11-14 SEPTEMBER Light &
Sound Show. Olympia. London.
15-18 SEPTEMBER 1988 The
Show, sponsored by FIFN/RR.
Heathrow Pentu Hotel. Bath
Road. Hounslow. Middx.
23-27 SEPTEMBER 1988 I
nternational Broadcasting Convention.
Metropole Centre. Brighton.
Contact IBC Secretariat. Institute
of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place. London WC2R OBL. Tel
01-24(1 1871.
30 SEPTEMBER- 2 OCTOBER
National Sound & Vision Show,
sponsored by Cleartone Audio.

Last Drop Village. Bolton.
30 SEPTEMBER- 10 OCTOBER
1988 BBC Radio Show. Earl's
C'ourt. London.
4-9 OCTOBER Japan Audio
Show. Tokyo.
21-23 OCTOBER Scottish Hi Fi
Exhibition ' 88. sponsored by Hi Fi Corner, Post House Hotel.
Edinburgh.
21-26 OCTOBER 1988 KES ' 88.
the 19th Korea Electronics Show.
organised by the Electronics
Industries Association of Korea
(EIAK). Korea Exhibition Centre ( KC/EX). 159 Samsung Dong.
Gangnam-Ku. Seoul. Korea;
trade- only'. Exhibition Dept.
EIAK. (; 48 Yeogsam-Dong.
Gangnam-Ku. Seoul 135. Korea.
Tel 012) 553-094117. 553-8725.
28-30 OCTOBER 1988 Zeus
Audio Hi Fi Show. Stormont
Hotel. Belfast. Ireland. For full
details, contact Zeus Audio. Tullynure Lodge. 18 Castlecaulfield
Road. Donaghmore. Dongannon
BT70 3PQ. Tel (( 18687) 67935.
3-6 NOVEMBER 1988 85th AES
Convention. Los Angeles. California. USA. Further details from
Audio Engineering Society Ltd
(British Section). Lent Rose
Road, Burnham. Slough SLI
7NY.
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focus sensitivity. Another innovation, the Opto Electric Integrated
Circuit or OEIC. combines the
sensing and amplification areas in
the pick-up, reducing the overall
size of the assembly by about
two-thirds, improving tracking
and enabling more effective
shielding from extraneous noise.
The reduced size of the pickup
means that asingle- motor system
can be used to spin all sizes of disc
from the 8cm mini- CDs ( which
can be played without an adaptor)
to 30cm LaserDiscs. A sophisticated new servo system and
extensive anti- vibration constructional measures also help enhance
performance. The CLD-I200 is
easily connected to any UK-standard television and hi-fi system.
with a choice of common aerial
and phono sockets or SCART
connector being provided on the
rear panel. IR remote control is
supplied as standard with this
machine.
Further details can be obtained
from Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB)
Ltd. 1-6 Field Way. Gree nford.
Middlesex UB6 8UZ. Tel: 01-575
5757.

ACOUSTIC GOLD WIRED
Acoustic Gold have been
appointed distributors of Straight
Wire cable products from the
USA. The Straight Wire range
includes interconnects available in
raw form or made-up lengths and
avariety of speaker cables including Music Ribbon, a flat cable
ouI1,1 Sin thick. Prices range

from £ 30-£140 per 1m stereo pair
for made-up leads including gold
phono plugs. £6-£24 per metre for
raw interconnect cables. and £ 3£32 per metre for speaker cables.
Acoustic Gold Ltd. 1 Orston
Lodge, Old Farm Road, Hampton, Middlesex TW12 3RQ. Tel
01-941 6737.

21-22 FEBRUARY 1989 Sound
Eighty- Nine, Heathrow Penta
Hotel. Applications for exhibition
space should be made to Sound
And Communications Industries
Federation, 4-6 High Street.
Burnham. Slough SLI 7JH. Tel
((16286) 67633.
18-21 APRIL 1989 Fiarex 89 International Trade Fair. RAI Centre.
Amsterdam. Holland. For details,
contact RAI Gebouw BV. Europaplein. 1078 GZ Amsterdam.
Holland. Tel 020-549 12 12. FAX
020-46 10 06.

STUART PERRIAM has been
appointed Northern Area Manager for Zenonlec.

PEOPLE
OLAF BLANCE has been
appointed Sales Manager of
Acoustic Gold.
DAVID HOPKINS, Managing
Director of Delta Sound ( PA)
Ltd, has been awarded an OBE.
GEOFFREY HORN, proprietor
of Horns of Oxford. has retired
from hi-fi retail but will continue
to write for The Gramophone.
PETER JANIIESON, chairman of
BMG Records, has been apointed
chairman of the BPI. He takes
over from Rob Dickins of WEA.
BURKE MATHES has been
appointed President of Teledyne
Acoustic Research.

SHOP TALK
CLEARTONE have opened anew
specialist hi-fi shop at 30 Victoria
Street, Wolverhampton; the premises was formerly Woods Audio
Visual. Tel ( 09(12) 772901.
DIXON'S have achieved a new
group record. with 53 of its Youth
Training Scheme ( YTS) trainees
passing the City & Guilds 9441
Retail Distribution Skills Certificate in 1987/88.
THE 1989 GEORGE SPENCER
SCHOLARSHIP is open to
employees of the ' distributive
industiv', awarded for research
relating to training in that industry. Retailers interested in this
programme should contact the
Training Development Officer,
DCT Retail Services Ltd. North
Bar. Banbury 0X16 ()TX. or
phone Rowena Hutton on ( 0295)
272677. Applications must be
received by 1 October 1988.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION
(London) have resigned from The
British Audio Dealers Association; Sound Organisation ( York)
continues as a BADA member.
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A no-nonsense
moving magnet
cartridge...

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE
LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
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...the award winner
for less than £ 20

• READING HI-FI- CENTRE. •

LARS D

6Harris Arcade, Friar St., Reading, Barks, RG1 1D19, Tel: (0734) 585463.
Opening Hours: Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm ( Lunch: 2to 3pm. Except Sat)
•
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CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY. •
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8000A
Integrated
Amplifier
MUSICAL
AFFORDABLE
... LOGICAL
Call or write for full data
and details of your
Audiolab dealer:
CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY LTD
26 Roman Way Industrial Estate,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE18 8LN, England
Tel: (0480) 52521
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UPERT MURDOCH and his Sky
Channel look like winning the satellite broadcast battle with an audacious pre-emptive strike. If they do.
there will be no digital sound from satellites.
Murdoch's strike involves using the old PAL
TV system with analogue sound for four new
channels on the Astra satellite. All European
governments including the UK were committed to using the MAC system with digital
sound for satellite broadcasting.
British Satellite Broadcasting, which will
start transmitting a three channel satellite
service nearly ayear later than Astra. has no
choice in the matter. BSB must use MAC.
But by the time BSB starts broadcasting the
market looks likely to have been lost to
Murdoch and Sky, broadcasting analogue
PAL to £ 199 dish systems made by Amstrad.
A silly squabble between different countries has split the MAC standard, with Britain
opting for D- MAC, with eight sound channels, and the Continent compromising with
D2 MAC, with four sound channels. ITT has
just started to deliver D2 MAC chip sets and
TV receivers, eighteen months later than
promised. A consortium of Plessey. PhilipsMullard and Nordic VLSI is not yet ready
with achip set that can cope with D- MAC.
And BSB has commissioned ITT to make
D- MAC chips for next year. No standard has
yet been set for scrambling, and BSB is
paying General Instruments in the US to
develop a system.
Murdoch, Sky, Astra and Amstrad recognised the hard truth that if the Ariane rocket.
code- named Flight 27, successfully launches
the Astra satellite on 4 November, as scheduled, no-one would be able to receive its
programmes if they were transmitted in MAC
standard. Rather than wait months — perhaps
years — for MAC chips and a scrambling
standard to be ready, they decided to stick
with existing technology and broadcast in
PAL without any scrambling at all.
Once Astra has started to transmit in PAL
it will be impractical to switch standards to
MAC, because every vievcer would need to
buy new equipment. This for " its Astra the
chance of using the MAC mi. : ti- channel
digital sound capability. But cont.niter.cy
plans are already laid. Looking aheact As ,...
has drafted a technical standard for PAL
which leaves room for four extra analogue
sound channels, eg, two stereo pairs, in
addition to the main mono analogue sound
channel. Also Amstrad's receiver will have a
socket for connecting ade- scrambling device.
if Sky later decides to scramble one or more
channels.
Amstrad started design only aweek before
the 8June announcement, but has promised
Sky that there will be mass supplies by the
first quarter of 1989 and at least one million
dishes on British roofs by the end of 1989.
Says the IBA, ' We are surprised and sad.
What they are doing is totally incompatible
with the agreed EBU standard. It cuts the
ground from under the Eureka project for
high definition, wide screen TV. They are
going down a blind alley'.
There is one thing now that can go wrong
for Astra, and right for BSB. Astra has no
back-up satellite and if the Ariane rocket fails
and the satellite is lost. Sky will have to wait
until Eutelsat launches the first of its second
generation satellites in 1990.
'God forbid', says Rupert Murdoch.
'It is an amazing risk that Rupert Murdoch
is taking', says Marcus Bicknell of Astra.
'This is still a fire cracker technology'.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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In a hurried attempt at bolstering confidence in BSB after the Murdoch bombshell.
the DTI and Home Office announced that
they would look at the possibility of switching
the transmission of BBC2 and Channel 4TV
from today's terrestrial transmitters to BSB's
satellite. Predictably. there was an immediate
outcry because the BBC and IBA have
jointly built a network of over 900 transmitters and relay stations to reach 99.3g of the
homes in Britain. Viewers licence fees have
helped pay for this network, which is arguably the best in the world.
The government has already tempered its
ill-considered proposal by promising to continue simulcasting with terrestrial transmission for an interim period. In practice, to
keep faith with existing viewers, this period
would have to be decades.
Although Britain has two spare satellite
frequencies, because each country has been
allocated five and BSB will use only two, it is
doubtful whether the BSB satellites can
handle two extra services. BSB has bought
two HS 376 satellites from the Hughes
Aircraft Company. each equipped with three
110 watt transmitters. One satellite will
broadcast BSIi's three channels, while the
other sits in orbit as a spare. If the British
government hired two of the three spare
channels for BBC2 and Channel 4. then this
would leave BSB. BBC2 and Channel 4 all
without adequate spare capacity.

Solocopy and the DAT debate
The DAT debate continues, with the hardware industry still trying to agree a policy
which will satisfy the software industry. They
hold round- table meetings every month or so.
A working party then prepares a technical
report and reports back to the round table.
One stumbling block has been lack of
agreement on what inputs should be provided
on a DAT recorder. Philips wanted no
analogue inputs at all, only digital inputs.
This would provide full digital control of
signals in and out between DAT recorders.
Japanese firms not unreasonably wanted analogue inputs for microphones. They have
long seen that the future of DAT may lie in
the professional. semi-professional and highend amateur market, where microphone
recording is a prime consideration.
Jan Timmer of Philips used to head Polygram and is now trying to find common
ground between the Japanese electronics
companies and their European counterparts
from Philips and Grundig. If they can all
agree on apolicy. Timmer will put it to the
record industry trade body the IFPI ( International Federation of Phonogram and Videogram Producers) which has so far blocked the
sale of DAT recorders because they enable
the public to make near perfect ' clone' copies
of Compact Discs on digital tape.
It was of course the IFPI who wanted the
hardware companies to use Copycode.
Wholly predictably, Copycode failed because
it was unreliable and spoiled the sound of
ordinary listening.
The round table has now agreed on anew
system, called Solocopy, which was
developed by Philips. It works reliably and
does not affect music. But it won't stop
analogue copying. Hence the Philips plan to
bar analogue inputs on DAT decks.
As originally designed. a DAT recorder
could copy a CD by analogue dub and the
digital tape then be repeatedly digitally
cloned onto other DAT recorders. For Solo-
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copy. the DAT recorder has only digital
inputs and acircuit inside adds extra-,inaudible, digits to the bit stream which is recorded
on tape as a CD is copied. Other DAT
recorders recognise these digits as anti- copy
flags and refuse to make acopy of the flagged
tape. So the user cannot copy a tape which
has been made by recording from a CD.
A modification, called Solocopv II, does
not immediately add the flags. It leis the user
copy a digital tape once, and then adds the
flag to prevent further cloning.
If agreement is reached on Solocopy. one
stumbling block remains. The 11:11 will only
accept an agreed technical solution if it is
coupled with an admission by the hardware
companies that home taping represents a
threat to the music industry. Philips will agree
but so far the Japanese have refused.

Digital loudspeakers
The digital speaker is getting closer. Philips is
patenting one which looks far more practical
than past proposals.
The idea is logical. CD and DAT record
sound in digital code: the latest equalisers
and amplifiers work in the digital domain,
over at least some of the signal path. But so
far it has always been necessary to convert
the digital signal back into an analogue
waveform before feeding it to aloudspeaker.
Several inventors have tried to make adigital
loudspeaker by combining many small loudspeakers in the same cabinet, and feeding each
with aseparate electric signal corresponding
to one bit of the digital word. Because hi-fi
sound is recorded with 16 hit words. 16
loudspeakers are needed for each stereo
channel. The result is an unwieldy beast.
Philips says the problem can be more easily
solved by clamping a flimsy plastics
diaphragm between magnets. The skin has 16
concentric loops of metal foil embedded in its
surface, each fed with a separate hit signal.
The thickness of the metal varies from loop to
loop, so that each has twice the electrical
resistance of the next. This matches the
relationship between the 16 hits in each word,
from most significant to least significant bit.
In theory, the Philips loudspeaker can take
a digital signal direct from a Compact Disc
player and digital amplifier, without any need
to convert the digital code into an analogue
waveform. As the diaphragm vibrates under
control of the digital signals, it produces
analogue waves in the air which the human
ear hears in conventional manner. In practice. who knows how it will sound?
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yamaha
CDtechnology
and music
in perfect
harmony...

...you are part of the digital audio revolution Sit back, relax and

enjoy the CD experience. Pure, dynamic, effortless — Yamaha digital

technology delivers the best that music has to offer

And no-one does it better than Yamaha. Critically acclaimed CD

players that offer superb engineering, advanced technology and

innovative features Plus a natural quality of sound that demands

your attention. Instantly, at the touch of a button

— in harmony with the rest of your system.

So whether you're buying your first CD player or

reaching for new heights of excellence, choose

from the Yamaha range. Because they're music — naturally.

For further information and the name of your nearest Yamaha

dealer, contact us at the address below:
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YAMAHA 1887-1987

YAMAHA HIFI

Over one hundred years of musical experience
Yamaha Electronics lUKI Limited, Yamaha House. 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford. Flerts WD1 715 Tel Watford 109231 33166

digital CD
technology stradivarius
or stanley?

III- Bit 811,— Oversampling at
352 8kHz

88 2ktiz

Newly
LSI

.and so the digital vs analogue debate lingers on. But not
for much longer. Today. Yamaha anrounce a quantum leap in
technology that heralds a new era of digital sound reproduction.
Hi- Bit is the culmination of a multi- million pound research
programme, the results of which can now be heard in the new
range of unique CD players from Yamaha
CD COMES OF AGE
At its current state-of-the-art peak. Hi Bit represents the biggest
s.ngle advance in digital audio technology. Look at the ' scope
traces above and you'll begin to see why...
HI- BIT TECHNICAL SUMMARY
Hi- Bit processing features 8-times oversampling resulting in a
clean, accurate waveform and completely eliminating the need for
filtering at output stage by raising residual noise to such a high
frequency — 352.8 kHz — as to have absolutely
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YAMAHA H1-13fT DIG TAL TECHNOLOGY

no effect on audible frequencies. This pure
signal

passes

through

sophisticated,

twin

digital-to-analogue converters, that employ a
unique

floating

bit

system •

to

maximise

processor efficiency at all signal levels. The resulting output is
extremely uniform, with an unprecedented 118dB
S/N ratio and can be fed directly to an amplifier.
by-passing all analogue filtering stages.
Hi- Bit Direct Output is the future of CD. It's
digital, it's music — naturally.

EIGHT TIMES
OVERSAMPLING

For detailed technical information and the name of your nearest
Yamaha dealer, contact:

YAMAHA 1887-1987

YAMAHA HIFI

Over one hundred years of musical experience
Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Limited. Yamaha House. 200 Rickmansworth Road.
Watford. Hens WD1 7IS Tel Warlord ( 0923) 33166.
Floating bit system applicable to CDX910 and CDX1110 only.

CLUB
Yet again we offer an accessory that's so obvious,
we're still wondering why it's taken this long for
Ken Kessler to find us atest cassette

TAPE
MEASURES
W

ELL BEFORE WE STARTED to solicit ideas for
accessories, anumber of readers asked us if we could
come up with areasonably accurate, cost-effective test
cassette. The heads (geddit?) who choose the accessories
debated long and hard, the main arguments against offering such a
product being that few people are either skilled enough or prepared to
tamper with/service their cassette decks, or own such things as
oscilliscopes or frequency counters. Still, the requests kept coming,
and we could only assume that non- technical cassette deck users
would at least like to have the option of diagnosing their decks'
performance before entrusing the machine to apossibly
unsympathetic engineer.
The other argument was cost. To create our own test tape would be
too dear an undertaking, while existing ' pro' tapes cost pro prices.
Enter Ian Harrison of Derby, who produces adandy, useful analysis
tape, one which will appeal to both the ham-fisted and those with a
minimum of test equipment. And judging by the number of
top-quality tape decks which enable the user to adjust head a7imuth

Use this form to order any of the current
HFN/RR accessories.
Please indicate quantity required. All prices include post & packing.

• HFN/RR HFN 003 Test CD £ 11.95
D Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 14.95
Mission lsoplat £ 19.50
D Tweek £ 15.95
12 Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
• Audiophile Records

CI Cantate Domino £6.95 D Saint-Saëns £6.95 D Close-ups £6.95
---' Jazz at the Pawnshop ( 2LPs) £ 13.95 0 Dafos ( 45rpm) £ 12.95
Scheherazade ( RC4 .
) £ 11.95 D Marni Nixon sings Gershwin ( RR- I9) £ 13.50
.Appalachian Spring ( RR- 22) £ 13.50 D Appassionata ( RCDE-4, 45rpm) £7.50
LJ Romance de Amor ( RCDE-8) £7.50 0 Vintage Tenor ( RCDE-I I ) £7.50

EInca Tech gold-plated

13-amp double socket/2 plugs £25.00
HFN/RR Spikes £ 10 per set ( inc drill) Wood D Metal Ill
HFN/RR Flux Dumper £22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
HFN/RR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.95
HFN DCI Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.95
Bassett Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
Allsop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
Cassette head cleaner £5
D CD cleaner £ 19.50
ID Special offer of all three £25.75
• Supercui Records £7.10 each ( or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:

•
•
E
•
•
•
•
D
D
E
•
D

D Randy Newman: Little Criminals D Santana: Borboletta 0 Weather Report:
Mysterious Traveller
Jackson Browne: Running on empty D Eagles: Desperado
0 Earl Klugh: Living inside your love D Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the
run ID Delius: Orchestral storks D Elgar: Symphony No.2

HFN/RR HMC phonotophono £29.95
HFN/RR Flutterbuster £79.95 ( state turntable)
Decca tonearm £49
Authenticity Mini-vac £8.95
Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45 D
Cobra FM Aerial £39.95
D HFN/RR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
HFN/RR Toolkit £32.50
• Record Interface Mat £28.50
• HFN/RR Headcase headphone amplifier £79.95
• HFN/RR News-Stand D Top & bottom shelves only £ 125
3middle shelves £22.50 D Complete £ 139.95
Onkyo Unifer £99.95
Sicomin CD Damper £27.50
Self-adhesive rings for Sicomin damper ( pack of 20) £ 1.75
▪ Audioquest vacuum tube dampers ( pack of 4) £ 11.95
D HFN/RR Mushcrusher mains filter £24.95
al Storage units: LP £ 32.50 D Singles £27.50 D CD/cassettes £ 14.50 D
Ortofon Cassette Maintenance Kit £ 12.95
HFN/RR Snake Oil 99p
• HFN/RR Wall- nut turntable shelf unit 12 Complete with 2
shelves 12 £49.95 LI Frame only, £37.50
• '
Good Sound by Laura Dearborn £ 10.95
D Sorbothane sheet (6x6in, self-adhesive) £ 11.95
• VPI Record Cleaning Machine £375 D5L cleaning fluid £ 12.50
D Test tape £ 18.50

▪
•
H
II

Basics of tape/head interface. Correct alignment 1% III maintain perfottnance, our test
tape also checks Dolby tracking and meter accuracy

without taking off the fascia, the Harrison Test Cassette grows ever
more attractive.
Harrison records these tapes on acarefully-calibrated deck using
TDK-AD, and on one side only to avoid A- B side differences. His
inspiration was the belief that most people under-rate the
performance of cassettes mainly because the machines are not set up
properly and fail to show the full potential of pre-recorded cassettes.
The tests include a400Hz tone to check Dolby replay level, which if incorrect - will make Dolby tapes sound either too bright or
muffled. Test 2is a10kHz tone for checking playback head azimuth
(Dolby out), while Test 3consists of spot frequencies from 30-15kHz
for checking frequency response ( Dolby out). Test 4is used to check
Dolby B and C tracking accuracy, while Test 5is a3kHz tone for
assessing speed accuracy. The latter should be performed with a
frequency counter, but you can do arough reading with astop-watch.
Test 6is ameter tone-burst, to check if your meters are working
accurately. Accompanying the tape is adetailed manual which will
guide you through the tests with perfect clarity, telling you what to do
if something is amiss.
Considering the cost of repairs and servicing, the £ 18.50 tariff will
pay for itself if you pre-empt the service department just once.
Whether or not it gives you peace of mind or rampant paranoia
depends on your relationship with the local repair shop.
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NAME (caps please)
ADDRESS

Ienclose POIChequelM0*
Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature
Please send orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200. Bedford. MK40 I
YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFIVIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject It, availabilit>
Acee,ories Club hotline a 1234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE

'
Please delete as necessary.
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Laurie Fincham, head of engineering at KEF, talks to Steve Harris

F

EW LOUDSPEAKER companies
take research and development as
seriously as KU' Electronics, who
have always lived up to their slogan
'the speaker engineers'. Since the 1970s.
when MA; pioneered new computer- based
test measurements and even made their own
digital recordings on hard disc, the man in
charge of that engineering has been Laurie
Fincham. In front of an audience, Fincham
has the rare ability to present technical
subjects understandably, interestingly and
amusingly - whether he is addressing the
Audio Engineering Society or briefing sales
reps- but his disarming. mildly self-deprecating style of humour might mislead you into
thinking that it had all happened by chance.
or that somebody else should get the credit:
'ive always been lucky enough to have
better-calibre people than me working for
me' he says. but of course it is not luck which
enables him to lead such a highly- qualified
and talented team. Also, though he no longer
plays double- bass in a jazz band, he retain\
the enthusiasm for music and audio which
started in his teens:
'When Iwas 13 or 14. Ihad a friend who
could afford hi-li equipment. which I
couldn't. He was the archetypal audiophile:
16, printer's apprentice, earned about 50 bob
aweek. He had abig Goodmans' speaker in a
sand- filled enclosure, he had agreat big GRF
Dual-Concentric Tannoy, in a bedroom that
was about eight by six- and- a- half; he had the
first Quad Electrostatic, he had about 18
pickup arms and so forth. From this Ipicked
up an interest not only in hi-fi but also in jazz.
which has stayed with me ever since. Istarted
making my own system at home. Iread a
Briggs book, and made a sand- filled baffle:
then Imade my own speaker enclosure, with
aGoodmans ARU. Ihave puzzled ever since
about the operational principle of that
device. as Icouldn't hear any difference when
Itook it in or out.
'Then Iwent to university to study electrical engineering. There were only really two
choices: you either did electrical or aeronautical, because otherwise you had to go in
the forces and Ididn't want to do that. Iwas
interested in model aircraft and jazz. Jazz
won, just. so I did electrical engineering.
When Icame out there was still National
Service, and so I thought. better do an
apprenticeship. I went to Rediffusion's
research place. where they were doing work
on stereophonic sound transmission round
the home: they had some very early stereo
recordings, so Igot right into that. Istayed
there about two years. then had to get ajob.
At the same time Iwas working as asemi- pro
musician about eight days a week. Rediffusion offered me ajob in Nottingham, climbing up telegraph poles; Ideclined that, on the
basis that Iwouldn't be able to play in the
band. Iwent on the dole, and earned about
three times as much playing in the bands as I
would have done at Rediffusion, and then I
heard about avacancy at Goodmans. Iwent
along for an interview, and there were about
11

20 people around the boardroom table ( why
they had 20 people interviewing applicants
for the most junior engineering job in the
place. I shall never know). I was slightly
jet- lagged because Iused to stay up all night
writing. practising and playing music, and
sleeping during the day, so Ididn't really care
if Ipassed the interview or not. They asked
me what was the best speaker I had ever
heard and Isaid " Tannoy Dual Concentric,
without adoubt", and the MD told me 1was
hired. ' Istayed with Goodmans four years. I
finished up doing 95% of the original Maxim
design. which was a huge comnmercial suc-

States, from Europe. from the UK, and they
spend between three and six months with us
during their undergraduate course, or even
just during their vacations. We can give them
interesting jobs to do, difficult jobs in some
cases, with astart and afinish, and they get to
know abit about how industry works, and in
some cases we end up employing them, so it's
a good way for us to look at one another
without long term commitment. The number
of people is flexible, but we have round about
nine graduate engineers. In addition, we
retain the services of anumber of universitybased consultants, four at present on special-

Laurie tincham
cess at the time [ Goodmans revived the name
for a new bookshelf model 20 years later].
But then Goodmans decided they were going
to move from London down to Havant, so I
wouldn't be able to play in the band any
more. I left to join Celestion, and stayed
there four years, becoming Chief Engineer.
'Then Imet Raymond Cooke ( in aurinal in
Paris, he just happened to he in the next stall)
and he asked me what Iwas doing. Ijust said
things were going all right, although at the
time Celestion were about to move up to
Ipswich, which again would mean Iwouldn't
be able to play in the band any more.
Raymond offered me ajob here. Most of my
work with the band was in the Thames Valley
area, and he made me an offer Icouldn't
refuse. That was really how it happened. I
finally had to pack up playing about 1972 or
'73; I didn't really need the money and
commuting was a killer, after a gig that got
you in at half- past one in the morning.'
Fincham's lieutenants are Dr Richard
Small, who is head of research, and Mike
Gough, who is chief engineer.
'We also have a number of undergrads.
They come from all over the place. from the

ist aspects- materials would be one, digital
signal processing would be another, finite
element analysis, cones, psycho- acoustic testing. We maintain very close relationships
with universities because with the best will in
the world we can't have sufficient expertise
in-house, or the facilities. We regard that as a
worthwhile exchange of information.
'Within the department there are really
three activities. There is applied research,
which is really Dick Small's area; and there is
product development; and there is design. By
and large, research is where you don't know
what's going to happen, development is
where you hope you know what's going to
happen, and design is where you damned well
ought to know what's going to happen. It
doesn't always work out like that!
'So you have if you like advanced ideas, the
area that Dick would work on, which may
relate to transducer design, or to ideas on
measurement or something. They're
definitely not product- related; aproduct may
well come out of them. but they should be
looking anywhere between two and five years
ahead. They are not concerned with today,
and they mustn't be, and we try very hard to
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allow them the time and the freedom to go
ahead and do that. Having said that.
however, there's nothing blue- skies about it.
We're quite hard-nosed about how we spend
our time on something, and somebody here
will have some idea as to how it can be
applied to aproduct —" Ithink this transistor
could be turned into an amplifier, or the basis
for a computer". it is not " Oh, isn't a
transistor an interesting device, wouldn't it be
fun to play with it for hours and get paid as
well". Applied research in our terms means
that there is no product in mind, but that the
technique will be applied in time, unless
we've chosen the wrong thing to work on.
and it's pretty rare that we choose an idea or
technique that doesn't subsequently bear
fruit. But the timescale could be as much as
ten years, from the idea of an idea to a
product application.
'Coupled- cavity. for example, which Ifirst
thought about in 1974. didn't see the light of
day for ten years. Some ideas are solutions in
search of aproblem; that's pretty well inevit-

Dr Richard Small

able in the early stages. Digital signal processing of music was something we worked on in
1974, hut only now has the price of the
processing come down and the speed got up
to asufficient level, to make it interesting for
us to look at real-time DSP for audio work.
'Product development, which is really
Mike Gough's area, is where Marketing have
identified a market- slot for a product. or
alternatively you have either consumer- pull
or a technology- push — it's just a question of
which end it cornes in at. If the salesman
comes in and says he needs something
cheaper and better, that's come straight from
the customer, and it means somebody else is
giving us a hard time in the market: At the
other end, you have atechnology push when
somebody says " 1have a really neat idea, I
think it has some application for aproduct."
Broadly speaking. though you shouldn't take
this too literally, you could say C- Series is
closer to the customer- or market-specified
product: Reference Series is ageneral desire
to make high- end product covering acertain
price range. but a good deal of the product
ideas and input and concept come from the
technical side. At the lower end. a £ 100
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speaker is a £ 100 speaker— you don't have a
lot of places to go.
'The design department is the department
that pulls it all together. They take concepts
and they draw them up and they make the
prototypes. They're the engine- room. if you
like.
'The computer side is what Isee as the
infrastructure of the department. Not everybody works on product, probably perhaps
only a third at any one time; the rest are
working on analysis, design techniques and so
forth, which are generalised. ways of speeding up production testing or something like
that. They're here to provide the support,
they're not in general loudspeaker engineers:
we probably only have, within : he department, three genuine loudspeaker engineers.
as people would understand the term, nuts
and bolts and sawdust men — Iwould be one.
Mike's another. Phil Knight another. The
rest are engineers who have a broad base.
brought in as team members to solve particular problems.'
KEF had kept the drive- unit technology of
the new ('- Series under wraps almost up- to
the launch at Chicago CES in June. How far
back did the development of that go'?
'The particular concept of the Uni Q driver
really came out of the availability of a
magnet, which suddenly gave us the possibility to miniaturise beyond acertain point, so
in a way it was a solution that we found a
niche for. Iheard about the magnet material
quite independentl‘ Iheard about it actually
through one of our US dealers. He heard
about it through ascientist friend of his who
had come into the shop. He sent me some
information about it. Then we immediately
set up a programme. with one engineer
dedicated to it. on the computer- aided design
of magnet assemblies, in conjunction with a
university in the UK. We went to an expert,
in other words, and said, look, we want to
know how we can best use this material, to
see whether the field strengths we could get
from a very small amount of it were high
enough to he of interest. We knew about
samarium cobalt, which was very much better
than ferrite, but the benefits weren't enormous— so you could make a slightly thinner
HF magnet than we have on a traditional
ferrite jesign, but not that much smaller and
not that much thinner, and the price was
absolutely outrageous. But with these new
ones, we". suddenly had a magnet assembly
that could sit inside anormal- sized voice-coil.
That was really the break. Initially we
thought we could get one small enough to it
inside a traditional 25mm ( I
in) voice- coil.
and it wouldn't quite lit. So we had to go to an
inch- and- a- quarter. We've actually got two
sizes, 32mm and 37mm. Having seen that the
magnet could be that small, Idon't know who
mooted the idea, but it might be possible to
make the coaxial principle work. It had been
tried before and either it didn't work at all,
because they put the tweeter in the wrong
place ( out in front on a stalk, as a cheap
Japanese car speaker), or it was exceedingly
elaborate: "[annoy have been making concentric speakers for about forty years, and it
certainly does what they intended but it is
quite elaborate in terms of parts and would
certainly have no relevance to units designed
to go at the lower end of the market. So we
were looking to make something much simpler and at the same time correct some of the
problems. as we saw it. in the early designs.
where you didn't get the two units coming
together at the same point in space. We did

some experiments and we were gratified to
discover that it worked quite well; it not only
got over the time alignment problem. it also
put some control over directivity.
'At that point, we realised that this wasn't
just something that was different, it was
something that could change the way we were
going. To backtrack, almost since we had
started in the business, the most depressing
part of being a development engineer was
that you thought you knew what you're
doing, only to have it clearly revealed that
you didn't. No matter how accurately you
measure ( we've spent alot of time learning to
measure accurately, so that the variations are
not in measurement or procedure, but they
are in the devices we're measuring), things
still seem to sound rather different. We know
why they sound different, it's because they
interact with the room, and we were rather
resigned to the fact that every time we did a
new model, we'd still have to do extended
listening and guessing to see why it didn't
sound right. Sometimes you'd actually have
to distort the measured response ( I don't
mean non- linearly-distort). Most engineers.
in the privacy of their own homes, would
admit to the fact that their holy grail is a
straight line response from the microphone at
a specified distance; unfortunately, it very
seldom produces the desired results. Now the
question is why. and how do you go about
deviating from that in order to make them
sound better? You can fiddle around. hut we
would prefer to understand why.
'One of the nice things aboie having a
largish team is that when we see something
we don't understand, we can take the time to
find out, not just find out, but prove it. Quite
often things will arise from an accidental
observation ( there's much more of the discovery of penicillin here, that is seeing
something and saying, that's interesting. I
wonder why. than being areally great physicist and predicting what will happen if you
split an atom), and we were aware that
speakers would take on what's best described
as an edgy or rather colored character,
depending not just on the design of the
speaker, but on the room that they were
placed in. Naturally, we take our speakers
round to various shows and we don't know
what we're going to have. Sometimes you get
in there and your heart just sinks at the sound
you're getting! Then you go round, put afew
curtains up and so forth, until either you get it
right, or at least you can convince yourself
that because you've spent the time doing
something it does sound better, and you can
be more confident in presenting it. It always
seems abit limp to blame the room, although
it may well he the case.
'We realised that this control over directivity might be the key to minimising the room
interaction. At this point we had already
started the Eureka Project. which is about
loudspeaker/room interaction. The first stage
of that was asix-month literature search, and
that pulled out about 7000 titles, which
whittled down to about NI: and the partners
agreed that they would all look at all the
papers. So that is what we did, and Ispent a
part of aholiday sitting in the sun just reading
all the papers that normally Iwouldn't have
time to. What became clear was that although
reflections in the room could alter the sound
quality, it wasn't as simple as that. Sometimes
the reflections could produce a good effect:
put aspeaker near aside wall and although it
may not produce an accurate sound it could
produce a more pleasing sound because it
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imparts asense of spaciousness which people
an interesting idea) to make aservo-controlpeaks do come out of real reflex enclosures;
find interesting and pleasant. Other reflecled bass speaker. A lot of people had tried.
you can't see them because normally they are
tions, from the floor and ceiling, by and large
but the results had been patchy. Peter spent : 1 masked by the output from the bass speaker,
are ahad thing. So we can see from this that
lot of time playing around with various
hut they are there.
the way speakers were traditionally designed
circuits until we got one that really worked
'Then, we were starting to develop the 104
might give us a clue as to why they sound
well, and he made something that was physiII, we'd had various ideas and Isuggested
different in different environments, even
cally like a coupled cavity for the speaker,
that we pull out this coupled-cavity thing.
though they were extremely well engineered.
and was going to use amicrophone inside the
There were hoots of derision and moans of
Of course it's no use just getting the directivbox. Having gone to all the trouble of making
"Oh, you're not going to do all that again",
ity, or any other single aspect, right; a a servo-controlled system ( using a B139) he
but this time we persevered, learnt alot more
particular cable inside the cabinet may or
said, wouldn't this be an easier way of doing
about it and found that we could indeed get
may not produce a sonic benefit, but on its
it? Ilooked at his drawings and Irealised that
rid of the standing-wave problems without
own it won't overwhelm other defects in the
we could make awholly passive design which
lowering the efficiency ( which is why the 104
system. You've got to get everything pretty
didn't rely on feedback. By adjusting the
II has the vertical rod and so on). We then
well right; directivity is one, cabinet design is
components you could get aband-pass naturrealised that the overwhelming benefits, apart
another, driver design is another.
ally. That was appealing for two reasons:
from the acoustic performance, were very low
'To go back to your question. Isuppose
first, we could get benefits in power handling
distortion and very high power handling. And
we've been digesting the idea for probably
and so forth; but secondly, one of the really
all this came out of adesire to make aspeaker
something over a year; the magnet material
big problems with designing passive threethat was better value for money, it came out
itself has only been around for a few years
way systems is to have alow lower-crossover
of a servo system that didn't work and
and when we first started looking for samples
frequency. If you try to cross over in anormal
something else that didn't seem to work
it was very difficult to get what we wanted.
system between 100 and 200Hz, the interaceither. The start was not too promising! But
'There were two hard tasks. First of all the
tion between the network and the impedance
that is very often the case, we find. We do a
tweeter was much smaller than we were used
presented by the speaker is so fierce that it's
lot of work on something, and then the time
to, so we had to change the way the thing was
almost impossible to get agood filter shape.
comes round where we say, ah yes, that could
made completely. The tolerances were, well,
With active systems, you can get the required
be just what we're looking for. That is one of
more into the realm of making microphones,
but they had to be rugged enough to put in
speakers, and getting the performance consistent was difficult. The other thing was that
once this tweeter was seeing this flaring baffle
in front of it, terminating in the edge, just
about everything that could cause irregularities in the response of the speaker did so. So
the moment you put on a trim line that
looked nice, or left a gap, it affected the
response. What we did find was that due to
the symmetry of the design, paradoxically the
worst performance ( objectively, that is— you
can't hear it) was on-axis. It actually gets
better as you go off-axis. Here's aclear case
where you have to have the courage to he
worse in order to be better. You have to
know why, of course!'
So KEF's coincident driver technology is
also being used to provide the sound sources
in ' Archimedes', the Eureka research project
filter shape. because there is no interaction.
the advantages of doing applied research on
in which KEF are collaborating with B8z0
'Anyway, Ilooked at this and realised it
processes and techniques, that doesn't have a
and a Danish university to investigate loudscould work, so Iworked on the theory over
product in mind. If you try to shoehorn it into
peaker/room interaction: HIN/RR will soon
Christmas 1974, and Isent it off to Peter, and
a product too soon, often you go off on the
be reporting on this fully. Going back a bit.
said isn't this interesting'? And he said yes.
wrong track or end up not doing it at all.'
coupled-cavity seems to have been just one of
and sent me back another analysis, and we
Another KEF innovation in search of
a number of approaches KEF had made to
to-and-fro'ed abit, and then Ihad somebody'
better bass from smaller boxes was of course
extracting better bass response from moderwork on it full time, because it didn't work
the K-UBE equaliser.
ate sized boxes.
anything like the theory suggested! Then we
'Again, this arose out of aresearch project.
'All other things being equal, including an
spent ayear on it, and at the end of that time
Iwas concerned about the effect of delay in
extended bass response is A Good Thing.
we concluded that it was an interesting idea.
speakers on sound quality. One of the ways
particularly now with improved source mateand it probably wouldn't work, and we just
we could investigate delay at low frequencies
rial. Now, from the loudspeaker designer's
left it. Then about three or four years later I was to equalise the speaker so it was flat
point of view, he is immediately into a thought, well, here was an interesting idea.
down to very low frequencies. When you
trade-off area, that is that either the box is
and it didn't work, but why don't Iwrite it up
have a speaker with a range extended down
going to become bigger to enable them to
for the AES Journal'? So Idid, and it ended
to 5Hz, your immediate gut reaction is that
have lots of bass, or you've got to lose
on a bit of a low note! The coupled-cavity
the cone will move so far it'll probably never
efficiency, which means that the customer is
iclça consists basically of taking a reflex
arrive back in the cabinet. What surprised us,
going to have to have abigger amplifier. The
enclosure and putting something like a
using digitally- recorded material, was that the
box is avery expensive part; the amplifier is a bucket over the bass speaker, so you isolate
cone didn't really seem to move that much
very expensive part. What it really comes
the output from the speaker and the port, and
further, whereas if you used a turntable ( no
down to is that good bass is very expensive.
just look at the output from the port. The
matter how good it was) a record warp or
When you talk about horns or transmission
problem is that the mass of air, this wodge of
some other problem effect would make the
lines, or any scheme, they are expensive. So
air in the port, is driven by the speaker
speaker jump out of its skin. So that set us
if you are trying to improve performance gain
through the stiffness of the enclosed air in this
wondering, was there something in the nature
in terms of value for money. anything that
second chamber. In theory, this looks like a of the recorded programme material which
enables you to get more and better bass out
spring; but in practice it isn't aspring, there is
would allow us to apply some sort of arbitrary
without aproportional increase in cost makes
wave motion in it, and what comes out of the
equalisation without actually increasing the
the product more competitive.
port, instead of being a nice band-pass, has
excursion of the speaker. We did a certain
'A long, long time ago, in the early 1970s I got all sorts of nasty peaks in it. These are just
amount of experimenting and, a few years
suppose, we were consulting with Peter Baxreally standing waves in the cavity. If you put
back, Peter Gaskarth's daughter, who was
endall, who is not only a very line circuit
enough lining in there to damp out the peaks.
studying physics at Oxford, was looking for a
designer but also a good friend of the
all the efficiency and bandwidth benefits that
summer job, so we invited her down and said,
company, and we had a notion ( for no
you got from having the principle in the first
here's acomputer, what we want you to do is
particular reason except that it seemed like
place disappear. Interestingly enough, these
to look at the characteristics of recorded
24
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programme material, both on disc and on
CD. The experiments were, basically. if I
connect a speaker to an amplifier with a
particular piece of programme, what are the
peak current demands and voltage demands,
and what are the peak excursions of the
speaker, and how would this vary if Iapplied
equalisation. So that's what we did, and the
results ended up in a folio which was about
six inches thick, with all sorts of graphs of the
peak voltage distributions in a recorded
signal, the recorded amplitude probability
density distributions, and this really told you
how the • - 1
/sin the music occur, how often
4
the peak ... sore than three times the average
level for example.
A lot of interesting ideas came out of this
and we discovered that we could design
speakers where we could apply a judicious
amount of electrical boost in the system
without either overloading the amplifier or
overloading the speaker. Out of that grew the
K-UBE. Originally K-UBE stood for KEF
Universal Bass Equaliser. and we had a box
which you connect to any closed-box speaker,
and you dial in the parameters of that box
and extend its response. We had a notion at
one time that we might market such athing.
K-UBE in the end became adevice that was
concerned not just with the bass end but also
with middle and high frequencies, because we
realised that rather than throwing away
power in the crossover, just mismatching,
there would be some benefit in leaving the
basic efficiency of the speaker as it is and only
boosting in the other areas where peaks
didn't occur so often.
Would it be putting it too strongly to say
that KEF neglected the development of drive
units for a while, in the pursuit of system
development?
'What would be fair to say is that we have
always taken a system approach. and the
system if you like is an original source at one
end and a listener's ear at the other. What

we've found is that if we tried to improve the
loudspeaker in isolation, in the end the
limitations lay outside our frame of reference. Now Iknow that sounds like blaming
somebody else, but we did find that if we just
looked at loudspeakers in isolation we would
have loudspeaker/amplifier interface problems. We did find that recorded material had
undergone all sorts of equalisation and severe
phase changes and so on. so we started
recording bits of material ourselves. We did
find that the room affected the sound, so we
designed our own listening room which at
least was quantifiable. Ican tell you that in
the late 1960s and early 1970s, we did think,
like everyone else, that the answer to speaker
design was in cone materials, and spent alot
of time and money investigating various
synthetic materials— polymers. carbon fibres
and so on.
'And what became clear from this was that
if you don't know what constitutes a good
cone material, in other words there isn't a
formula that says it should be infinitely stiff
and infinitely light and so on. how do you go
about optimising such a material? You've
really got to make something and listen to it.
So we said let's make a cone, say a B110,
small and inexpensive. How do you judge
whether that cone is working well? At that
time, you really had to make a speaker
system ( a box and crossover) to find out.
Almost simultaneously with this, in 1971, we
started on the impulse testing project at
Bradford University, and we found that when
you measured it, although the cone overlaid
its particular character, the dominant parts of
the speaker performance were nothing to do
with the cone, but with the structure, the box,
the standing waves within the box, the chassis
vibrating, the whole speaker vibrating, the
dustcap...
'The net result of this was that we felt that
unless we understood the struc:ures which
were dominating the sound. there was no

o

point in making the cone materials better. So
we spent several years looking at different
kinds of structures, different kinds of boxes
and coupling arrangements, crossovers and
surround materials. It's probably fair to say
that having come through the other side and
covered most of the aspects of system
development, we're now at apoint where it is
extremely logical to look again at cone
profiles and materials, having got out of the
way all those other variables which shouldn't
have been there in the first place.'
Although you still do more research than
almost anyone else, people tend to regard
KEF now as a more marketing- led company
than the technically- based company it used to
be. Is that fair?
think we now have a better state of
equilibrium between the three major forces
in a company. that is: the technology; the
general management and financial control;
and the marketing. What we have now is a
clearer idea of what the market wants and
how it ought to be made, but nevertheless the
technology is avery large part of it. Ithink
the important thing for acompany like KEF
is that the problems need to be very clearly
defined, otherwise engineers, being what they
are, will tend to be self-indulgent, and hope
people like something that they found difficult to do and found an interesting solution
for.
'The very first thing that happened when
the company was reorganised was that Iwas
instructed to go out and employ four more
engineers, and we built anew lab and got new
equipment. So it was clearly seen that whatever potential KEF had lay in a reasonable
technical competence and ability to do things,
and that the way forward wasn't just to cut
prices or to have flashy designs that had no
content, it was to put money back into the
structure and build up from there. We
haven't really changed direction, it is more a
question of focus.'

BOOKS •
INTRODUCING
DIGITAL AUDIO, CD,
DAT AND SAMPLING
by Ian R. Sinclair

The impact of digital
audio technology
requires both the
technician and the enthusiast to gain agreater
understanding of the processes that are
specific to digital processing and recording.
The new text by Ian Sinclair is written to give
abasic but informative review of the relevant
technology, where the style is easy to read
and the diagrams prepared to an excellent
standard.
Although elementary. the text is
reasonably broad, and attempts to give an
overall perspective of the subject without
engaging avast array of mathematics.
Consequently. awide readership should be
attracted where, with atechnically curious
mind, the reader will gain useful knowledge
after amodest investment of time.
Early sections of the text cover basic logic
elements, and range from simple gates to
memory structures to basic CMOS
topologies. Next adescriptive presentation of
sampling and quantisation is offered in
association with the processes of analogue to
HI- H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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digital and digital to analogue conversion,
together with abrief introduction to error
correction ( of the digital kind).
The book concludes with adiscussion of
the principle of RDAT and CD and, as such.
is highly topical. My only minor criticisms are
both an omission of the use of oversampling
in digital to analogue conversion, which is
very topical in modern systems, and the
omission of reference material, where a
structured bibliography would have enabled
the reader to access adeeper knowledge
base.
However. Ilike the text and offer a
recommendation for those presently with
minimal understanding of logic and digital
systems who wish to gain insight into recent
developments.
Malcolm Hawksford
THE NEW GROVE: GOSPEL, BLUES AND
JAZZ
by Paul Oliver. Max Harrison and William Bolcom. 394pp.
30 b&w photographs. many musical examples
bibliographies and index. Soft covers: £9.95. Published by
Macmillan ( Papermac). 4Little Essex Street. London
WC2R 3LF. ( US edition: W W Norton & Co. 500 Fifth
Avenue. New York NY 10110)

Entries scattered through The New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians cover the
important musicians and musical genres of
Afro-American music; this convenient

paperback regroups the material, with much
revision and additional work, to provide
separate, largely chronological surveys of the
development of gospel, blues and jazz. The
writing is succinct and densely informative,
with brief but well-weighted appreciations of
major artists and sometimes pithy dismissals
of peripheral ones. Paul Oliver, as the
unrivalled authority in the field, offers a
finely-distilled version of an often-recounted
history of the blues, and describes the less
well-charted origins of the spiritual and the
development of gospel music, explaining the
ties as well as the divisions between gospel
and secular music by detailing its
contributions to commercial pop. While
William Bolcom's coverage of ragtime serves
to dispel the misconceptions that still
surround this largely written musical form,
Max Harrison traces the development of jazz
itself, concentrating into the last 100 pages or
so of the book alean and precisely-focused
study; he seems to get straight to the heart of
the musical issues which, so often in writings
about jazz, are lost in aconfusion of
biographical distraction, sentimentality and
sensationalism. This section, particularly, will
succeed equally as aserious introduction for
the newcomer, or as afresh and thoughtprovoking companion for the already
committed listener.
Steve Harris
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AS WITH ANY BREAKTHROUG
WHERE WILL YOU HE
How many times have you heard claims by aloudspeaker
manufacturer that they have just built the greatest thing since Marconi?
With monotonous regularity you say.
You audition them, and unsurprisingly, the modest improvement
is not quite as great as you were led to believe.
Because all loudspeakers which measure the same, sound the same.
That is, in adead ( anechoic) room.
Unfortunately, in areal room as everyone knows, they don't.
Why? Because the room acoustic changes the directional
characteristics of the loudspeaker.
With drive units mounted side by side on abaffle, as in virtually all
loudspeakers, the path length from each one varies according to position —

FI IN LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN,
AR THE DIFFERENCE?
cancellations around the crossover frequency in some areas of the room,
and additions in others.
There are excellent technologies used to address chis problem,
but complex and expensive. KEF has devised the most elegant and
simple solution yet.

The magic which eliminates the harshness which occurs
when smooth on-axis energy mixes with reflected and delayed off-axis
energy.
Leaving you with simply stunning sound and pinpoint stereo
separation no matter where you sit.

It is the world's first truly co-incident source driver.
Which means that the high frequency unit is in the same plane

You can have that magic. The technology belongs to KEE
Just visit your nearest hi-fi specialist and take awalk around.

both horizontally and vertically as the low frequency unit because it
actually IS in the middle. The sound from both appear to come from the
same point in space with total harmonization of directional

For afree leaflet on KEF Uni Q technology,

characteristics.

write to:

The KEF UniQ Driver.
It is the magic behind the new CSeries.

KEF ELECTRONICS LTD.,Tovil, Maidstone,
Kent MEI5 6QP.Telephone: (0622) 672261.
Fax: (0622) 50653.

KEF Uni C) Technology

INSIDE CD -VIDEO
John Watkinson explains what happens in the ' CD player with pictures'

I

N TECHNOLOGY, there is hardly anything new, and hardly anything completely fails. LaserVision was not awild
commercial success, but it proved the
viability of much of the optical recording
technology which would be used to such
effect in the Compact Disc. Now the technology of the Compact Disc has been combined
with the original LaserVision concept to
produce CDV.
The original LaserVision system offered
remarkably good video quality, essentially
indistinguishable from an off- air picture. and
far better than that achieved by videocassettes. The reason for the high quality was that
LaserVision recorded the composite. video
signal intact, whereas videocassettes downconverted the colour subcarrier (' Colour
under') and reduced the video bandwidth to
conserve tape. The audio quality of LaserVision also exceeded that of videocassette until
hi-fi versions of the cassette formats were
devised. The problem with LaserVision was
not technical, it was simply that it could not
record, and one had to buy prerecorded discs
to use it.
Now that CDV exists, the choice is no
longer between the two. The new generation
of CDV machines will play regular Compact
Discs, and can be considered part of ahome
audio system, so one way of looking at CDV
is to say that acombi-player is a CD player
with a free videodisc player thrown in.
So what exactly is CDV? Basically aCDV
combi-player will be able to play four different types of disc:
a) Conventional 120mm silver Compact Disc.
These give up to 75 minutes digital stereo
audio only.
b) 120mm Gold CDV disc. This gives up to 6
minutes of video with digital soundtrack ( 5
min in NTSC) and up to 20 minutes of stereo
digital audio only. A normal CD player can
play the audio-only portion of the recording.
c) 8in ( 20cm) CDV disc which can be single
or double sided, and contains up to 20
minutes of video and digital audio per side.
d) I2in ( 3(1cm) CDV disc is double sided and
offers one hour of video with digital audio per
side.
As stated. aCDV combi-player can play all
of the above discs, and aCD player can play
the music portion of a 120mm CDV. The
position with regard to LaserVision is alittle
more complex. CDV combi-players will be
able to play all existing LaserVision discs with
analogue audio. In NTSC countries, existing
LaserVision players will be able to play 8in
and 12in CDVs but the audio reproduced will
be analogue. Unfortunately in PAL countries, CDV discs will not play on LaserVision
players.

The optical system
CD. LaserVision and CDV all work in
basically the same way so far as the optical
system is concerned. Fig. 1 shows that the
disc track consists of aseries of raised areas
on a mirror surface. The height of these
bumps is close to one quarter of the
wavelength of light from the laser. When
light falls on the mirror surface, obviously it
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will be reflected back to the pickup, but when
the light spot falls across abump. some of the
light reflects from the top of the bump, and
some from the mirror surface. Light reflecting from the mirror will have travelled half a
wavelength more than light reflected from the
top of a bump, and so will be out of phase.
The effect is that the intensity of reflected
light falls dramatically in the presence of a
bump. The variations in reflected light are
converted to an electrical signal by a phototransistor in the laser pickup. The way in
which the track is encoded to carry information is known as modulation, and the modulation scheme is different for CD and LaserVision. CDV is essentially a combination of
both.
Fig. 2 shows that a digital modulation
scheme, also known as a channel code, is
used. The information is carried in the
position of the ends of the bumps. It does not
matter whether the change, known as a
transition, is from mirror to bump or viceversa, the meaning is the same. The time
between transitions will always be some
multiple of the basic time unit. One symbol
consists of 14 time units, and the figure shows
that within this symbol, there are at least 256
different transition patterns which have transitions no closer than three time periods and
no further apart than eleven. By setting a
limit to the minimum time between transitions, the system performs as if the laser spot
were smaller than it actually is, and playing
time can be increased by about 40%. The
maximum limit prevents the system clock
losing lock. Since there are at least 256
patterns which meet the encoding rules, each
pattern can be allocated to one of the
combinations of an eight bit data byte. This
gave rise to the name of the channel code,
EFM, which stands for ' eight to fourteen
modulation'. Sixteen bit audio samples are
split into two bytes. and then each one is
expressed as a 14bit channel symbol. The
information content of two digital audio
channels is such that a bandwidth of about
I.4MHz is necessary. and this can be provided by an optical disc track travelling at
about 1.2 metres per second.
The Compact Disc is a worldwide standard, and so does not change from one
country to the next. Unfortunately, this is not
the case with video, where the incompatible
PAL and NTSC systems coexist. Although it
is possible to convert video material from one
standard to the other, such a standards
converter is currently too complex and
expensive to be considered in a consumer
product, and so it was not possible to
establish asingle standard for LaserVision or
CDV. LaserVision discs are available in PAL
or NTSC according to the broadcast standard
of the country of sale, and the same will be
the case for CDV.
In LaserVision, the same optical readout
process is used on the disc track but a
different modulation method is used. The
video signal uses a wide spectrum from DC
up to 5.5MHz in PAL, alittle less in NTSC.
There is a lot of energy at the colour
subcarrier frequency, 4.43MHz for PAL and

3.58MHz for NTSC. The optical recording
process is inherently non-linear, and so some
modulation scheme must be used to prevent
distortion of the signal and to allow for the
sound channels to be carried. The system is
very similar to that used in broadcast standard video recorders. The composite video
signal is applied directly to a frequency
modulator.
In frequency modulation, the channel frequency is proportional to the instantaneous
voltage of the video waveform. In NTSC, the
voltage corresponding to video black results
in a frequency of 8MHz and white gives
9.2MHz. The modulation process results in
sidebands which are effectively the product of
the input video spectrum and the FM carrier.
As the Fig. 3a shows, the dominance of
subcarrier energy in the spectrum results in
predominant sidebands at multiples of the
subcarrier frequency. The upper and lower
sidebands are identical, and so only the lower
sidebands are used. The system cannot
respond to frequencies in the upper sidebands.
In the space between the first and second
sidebands of the subcarrier. two audio carriers have been added. In PAL LaserVision,
the situation is a little different. The bandwidth of PAL video is greater than NTSC, so
to maintain playing time, the carrier frequency is reduced. Fig. 3c shows that the
combination of the higher subcarrier frequency of PAL and the lower FM carrier
results in the second lower sideband having
negative frequency. In real life, the sideband
folds around zero hertz to result in frequencies between one and two megahertz.
The audio carriers are put in below these
frequencies as in Fig. 3d.

The audio channels
In both LaserVision standards, the audio
channels are analogue frequency modulated
onto individual carriers at frequencies which
are carefully chosen to reduce interference
between sound and picture. The sound carriers and the video carrier are added together
linearly to produce a composite FM waveform. It is a characteristic of FM recording
that the amplitude is of no consequence, and
most FM decoders reject amplitude interference by limiting or clipping the signal about
the centre. This works because the information in FM is carried in the time at which the
signal crosses zero. In optical discs, the
clipping process is carried out during
recording.
As Fig. 4 shows, the analogue composite
waveform is limited to convert it into a two
state waveform which turns on and off the
laser beam in the disc cutter. CDVideo is
essentially the LaserVision system described
above, with the addition of digital sound.
Since this needs something like 1.4MHz of
bandwidth, space has to be found in the.
spectrum. Use is made of atechnique which
adds acompensation signal to the composite
video before it is fed to the FM modulator.
The effect is that after frequency modulation
the second order sidebands of the spectrum
are cancelled out. In NTSC this reveals a
I
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INSIDE CD-VIDEO
space 2MHz wide in the spectrum. below the
analogue sound carriers. The digital audio
signal is inserted there, such that an NTSC
CDVideo disc actually has digital audio as
well as analogue audio. If an NTSC CDV disc
is played on aLaserVision player, it will play
the analogue sound. A CDV player will
decode the digital sound, but CDV players
also have an FM demodulator so that they
can play the analogue sound of LaserVision
discs as well.
In PAL, the same technique is used to
suppress the lower sideband, but this alone
does not yield enough space in the spectrum.
The analogue sound carriers have also to be
removed to make way for the digital audio.
As aresult, PAL LaserVision players cannot
play CDV discs, because they cannot decode
the sound, although the picture could be
seen.
In both cases, the digital audio signal
added is exactly the same as the system used
in the Compact Disc. The EFM waveform
which results from CD encoding is atwo- state
signal. This is converted to an analogue
waveform by passing it through afilter which
serves to reduce the steepness of the edges.
This signal is then added linearly to the
composite video ( and the analogue audio in
NTSC) signal from the FM modulator, as
shown in Fig. 5. Since the bandwidth needed
is now greater, the disc track has to move
faster. In the Sin and I2in discs, the innermost radius of a video track is 55mm. One
revoltion of the disc corresponds to one video
frame, but there are two frame rates, 25Hz
for PAL and 30Hz for NTSC. The corresponding track speeds are 8.6 and 10.3m per
second. This is the reason that the PAL CDV
cannot record the analogue audio of LaserVision. Although the PAL video signal has
wider bandwidth than NTSC. it has to he
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above 2MHz. The resulting EFM signal can
be passed to an absolutely standard CD
decoder chip which will perform the EFM
decoding, error correction, timebase correction, error concealment and muting functions. and pass samples out to the audio
converters. The digital audio in CDV is
spectrally identical to that of Compact Disc.
so a CDV player can play Compact Discs,
because the laser pickup produces the EFM
signal in the same way, except that in the case
of playing aCD there is no video signal at a
higher frequency to filter out.
When playing CDV a high pass filter
separates the video portion of the spectrum
and routes it to the FM demodulator.

CDV ' singles'
The 120mm CDV is actually two discs sharing
one surface. At the inside, starting at aradius
of 25mm, is the digital audio only area, which
is encoded in exactly the same way as a
Compact Disc. The CDV player spins the
disc according to size, so Sin and I2in discs
spin at video frame rate. whereas 120mm
discs are automatically run at CD speed. The
track speed is 1.2 to 1.4 metres per second,
and 20 minutes of stereo audio can be
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squeezed into a disc track which is actually
running slower, so the carrier frequency used
is actually less in PAL, as can be seen by
comparing Figs. 3e and f.
In a disc intended for random-access or
freeze-frame operation, one frame is always
one revolution, so the disc speed never
changes, and the mode is known as CAV, or
constant angular velocity. This allows the
laser pickup to hop from track to track
without changing the timing of the video
signal. For maximum playing time, the disc
will be made in (' LV or constant linear
velocity mode, where the track speed stays
constant. At the outside radius of 145mm
there are about two and a half frames per
revolution.
When the CDV disc plays. the laser pickup produces a composite signal. Since the
digital audio signal is in the bottom part of
the spectrum, it can be recovered by asimple
low pass filter which cuts off all frequencies

accommodated up to the outer radius limit of
37mm. The Table of Contents recorded at the
beginning of the disc contains information
about the time and duration of the audio and
video parts of the disc. When the pickup
reaches the end of the audio section, the
player is automatically expecting a CDV
signal to follow. The track speed in the video
area is of course higher, and the player will
mute briefly as the disc spindle accelerates to
2250 rpm for PAL or 2700 rpm for NTSC.
The player then locks up to the disc, and at a
radius of 39mm the audio and video begin.
The 120mm CDV is CLV only, and the
rotational speed falls as the radius of the
track increases. Because of the speed difference. the PAL version can accommodate 6
mins of video whereas in NTSC only 5mins is
available. When anormal silver CD is put in
a combi-player, the Table of Contents tells
it that there is only audio on the disc, so the
whole disc is played in the same mode.
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bass obbligato...
Developing adriver for
optimum performance under
transmission-line loading
requires lateral thinking. The
TDL bi-radial unit has the
power handling to withstand
this acoustic environment, yet
the speed to provide more
articulate bass. As John
Borwick remarked in
'Gramophone', " the effect
with programme material
containing really low
frequencies is impressive and musically rewarding",
whilst " the bass had atightness which added definition all
the way up the scale ...". Also reporting on the TDL
Monitor, Martin Colloms in ' HiFi News' stated that " the bass
remained clean at full power, and well differentiated from the mid
and treble. Cathedral organ could be reproduced at impressive
levels, with fine weight accorded to the pedal registration; but by
contrast, its reggae performance was not to be sneezed at." In
conclusion, he suggested that " if extended bass is important to you,
then you owe it to yourself to hear this speaker".
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PASSIVE

IVRY

Ben Duncan describes arefined DIY Passive Preamplifier,
his versatile and affordable PAS-01 design

A

REFINED AND versatile passive
control unit. PAS-01 allows four
sources to be routed to your power
amplifier via an accurately
matched volume control, dim and mute
switches, and a symmetrical balance control
which can swing one channel ± 3dB above or
below the other. A Tape loop allows the 3
principal sources to be recorded and monitored off-tape. PAS-01 achieves the key
facilities offered by conventional 'audiophile
grade' active preamplifiers at 1
/th to Viuoth of
4
the cost. With just 25 passive components of
tested calibre, and granted suitable conditions and correct installation, it's certainly a
close approach to the new adage: astraight.
short, resistive wire. ' If it's so simple, why
hasn't this been done before?' quizzed Captain Hurd, aghast at today's technology.

A question of gain-structure
Thanks to precedents set way back in history,
conventional preamplifiers are taught to contain active circuitry. Ultimately, this means
they consume externally derived power and
contain some combination of fundamental
3-terminal devices, namely field effect and
bipolar transistors, or tubes. This is done in
part to provide make up gain — because some
signal sources (
cg, Quad tuners) don't have
enough welly to drive many or most power
amplifiers to full or 'zero' level. Also feeding
into the sound systems's gain-structure equation are factors like the sensitivity of your
speakers. the room dimensions, and your
preferred listening SPL.
'In the name of peristroika, it's lunacy'
protested Dr Andor, looking up from his
laptop keyboard. ' Of course'. began The
Professor, ' if the manufacturers would agree
to our proposal, er. . ahm. .' There was a
brief pause in the Toad's drawing room.
Everyone gazed at the tiny apparatus. The
Professor had apoint: if the makers of signal
sources across the planet agreed to provide a
minimum nominal output level of + 4dBu
(1.1V) and amplifier manufacturers likewise
standardised on OdBu sensitivity for full drive
into an 8ohm load, together with again trim,
then the need for gain in hi-fi preamplifiers
(not to mention $b's of component sales)
could be largely done away with. As it stands,
the majority of today's signal sources (
le most
tuners, tape and video machines of recent
design, and all CD machines) provide enough
output level to drive all but the most insensitive power amplifiers to satisfying levels, if
not quite into clip.
At first sight. vinyl disc playback is the
odd- man out, requiring special equalisation
and gains of 40 to 60dB to be usable. But let's
not forget that the other sources listed above
require just as much processing; nobody
expects to plug a tape head or an aerial
directly into their preamplifier. Judged from
this standpoint, turntable manufacturers are
negligent because they fail to grasp the nettle,
and include in the package not just the
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cartridge, but also the electronics necessary
to make the very signal that's on offer directly
interfaceable with the outside world. Interest
in gain- less ' preamps' has been stimulated
precisely because CD player manufacturers
have got their act together on this count.

Audioactivity
A more subtle and pursuasive benefit of
active circuitry — one that applies principally
to preamp circuits which use high amounts of
overall feedback in their gain stages — is the
setting up of conditions which can approach
pure voltage matching. In other words, circuits where output impedance is low enough
to be relatively insensitive to loading, combined with input impedances which are high
enough to never appreciably load (
le, draw
too much current from) the signal source. In
general. it means making the input or load
impedance at least ten times or. better, a
hundred or more times greater than the
signal's source impedance. In this way, signal
voltage is accurately preserved, without
regard to current, by the manipulation of
impedance.
Active buffering is the name of this
arrangement. It has nothing to do with
(voltage) gain. To understand why, let's
imagine that active devices are like engines,
whereas gain is comparable to speed. An
active buffer is like the electric motor on
exotic French push- hikes: one which isn't
used to increase speed per se. Instead, it's
there to help keep the speed constant up
steep slopes — when the cyclist's muscles are
loaded heavily. It's really power amplification, applied at line levels.
With an active buffer in place, the source
impedance of a competent, conventional
preamp's ( or signal source's) output amplifier
is forced low to a few ohms, or less — with
help of overall feedback, or some other active
artifice. A series resistor, typically 47 to
470ohms, provides protection and decouples
the output from mischevious load reactance
at high frequencies. In practice, this sets the
effective source impedance of most of today's
signal sources at between 50 and 5(X)ohms.
Overall, the low impedance allows signals to
be routed over several metres, into the
appreciable shunt capacitance of conventional, shielded cables, without any explicit
degradation in frequency response, signal-to-

noise ratio and distortion. Furthermore, it
allows all kinds of equipment to be routinely
connected together. without worry over
matching ( the source and load) impedances.
Whether we adopt the Heaviside-CattHawksford group of theories 1.2.3. , re-evaluate Maxwell and rewire with 0.4mm 2 Tefzel,
or stick to our guns, or follow the Professor
into the realms of esoteric 'current matching'
topologies, the impedances of the source and
load must still be defined in some way.
Without active circuitry, it all becomes a
shade unpredictable. So much is anathema
for ' consumer grade' audio, but in enthusiastic audiophile circles, apassive control circuit
can live quite happily among agroup of active
sources' and amplifiers 5.provided a new set
of rules about allowable cable lengths. source
and load impedances are understood, if not
religiously obeyed.
Active electronics also play a vital role in
maintaining signal-to-noise ratios and providing for the effective, predictable and noninteractive performance of RF filtration, tone
controls, loudness ' compensation', stereo
summation, mono splitting, bridged recording feeds, headphone outputs, et al. By itself,
apassive ' preamp' necessarily dispenses with
these optional luxuries outright. Then again,
if you insist on having your cake . . . it's easy
enough to hook up your existing preamp to
PAS-01's aux input to convey mundane and/
or difficult sources, whilst at the same time
retaining the direct signal path via PAS-01 for
the most critical sources. arguably CD and
DAT. The same goes for Analogue Disc with
a suitable minimalist headamp'.

Circuit description
Looking into fig. I. primary input selection
has been arranged so that there is only one
switch contact in the path between the source
selected, and the tape output. This does
mean that two or three sources can he
selected simultaneously, and in turn ' feed up'
one another. If so, the resulting mix of signals
and/or distortion will sound atrifle odd, but it
won't take long to learn to switch out one
source before enabling another. Meanwhile.
small series buffering resistors ( R1) fitted to
the tuner aux and tape inputs ensure nothing
will be harmed. The CD input is the one
chosen to forego the extra series component.
For a start, and with a view to worst case
circumstances, it's the one source that's more
than likely arriving from an op- amp with a
tolerant, ' burstproof output. The other
reason is intuitively obvious: only two resistors are needed to mutually isolate 3sources.
The tape output hangs off the source bus.
R8 reduces the ( faint) likelihood of distortion
and/or attenuation if the tape machine is left
plugged in, while switched off. Much depends
on signal levels and the nature of the tape
machine's input stage. To be doubly sure, you
could unplug the tape machine from PAS-01,
or else keep it switched on.
With the tape switch set ' Out', the selected
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hg. I. above: Circuit of PAS-01: primary input selection is arranged so that there is
only one switch contact in the path between the source selected and the tape output
Fig. 3, right: Wiring guide: oblique arrows indicate OV connections to groundplane

source ( CD, tuner or aux) is directly routed
to the volume control. When activated, the
alternate 'tape monitor' position provides for
(i) tape replay and ( ii), given a three- head
machine, listening and monitoring off-tape,
while recording. Purists who wish to sidestep
the extra series switch contact and forego the
tape loop while retaining tape in/out facilities
can modify the circuit by reconfiguring SW.4
and renaming it SW 1-d, as shown in fig. 2.
The volume control comes next. At first
TAPE OUT - -

SWI

BUS

•

AUX IN

TAPE 11

Is

—

Fig. 2. Purist' uhernative, foregoing the tape loop:
SW.4 is renamed SW1.d

sight, apair of single ('mono') potentiometers
presents the means to aperfect balance at all
settings — without loss of channel separation.
But the extra channel separation gained by
using a pair of single pots is mostly in the
mind, since residual crosstalk (both intrinsic,
and in the connective wires) invariably
swamps out whatever's saved, unless the left
and right channels are physically separated
throughout the system. With domestic harmony in mind, the volume control (VR. la-b)
is a ganged, tandem or ' stereo' unit.
The volume control circuit follows the
successful recipe established in AMP-01's
CXL and CXR modules'. To recap, the track
inside conventional volume potentiometers
follows apseudo-logarithmic law. Hence the
familiar abbreviation ' log pot'. The law is real
enough — a fact of psychoacoustics. The
realisation though, is pseudo, because producing a truly logarithmic or ratiometric
change in delta- R (
je change in resistance
per-unit-length) is a manufacturing nightmare. In practice, a logarithmic curve is
approximated by arranging the track to
exhibit an abrupt jump in resistance about 10
to 25% into the wiper's travel. It amounts to
butting two linear tracks together, with an
interpolated region in between the two very
different resistance regions — with say the first
3mm totally lk, the remaining 27mm totalling
10k, and a vague region in between. The
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resulting change in volume over the control's
270° span is generally smooth enough to the
ears. It's even given a posh name: Audio
Taper. The problems start once we gang two
log' tracks to a single shaft. Even if the
zero-base linearity is tightly matched (echoes
of cynical laughter), the slightest mechanical
misalignment introduces a disproportionate
error.
In PAS-01 (and AMP-01 before), the
starting point is a linear pot with tightly
defined zero-base linearity. Not just any old
pot, but the top model from Bourns ( pronounced ' Borns' if you please). Their ' N'
specification CP element is laser-trimmed for
less than ± ZBL, signifying achannel balance
substantially within ±0.3dB. The desired
audio taper is then created by precise, external means, using a ' law faking' resistor with
1% tolerance. The law-faking is the resistance seen between wiper and ground. It's
mainly defined by VR2 + R3 in one channel,
and R4 + R5 in the other. Because the faking
resistor typically lowers the load impedance
seen by the source ( and the source impedance
seen by the load) over the pot resistance
alone, by afactor of 5or 10, at the maximum
setting, alinear pot so treated will need to be
5 to 10 times the target value. Which is why
the 100k linear volume pot specified in the
parts list looks more like a 10k ' log' unit.
Even with alinear pot, the maintenance of
perfect matching at low volume settings is
unusual and difficult to attain, almost
irrespective of cost. It's all down to the log
law's accelerating delta dB-per-degree rotation with increasing attenuation, versus the
practical tolerances of mechanical assembly.
In the real world, image-conscious listeners
would prefer imbalance to lie below ± 6% (
ie
<± 1
/dB) or less, which is fairly impractical
2
at attenuation levels much below — 30dB,
even with the law-faking ruse. At the same
time, who needs the — 00 (minus infinity)
attenuation offered by ordinary volume controls, when there's a mute switch?
Stepped attenuators are no panacea,
despite the potential for superb balance at all
attenuation settings when a high tolerance
resistance ladder is employed. That's because
conventional rotary switches with 30° indexing have a maximum -of 24 positions,
whereas 100 positions are needed to resolve
the 50dB span of practical listening levels in
/ dB increments. Without using exotic and
2
1
7

expensive components, it's atoss-up between
atriad of (say) 20 way rotary volume switches
covering 50dB+ in 2,1 and 1
2 dB binary
/
increments (try explaining that to the old
lady), or living with coarse and ultimately
frustrating volume increments of 2 or 3dB.
Instead, PAS-01 benefits from incisive
lateral thinking ( Your speciality, Ben — Ed),
in the manner of a stopper resistor in line
with the ground connection. ' If low levels are
em nproblem, let's not haf zhem!' snapped Dr
Andor, withdrawing a sheaf of sepia-toned
laser printouts from the depths of his briefcase. Looking again at Fig. 1, R2 limits the
attenuation to — 33dB and helps swamp out
residual zero-base error. Aha! Below — 33dB,
the attenuator switch, SW2, can be brought
into play for low level listening. It drops the
level by another — 20dB with less than
±0.05dB interchannel error, effectively displacing the volume control's range down to
—53dB ( minimum) and — 20dB (maximum).
'Rather like a gear change, you see?'
explained The Toad, in agrandly whispered
aside to Captain Hurd.
Having attained a stereo balance which
doesn't vary with the volume setting, we then
need to cater for imbalance in the output
levels of the signal sources, the power amplifiers' gain, and the speakers' sensitivity. Each
can be as much as ± ldB out, though ± 1
/dB
2
is more likely. For the three together, the
nett deviation from OdB can be large or small.
All we can know for certain is that there's a
high probability that it's somewhere in the
range — 3to + 3dB. The majority of conventional balance controls provide overkill,
swinging either channel from OdB ( 100%) to
—co (nil), presumably to provide heavy
Haas-effect correction for outright silly
speaker positioning. It's enough to make fine
balancing a headache. At the same time,
hard-won interchannel isolation is commonly
wrecked by the balance pot's channel bridging configuration.
For achange, VR.2 provides 100% isolated
balance facilities, swinging the left output just
±3dB either side of the right channel. It's
done without active gain, and without upsetting impedance relationships. In the process,
PAS-01 exhibits a constant insertion loss ( je
attenuation) of around 3dB, which isn't
detrimental unless your system's gain structure is on the borderline. If your signal
sources can already directly drive your power
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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PASSIVE ACTIVITY
amplifier to beyond your normal listening
level(s), all will be well.
At the back end, SW 3 provides manual
muting, giving instant silence whenever the
phone rings (or whatever) without disturbing
any control settings. In shunting the signal to
ground, it avoids introducing unnecessary
extra series contacts into the signal path.
When muted, there's a slim possibility of
shorting whatever's connected to the CD
input, if the balance and volume are simultaneously set at maximum. However, all
competently designed CD players already
contain protective series output resistors, and
the usual NE5532 or equivalent opamps
easily withstand a sustained output short.

impedance. PAS-01's own source impedance
-looking up its outputs - is moderately high.
but at least it's well defined, at between 2800
and 6(8)0 ohms, depending on control settings
and a little on the signal source's own
impedance. Simpler passive units present a
much wider variation in source impedance.
With the cable to the amplifier seeing a
maximum source impedance of 6k, just 33pF
of cable capacitance is enough to produce
-0.2dB of rolloff at 20kHz. A small capacitance already resides in the internal wiring.
For example, a 180mm/7in length of twisted
Tefzel amounts to 8pF. With the worst case in
mind, PAS-01 ( in common with any other
passive artifice containing networks of resistors) needs to be placed in the vicinity of your
power amplifier, and connected via a low
Construction
capacitance cable. If cable capacitance is too
Begin by fixing the switches and pots to the
high, you'll notice adulling in the response at
front panel. The resistors are then mounted
mid volume settings. Overall, the nett shunt
'daisy chain' fashion by wrapping the ends of
capacitance presented by the cable needs to
the lead in a loop over the switch and pot
be kept below 35pF. So with a cable like
terminals, crimping with long nosed pliers,
Phonoflex, rated at 65pF/metre, cable length
then soldering. Holco offcuts are recomshouldn't greatly exceed 1
/m/18in. Alterna2
mended for short links. With careful layout
tively. DNM's spaced solid-core is rated at
and positioning, further insulation won't be
40pF/m, so the allowable length is prorata
necessary: The dielectric properties of air are
greater, at 29in.
superior to common plastics.
PAS-01 likes to see load impedances at
The longer internal wiring is fashioned with
20k-ohms or more. The vast majority of
0.13mm 2 ( 0.4mm dia) solid core Tefzel wire.
power amplifier and active crossover inputs
Quite aside from its ' Maxwellian' properties,
meet the criteria. If not, expect ameasure of
it combines a high purity, 'oxygen free'
attenuation, eg -4dB for a 10k load impecopper conductor with an insulator-cum - dance. This is the price we pay when active
dielectric that's a great improvement over
buffering is dispensed with.
PVC. Looking at fig. 3, neatly twisting the
PAS-01's inputs should be driven from
ground and ' hot' wires together over most of
equipment exhibiting alow source impedance
their length curtails the opportunities for
(4), preferably below 600ohms, and ideally
spurious coupling by - 10 to - 20dB. Which
between 47 and 100ohms. Alas, agood deal
means there's less chance of cross- talk
of domestic equipment isn't so clearly specibetween left and right channels, and between
fied. Remember those ' irrelevant' numbers
different sources, not to mention less likelion the back of the brochure when you bought
hood of audible buzzing and RF garbage
it? The brochure you threw away . . . Somepickup.
times Z. is loosely described in specification
The easiest way to twist neatly and consissheets as ' output impedance'. More often.
tently is to cut aprecise but generous length,
the figure for Minimum Load Impedance is
enough to reach from the front to rear panels
given. Then again. it's sometimes misand back, plus say 30%. The extra 30%
leadingly referred to in terms of ' minimum
allows not just for shortening when twisted,
output'. Because the rated MLI is 5 to 20
but also allows one panel to be folded down,
times higher than Z„ between 1k and 5k ( for
when in situ. The length is then halved by
respectable modern equipment with low folding, to produce a pair, ie '
hot' and Ov.
impedance outputs, including all CD players)
One end is secured in a vice: the other in a up to 10, 20. or 100k ( for cheap'n'cheerful
hand- drill's chuck. Twist the drill ( about six
oriental equipment and prehistoric DIN Outtimes if both wires are tuggled taut to begin
puts), the appearance of bigger numbers is a
with) until the two wires are clearly following
fair clue.
a parallel, spiral track. Now stop and count
If no other information is available, it's a
the turns. Then repeat for the remaining
safe bet that the equipment's output source
front torear interconnects. Although twistimpedance is 5to 20 times less than the figure
ing the wire appears to create an inductance,
indicated. For. example. an oriental cassette
provided the spiral is neat and not overspecification that reads ' Load impedance
wound, the inductive effect is only seen by
minimum 20k' is saying ' My source impewild common- mode signals - actually aiding
dance is between 4k and 1k'. Impedances
PAS 01's ability to reject VHF interference
above 1
k are strictly too high for PAS-01.
currents.
OK: the equipment will work, but expect a
As in AMP01, grounding is accomplished
flattening in the volume control's rate-ofby well established techniques. Rather than a change-oflevel towards the upper settings,
literal ' star' point contrived from solder tags
possibly accompanied by a euphonic quality
or asmall area of copper with a finite nodal
as the source's output stage struggles. Also, if
impedance, PAS01's Ov connections ( T )
the source impedance is above I
k. then the
are taken individually to astrip of copper. Its
argument for short lengths of low capacitance
magical properties are well heeded by circuit
cable applies just as much. In other words, if
designers working in the realms of RF and
you insist on driving PAS-01 with consumer
ultra fast digital computation. They call it a grade signal sources, these too will need to be
groundplane.
placed close to the action.
Because PAS 01 operates at moderate
impedance levels, and benefits from a comRules of engagement
pact, loop free layout, it's not especially
When installing, careful placement helps reap
susceptible to magnetic hum pickup. And
the best from PAS01. If all is well, the input
without recourse to mains power, there's
side is being driven from a low source
neither hum nor fire hazard to contain. It's
I
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therefore a prime vehicle for the public at
large to test the value of the new outlook, in
which the canons of audio signal transmission
have
undergone
a Copernican
transformation 3.Looking at the pictures, the
circuit is packed into a chiefly plastic enclosure. With no protective shielding other than
the twisted pairs and 2electrostatic reflectors
(a fresh way of looking at the aluminium
front and back panels). placement directly
over power amplifiers, mains cables and
unshielded mains powered equipment is
plain bad practice in any language. If we
shield the unit, we might be accused of
covering up the problem. For a change,
moving and spacing the equipment apart ( up
to aconvenient 18in/450mm) works wonders.
If it's just not feasible to locate PAS-01 away
from mains powered equipment. any residual
hum is most likely magnetic in origin. Effective shielding demands the traditional
approach - a steel box, at the very least.
Previous incarnations of PAS 01 have lived
inside one of these, so far without reports of
sonic detriment.
If you encounter RFI, don't blame PAS01. Barring dry joints, it contains no semiconductors to demodulate RF energy. If
unwanted radio reception persists, consult
your dentist - or try another power
amplifier.
References
I. Ivor Can. The death of electric current'. Wireless
World. December 1980.
2. Ivor Catt. 'The Heaviside Signal', Wireless World.
July 1979.
3. Malcolm 1Lmksford, The Essex Echo'. HFNIRR,
August 1985 and October 1986.
4. The only signal sources which aren't intrinsically
wrapped up with active devices are primitive enough
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ceramic pickups.
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active devices.
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PAS01: The Parts List
Part No.
RI ( a-c)
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
Volume. VRIa-b
Balance. VR.2
Select. SW.1(a-c)
Dim. SW.2
Mute, SW.3
Tape Mon. SW.4

Q1)'
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
I
I
3
1
1
I
12

Description
47R5 Holco ( 1.5';
2k87 Holco
4k99 1lolco 11.5';
6k81 Holco ( 1.5':
2k87 Hoke O.5'
47k5 Holco 0.5%
5k62 Holco 0.5%
Ik0 Holco 0.5%
Boums 100kA tandem CP
Bourns 5k linear CP
DPDT g/p sealed toggle
DPDT g/p sealed toggle
DPDT g/p sealed toggle
DPDT g/p sealed toggle
Gold-plated phono sockets
with insulating bushes.

Also required: Dress nuts, fixing hardware. Tefzel
wire, groundplane strip, knobs, enclosure and panels.

Kit details
A complete kit of parts for PAS-01 ( as listed above)
including drilled and printed panels is available from
Audio Synthesis, 196 Wollaton Road, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2PH. Audio Synthesis will also provide
technical support for DIY builders.
Price inc. 15% VAT: £85.(X) plus £ 1.50 postage.
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PIP! PIP!

Two cheers at least for Pink Triangle's reincarnated PIP preamp, now
using cells to go from AC to DC. Paul Miller offers an in-depth test

p

INK TRIANGLE have endured something of abumpy ride
across the audio scene in recent years, though one of the
undoubted high-spots was the launch of the highly innovative
PIP preamp. Now, some four years on, asuccessor to this
little-known unit has emerged in the form of the PIP II, whose
transconductance design strategy is rather more imaginative than its
name. At £2670, PIP II is significantly more expensive than PIP I, but
the unit now occupies two sculpted wooden boxes with the option of
either mains or battery-powered operation. Uncharitable souls will
maintain that PIP II bears aclose resemblance to apiece of
skirting-board, but then such individualism is part- and-parcel of the
high- end market.
A very well thought out instruction booklet now accompanies the
PIP, describing the operation of the two detented input selectors and
adjacent volume control. Inputs for both m- m and m-ccartridges are
provided, with individual loading headers ( 100ohms and 47kohms)
connected to the underside of the main PCB. Tuner, CD and two tape
sources are also catered for, the latter including atape- to-tape
dubbing facility. However, most unusual is the provision of either
active or passive listening modes, enabling the user to by-pass the x10
line-amp and route all high-level inputs via the volume control and
unity-gain output buffer, thereby avoiding the high ( and non-linear)
output impedance presented by true passive' preamps. Furthermore,
disc sources may also be monitored in passive mode after the
transconductance RIAA EQ stage, so that m-ccartridges offering
>0.3mV should raise sufficient output from the preamp to drive a
power amplifier directly. Lower output devices may require the extra
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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x10 gain block, but in sonic terms the passive routing is the preferred
mode of operation.
The PIP's sealed lead-acid cells are good for about 10-12 hours
(nominal 80% of full discharge), while the internal logic caters for
either manual or automatic charging sequences, during which time the
preamp is connected directly to the mains, with the batteries left in
position for float-charging. Fortunately there is no difference in sound
quality between pure battery operation and the float-charge mode, for
the batteries are always in circuit and proffer the same lowimpedance/low-noise power supply.

Technical description
RIAA equalisation may take various forms, all of which pose
problems of one sort or another. The simplest uses apassive
frequency-shaping network following an amplifying stage or stages,
which can pose difficulties regarding gain and overload margins. The
standard active method applies frequency-dependent negative
feedback around an amplifying block, and if the latter has sufficient
gain there can be risks of HF instability, while there may still be
input- level handling problems. A third method uses acareful blend of
both topologies, with feedback at mid and low frequencies and the
required RIAA roll-off at HF effected by asimple R/C pole at the
output.
All of these methods employ amplifying configurations which are
essentially low- impedance voltage sources, whereas in the PIP
alternative an active gain block is treated as acurrent source. This has
anaturally high- Z output ( 10Mohm) and feeds afrequency-dependent
35
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PIP! PIP!
impedance which is, essentially, apassive EQ network. In this case
the output current is dependent only on the input voltage and not on
the load connected to the amplifying devices, and by the same token
the final response is shaped entirely by the EQ network's impedance.
This is the basis of iransconductance.
Very localised resistive feedback is employed at the emitters of two
amplifying transistors, to stabilise the gain and reduce distortion in a
differential configuration of closely- matched bipolar devices ( MAT02). These are cascode-coupled via athird transistor to the RIAA
network, and this topology with its high output impedance tends to
improve linearity. Thus the EQ circuit is removed from the feedback
loop but remains wholly in parallel with the signal, without requiring
any excess gain to accommodate the losses of aconventional passive
network. The greatest voltage swing occurs in this network, which
thereby determines the input overload margins in place of the usual
primary active stage. As expected, decent components such as

the current source at the output, by operating in parallel with the
signal path between the transistors which sandwich the EQ network.
Fully DC-coupled, PIP's line-stage also utilises adifferential input,
while the output is designed to supply relatively high currents ( 40mA
Class- A), this being useful, for example, when driving ahighly
capacitive line feeding active loudspeakers. A Roederstein metallised
polypropylene cap is used for coupling to the detented 20k ALP
volume control ( preventing aDC-offset), while signal routing is
achieved with hermetically-sealed gold-plated reed relays, mounted
hard up against the inputs and controlled by on-board logic circuitry.
On both disc and line stages, each channel benefits from isolated
regulation to prevent inter-stage interference through supply
modulation, these circuits being fed from alow- noise, low- impedance
±18V battery supply removed from mains artefacts. Some RF
screening is also provided via agrounded sheet of metallised polyester
that surrounds the lead-acid cells, while ashort umbilical connects the
power- supply case to the preamp proper.

Lab report
Two Mk11 preamps were supplied for analysis, the earlier unit being
identical to the full production model in every respect save the
tolerancing of the differential amp transistors. In the event this proved
fascinating, because there was one measured anomaly that correlated
convincingly with the sound of the respective units, the differences
being quite audible.
Fig. 1represents the total output from the preamp when subject to
the ultrasonic distortion test ( RIAA version) via the m-cinput, ref.
0.5mV/1kHz. All IMD residues are suitably suppressed to — 95.6dB or
better, while the 2nd and 3rd harmonic routes associated with both the
0-20kHz and 0-50-0 kHz sweeps are clear of the HF noise-floor at a
peak value of — 86dB. However, the pre-production unit showed a
strong 2nd-order CCIR ( 1kHz) residue of — 65.8dB, which increased
to — 55.2dB with a19/20kHz composite peak input of 48mV. This is
equivalent to 3.5mV/1kHz, the point at which the catastrophic
odd-order IMD routes appeared on Fig. 2 — well below the true input
clipping level of 15.1mV.
Now, though this is equivalent to an unreasonable RMS velocity of
380cm/sec at 20k Fli, the early proliferation of odd-order components

fig. I.
II: Three-dimensional ultrasonic distortion display via m-cinput at
0.5mVilkHz

metal-film resistors and polypropylene capacitors are employed here.
Low noise and alinear transfer-characteristic are ensured by
running the differential input at ahigh quiescent current, while this
also reduces the potential effects arising from ( theoretical) fuzzy
non- linearity' — amechanism first conceived by the designer, Owen
Jones, and later expounded by Dr Malcolm Hawksford. LEDs were
employed in PIP Ito bias the current sources in all gain stages, these
providing alow-impedance voltage reference and suitably lower noise
compared with zener diodes. However, low- noise 2N4401/2N4402
devices are now employed in amore flexible scheme at the circuit's
more sensitive points, even though LEDs are still used for referencing
in other areas. These latter include the output stage and biasing for
the cascode transistors, where there is little contribution to noise.
A DC-servo is still employed for ultimate LF control but instead of
operating about the differential input and thus risking acurrent
imbalance between the constituent transistors, the PIP servo adjusts
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig. 2. PIP II: Three-dimensional ultrasonic distortion display via m-cinput at
3.5mVII kHz on faulty unit
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PIP! PIP!
was actually caused by non-linearities in the differential input, an
imbalance in the collector voltages producing asimilar shift in the DC
conditions. However, this imbalance remained even at lower input
levels, potentially realising asimilar though much reduced nonlinearity, more obvious on the disc stage due to its reduced feedback
and boosted RIAA characteristic at LF. Note the boosted 3rd
(diagonal) harmonic derived from the 0-20kHz sweep, which actually
increases in amplitude against the falling RIAA characteristic at HF.
The third-order summation route is also strong, but most worrying
are the difference routes derived from interactions between 20kHz
and various 2nd-order spuriae. These increase ( due to the RIAA
curve) to - 32dB as they track right into the audio band, ' reflecting' at
the left-hand 0Hz axis due to reversal of the IMD equation. This
effect, still occurring at low ( immeasurable) levels, is the only likely
basis for the softened bass and generally subdued sound proffered by
the earlier ( imperfect) PIP II. But Imust stress that tighter component
selection has minimised this collector imbalance in the most recent
production models. The latest specification gives 2nd-order products
(38mV composite 19/20kHz) at - 71dB or better, even though the
+29.6dB overload margin remains unchanged.
Stereo separation fell at HF on all inputs as capacitive coupling
between the lines out of the volume control increased due to its high
source impedance, the worst case being reached some 6dB below the
maximum volume setting. Despite an innocuous hump of + 0.45dB at
11Hz (m-c), the RIAA equalisation ( Fig. 3) proved commendably flat

AMPLITUDE ( 1dB/Div)

PINK TRIANGLE PIP II DISC EQUALISATION

performer enjoying apin-point location yet delicately entwined to
form abelievable, musical whole. The earlier PIP Il sounded faintly
subdued at the top end and lacking in fine definition throughout the
bass, but the newer version fully redressed the situation with its
uncommon depth and tratisparency.
Both active and passive modes enjoyed asense of neutrality
synonymous with PT products, though the inclusion of the extra x10
gain block in the full active mode did tend to shrink the sound-stage
slightly, even if the tonal balance remained quite unchanged. Using a
Koetsu Red Signature, Ifound the output in passive mode was just
sufficient to achieve good sound levels once the volume control was
advanced to full gain - but beware of suddenly switching back to
'active' if you value your hearing!
The characteristic attack and timbral edge of Michael Hedges'
guitar throughout Live on the double planet was portrayed with
explicit definition, yet without atrace of grain or added hardness- just
the right blend of sweetness and sparkle. Layer upon layer of ambient
detail was also faithfully retrieved, with the PIP providing abroad and
exceptionally deep window on events but also capturing the substance
and weight of arecording. This extra power and control was
particularly appreciated as far as the disc stages were concerned, for
here low bass seemed unusually extended, tight, and rhythmically
secure. This created arock-solid foundation for all types of music,
taking potent works such as Mahler's arduous 5th and the low,
rumbling introduction to Strauss's Also Sprach . . . comfortably in its
stride.
Vocal articulation and presence were also beyond reproach, and
almost in spite of the number of tracks recorded or performers
involved, the PIP II time and again developed sufficient acoustic space
for aquite uncluttered and delightfully detailed performance. In many
respects the ethereal nature of the sound-stage, with its population of
granitic images, was suitably akin to those same positive attributes of
the Pink Triangle TOO turntable, the two products proving to be ideal
partners.

Conclusion
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Fig. 3. PIP II: Frequency response via disc inputs - plain-line tn-ni.

dashed-line l71-('

The price of the new preamp has sky- rocketed by about 600% above
the original PIP, indicating that perhaps the earlier version was
something of an under- rated and under-valued audiophile bargain.
Nevertheless, the Mk11 is fully capable of holding its own even at this
high price level, the final production version representing asignificant
step beyond both the earlier PIP and most - if not all - other
preamplifiers currently available.
Combining adelicate strength with an uncommon solidity and
transparency, PIP Il should be eagerly sought out by all potential
buyers in this elevated price sector.
TEST RESULTS
Stereo separation ( 2011z)
(1kIlz)
(20kliz)
Channel balance ( 1kHz, OdBV)
(-20dBV)
(-60dBV)
Total harmonic distortion ( OdBV)
Total LF Intermodulation distortion

Fig. 4PIP II: Transconductance circuit as used in the PIP

and even, with the m-m response, actually shelving off ahead of the
m-ccurve, - 0.23dB at 20kHz. A minor LF pole ( DC-servo, - 3dB at
0.5Hz) on the line-stage was swamped by amajor pole caused by cap
coupling of the volume control, resulting in - 3dB at 2.4Hz. Negligible
Aux/CD phase-shift was observed at 100Hz, but an input/output
movement of 15° was measured at 20kHz. The remainder of the
measurements, including noise, were all excellent.

Sound quality
Having struggled for two months with apreamp that was not quite
'right', Ifound the production PIP Il immediately swept away any
reservations Imight have had concerning its potential mould- breaking
qualities. In the preferred ' passive' mode, line sources were blessed
with asense of control and solidity rare even for aCD player. Due
largely to the battery supply, individual stereo images were endowed
with aremarkable stability and stereo focus, each instrument or
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PIP 11 PREAMPLIFIER
Aux/CD
110.3dB
94.5dB
71.IdB
0.09dB
0.67dB
0.26dB
-90.3dB

mm
98.IdB
92.7dB
70.4dB
0.08dB
0.65dB
0.41dB
-87.2dB

mc
96.2dB
90.1dB
70.5dB
0.07dB
0.61dB
0.56dB
-85.7dB

(16:1) - 93.4dB - 92.7dB - 90.7dB
(1000:1) - 91.7dB - 91.4dB - 9I.3dB
Total HF Intel-modulation distortion
(16:1) - 10I.2dB - 105.2dB - 107.3dB
(1000:1) - I09.9dB - 108.5dB - 111.8dB
Total Ultrasonic IM distortion, ( 16:1) - 95.6dB - 99.1dB - 103.1dB
(1000:1) - 108.3dB - 102.8dB - 106.4dB
CCIR Intermodulation distortion ( 1:1) - 96.7dB - 92.4dB - 84.5dB
Phase-shift ( 10011z)
0°
55° 48' •
54°
(1kHz)
0°
50°24'
54°
(20kHz)
15° 12'
97° 12'
93° 36'
Rise- time (@ 10kHz)
11.esec - Settling time (@ 10kHz)
liasec
Squarewave linearity - 92.53dB - Noise ( A wtd, 20Hz-20kHz) - 96.7dB - 8I.8dB - 76.1dB
Hum residual
- 98.0dB - 95.9dB - 96.5dB
Input sensitivity ( for OdBV)
95.83mV
2.87mV
231µV
CD/Aux overload
>7V
Disc overload (50(111z)
(1kHz)
(20kHz)
Disc EQ. accuracy ( 50-15kHz) Preamplifier output ( max)/Impedance
DC-offset. UR
Retail Price

141.0mV
11.07mV
194.4mV
15.1mV
840.4mV
70.9mV
+ 0/-0.12dB + 0/-0.8dB
5.774V/18ohm
-3.65mV/-3.51mV
£2670
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Do you listen to rubbish on the radio? Like
hiss, crackle and interference?
Then you obviously haven't heard about
the Technics ST-G9OL tuner with twin auto bandwidth selector.
For the benefit of the buff, this applies to
both the if. and r.f. stages.

However even the non- technically minded
can notice the difference.
It means that when you're listening to
a station on a crowded waveband, the tuner

automatically switches to narrow if. to cut out
interference.
However, in the case of strong stations
producing ghost images close to the station you
want, narrow i.f. may well reduce the interference,
but the STG9OL will switch to narrow r.f.
eliminating these effects at source. While still

retaining wide i.f. for maximum fidelity.
It's a system that's hard to fault. The tuner
scans 2.5 MHz on either side of your chosen
station, calculating all the likely sources of inter-

Technics
announce the
perfect tuner

It only lets you
listen to
great bands

Signal to noise ratio is also excellent at 79 dB
(IHF) in stereo due to highly sophisticated
discriminator circuitry.
So when you listen to ahigh quality broadcast source like CD, all you hear is the music.

ference and automatically makes the necessary
i.f. and r.f. adjustments.
Meanwhile, an FL display keeps you fully
informed.

And deafening silence. As for distortion, Class AA operation puts
the ST-G9OL's figures in aclass of their own.
Just 0.015% THD in mono and 0.02% in stereo.

Crystal clear sound is assured, thanks to its

And as the number of radio stations

twin- quartz system. One quartz circuit locks

continues to grow, the more you'll appreciate the

onto the stations and eliminates drift. The other

convenience of 39 pre-sets.

is used in the stereo decoder.
The result is an outstanding 60 dB ( at 1kHz
stereo separation with aflat frequency response
all the way down to 4Hz.)

You don't have to select FM, MW or LW
bands. Just press abutton and the tuner instantly
goes to the station you've chosen.
Other thoughtful touches include auto- scan,
auto- memory, and as befits atuner with knobs

Technics
For Music Lovers.
TECHNICS. 300-318 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERES SU 6JB TEL SLOUGH 34522

on, arotary encoding dial.
All in all, if you hear alousy band on the
ST-G9OL, blame the DJ.

Radlett Audi

"THE GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY"

M

aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during our 10 years here we have been told many
times by importers, manufacturers and customers, that we are
"The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of a
large, flashy shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to
ensure our customers get the best for their money, whether
it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all knowledgeable
enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to
push the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or
waffle— we like to keep our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting
room, but stocked with one of the finest ranges of
HiFi in the country. Each and every item is ruthlessly
chosen for it's sound quality, performance, reliability
and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it
and would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give
us aring or drop in— you'll be very glad you did.

LINN LP 12

AUDIO RESEARCH D70

fr

KOETSU RED

We stock fine equipment from:—

Radlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

W09276-6497

,f)

LINN PRODUCTS•REGA•PROAC•AUDIO RESEARCH•CROFT
*AUDIO INNOVATIONS•COUNTERPOINT•KOETSU•CREEK•
AUDIOLAB•VTL•VOYD•J.A. MICHELL•EPOS•KRELL•QUAD
•SNELL•SD ACOUSTICS•MAGNEPAN•ORACLE•ELITE•
PINK A•HEYBROOK•MUSICAL FIDELITY•SME•HELIUS•
TANNOY•DENON•B+W•KEF•A+ReCAMBRIDGE•YAMAHA
.MONITOR AUDIO.EAR•CONCORDANT

ihot

PRO AC
TABLETTE

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST1
Holds 600 recoros
price £ 166 00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 40,00

-

Whoa_

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £44 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the " Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is aunit just
right for you.
The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White- to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in beer hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01-390 2101 or send coupon belowto:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 240 records
price £84.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 114.00

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.
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DOUBLE SIXES
Celestion look for high scores with the two-bass-unit SL12, and the
upgraded SL6Si and SL600Si loudspeakers. David Prâkel reports

W

ITH AN ENTIRELY new management hierarchy now in
place at Celestion, and the thorough-going revisións of
the DL range completed, attention has again turned to
the SL range of speakers. It is now six years since the
launch of the original SL6 loudspeaker, which so greatly advanced
Celestion's image as acompany dedicated to serious speaker
engineering.
The technical breakthrough then was apure pistonic-motion
metal-dome tweeter, designed for the company by the Israeli engineer
Boaz EliEli. Designed as ano-compromise, low coloration
loudspeaker, the SL6 was aminiature two-way box competing in what
was then still athree-way, big-box market. The secret of its success
was the combination of the single-piece metal-dome tweeter with a
much simplified plastics mid/bass driver.
Since then, the SL family has grown. In answer to criticisms of the
original SL6's rich tonal balance, limited bass definition and
dynamics, two development roads were followed. One, coincident
with an article on low- mass, high-rigidity cabinets entitled ' Zero
Option' by Keith Howard in HiFi Answers, led to the SL6(X) flagship.
The other led to asecond generation of the original SL drivers.
Designer Graham Bank produced alightweight, high- rigidity cabinet
from aluminium honeycomb material ( Aerolam) — which is normally
the province of aircraft manufacturers. The material proved difficult
to work with and rang like abell when turned into acabinet but
judicious 'cracking' of the bell at one joint produced an inert cabinet
and aspeaker that was not only workable but aclear advance on the
SL6. The SL600 ( not the ' SL6 Zero Option' as some of us had
expected) used exactly the same mechanical and electrical
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components as the SL6 but in anew cabinet and with anew layered
foam filling. The results were far better than they had any right to be.
A second project addressed the problem of the falling treble
response of the tweeter, its crippling inefficiency and low first
break-up mode, which had necessitated adynamics-robbing notch
filter in the crossover network. The expensive and difficult-to- produce
32mm diameter electrodeposition copper dome was replaced by a
one-piece aluminium dome of higher efficiency and higher firstbreakup-mode frequency. The single piece dome and coil former
aided heat dispersion and still provided the ' shorted-link' electrical
damping of the original.
The mid/bass driver proved amore difficult proposition. This drive
unit was unusual in having asingle-piece, vacuum-formed cone with
all the neck joints restricted, as far as possible. to one plane — again
reducing the ways in which the cone and its voice coil could ' break-up'
and act as independent out-of-phase transducers. The travelling waves
in the material of the cone itself needed damping at the cone edge, yet
the ideal material for such asurround did not let the speaker have
enough freedom and ' play' to be a 'fast' reproducer of bass. The stiff
PVC surround used on the SL6 driver needed improving, and the final
version was an ingenious compromise — amechanical crossover
almost, in the form of asurround made from two materials. PVC and
soft pure rubber were used, respectively, to damp the travelling waves
and terminate the cone, and to give the cone plenty of room for big
bass excursions without limiting attack.
Attentive as ever to the trends in the audiophile world, Celestion
looked at both active and bi-wire driving of the SL6 before declaring
such amateur conversions awaste of time . . . at least for the time
43

PATHWAY TO THE STARS
In its continual search for musical excellence, Pinewood Music
has assembled asystem which it firmly believes is without equal
in its price range. It is, quite simply, for those who want and can
afford the best but at the same time must have asystem that
visually complements the living environment.
With reviews inevitably centred on individual components, the
vital importance of skilled system building seems largely to have
been forgotten. Pinewood, however, has always stressed to its
clients that every component must work in complete harmony
for asystem to give lasting satisfaction — and that can only be
achieved by someone like Brian Rivas who devotes every
available minute to experimenting with the finest equipment
to achieve results that give the emotional stimulation of the live
concert. This system is the realisation of that aim:
Turntable:
Cartridge:
Preamplifier:
Power amplifier:
Loudspeakers:
Accessories:

GOLDMUND ST 4
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 Mk 2
AUDIO RESEARCH D-125
SON US FABER AMATOR
MANDRAKE interconnecting cable
M.I.T. SHOTGUN loudspeaker cable
RANDALL 64 TBC loudspeaker cable
FOUNDATION ' DESIGNER' loudspeaker stands
SICOMIN isolation shelves

Whatever your musical tastes, the sheer believability and emotional pull
of this system are hard to resist. Dynamics, depth, air, liquidity,
transparency are words that could be used, but ultimately you must listen
to be convinced. For those who want the best that looks the best,
telephone Brian Rivas at any time for ademonstration.

jhe
'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
24- hour Answerphone
Agencies include:
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal, Mandrake, Magneplanar, Micro Seiki, MIT,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Sicomin, Siltech, Smuts Faber
Absolute Sounds is the country's pioneering importer of the finest high end
esoterica. Pinewood Music is their only exclusive dealer in the country.
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DOUBLE SIXESIle'
being. A new Celestion flagship speaker was launched in 1987 after
much speculation and rumour. The SL700 took the second generation
drivers and put them in an update of the Aerolam honeycomb cabinet
from the SL600, adding ahi-wired crossover option for good measure.
Hi- tech dedicated speaker supports are sold as part of the SL700
package ( which Ireported on in November HFNIRR, November
1987). With the launch of the SL700, the Celestion SL600 was
immediately put into the shade. The SL6S sported its new drivers but
could be further improved in light of work done on SL700.
Celestion's efforts, as described so far, had all been directed
towards the reduction of coloration, and the improvement of imaging
and dynamics. The major criticism of the original SL range — bass- light
performance — was answered, at aprice, by the active System 6000,
with its steerable double dipole bass extender. But the expensive
System 6000 could hardly be considered as asolution for the average
buyer; and only now has that area of performance been addressed in
the development and production of an entirely new model in the SL
range — S112.

CELESTION SL12
The SL12 has its origins in aproject looking at ways of lowering the
low-frequency performance limits of the original SL6 without
compromising its clean mid and top performance or its stereo
imagery. A couple of years ago, rumours of an SL6 with double
mid/bass drivers circulated briefly from Celestion at Ipswich.
Rumours were that it even had aname — SL8. The SL range would
have then paralleled the UL6 and UL8 models then current in the
Celestion catalogue. Now, something like that projected SL8 has
surfaced in the £579 SLI2.
Graham Bank vowed he would never use paralleled bass drivers to
extended the bass of SL6 — nor in fact has he done in the SL12 design.
The second utterly standard SL bass driver is used only in the lower
registers to extend low bass output truthfully. Had the two units both
been used to cover the full mid/bass bandwidth, the existence of two
radiating centres at crossover would have destroyed the clarity and
focus that Celestion had worked hard to achieve in the SL models.

The tall cabinet is built throughout in Medite and with stiltening from
avertical figure-of-eight brace. Additional panel bracing front- to- rear
is also used. The cabinet is the same width as the SL6Si, but internally
half as big again, 18 litres rather than 12.
While the tweeter is Celestion's one-piece 32mm aluminium-dome
unit, derived from the original SL6 dome, the pair of mid/bass units
both have the two-part surround and are built into cast chassis with
generous magnets. The crossover between the upper bass driver and
tweeter is identical to that used in the SL6Si, namely an 18dB/octave
slope on the tweeter and aI2dB/octave slope on the mid/bass, acting
at 2.8kHz. The second bass unit is rolled- in through asecond order
(12dB) slope below 500Hz only.
The crossover separates bass and treble legs to offers ahi-wiring
option with separate earthing arrangements. Upgraded high-quality
capacitors and iron power cored chokes are said to be used. The back
panel carries two pairs of John Michell gold plated 4mm binding posts.
This type of connector favours heavier stranded cables at the expense
of 4mm plugs and solid core cables, it being much easier to ensure a
good electrical contact with the former. These posts are ' however'
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prone to slip round in the cabinet and, unless firmly secured, can give
rise to vibration problems ( this very problem occurred in aSystem
6000 bass system Ihave used).
Electrically, the speaker still presents anominal 7ohm load and is
said to handle up to 120W. Sensitivity, at 86dB/IW/Im, is 2dB up on
the 84dB of the SL6Si. As for measured bass extension. Celestion
conservatively quote a — 3dB point of 70Hz, compared to 7511z for
SL6Si.
Two new stands have been designed by Celestion for the Si range, a
24in ( 60cm) type for the '600Si and ' 6Si, and an I8in (45cm) model for
the SL12; these were supplied with the review speakers. Both include
features from the S1700 speaker support — the internally- ribbed
column for stiffness, for instance. The bottom plates are enhanced by
plastic lock- nut covers on the foot spikes — Celestion should be
thanked for finally coming up with asolution to the inelegance and
somewhat shady safety record of bare spike tops!
The central column can be filled with sand, or alternatively lead
shot or ashot/sand mix for greater stability and damping. With a
speaker of the SLI2's height and weight ( 13.4kg), aheavy stand is
necessary to keep the centre of gravity down and the entire
speaker/stand system stable.
Celestion recommend Blu-tack fixing, but Iachieved results using a
set of micro-cones from the SL700 support. Perhaps Celestion could
consider both drilling the top plate of these stands for micro-cones and
making the latter available as an accessory.

Sound quality
The SL12 shares anow rather explicit top end performance with the
SL6Si; treble details stand out above the body of the sound. SLI2
certainly produces more bass, hut gives little impression of the
significantly deeper extension. However, as with System 6(100, the
extra bass driver seems to have liberated the system dynamically.
Without care taken in its installation and set-up the SL12 can
produce arich, only fairly well- controlled bass and abright treble over
asomewhat reticent midband. First lesson is that SL12 is not to be
treated like SL6 when it comes to room positioning. Pulling the 12s
well out into the room and toeing them in fairly sharply produced
dramatically better results. The 18in stand height is correct as regards
treble ( the new tweeter beams far less than the previous copper
dome), but may leave the speaker alittle too close to the floor unless
it is moved acorresponding way away from abackwall.
Bi wiring SL12 brought about further significant improvements and
it was in this mode that formal listening was conducted. With the Argo
recording of Stravinsky's Pulcinella SL12 placed some undue
emphasis on woodwinds, flute in particular; horns were full and
rounded. But the 12s bounded into the rhythms of the Gavotte and
really let rip in the ¡ Vivo duet. Double- bass was still abit fruity with
some ' grumble' in the 80Hz-ish regions. Trumpet was vividly
projected but from the front of the soundstage. The speakers
produced an effective, though not entirely focused image of the
Kingsway acoustic, the low- frequency signature of this hall seemingly
confused by the speaker's generous reproduction in that region.
The ASV Dvorak String Serenade recording from St John's Smith
Square showed something of the same effect with string bowing noises
coming forward from aslightly boxy acoustic.
High level rock music proved satisfactory indeed. The extra
efficiency of the speaker translates into awillingness to respond to
dynamic and rhythmic demands — the bass may yet be alittle rich for
some listeners here. Leonard Cohen's excellently recorded I'm Your
Man album showed the old SL6 glories on vocals, which, with care
over room placement and hi-wiring, were free from any weighty
colorations. This tangible reproduction of voice was confirmed from
high- quality FM radio with first-rate reproduction of BBC Radio's
Brain of Britain contest in stereo.
The final picture is of aspeaker that is more capable in level,
dynamic and bass terms than its predecessors. There is still, to my ear,
apredominance of upper treble and alittle congestion in the bass,
coupled with aresidual softness — alack of ' speed' if you like — that
hasn't quite rid this design of the SL6 bass character. Big rooms and
bigger amplifiers with the speakers on short heavy stands well out into
the room will be the order of the day.

CELESTION SL6Si
The SL6Si is adirect development of the SL6S speaker which itself
took the second generation Celestion drivers on into an improved
wooden cabinet. The only changes for the Si model are in amuch
uprated crossover, though this does not allow for bi-wire or hi-amped
applications.
Briefly, the cabinet is aMedite box with avertical figure-of-eight
brace. Real wood veneers are used, as on all the SL range, with Black
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Step forward with

KELVIN
LABS
Super -Fi
Hear the NEW Junior/J30 Class A pre- power combination together with
the MC1 FET Stereo Preamplifier
M30 and M60 Class A Monoblock Power Amplifiers
Offering, in our opinion, unequalled accuracy and neutrality
At the HiFi Show, Heathrow Penta Hotel, Room 1146 - Sept 17th & 18th
and at:-

Progressive Audio (Home Demonstration Specialists) ( Kent) 0634 389004/366216
Radlett Audio ( Herts) 09276 6497
Audio South ( Farnham) 0252 714555
Standen's (Tonbridge) 0732 353540
O'Brien high fi ( London) 01 946 0331
Salisbury Hi Fi (Salisbury) 0722 22169
In Hi Fi ( Edinburgh) 031 225 8854

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd. 6Shanklin Crescent,
Upper Shirley, Southampton, SO1 2RB.
41,

Tel: (0703) 785123
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DOUBLE SIXES
Ash and Walnut being the options. The new bevel-edged grille frames
are neat, now fitting flush to the cabinet front without leaving agap
around the trim plates. The new badge carries the visual treatment of
the stand front up into the speaker box.
Though the network design is unaltered, still offering athird-order
slope on the tweeter and second-order on the bass unit with a
crossover point of 2.8kHz, the components have been uprated in line
with work done for the SL700 project. French Solen capacitors and
saturation-resistant chokes are now used; physically, the components
of the bass leg are now set at an angle to reduce interaction and
saturation. Twin gold-plated binding posts are used on the inset back
panel.

Sound quality
Production experience with the 32mm aluminium tweeter seems to be
producing abrighter unit than of old — comparison with my very early
SL6S speakers revealed aslightly sharper speaker in the SL6Si. But
hand in hand with the treble-strong balance has come adequate
compensation in the extra detail revealed. Nor is this an artefact of
that balance, but atrue improvement in resolution and asubjective
lowering of treble 'noise'.
This was most apparent using the Hyperion Hildegard of Bingen
CD. Crisper diction was marked in the SL6Si, where the SL6S tended

to underestimate the considerable performance potential of SL600Si
used without appropriate stand hardware.
The beaming nature of the copper tweeter still presents one or two
problems. It is all bound up with the second order slopes used to roll
out of the copper tweeter and into the PVC-surround mid/bass unit.
The second generation units allowed for athird order slope and
consequent deepening of the treble listening window due to improved
vertical dispersion. The old dispersion pattern remains with SL600Si
and must be considered when choosing stands and setting up for
listening positions.

Sound quality

to round-off words and lose focus. This improved resolution enhances
the formation of stable and focused stereo images — the waltz
movement from Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances (
Concertgebouw/
Ashkenazy/Decca) showed far better definition in the pizzicato strings
than with the SL6S. The SL6Si produced an excellent scale of stereo
image and placement of instruments within the overall acoustic.
In the SL6S, Ioriginally queried aslightly pinched and nasal quality
—noticeable in 'cello and viola, which sounded atad squeaky and
wooden. Ialso found the treble energy in SL6S made the speaker just
alittle bright. The balance is still bright, more so if anything, but there
are compensations both in the resoution and in the absence of the
coloration mentioned above. The SL6Si is ayet more articulate
speaker, it produces finer imagery and shares with its predecessor an
open, spacious sound.

CELESTION SL600Si
The original SL drivers survive into the next generation of SL
speakers in the newly revised SL600Si, set to sell at £799.
Improvements include the higher-quality crossover components
featured in the SL6Si. But additionally, the crossover itself is split in
the manner of SL12, to offer independent connections to the bass and
treble legs and so give the user the option of either bi-wiring or
bi-amping. Celestion will also offer abi-wire conversion for the
existing SL600 user ( price to be confirmed) — the component
improvements used in the SL600Si will not be featured however.
The SL600Si sheds the brown paint of 600 in favour of the grey
Velvetex textured paint used on SL700 The cabinet continues to be
produced in Aerolam honeycomb but does not have the additional
figure-of-eight brace used in SL700— nor does the SL600Si feature the
integral speaker support. Celestion recommend their 24in Si stand
with this speaker, though to my ear either I8in Foundation stands or
the 24in SL700 stands provide abetter sound. Indeed it would be easy
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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With the Si stands the SL600Si is something of agenial speaker.
well-meaning and inoffensive! Some focus improvement is made by
using cones underneath the speaker — the SL700 micro-cones worked
well as did much larger John Michell tenderfeet cones. However.
Celestion now advises against the use of cones with this cabinet — for
fear of users puncturing the thin outer aluminium skin no doubt —
however, careful experimentation pays off.
The SL600Si is an attractive, mellifluous and thoroughly listenable
loudspeaker with atruly seamless character. It is not an outstandingly
dynamic performer but the perspective it brings to music matches its
dynamic character so that one is not aware of the shortcoming. That
said, Stravinsky's Octet (
London Sinfonietta/Chailly/Decca) punched
home with considerable impact. Reduced to mere emotive language,
it must be said that the SL600Si is still areal musical performer.
The inevitable comparison between aresident pair of production
SL700s and the SL600Sis was made with intriguing results. Both
speakers were used in bi-amped mode on the SL700 stands with
micro-cones — readers can figure out for themselves which speaker was
shown more favours!
Adjusting level for the sensitivity difference, the SL700 grabbed
more information from the source but seemed to do less with it —
treble was airier and helped resolve voices in space, bass had more
body but suffered from an odd thrumming quality. The SL600Si had a
self-effacing dullness in comparison to the 700s but there was a
wonderful coherence and integration in its slightly veiled sound — an
even handedness regardless of frequency or dynamics — manners that
the SL700 has yet to learn.
Celestion certainly took the right decision in keeping this classic
loudspeaker on the books. Personal audition will undoubtedly reveal
favourites, though budgeting for appropriate stands for the SL600Si
will push its price that much closer to the SL700.

CONCLUSION
A fine bunch of products. then, with strong revisions of older designs
and awelcome newcomer. SL12 would seem to offer more bass but
actually delivers amore exciting sound that puts you closer to the
music than previous SL designs. SL6Si inches away again in resolution
terms from the upstart metal-dome designs now encroaching on its
territory, though in the matter of 'voice, Istill feel Celestion have left
this speaker sounding lean and bright. The SL600Si is areal honey. a
design has been significantly improved with the hi- wiring option to
leave all the elegance and character of this classic loudspeaker
intact.
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YOU'VE NEVER HEARD OF CAST
WE'VE NEVER HEA
You're obviously more of amusic lover than ahi-fi enthusiast. Or perhaps you've yet to hear the
sound of aloudspeaker you really like.
So isn't it about time you unplugged two of your most important assets and allowed us an informal
introduction. We have, you'll find, alot in common.
We start by using our ears too, in the market-place, listening to what is really wanted in terms of size
and looks as well as performance.
Then we sit down at the drawing board. Because every component is made in-house, every design is
considered as atotally integrated project.
(We've never heard of subcontracting anything out.)
Then it's back to the most critical analysis of all.
Yes. The ear.
CASTLE ACOUSTICS LIMITED. PARK MILL, SHORTBANK ROAD. SKIPTON. NORTH YORKSHIRE B023 2TT. TELEPHONE: ( 0756) 5333/4

USA. MAY AUDIO MARKET,NG 16 MAIN STREET,

LE ACOUSTICS? THAT'S FUNNY,
RD OF YOU EITHER.
And if you'll permit us alittle self-praise, we seem to have got it right.
For those who love music are buying our loudspeakers more than ever before.
Some, we feel, judging by their letters of appreciation, seem to have become lifelong friends.
By reading this far, we hope we've made one more.
At the very least, you can't say you've never heard
of Castle Acoustics before.
All that remains is for us to hear from you. Clip the
coupon or nip down to your local hi-fi specialist.
We feel that once you've auditioned a
pair of Castle loudspeakers, you'll never
want to listen to anything else again.
CHAMPLAIN NY 12911 USA. TELEPHONE: ( 518) 298 44:14

Iwould like to be introduced to your
range of loudspeakers. Please send
me more info.
NAME
ADDRESS

CAsnE

CANADA. MAY AUDIO MARKETING. 646 BOUL. GUIMONO, LONGUEUIL, QUEBEC, CANADA. J4G 1P8. TELEPHONE: ( 514) 651 5707.

DUE TO POPULAR DEMAND,

TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL
have re- introduced the famous

ELITE
ALIGNMENT
GAUGE
.

•

.alent ...4110. No 19 13545

"There is a MIND-BLOWING sonic gap between
optimized alignment and currently accepted practice." (THE AUDIO CRITIC)
Correct lateral alignment of your phono cartridge is vital if the
full potential of your system is to be realised — did you know that a
lmm error in overhang and 1degree error in offset can increase
end- of-side distortion by 300%?
Now, at last the mystery of tracking geometry is revealed clearly
and simply with the ELITE ALIGNMENT GAUGE. In afew minutes,
you will, for the first time, understand OVERHANG and OFFSET,
the effect on TRACKING ERROR and, most important of all, the
effect of all these interacting parameters on DISTORTION due to
lateral tracking error, which can then be minimised over the whole
record playing surface!
By following the completely revised, fully illustrated, step-by-step
instructions, the kit allows you to very accurately plot, on the graph
sheets provided, distortion at ALL points. You can then see at a
glance your existing distortion characteristic and with reference to
the comprehensive computer-generated example plots adjust
overhang, offset and arm- base position to correctly position the
"zeros" and most important of all, minimise the MAXIMUM
distortion points (start, middle and end of side).
NO other alignment procedure has this facility — in fact, all "twopoint" methods have room for gross settin? errors which largely go
undetected except, of course " end- of-side' distortion.
The ELITE ALIGNMENT GUAGE works for ALL arms ( including
those with incorrect geometry and parallel trackers).
THE ELI I
E
ALIGNIVIEN r
ec,
GAUGE
"r 1 Disk
due to
hocking eu to;

. . . . atouch of class

1988 sees the rebirth of the West of
Scotland's oldest hifi specialist.
James Kerr & Co, agreat favourite
of Glasgow music buyers, is proud
to announce the opening ofit's new
'listening' room. This will allow you
to listen peacefully, privately and

Also included in each kit is aclear plastic gauge for use with I
EC
plug-in head- shell arms which allows the cartridge to be removed
whilst the measurements are being made.

without sales pressure to the
superb range of WI products
stocked.

That range includes:

Source, Pink Triangle, B&W Matrix,
Celestion SL, Nakamichi, Quad,
SME IV, Acoustic Energy, Revox
The gauge is available from selected dealers or direct from
TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL for just £ 12.99. Just send a
cheque or phone 0932 246850 with your credit card number —
please allow 28 days for delivery.
TOWNSHEND INTERNATIONAL 2North Weylands Ind Est
Molesey Rd Walton-on-Thames Surrey KT12-3PL.
"I found the Elite Alignment Gauge both fast and easy to use. It
posesses the obvious advantage of avoiding all forms of
calculation and is very much faster... The device is ingenious".
Hi Fi Answers
rCharge my credit card
gauges
Please send me
VISA

Expiry date
signed

Name
Address

Postcode

I
enclose my cheque for
51)

made payable to Townshend International

and selected items of Denon,
Luxman and Rotel plus selected
quality

items

from

other

manufacturers
98/110 WOODLANDS ROAD,
GLASGOW G3 6HB
Tel: 041-332-0988
Closed Mondays
Tuesday- Friday 10am-5.30pm
Saturday 9.30am-5.30pm
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Packed with mechanical and electronic refinements, Pioneer's PD-91 ' reference' CD
player really ought to sound better than the competition. Report by Martin Colloms

0

VER THE PAST FEW years Pioneer have shown that they
can produce awell-regarded line of budget to mid- priced
CD players, but until now the company has chosen to stay
out of the upper section of the market. Above the £500
level today's CD players move into audiophile territory, although this
is not well defined and encompasses aprice- range that extends as high
as £ 500. A fair number of machines are available, but the vast
majority cost less than £ 1000. For their top-line model Pioneer have
set aprice well above £500 but significantly below the £ 1000 level,
while the PD91 reflects the fact that the company enjoys financial and
engineering links with Sony. Indeed, it was logical that some of the
latter's latest CD replay technology should be reflected in this
machine, hence the up-to-date specification, which includes such
features as 8-times oversampled 18-bit conversion as used on Sony's
557 flagship (see HFNIRR Aug).
Pioneer call the PD91 a 'reference' CD player and can offer quite a
story to back their case, but the details will be dealt with under the
technical description, with this introduction confined to arésumé of
the major selling points. A remote control is of course obligatory at
this price level, and the one supplied with the PD91 is also compatible
with other Pioneer units. The keyboard duplicates most of the
functions of the main keyboard on the deck, including the 10- key pad
for quick entry of track numbers. At first, Ithought the player was
endowed with aremote volume control, but what was provided turned
out to be more of agimmick — an automatic power fader for use when
making recordings. It simply fades up at the beginning of atrack and
fades down at the end, with the fade points programmable to fit items
to agiven length. Quite alot of space in the manual is given up to
various ways in which track selections may be edited and tapes made,
but is this really aprime function for ahigh quality CD player?
Whilst on this subject of facilities, described here as ' conveniences',
aprogramming memory for up to 24 tracks in any order is also
included, plus Music Window which involves the auto- fader function
operating on up to eight favourite music phrases. In addition, the
fade-time is aprogrammable variable in the range of 1-10 seconds.
'Shuffle play' is available, more sensibly called Random Play in this
model, while Timer Play sets the player to run automatically on
power-up.
In the Pioneer tradition, this machine is well finished in satin-black,
complemented by fine gold trim- lines and polished wood end-cheeks.
A sensible operating key layout has been adopted; on the left-hand
side there is asmall rotary control to select analogue and/or digital
output; the analogue output is at afixed level via gold-plated
phonosockets; and the digital output is available via optical or coaxial
connectors. A 'display off button blanks the display to reduce internal
electrical interference. Four more gold buttons control ' time'. ' auto
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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space', ' repeat' and ' random play'. 'Time' selects the display modes,
through ' normal' to ' time remaining', and also total disc time. 'Total'
includes the total number of tracks on the disc, but the display also
sports the now fashionable calendar panel which also indicates the
tracks programmed for selection. Simultaneous readout of track
number, index number, and elapsed time is also possible, with repeat
covering all or only programmed tracks, but not such features as A/B
repeat. Completing the line-up on the lower section is the standard
/in 6.3mm jack socket for headphones, accompanied by its own level
4
1
control.
This machine can play 8cm (3in) singles without the need for
adaptors, and the usual control and access buttons are present, these
operating with the customary speed and precision. On the rear panel
the audio output is anominally 2V fixed level on gold-plated phono
jacks, whilst the digitally encoded data feeds emerge via two
terminals, one optic fibre and the other phono coaxial.

Technology
As noted in my Sony 557 report, the race is now on to deliver the best
technical performance and claim the greatest number of advanced
techniques to support the designer's argument that agiven player is
truly state-of-the-art. In several areas. CD player promotion is
descending into the sort of silly numbers game we witnessed afew
years back with amplifiers — and which is still with us in some quarters.
Pioneer can write as good atechnical brochure as the next company,
and this, plus an examination of the player's interior, provides us with
agood starting point to describe the PD91's design and build.
In common with the Sony 557, this player uses an 8-times
oversampling (or more correctly re-sampling) process, whereby the
44.1kHz 16-bit digital data streams recovered from the modulation
encoded on the disc are multiplied up to 352.8kHz using alarge
internal word- length. In describing an audio waveform encoded in its
crudest sense into aseries of steps, the height of the steps can be
thought of as related to both the number of levels accessible for
measurement, represented by the quantity of bits available ( 10-bit is
2' levels or 1024), and the number of samples taken in agiven time —
if you like, the horizontal depth of the step tread.
Resampling at higher frequencies allows the 16-bit recorded code to
be processed in adigital filter with much reduced quantisation losses,
while the high resampling rates greatly simplify the need for output
filtering in the eventual analogue domain. Complex high-order
analogue filters comprise achain of audio stages which can be shown
to introduce progressive losses in fidelity; but digital filtering can be
very sophisticated, thanks to the power of today's micro-chips, and
together with very high effective filter orders the transfer-function can
exhibit linear-phase and superbly flat audio passbands, entirely
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The RV-23 valve preamplifier sets new standards of quality and value.
Please write or call for further information and your nearest dealer.
Rose Industries Ltd, 142 Brasenose Road, Didcot, OX11 7BS. Tel ( 0235) 814631.

The Radford Renaissance
range of Valve Amplifiers
For over 25 years, Radford valve
amplifiers have been held in the
highest regard by enthusiasts and
music lovers worldwide. Even
today, many vintage examples
are in use— a 'glowing' tribute to
the Radford name.
With Arthur Radford's blessing,
Woodside Electronics have introduced the Renaissance range.
Hand built to the highest
standards these new amps.
incorporate much of today's
thinking on circuit layout and use
the latest high specification
components to bring performance
right up to date.

4

SC 25 AND
STA 25 PRE
AND POWER
AMPLIFIERS

Please send full details of the Radford
Renaissance valve amplifiers E Please

E

Loudspeakers

IName:

IAddress:

TRISTAR 190

"Perhaps the strongest point of the Radford
Renaissance is its bass- surprisingly good
for a tube power amp."
Stereophile, U.S.A. September 87.
"The SC25 provided very good sound
quality with an air of relaxed and confident
authority."
Hi Fi Choice, April 88.
"The T90's are about as easy to live with as
any speaker I've found."
Hi Fi News & Record Review, June 84.

RADFORD
Manufactured and distributed under licence by:

Woodside Electronics
Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 6Q.J. 0272 877611.

DISTRIBUTORS
FOR RADFORD
LOUDSPEAKERS

IL

tick

The Renaissance range includes
the SC 25 valve pre-amp, STA 25
(50 watt stereo) and M75 (75 watt
mono) amplifiers.
For full specifications and
colour leaflet, post the coupon or
contact your Radford dealer today.

_ _ Tel:

USA & Canadian dÉtribution:

&reel Aubin Marketing
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PIONEER'S ' REFERENCE' 101>
banishing the suspicion that filter-ripple could affect sound quality.
Resampling also moves the sampling noise up to amuch higher
frequency region, well beyond audibility, thus enhancing the signalto-noise ratios, eg, to better than 110dB unweighted ( 16-bit linear
models achieve typically 95dB under these conditions). Since these
noise levels also relate to quantisation distortion, the signal purity on
resampled designs is also potentially superior.
A natural consequence of the digital processing is the availability of
adigital output word of virtually any length: 18, 20, even 32 bits. This
should not be taken as implying that the recording has suddenly
improved to this level, rather that the processing has been carried out
to this level, and that if greater use is made of the output word-length,
ahigher accuracy of digital-to-analogue conversion will be achieved.
Truncating the processor output to 16-bit introduces errors equivalent
to adegree of quantisation. Thus in the system used by Pioneer and an
increasing number of other designs, an 18-bit output word is used, fed
to either atrue 18-bit DAC or, in some cases, aranging 16-bit DAC
system, which aims for an 18-bit resolution at lower signal levels. With
18-bit conversion, the quantisation distortion and noise contribution
of the DAC is reduced and astill closer approach to highly accurate
decoding of the 16-bit recording is achieved. Where the original
recording is properly dithered (these days it is rare for it not to be) the

allowed and is claimed to improve error rates. Finally, the audio
circuits following the D/A converters use Class-A FET amplifier
blocks; but experience tells us that high-tech build is in itself still no
guarantee of audio excellence, and it was achallenge to see whether
Pioneer's version of the 'state of the art' was asuccessful one in terms
of sound quality.

Sound quality
An immediate resemblance to the Sony 557 was observed in respect of
asmooth, easy-on-the-ears character — adifferent and more musical
sound from that produced by many earlier generation players. First
impressions were of asubstantially good sound quality, while the bass
verged on excellence, with an arresting degree of slam and precision
achieved without excessive mid hardness — acommon and undesired
accompaniment. However, as listening proceeded it became apparent
that the PD91 was 'good' rather than great; on listening test scores
using our usual subjective rating scheme it scored 63%, which was
disappointing.
Determining the overall subjective rating was no problem, although
rationalising the score in terms of an analytical discussion proved
more difficult. In general terms one could look on the bright side and
note the near-grainless treble, the fine bass, good focus and good
depth. Standard CD sources were reproduced with good accuracy,
and it proved necessary to fight for more subtle distinctions to explain
one's case. For example, the mid-range sounded mildly thickened and
muddled, with acompressive effect falling just short of hardness. In
character, it sounded mildly closed-in; more air and atmosphere was
required, while the reproduction showed an apparent reduction of
available dynamics, and of life and space. The more subtle aspects of
mid-range sounds were masked, with human voice showing amildly
mechanical quality; Ihave sometimes used the word ' processed' in this
context.
While depth was apparent in the stereo picture, it could have done
with still more. Sound-stages appeared somewhat foreshortened, with
less apparent width. In addition, focus was not up to the top standard,
with some vagueness or ' phasey' effects noted in the upper frequency
range. It sounded rather too well controlled, and even clinical, and as
such this machine did not in my view really compare with the Sony
equivalent.

Lab report
Briefly covering the preliminaries, both channels showed afrequency
response which was as near flat as one could wish for, namely within a
0.03dB band from 20Hz to 20kHz, and with achannel balance that
held to within 0.22dB over the same range. The de-emphasis response
was accurate and the unit gave an output of some 1.2dB above the
norm, reading 2.3V from amoderate 460-ohm source- impedance.
This should be noted when making direct A/B comparisons! Channel
separation was superb, measuring 130dB mid-band and still amazing
at 115dB at the top frequency of 20kHz. The point about such figures
effective encode resolution is higher than 16-bit, so the advantage
is not their specific merit, rather that they are so good that no further
claimed for higher bit oversampling replay systems makes sense.
attention need be paid them.
Certainly the theory and lab test results agree on this, although the
Driving the player at full level, the harmonic distortion at low and
ultimate performance of aplayer depends as much on its audio design
mid frequencies beat the — 100dB barrier at 0.001%, while down-band
as on the cleverness of its digital technology.
products of a20kHz tone were fine at — 85dB. Peak-level 19/20k Hz
Analogue stages commonly present in even the most elegant
intermodulation showed just ahint of compression, reading — 86dB
designs include several op-amp or equalised buffers, filters and output
for the lkHz difference-tone. Incidentally, the new measurement
amplifiers, level-control circuitry, and headphone drive arrangements,
method used for this offers an in-band dynamic.range down to 110dB
plus of course the associated power supplies. The specific performance
below the CD peak level ( Graph 1). Upon dropping the recorded
of the disc-data acquisition sections also has abearing on aplayer's
level by 10dB the IM performance improved to avery good — 94dB,
overall sound quality, including the laser technology with the
while the relevant plot testified to the excellent high-band filtering
associated jitter and vibration immunity, as well as the capacity to
shown by this design, with no second-harmonic beats visible and a
absorb disc errors.
Pioneer have chosen asingle master clock, quartz-referenced at
multiple spectrum scan simply showing auniform, near-noiseless
array of lines above 20kHz.
16.93MHz and subdivided to serve all the microprocessor functions,
The mid-band distortion figures at lower levels only revealed
including the display and remote control micro, the main system
computer-code artefacts, so that dithered encode proved to be
micro, and the re-sampling rate. Beats or interference cannot occur,
essential for proper assessment of low-level distortion. This is shown
since all the various processor rates are synchronised to the master
clock. A host of fast-switching digital signals are flying around inside a on graph 2, with the upper trace analysing the result of — 70dB
modulation at IkHz with dither, and the lower trace without benefit of
working CD player, and unwanted break-through and consequent
dither. Dither adds anoise-floor at — 118dB (on this 'window'
signal distortion is quite common. This can produce jitter, while pulse
bandwidth), but the player shows no distortion above this level, je,
distortion may be reflected by increased FIF spuriae and reduced HF
—48dB or better (0.4%) at — 70dB modulation! The corresponding
resolution.
non-dithered spuriae result registers — 110dB full-scale, adistribution
Pioneer are in aminority at present in fitting atrue 18- bit converter,
of — 40dB relative to the — 70dB tone. Other spurious signals are also
aBurr Brown PCM 65 which may be aligned in production to adecent present on the non-dithered trace — eg the 16-bit code artefacts
accuracy via four external pre-set potentiometers covering the
flanking the lkHz fundamental.
zero-cross point and the current-source weightings for the 2nd, 3rd
Chasing the player down to its linearity limit, it demonstrated an
and 4th bits. The up-to-date linear-motor laser transport is coil-spring
exceptional performance. For example, — 70, — 80, — 90 and — 100dB
suspended and uses anew generation of optics which allow a
dithered encode tones were recovered to an accuracy of better than
reduction in the number of elements used in the lens design. A
ldB, atrue 18-bit replay equivalent. The supporting evidence is
precision-moulded laser-head offers improved dimensional stability as
ample: amonotonicity test revealed anear-perfect representation of
well as faster response times, while anarrower servo bandwidth is also
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Heathrow Penta Hotel,
September 15th- 18th 1988
TRADE ONLY
Thursday, September 15th, 10am-6pm; Friday, September 16th, 10am-4pm
PUBLIC
Friday, September 16th, 4pm-8pm; Saturday, September 17th, 10am-6pm;
Sunday, September 18th, 10am-6pm
The UK's premiere audio exhibition,
THE HI-FI SHOW, offers the finest
opportunity to see all the latest in hi-fi
equipment. The Penta Hotel is easily
accessible by Underground, with courtesy
bus service from Hatton Cross ( Piccadilly
Line) tube station. Ample car parking
facilities are available — and the airport
location makes THE HI- Fl SHOW ideal for
international visitors.

Admission is free.
This year's show is the biggest and
brightest to- date, and exciting new
technologies — in the shape of Compact
Disc Video ( CD-V) as well as Digital Audio
Tape ( DAT) — will be major attractions.

Exhibitors at the show include:
Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Gold
AKG Akustische
Alphason Design
A & R Cambridge
Ariston Acoustics
Audio Innovations
Fwo Bauch
Beard Audio Systems
Beyerdynamics
Bose UK Ltd
B & W Loudspeakers
(UK Sales)
Cambridge Audio Systems
Castle Acoustics
Celestion International
Covent Garden records
Creek Audio Systems
Croft Acoustics
Deltec Precision Audio
Dieses Loudspeakers
Dynavector Systems UK
Foundation Audio
Gale Electronics
Goodmans Loudspeakers
Harbeth Acoustics
Harman Audio
Hayden Laboratories
Heybrook Hi Fi

Hi Fi Review
H.W. International
Inca Tech
ITL
JPW Loudspeakers
JWS Audio ( GB) Ltd
KEF Electronics
Lift ( UK) Ltd
Marantz
Marcel Audio
Michell Engineering
Mission Electronics
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
Moth Group
MPB Audio Ltd
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Naim Audio Ltd
Nakamichi/B & W UK
Nene Valley Audio
Onkyo
Origin Live
Ortofon ( UK)
Oxford Acoustics
Path Group
Philips Consumer
Electronics
Playback
Portfolio Marketing

Presence Audio
Proac
OED Audio Products
OTEC Electronics
Rogers Loudspeakers
Roksan Engineering
Rotel Hi Fi
Ruark Acoustics
Sansui UK
S.D. Acoustics
See Ltd
SME Ltd
Sondes Ltd
Soundtec Marketing
Space Acoustics
Studio Power
Tannoy Ltd
Target Audio Products
TDL Electronics
Teac UK Ltd
Teledyne Acoustic Research
TDL Electronics
Townshend International
Trio Kenwood
Unilet Ltd
Van den Hut
Veda Products
Wharfedale Ltd
Woodside Electronics
Yamaha
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PIONEER'S ' REFERENCE'
the lower ten levels, no DC-offset, and abalanced, uniform,
symmetrical staircase. Note also the — 90dB time-averaged sinewave
(graph 3) — apretty wholesome result. The player even proved quiet
enough to delivery acorresponding display at — 100dB modulation
(Graph 4), using apre-scaled trace to give the spectrum analyser
something to get its teeth into in the time mode.
The output is essentially linear-phase and non- inverting, while

ultrasonic spuriae were rejected by at least 110dB. Audio-band noise
was exceptionally good, averaging — 110dB and with — 105dB as the
de-emphasised worst-case figure. Mechanical noise was almost
inaudible, while track- access was rapid and the standard errorcorrection tests were easily met; in fact it coped with a1.2mm gap,
300p.m above the standard test-disc limit. All other tests were
comfortably passed; je white-noise clipping, error fingerprint, and
vibration. In the latter case, the ranking for this player was excellent.
This player was clearly well aligned and is well filtered, with
excellently tuned DACs.

Conclusion

Graph 1. Pioneer PD 91: Intermodulation spuriae over 500Hz-25kHz band from
19120kHz tones at OdB, with first marker at ¡ kHz difference-tone
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Graph 2. Pioneer PD 91: Spuriae on 0-10kHz linear scale associated with ¡ kHz tone at
—70dB, upper trace dithered, lower trace normal.

Given the very close similarity in technology and measured
performance between this machine and the Sony 557, it was at first
sight surprising that it did not sound better, or at least match the 18-bit
Sony. We can only speculate that the differences must arise from the
use of alternative analogue circuitry, the passive components, and the
power supplies, while secondary factors include the overall design and
physical construction of the players. It is very hard to value specific
features in the absence of properly controlled test; for example, in the
use of adecoupled transformer in the case of the Pioneer or apair of
transformers in the Sony. Neither might matter much in the presence
of such afurther factor as, for example, low prime error rates for the
laser head.
At present, we can only observe what the designers of CD players
are up to, and judge the accuracy of their theories by the performance
of practical products. Inferences can be drawn, but proof requires
scientific test methods. For example, Ihave sampled the differences
when an otherwise unaltered CD player replay system is fed with the
output from two kinds of digital filter. Careful and extended A- B-A
testing showed subtle changes relating to processor word- length, the
number of filter coefficients, and the like, which have helped explain
at least some of the differences between players.
Yet the plot thickens. If anyone claims that the subjective-objective
correlation is just around the corner, if not immediately to hand, then
the PD91 shows this not to be the case. By any current method of
spectrum analysis at high dynamic ranges, including floor-enhanced
waterfall displays, this player will hit the technological jackpot. Yet
we are faced with asound quality assessment placed simply in the
upper band of the good' class! Alternatively, Icould easily bring
forward aCD player of significantly better subjective sound quality —
the venerable CD1 — whose lab performance and technical story
apparently show far less merit than this Pioneer flagship. There, one
finds spuriae scattered over the whole spectrum, quite modest
distortion and intermodulation levels, alow-order digital filter with
visible passband ripple, and acomposite DIA converter built from
three 14-bit obsolete DACs per channel.
In the case of the PD91, those technical aspects which measure well
can hardly be held to blame for the subjective result, so the search for
additional relevant factors continues. Work in the US (by Moncrieff)
indicates that very-high-resolution digital capture of transient music
signals can offer abasis for analysis of low-level clarity, via
high-magnification post-processing. Perhaps that will be the way
ahead. In any event, given its excellent build, potentially long
service-life and good facilities, this Pioneer is well worth considering,
but in my view its subjective performance is not sufficient to make the
grade in acompetitive market place.
TEST RESULTS

Graph 3. Pioneer PD 91: Waveform from dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at — 90dB

Graph 4. Pioneer PD 91: Waveform from dithered IkHz sinewave at — 100dB
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Channel balance
Stereo sepacation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion, OdB
Total harmonic distortion, — 10dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 60dB
Total harmonic distortion, — 80dB
lute rmodulation 19kHz/20kHz, OdB
Intermodulation 19kHz/20kHz, — 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response, right channel
Signal-to-noise, 20Hz-20kHz
unweighted
Signal-to-noise, CCIR/ARM, IkHz ref
Output level, OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time ( track 15, YEDS2)
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to 100kHz
Resolution at — 90dB, left/right
Headphone socket
Dimensions (wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price

PIONEER PD-9I
20Hz
0.21dB
—131dB
0°
—104dB

MHz
20kHz
0.22dB
0.12dB
—130dB
—115dB
0°
0°
—102dB
—85dB
—89dB
—50dB
—29dB
—86dB
—94dB
+0.02dB, — 0.03dB
+0.02dB, — 0.03dB

—112dB
—109dB
2.3V
460 ohms
correct
1.5 secs
gap >900pm; dot >800pm
low
—110dB
—0.67dB/-0.76dB
yes, variable level
46x43x 12.6cm
£800
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Audiocraft
Being the best is simply
business as usual.
Audiocraft is situated just inside the M25 only five
minutes away from Heathrow Airport. We are open 7
days aweek. Appointments for Sundays must be
made Mon-Sat. Ilam-8pm.
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0 Comprehensive
demonstration
facilities

0 Home demonstration
service

CD players and discs
in the UK

0 Total after sales
care

0 Discount card
scheme to save you
big money on disc-.

0 Best price

(70 Free life member r
ship with each CD
player - worth £ 50

each weekday
and 6.00pm
on Saturday
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Audionote1.0. & I.O. LTD. PICK UPS.— For those
music lovers sincerely interested in accurate
reproduction, with aminimum of editorializing, these
Audionotes are unsurpassed.
VOYD TURNTABLES— 'To sum up, here we have a
deck which is visually superb and provides, for me, the
highest quality Ihave ever heard from records.' ( Alan
Bateman Hi Fi Answers April 88)
SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS— The most dynamic,
smoothest, integrated, tonally accurate sounding
loudspeakers we have heard; with abig plus, they are
easy to drive.
Uxbridge & Hillingdon Tube Stations only 2minutes
anybody visiting us can be picked up from these
stations.

NOW YOU'VE
READ THE
REVIEWS
COME TO US
FOR THE BEST
DEAL

PAUL ROBERTS

ci- Fi I-li-Fi -at down to earth prices
OPENING HOURS MON - FRI 9.341am - 7.30pm. Sat 9.30am - 6.00pm

0895 — 53340

et\
eceese

Export
Facilitys Available

VISA

31-33 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL (0272) 429370
32 NORTH STREET, TAUNTON (0823) 270000
203 MILTON ROAD, WESTON-SUPER-MARE (0934) 414423
65 HIGH STREET, BRIDGWATER (0278) 421234
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Lc i SPEAKERS CORNERED
Quality loudspeakers from B&W, Castle, JBL and Tannoy reviewed by Martin Colloms

C

ONTINUING OUR series of in-depth loudspeaker tests,
this month's models span a£00 to £450 price range and
aspire to offer adecent level of quality plus value, while
seeking to avoid the more obvious compromises usually
encountered in the sub-£200 group. All are classed as compacts, the
largest of them still ranking as abookshelf model — by US standards at
least. With the exception of the Stirling, which uses apair of
61
/
2in/165mm main drivers, they are all fitted with 8in/200mm bass
units.
B&W weigh-in with their DM1800, which in several respects can be
regarded as abigger version of the DM1600, with amore powerful
and more extended LF response intended for larger rooms. A
two-way model, its bass-reflexed 200mm main driver is partnered by a
25mm alloy-dome tweeter. In common with the rest of the bunch,
Castle also reflex-load their Stirling, using apair of smaller drivers
noted for their good mid-range character. A 25mm soft polymer-dome
tweeter is fitted.
JBL prove to be the exception with their TLX 7Gi by going
three-way with less costly drivers — 200mm pulp-cone bass, 100mm
pulp cone mid, and titanium coated fabric-dome tweeter — hoping to
meet the standard through more complex system design. Tannoy's
M20 II Gold was originally aluxury version of the Mercury, but now
the Mercury has itself been upgraded and the M20 Gold has also gone
Mk II in its own right. It uses a200mm polymer-cone bass-driver
linked to a25mm soft-dome tweeter. All four models were
straightforward in terms of siting, stands etc, and worked well in
free-space locations, using 40cm-high rigid spiked stands.

B&W DM1800
This is the larger of the two mid-priced models using aderivative
Matrix enclosure bracing (see DM1600 reviews in HFNIRR Feb'88),
and B&W promise an additional bass extension of up to half an octave
for the DB1800, achieved by alarger motor system for the bass driver
plus the specific tuning of alarger cabinet. Both the 1800 and 1600 are
higher sensitivity bass- reflex designs, and employ the new B&W
metal-dome tweeter.
Intended for high sound levels, the 1800 has apower-handling
capacity of 200W per channel, while protection against gross overload
is provided by B&W's own ' APOC' electronic protection sensor which
ultimately disconnects the drive via agood- quality relay. Measuring
63.5 x23.4x 28cm ( hwd), this nicely proportioned enclosure can be
obtained with aproperly styled and matching stand of good acoustic
quality. Exterior finish is in black-ash veneer on all six surfaces, while
the enclosure volume is tuned by areflex port which offers auseful
50mm diameter and some 70cm depth — asensible ratio. Rear
mounting helps to reduce windage noise when the air pumps back and
forth through this aperture under heavy bass drive. The port is tuned
to 43Hz, while the driver/box resonance is fairly low at 77Hz.
HI-FI NEWS 8t RECORD REVIEW
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Technology
With acarcase built of 15mm double-veneered chipboard, the
undamped panels are controlled acoustically by aso-called Matrix
brace, in this case seen to comprise agenerous combination of normal
modern techniques. The driveunit baffle is exceptionally strong, with
acomposite thickness totalling 38mm, reinforced by aheavy filled
polypropylene moulding which also provides an antidiffraction
contour for the front panel. Continuing the low diffraction theme, the
grille is based on an intelligently designed moulding with slotted
boundaries to suppress edge reflections. This was not entirely
successful, as the test response showed, and some improvement did
result when the grille was detached.
Both drivers are built by B&W, with the bass unit employing a
210mm die-cast frame secured by six bolts. The diaphragm has an
active diameter of 165mm and is of a 'filled' polypropylene, flared to
smooth breakup effects and fitted with asynthetic high-loss surround.
A damping coating is applied to the rear surface of the cone and the
assembly is energised by asubstantial ferrite ring-magnet. Anodised
to increase stiffness, the HF unit's 25mm aluminium dome is fitted
with asmall phase-correcting ring which also serves to deflect knocks.
These domes are quite fragile and will not survive anything but the
most gentle finger contact. Pure piston operation is provided over a
2kHz-22kHz operating range, with good power- handling.
Set close to 3kHz, the crossover is anear to 4th-order network for
the bass, and a3rd-order for the treble.

Sound quality
Scoring pretty well, the DM1800 sounded musical and full-blooded,
but as the listening session wore on it was felt that the tonal balance
was not as well engineered as for the smaller 1600. The mid- range
sounded recessed by comparison, and if the truth be told the 1800 had
atouch of old fashioned boom'n'tizz; though both bass and treble
were of such good quality that this comment will seem exaggerated as
soon as it appears on the printed page. The mid was not entirely
neutral; in addition to its recessive tendency it also sounded slightly
thin, and the speaker preferred hard driving to help the sound come to
life and fill out the subjective tonal balance. Played softly the 1800 had
something of a ' loudness contour' sound about it.
Properly driven, the 1800 delivered stereo images on agrand scale:
spacious, showing fair width and above-average depth, plus quite
good perspectives. The laid-back mid and upper-mid lent an extra
sense of depth, while the 'open' treble gave an effect of enhanced air
or sparkle. Conversely, this classically biased euphony was less
welcome with rock and jazz material, where the presentation was felt
to lack dynamic punch. At this point, the bass sounded heavy and
slowed, with the mid too sweet, while the rougher vocal tracks showed
up the treble balance in amilky exaggerated lispiness and breathiness.
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MAGNEPLANAR
PANELS

The Awl. FL.
HI PI Dealer
the year
Htrat

a

ROKSAN OPEN DAY
Thursday July 28th
New arm & cartridge on demonstration
Phone for details

0%
Finance

THE AUDIO FILE LTD., 40 HOCKERILL STREET,
BISHOPS STORTFORD, HERTS Tel: 0279 506576

MAGNEPLANAR SMGa
Musk lovers around the world have long accepted there is no finer
loudspeaker type than odipole. Rather than sub¡ect the listener to the
constrictions and restraints imposed on the sound by abox-type enclosure,
the dipole eliminates all manner of colourations. The sound from adipole
is more open, more transparent, and above all, more natural. Few
companies can match the experience of Magnepan, whose Magneplanar
panel systems have long been the choice of discerning listeners. But
Magnepan realises that not all hi-fi owners have the space or the means to
exploit the virtues of their necessarily large systems. To this end the
company has produced the SMGa, odomestically acceptable option for
those who desire dipole performance in arestricted space. The SMGa
retains the virtues of its larger siblings with minimal sacrifices in the lower
registers. It is simply the most cost effective introduction into the world of
Panel Power...
Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

/S
Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 80U
Tel 947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics, Koetsu, Knell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplonar, Micro-Seiki, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber

'I have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde
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EMINENT AUDIO
PRESENTS

CROFT ACOUSTICS
S.D. ACOUSTICS
OMEGA POINT
S.M.E.
SYSTEMDEK
SHURE
APPOLLO
and other quality products

Tel: ( 0902) 27498
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Coloration was low, the box sounding pretty ' quiet'. The main cone
reproduced voice and piano with ahigh degree of accuracy. while the
treble sound was pure and even. Ultimately, the speaker was
considered rather polite — of fine quality in the monitor sense, but
lacking sufficient ' get up and go' to provide strong levels of aural
excitement and listener involvement. Where the 1600 was nicely
judged in tonal balance, with abass which only lust veered on the side
of dryness, in the 18(H) the better bass extension appears to have been
accomplished by bass weight relative to the mid- range.

Lab report

)2
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DISTORTION
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An average sensitivity of 87.5dBW was noted, adecibel or so below
the 1600 and indicating that aminimum of 20W per channel should be
available, with 200W as asensible peak- programme maximum. The
latter will allow up to 105dBA in stereo in atypical room, adecently
loud sound — but detached houses only please!
On axis at the reference one- metre distance, this speaker delivered
quite auniform response ( Graph la). Referenced to I
kHz, it was
±3dB, ( grille off) 55Hz to 20kHz, but with evidence ° la powerful
bass and amildly recessed mid- range. Despite the slotted edges, the
grille did have an aggressive effect on the treble, and the smoother
dotted line is with the grille removed, measurement confirming a
smoother and better focused image in this condition. No significant
HE: resonance was detected up to 35kHz. The bass was very well
extended for the size, down to 4IHz for a — 6dB rolloff — perhaps too
well extended. Very fine pair- matching was shown to within ± 0.3dB
over the whole measured frequency range.
Moving on to the two- metre response, averaged/smoothed over an
equivalent V.1-octave bandwidth (Graph lb), the trend suggests aslight
upper- mid recession of 1-1.5dB over two octaves, with amildly rising
response at higher frequencies. Notwithstanding the comments, the
output is superbly consistent over the various axes ( if with some
doubts at 451, appearing both uniform and well integrated and thus
confirming the ' smooth' nature of this model.
However, it is the RAR which provides the best information on this
speaker's true character, expressed as an in- room response ( Graph 2).
Here, the mid is seen as recessed below the average ( and excessive)
bass level, and vet isolated in such away as to give an impression of
thinness. A loss-of power is evident at the mid/treble transition, and
while the bass is realised at good power, extending down to 30Hz, this
is achieved ( in my near IEC specification room) with excessive lift in
the lower- mid bass, reaching amaximum of over + 6dB at 50Hz
relative to the mid- hand. The technical conclusion is that the system
'Q' is too high for agood room match.
As regards amplifier loading. the 18(X) proved to be an easy load,
just touching the 5.6- ohm point at one spot, and averaging around
7ohms ( Graph lc). At the higher 96dB sound- level ( Graph le),
second- and third- harmonic distortions are well controlled, typically
I% up to 600Hz, above which frequency asignificant reduction to
0.3% is noted. The third averages 0.3%, though with some rise in the
6(X)Hz to 2kHz range: good control is shown in the bass. At the lower
86dB spl ( Graph Id) both harmonics average something like 0.2%
which is afine result, though with some variations in absolute
level.This design would be classed as afairly low- distortion model.
with ahigh power- handling capacity.
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Graph 2. 11.1W DM 1800: Room-areraged response ( RA R)

Conclusion
Though this more costly speaker promised to out- perform the
DM1600, in practice it achieved less. Yes, there was more bass, but
not of the quality, uniformity or balance required. The heavy LF
produced over-shadowed the fine mid- range, which made the speaker
appear slow and withdrawn, requiring hard driving to bring it to life.
More agility is needed for rock and similar material, although the 1800
always sounded -clean, civilised and presentable.
A split rating is therefore indicated: 'good' for classical and ' average
plus' for rock. To conclude, areserved recommendation is
appropriate, our unreserved approval remaining with B&W's
DM1600.
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programme did not properly 'catch fire'. Furthermore, by the high
standards set by many other recent speaker designs, the treble proved
unexceptional, with aloss of clarity as well as atouch of coloration,
nasality and 'wiriness' on strings. The mid- range had no obvious
defects, but it lacked the full clarity of the best competition.
Taken overall, the Stirling did most things well, and apersonal
audition might well determine how closely one follows and/or values
the more recent improvements in programme and electronics
relating to transparency and stereo depth. DG versus Decca, if you
like.

Lab report

Castle Stirling
Like the B&W, this Castle is surfaced in natural veneer — in this case
an American walnut on all six sides. The grille is made of that
acoustically desirable but unfashionable material, open-cell polyester
foam. Measuring 55 x 26 x 31.5cm ( hwd). this is another well
proportioned speaker (some of Castle's earlier models were rather
bluff!) and is suited to free-space location in the listening room.
mounted on rigid stands 35 to 45cm high.

Technology
The three drivers are disposed in avertical line, tweeter uppermost, to
provide lateral symmetry as well as maximise stereo image stability.
Indeed, these days very few speakers with any pretensions to quality
are made with laterally offset drive-units. Built on pressed-steel
frames, the identical bass-mid drivers have an active diameter of
120mm, the pair being equivalent to a200:nm driver in terms of area
and pumping activity. The light flared diaphragm is formed from a
fibrous pulp and is coated with adamping compound which helps to
reduce resonances. A stiff spider assures good control and powerhandling, while the rubber half- roll surround allows for agood
mechanical ' 0' and precise system tuning. Considering the size of
driver, the magnet is generous.
The range above 3.3kHz or so is handled by apolymide soft-dome.
the D25TG by Peerless*. This replaces Castle's own dome-cone
tweeter, seen on many of their previous designs. This Peerless unit has
acharacteristic response bump at around 16kHz, and it remains to be
seen how the Castle designer has managed to blend the units. As
regards the crossover, the bass units are wired in parallel, with no
attempt made to roll-off the lower driver in the mid- range: thus the
pair approximate to alarge vertically orientated elliptical driver.
Designed to a2nd-order electrical slope, the crossover uses film
,
capacitors for the treble section and high-power inductors plus
electrolytic capacitors for the bass section. Connections are hardwired throughout.
With a30- litre internal volume, the speaker is tuned to 50Hz by a
generously dimensioned ducted-port, 55cm in diameter by 65cm long.
an auspiciously even ratio. Enclosure resonances are controlled by a
strong circumferential brace, plus athin laver of bituminous damping
compound on the upper walls. The enclosure is of 15mm chipboard.
but the driver baffle is of higher density MDF. Internal dissipation is
aided by an acoustically absorbent foam lining.

Sound quality
First impressions were very promising. The Stirling provided amost
natural tonal balance, well filled out and with fine orchestral
perpectives, showing auniform 'open' character. Coloration was
evidently quite low and the sound was consistently tidy over awide
range of programme. The bass was astrong point, exhibiting aquick
and tuneful quality, clearly low in distortion up to some 100W of
heavy driving.
Stereo focus was good, while vocal lines were articulate yet
unexaggerated. The feared rise in the high treble seemed to be almost
disguised by the overall balance — identifiable, yes, but not obtrusive.
All this pointed to agood result, yet the final score achieved was only
in the high ' average' range. This was because the Stirling performed
less well in ' audiophile-related' areas, namely dynamic authority and
transparency. Image depth was not astrong point, and highly charged

As might be expected from its ' large' composite bass-mid unit, the
vertical polar response was atouch critical, and our main one-metrc
reference plot ( Graph 3a) seems to have been taken using ahigh
microphone position — judging by the set of two-metre forward
responses. An elevation as small as 5° was sufficient to give the
suckout seen in the cross-over region. No dotted line is given for the
grille-removed condition, since the foam grille had anegligible effect.
From the reference reponses we computed the average sensitivity of
88dB/watt, a — 6dB bass roll-off at 50Hz, and poorer-than-average
pair-matching variation, although this was partly due to an elevatedaxis sensitivity. On the optimum axis, aresponse of ± 2.5dB 70Hz to
20kHz was available. Given that this speaker represents astandard
8-ohm load, with aminimum no lower than 6.4 ohms, the sensitivity is
uncompromised, and with amaximum input of 100W peakprogramme, in- room sound levels of 103dBA will be possible.
At atwo-metre microphone measuring distance ( Graph 3b) agood
idea of the overall balance is secured in 1
/2
octave equivalent
averaging, where the mid is seen to be slightly, forward with mild
bumps at 700Hz and 2kHz. The 16kHz treble prominence does not
rise above the mid plateau. while the 6dB dip at 3kHz seen at an angle
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*Castle inform us that this has now been replaced by the D26TG. said to sound
sweeter— Ed
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Graph 4. Castle Stirling: Room-averaged response RAR

of 15° above horizontal was not considered very serious. The lateral
off-axis curves for 30° and 45° show very good conformity with the
axial trend.
It is clear that much listening had been done during this speaker's
development, since the agreement between perceived sound quality
and the RAR response is remarkably good ( Graph 4). Given that
some room boom' is present at 50Hz, the relatively even nature of the
bass is commendable, as is the clean integration with the mid- range.
This latter flows smoothly to the treble, generating aclassic overall
shape. Output is well maintained to 30Hz, indicating good system
tuning.
The Stirling also performed well in the distortion tests. Using a
96dB sound level ( Graph 3e), second-harmonic averages 0.4%, barely
rising at low frequencies. Third is better still in averaging half that
amount, if rising harmlessly above 1% at frequencies below 70Hz.
With the input reduced to amore realistic level of 86dB this speaker
showed its true ability ( Graph 3d), producing afirst-rate set of curves.
A figure of 0.15% average would not be unreasonable for 100Hz to
10kHz, which is an excellent result, while 1% is not reached until
below 50Hz, afrequency region where the ear is relatively insensitive
to low-order harmonic distortion.

Conclusion
Here is acarefully made speaker which passed all the usual tests,
attaining ahigh standard. On the technical side, it was relatively
neutral, well balanced and uncolored. The frequency was wide and
uniform, well maintained off-axis, and the distortion was particularly
low. A good bass extension has also been achieved at the rated
sensitivity, and it was easy to drive. It performed well in many kinds of
listening tests, particularly blind panel, yet it did not raise the right
degree of enthusiasm. Putting it on the line, Iwould have preferred
more transparency, stereo depth, recovery of low-level ambience and
dynamic contrast. But these are all aspects open to dispute and are
even harder to measure. However, it is difficult not to respect the
standard set by the Stirling, and Ifeel that it is well worth an audition.

JBL TLX 7Gi
This cheerful three-way speaker has acomplicated name, but proves
quite straightforward once you are used to it. The smaller brother of
the more patrician LX44 reviewed in the June issue, it comes finished
in atough vinyl with awood- print surface. Electrical connection is
made via cheap spring-clip terminals, and the front-panel cosmetics
aim at giving asuperficial impression rather than any real notion of
solid engineering.

Technology
Built to aprice, the simple 33- litre enclosure is made from chipboard
and lacks bracing. Internal absorption is allotted to amodicum of
bonded glass-fibre wadding, the crossover components are glued to
the board, and in common with other models in this series, the
bonding was not too good!
Bass and lower-mid frequencies are handled by aridged pulp-cone
driver of 160mm effective diameter, built on a210mm pressed-steel
frame. It is reflex-loaded at LF via the cabinet volume, Helmholtztuned by ashort ducted-port of large power capacity — 70mm long by
70mm in diameter. The mid-range is handled by an unprepossessing
100mm paper cone of the old sealed-back type ( harking back to mid
drivers such as that used in the Goodmans Magnum K). Above 4kHz,
the budget JBL tweeter takes over — ahardened 25mm cloth-dome
with adeposited coating of titanium. Essentially to 2nd-order form,
the crossover is of normal commercial quality, with clip connections to
the drive-units.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sound quality
Given its £230 price region, the '7Gi performed better than we
expected; indeed, better than any preconceptions indicated, bearing
in mind its apparently low-grade engineering. Clearly well above
average, like the Stirling it sounded clear and open, with an
immediately convincing room drive. Nothing was missing — all the
frequency bands were present in good proportion. The bass did not
extend as low as in some of the more expensive designs, but it
nonetheless packed quite apunch. JBL seem to carry this off
consistently at almost any price level they choose.
Stereo focus was closer to the average: stage width was not up with
the other models in this group, but it did show some depth and clarity.
A bit rough round the edges, it performed better on rock than classical
material and delivered alively beat with useful dynamics. Judged
critically, the treble showed some featheriness' though not quite
extending to those exaggerated breathy sounds heard with some
tweeters. In the lower mid-range the simple cabinet construction was
revealed by some boxiness — poorer than average, yet quite tolerable
given the overall performance.

Lab report
Dealing with the grille first, the axial one-metre frequency response
(Graph 5a) shows the severe effect of the grille in the treble (dotted
line). Can you believe a10dB dip at 7kHz and aserious peak at
12kHz? However, with the grille removed the output is very good
from 80Hz to 2.5kHz; but while the treble is not bad, the 6kHz
prominence does upset the smooth trend. An above- average
sensitivity of 89dB/W was established with a100W power- handling
capacity. Decent sound levels of up to 104dBA will be available in
typically sized rooms. The bass extended to 55Hz for — 6dB, with the
steep roll-off preventing useful extension below 50Hz in- room.
Some deficiency in pair-matching was noted, as one system was
1.75dB more sensitive than the other in the treble — amatter for some
concern. Modern systems can and should be better than this, and
some loss of stereo focus was alikely consequence due to the
mismatch. Only amild compromise was noted with respect to this
speaker's loading on the amplifier. Dipping to 5ohms at 150Hz
(Graph Sc), the loading was pretty kind over the rest of the frequency
range, and should not give rise to any problems.
Moving to atwo- metre mic position, which is more representative
of typical listening distances ( the reference 1m is really rather close),
/2
1
octave smoothing for the forward response gives agood idea of the
well-balanced trend for this model ( Graph 5b). The lateral off-axis
curves are very good, but the 15° vertical displacement presents a
minor problem. Here, the mid-treble rise goes awry and leaves an
1ldB dip at 5kHz. Clearly the listener's ears should not be far above
the median axis, but the 6kHz bump remains as an axial feature. In
the listening room, however, the RAR result is quite impressive
(Graph 6), well above average and showing good balance and
uniformity from 50Hz to 7kHz, with areasonably smooth roll-off to
higher frequencies. The RAR correlates well with the off-axis
responses and balance shown in Graph 5b, and also with the
63

'economy' mid driver of the 7Gi has some life to it, giving the speaker
aquick and informative character. The bass was well tuned and the
overall sound is well balanced tonally, but it certainly suited rock
more than classical material. Despite its agricultural recipe, judged by
modern standards, the TLX 7Gi did pretty well and is worth
auditioning by rock-orientated listeners. It can be recommended in
this context.

Tannoy M20 II Gold
Tannoy's original budget Mercury spawned an up-market clone, the
M20, with asuperior finish as well as some performance
enhancements. In its turn, the now well-established Mercury Mk II
has given rise to its clone, once again amore expensive version and
entitled the M20 II Gold. A price differential of £50 covers such
niceties as real veneer and bi-wiring, but not arebate for the grille.
Finished in walnut on five surfaces ( omitting the rear panel) the
review pair was nicely turned out. A compact two-way system with
bass-reflex loading, the M20 II is suited to free-space mounting on
35-45cm high stands. preferably spiked and locked.
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auditioning.
Some interesting data were provided by the distortion
measurements over the range 2001z-9kHz. It registers a
comparitively good 0.2-0.3% for both harmonics and at both the 86
and 96dB measurement levels ( Graphs 5d/e); but above 9kHz the
second- harmonic distortion rises to 0.5% at 86dB and to 1.8% at
96dB. At LF the distortion is quite satisfactory, but is poorer than for
the more expensive models in the group.

Covering bass and mid- range, the main driver is anominal 8in unit
with an active diameter of 160mm and founded on a220mm
pressed- steel chassis. The diaphragm is of reinforced polypropylene,
nicely flared and terminated by ahigh-loss synthetic half-roll
surround. Unusuall. the apex is reinforced by ahard centre in the
manner of some recent Monitor Audio designs. The 25mm pole is
energised by amedium-sized ferrite magnet. Above 3kHz, another
proprietory Tannoy design covers the treble — a25mm soft-dome unit
in apolyamide foil. Unusually, this is built on adie-cast frame,
geometrically contoured and offset to reduce diffraction.
With anaturally smooth response from the main driver, the bass
crossover is acoustically 2nd-order, secured with asingle series
inductor. A 2nd-order network is used for the treble, with agood
quality film capacitor. All connections and the crossover itself are
hard-wired throughout, while bi-wired external connection is via
Michell 4mm socket/binding posts in gold-plate, linked as 'single-wire'
on delivery by detatchable gold-plated bars. Chipboard ( 15mm) is
used for the main enclosure carcase, while the driver baffle is stepped
up to 18mm for additional reinforcement. A full ' H'- brace or
sub-baffle provides reinforcement for the two sides, plus top and
bottom, and is locked into the enclosure during the folding process.
Internal absorption is accomplished by polyester wadding. The
19-litre internal volume is reflexed at 40Hz, and requires adeep
ducted- port measuring 50mm in diameter by 112mm long to achieve
this. The grille panel is 12mm thick without arebate, and in
consequence the speaker is likely to sound better with the grille
removed.

Conclusion

Sound quality

This speaker offers good value — conspiciously better than the LX44
previously reviewed. The latter sounded rather lifeless, but the

Comparisons with the Mercury II are inevitable here, and when used
single-wired it has to be admitted that the M20 II did not provide
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much advantage, perhaps as little as a5% improvement. Admittedly
there was atouch more depth and transparency, plus alittle less box
coloration and amore relaxed effect. Taken overall, the sound was
very competent, with abroad, well-balanced sound-stage
representative of larger and more costly designs. However, a
significant improvement was apparent when the speaker was used
bi-wired. Here, the margin over the Mercury increased to some 10%,
justifying the price increase.
Not by any means perfect, the M20 II was felt to cover its tracks
well, achieving agood deal for the price. On the debit side, the bass
was atouch lumpy, even plummy or chesty, while the mid-treble was
GRAPH SEVEN
TANNOY M2011

judged to be alittle ' forward'. The treble, while in general
self-effacing, could on occasion sound ragged when driven hard.
In the mid-range the coloration was low, the speaker sounding
articulate and informative; stereo focus was most convincing. Its
balance and character leant if anything in the direction of classical
programme material, but only in the sense that it was sufficiently
neutral to be considered as abudget monitor. It did not stoop to
trickery to liven up its projection or its dynamics in favour of rock. It
also handled powers up to 100W programme with fairly good bass
extension in the listening room.

Lab report
Measuring 88dB/W, the sensitivity is uncompromised by aload
impedance which averages an easy 10 ohms and does not even reach
as low as 6ohms ( Graph 7c). The grille has surprisingly little effect, as
shown by the dotted line on the axial reference plot (Graph 7a). The
bass is well tuned, but falls off fairly rapidly below 60Hz in anechoic
conditions. A mild depression is seen over the 330Hz-lkHz range,
leaving the upper- mid and treble slightly prominent, and this was
noted during the auditioning. From IkHz onwards the output is
smooth and well integrated. At the two- metre mic distance ( Graph
7b) the forward energy settles down well, and in truth areponse close
to ± 2dB limits is possible for the 70Hz-20kHz range. The 30° and 45°
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Graph 8. Tannoy M20 11 Gold. Room-averaged response ( RARI

lateral off-axis curves are nicely tailored, while the 15° above vertical
axis shows the usual dip at crossover. This explains the
recommendation for adecent stand height, to bring this speaker's
mid-treble axis to bear at head- height for aseated listener.
Measured for RAR, the M20 acquitted itself well, with some bass
lumpiness (also heard on audition) and abass lift at 50Hz that was
partly exaggerated by the room. A minor bump is also evident in the
upper mid- range ( Graph 8), but the overall balance was judged to be
quite good. Maximum sound levels of 103dBA should be possible
from astereo pair in atypical listening room. At the higher 96dB
sound-pressure level ( Graph 7e), second-harmonic distortion hovers
around 1% from 50Hz to 600Hz, the latter quite ahigh frequency,
before it reduces to abetter 0.3% average. Third-harmonic holds at
the 0.3%level over most of the range, but interestingly the secondharmonic improves at the lower sound level ( Graph 7d) for higher
frequencies while remaining at 1% in the 200Hz range. Perhaps this is
related to the bass- unit surround suspension. Otherwise, the
distortion results are very satisfactory. Pair-matching was found to be
excellent at ± 0.25dB over the entire measured frequency range.
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With the hi-wiring enhancement on its side, the M20 II Gold came
into its own, complementing the superior build quality and finish with
its improved stereo imaging, clarity and dynamics. Rated well above
average, with asolid all-round performance, the M20 II is comfortably
recommended — but do remember that it deserves agood stand.

TEST RESULTS

B&W DM 1800

CASTLE STIRLING

JBL TLX 7Gi

Size ( height x width x depth)
Recommended amplifier power per channel ( for 96d BA
per pair at at 2metres, min-max)
Recommended placement

TANNOY M2011Gold

63.5 x23.4 x28cm
20W-200W

>5 x26x 31.5cm
20W- 100W

52 x32.4 x29cm
10W- 100W

50x25x 21cm
15W- 100W

On rigid 40cm stand,
free-space
60Hz-20kHz
41Hz
87.5dB/W
105dBA
good
excellent
£450 ex stands

On rigid 40cm stand.
free-space
601-lx-20kHz
50Hz
88dB/W
103dBA
easy
very good
£380

On rigid 40cm stand,
free-space
70Hz-20kHz
55Hz
89dB/W
104dBA
good
fairly good
£230

On rigid 40cm stand,
free-space
60Hz-20kHz
50Hz
88dB/W
103dBA
easy
very good
£200

Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)
LF rolloff (- 6dB) at 1m
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V, je: 1W in 8ohms) at lm
Approximate maximum sound level ( pair at 2m)
Impedance characteristic ( ease of drive)
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair. inc VAT
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SICOMIN
Ultra low mass Kevlar/Carbon Fibre, spiked
isolation platforms, and composite CD
dampers. for the ultimate in resolution.

Digital Audio Tape

UPDATE ONE YEAR ON
DAT PORTABLES — Two machines ore currently avouable
from SONY and CASIO. In our opinion the Casio DA1 offers
tremendous value. but the SONY TCD DIO is superbly mode.
DAT RECORDERS — Top 5sellers
1Sony DTC1000 ES
2Luxmon KT1 17
3Sony TCD D10
4Aiwa XD 001
5Casio DA1
DAT TAPE —
DAT 46 mins — £5.95
DAT 60 mins — £6.95
DAT 90 mins — £7.95
DAT 120 mins— £8.95
DAT PRE-RECORDED — Phone for currenr list of releoses
01 631 0939.
PRO OAT — Enquiries for current Professional DAT Products [Sony
PCM 2000 + 25001. Please contact Nils Hansen or Neal
Mcormock
CAR DAT KENWOOD KTD99R Player now available ( package
deals on recorders and car players). DAT ACCS cleaning tope,
flight coses, rock mount kits etc.

At Playback we sell Audio Professionolly,
norjust Professional Audio.

Playback Group
15 Percy St.,
London W1 P9FD

Send SAE for catalogue and list of dealers.
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

Tel: 01-631 0939 — 01-637 8392

It will be worth the wait.

•

•

•

The new Cyrus amplifiers are excellent. Better in fact than ever
before. They are however in short supply so book your demo early and
place your order.

•lb
•

Ctj.ru

We can also recommend the new PCM-2 compact disc player offering
improved performance over the well-established PCM 7000.
Full range of Mission products in stock.
Roksan, Manticore, Musical Fidelity, Robertson, Quad, Rotel,
Rogers, Celestion, Denon, S.M.E., A&R, Audio Innovations,
Cambridge, etc.

Moorgate Acoustics Ltd
2 Westgate, Rotherham S60 1AP
Telephone 0709 370666
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MORE THAN BIT PLAYERS?
Variously featuring 18-bit conversion and multiple converters are Sony's CD-P227ESD,
Technics' SL-P990 and Yamaha's CD-X910 players, tested here by Chris Bryant

S

INCE PHILIPS INTRODUCED 4times oversampled 16-hit
players acouple of years ago, the digital technology race
among mainstream manufacturers has taken time to gather
pace. The big Japanese manufacturers have gradually caught
up and sound quality has steadily improved, but with Philipsbased
machines generally leading the field. Admittedly Cambridge Audio
pushed things along last year with the CD2, in which Stan Curtis
adopted aclever time-shared multi-DAC arrangement that provided
16- times oversampling from the standard Philips digital filter. For a
while this machine stood alone, sampling at four times the rate of any
competitors and creating considerable interest.
The great advantage of oversampling is that the unwanted
ultrasonic spuriae which affect all digital audio are moved upband of
the audio signal, and the higher the digital filter oyersampling rate the
further away from the audio band the spuriae occur. Oversampling by
4-times requires afairly simple filter, and 8times oversampling
requires even less or none at all — the natural HF cut-off of the
subsequent audio system providing the only filtering required.
Japanese designers have been busy producing full 8-times
oversampling 18-bit digital filters, and in the latest generation of
players the top-of-the- range models use anew generation of 18 /bit
DACs as well. Why 18 bits, when the CD format is only encoded to
16-bit resolution? The answer is complex, but put simply, it is far
easier to get good linearity with an 18-bit system ( this is more fully
explained by Martin Colloms in his review of the Pioneer PD91 in this
issue). Meanwhile, Sony adopt another approach.

model, and it's not until you pick it up that you notice that it is rather
lighter and more cheaply made. But for the price, the build quality
and finish are well up to the normal high Sony standard. Styling is
typical of their current output: drawer at one end, display in the
middle and numeric track select at the other, all very straightforward.
For those used to recent Sonys, the controls fall immediately to hand.
The disc-tray, which accepts 8cm ( 3in.) CDs, slides in and out
smoothly — surprisingly slowly for aSony, but still quick enough to
make no practical difference. The custom-index function allows the
user to store data for up to 226 discs — asort of expanded FTS. This
information can be recalled by the user whenever programmed disc is
inserted, and can be altered if desired.
The chassis is basically plastic, with abox section moulded in for
strength and rigidity. A heavy laminated steel bottom panel is held
with many screws and is designed to damp out vibration. The back
steel panel and lid are fairly light, but the lid does have some damping.
The transport seems to be afairly cheap plastic design without a
linearmotor, but it is mounted on ablack ceramic reinforced base
unit. A large single PCB performs most of the functions. High-quality
Cerafine capacitors are used in audio couplings and for audio
power-supply and decoupling applications, and the output is relay
muted. The variable output shares avolume control with the
headphone outlet, and takes the form of amotor-driven pot mounted
on the front panel, which requires extra internal wiring. The standard
of construction is high, and the design looks complete and well sorted.
As might be expected at this price level, both optical and co-axial
digital outputs are provided and these may be switched off as desired.

SONY CDP227ESD

Lab report

Sony are obviously never content to rest on their laurels, and have
now arranged for their new digital filter to drive two Philips TDAI541
DACs in astaggered arrangement. It can probably be infered from
this that the Philips DAC runs well at a4-times rate bill experiences
difficulties at greater speeds. The new arrangement is that the
even- number data are fed to one DAC and odd-number data to the

Absolute-phase is maintained and the simple output filter
arrangement shows no signs of ringing. The frequency response is
perfectly flat up to 10k Hz; ahigh- resolution plot revealed avery slight
early rolloff to 0.23dB at 20kHz, sirtually identical on both channels,
and the de- emphasis response was essentially correct. Channel balance wasn't far from perfect — only O. IdB difference at 20k Hz and
better at other frequencies. Separation is at worst 99 dB and at best
132dB.
Full- level total harmonic distortion figures are exceptionally good,
and while at lower amplitudes they are slightly less good than on the

other, the resultant output of each being summed to form a16bit
8-times oyersampled analogue signal. This current source is fed to a
standard NE5532, which acts as the voltage/current converter, and
around which the output filter is arranged. For this met -loci of
conversion Sony claim abetter signal-to-noise ratio in both the DA
converter and the following analogue circuit, together with improved
linearity. An output filter has been included by the Sony engineers,
but at least they have reduced it to asimple 3-pole affair. Also of note
is 'error prediction logic servo II', which enhances tracking.
This player looks little different from the much more expensive 337
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SUPERLATIVE PERFORMERS
SOUND CLOSE TO THE MASTER- TAPE
FORMULA V DAMPED
TONE-ARM BY
MAYWARE
£90.85

...Lend me
your ears...

MC- 7V-111 BY
MAYWARE

and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.

£79.35

BEST SOUND rNG HIGH- LOW OUTPUT MC CARTRIDGE

We are probabl the only specialist Hi- f
iDealers ‘Oo reiord
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers:Audio Innovations. Audionote, Beyer, BLO.
Decca, Denon, Foundations, Goldring, Helius. Iecklin Float,
IPW, IBL. Marantz, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon. Pink Triangle.
OED, Revox, Rotel, The Rock, Sennheiser, Snell, Sony, Sugden,
Supra, Systemdek, Torlyte Platforms, Target. Valdi, Voyd, etc.

SEND FOR PROFESSIONAL REVIEW BY REG.WILLIAMSON

WE OFFER ASTUDIO DEMONSTRATION OF
EQUIPMENT WE FEEL CONFIDENT TO
RECOMMEND FOR ITS HIGH QUALITY
PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY.

RAI, AUDIO

60 NEW

STREET

MOLD, CLWYD.
TEL: ( 0352) 56729.

Selet led Second Hand Equipment available. ring for details

CI(mh
5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555
Open Monday to Saturday Ilam — 7pm
Demonstrations by Appointment
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From the Limelight Club

PLUS MANY MORE

to 167 Acacia Avenue

RAUCH PRECISION are proud to announce their first domestic amplifier

At RAUCH PRECISION, we've been making the kind of technology that sets hearts alight: rugged, ' audiophile- grade' Power Amplifiers
for the world's stages, concert halls, TV stations and recording studios.
Over the past half decade, the clarity of RAUCH PRECISION'. DVT series amplifiers has been associated with the world's premiere
stage artists ranging from David Bowie, to Tina Turner, Spandau Ballet and 101 others. The legendary 'TUBE' programme was
RALICH-powered, Herbie Hancock's forthcoming album was mixed on RAUCH, while in London's Limelight Club, you can dance to it.
indticing an -amplifier evolved from the famous DVT50S, itself a respectable ' audiophile grade' unit, despite it's
ction. The RAUCH design team, along with Ben Duncan, have blended advanced circuit techniques
uce performance equal to the beet in the world. The RAUCH D200 costs £ 890, is made and designed
Wattp tins per channel beautifully.
By the way, the D stands for domestic. And our name, RAUCH is pronounced with asoft ' ch'.
Rauch Precision Engineering Ltd
CV37 OPT England

Blackhill Ind. Est. Snitterfield Stratford on Avon Warwickshire

Telephone ( 0789) 731133

Telex 312242 M1DTLX

Fax ( 0789) 731075

RAUCH
orecison

MORE THAN BIT PLAYERS?
two 18- bit machines, they are impressive nonetheless. The
intermodulation figures are exceptional at — 110dB — very close to the
resolution of the measuring system and the best Ihave come across.
Output level is amarginal 1dB up on the standard 2V and comes from
alow source- impedance of 200 ohms. Both mechanical and electrical
noise levels are very low, with the latter unaffected by filter
weightings. The wide-band spectrogram of aI
kHz waveform at
—70dB showed little ultrasonic spuriae, at least 110dB down, while
the same tone ( dithered) showed asingle series of harmonics at
around 40dB below the already very low — 70dB ( Graph la).
The standard error-correction tests gave the system no trouble, and
resistance to shock and vibration was very good. Linearity was precise

whose output is summed in an op- amp. This method overcomes the
digital crossover distortion found in many current systems.
Conversion isn't straight 18-bit, but Technics claim that it is 18- bit for
80% of the time. As with the Yamaha, acomputer- controlled
attenuator is used after the DAC process to normalise the signals
when range is switched. This stageis followed bythe normal low-pass
filtering and the customary 'class- AA' output amplifier.
If this player is representative of their current output. Technics'
reputation for build quality remains untarnished. Finish is nothing
short of excellent, attention to detail superb, and facilities plentiful.
The only absence Icould regret was aremote volume control. The
familiar Technics 2- speed search dial allows forward and backward
cueing at two different rates. The digital output ( both optical and
coaxial) is switched from the front panel, and most facilities are
available via the remote.
Though its features and facilities virtually duplicate those of the
SL- P770 ( reviewed in April) the ' 990 incorporates several technical
features aimed at better sound quality. Separate power transformers
(using OFC windings) feed completely independent power-supplies
for the audio and digital sections and special active servos are used in
the audio supplies to reduce noise to commendably low levels. The
whole machine is constructed on an anti- vibration ' multi- layer
resonance attenuating base', and even the top panel is a3- layer
laminate. All this sits on four large round insulator feet. and even the
power- supply transformers are suspended in arubber compound to
prevent vibration reaching important circuitry. The transport boasts a
high-speed linear- motor suspended on asubchassis which is decoupled

Graph 1(h). Sony CDP 227ESD: Waveform from dithered IkIlz sineware - 100(113

on both channels down to — 80dB, but at — 90dB the LH channel was
some 2dB high at 88dB, and the RH 0.6dB higher still at 87.4dB. At
—100dB the linearity was further adrift but atime- averaged ( dithered)
response produced afair representation of asinewave even at — 100dB
(Graph lc). A monotonicity test revealed well- formed, even steps
down to — 70dB, but the last two steps, though still in good
proportion, showed signs of asymmetry.

Sound quality
On the initial listening tests Icouldn't help comparing the 227 with my
memories of the excellent 333, and Iadmit that at first Iwas somewhat
disappointed. But further extended listening revealed this player to be
something of astar in its own right. It's only six months ago that I
listened to the 333, yet here Iam complaining that aplayer which costs
£150 less is not quite as good! Actually the 227 is avery complete
sounding player. It doesn't demonstrate weaknesses in any one area.
The sound quality is consistent on both loud and soft passages and
throughout the frequency band. The bass is articulate, with good slam
and weight, making percussive sounds particularly lifelike. The
mid- range is generally very revealing, especially on voice. but on some
occasions it sounded alittle thin. The treble has alittle HF graininess,
not as precise or explicit as the Technics in this department, but, in all
fairness, it wasn't that far away.
The sound-stage is well formed and stable, not upset by changes in
loudness in the way other players sometimes are. Images were fine.
very well constructed, with clear space round the individual
performers and focus was always tight and well controlled. Depth and
width, although not in the top class, were still only one notch down,
and detail and transparency were first-rate. But performance from the
variable output was knocked back to some degree. Dynamics weren't
as strong, focus not as precise, and stage-width and depth were slightly
impaired. Some of the transparency and detail was restricted, so for
serious listening Ifeel that one should use the fixed output.

by springs and damping material. The output phono sockets are
gold-plated DR' copper, and the front- mounted headphone socket is
also gold-plated.

Lab report
A quick look down the test-sheet reveals arather spectacular set of
results, with no problems in any area. This phase- correct player
displays little ringing in the output filtering, zero inter-channel
phase- difference at any frequency, perfect channel balance, and
exceptional channel separationwith better than 100dB across the
audio spectrum. Full- level white- noise went unclipped, and both
harmonic and intermodulation distortion measurements are among
the best ever recorded at all levels and frequencies — although Ihave
seen better-suppressed down- band products of a20kHz, full- level
tone despite the astonishing absence of spuriae on awide- band plot.
The frequency response is flat with the exception of an almost
imperceptible 0.04dB rise starting above 10kHz, with no ripple
visible.
At 2.64V, the output level is set 2.5dB higher than the normal CD

Conclusion

AI NAG

This player must be one of the bargains of the year so far. In one
sense, though, Sony do seem to have scored an own-goal, as in terms
of absolute sonic merit it is very close to the much more expensive
CDP557ESD. Currently beaten by few, when price, build, facilities,
and sound quality are taken into consideration, the 227 must take on
the mantle of market- leader in this category.
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TECHNICS SL-P990
This machine was introduced before the other two reviewed here. As
noted earlier, it runs at a4-times oversampling rate with 18- bit
resolution, and to achieve this high resolution with zero DAC
crossover distortion, the player uses four I6- bit Burr Brown PM56I'
DACs instead of the normal one or two. A special 4-DAC processor,
placed after the digital filter, divides the bit-stream into positive and
negative signal halves, which are then fed into the separate DACs
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Graph 2(a). Technics SL? 990: Spuriae up to lOOk Hz associated with dithered ¡ kHz
tone at - 70dB
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Graph 2(b). Technics SLP 990: Dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at -90dB. Distortion
spectrum on upper graph, waveform on lower

standard, but the source-impedance is asensible 560ohms. Deemphasis is correct, track-access time lightning-fast, and mechanical
noise very low. The signal-to-noise ratio is up with the best, and
ultrasonic spuriae are very well suppressed. Just look at Graph 2a, the
—70dB dithered I
kHz test-tone on awide-band spectrogram, showing
up- board noise better than 120dB down.
Low-level resolution is also exceptionally fine, with an average
error of only 0.33dB at — 90dB and an amazingly small 0.06dB at
—100dB. Graph 2b shows the in- band spectrogram results from a
lkHz dithered tone at — 90dB (above), with atime- averaged sinewave
response below— definitely 1.6-bit resolution. Likewise, a
monotonicity plot revealed complete symmetry to the lowest level.

(when bits 1and 2have data) the top 16 bits are passed straight to the
DAC as in anormal 16-bit system. For low-level signals, bits 3to 18
from the filter are connected to bits 1to 16 on the DAC and the output
divided by four. Switching is very rapid, and Yamaha claim full I8- bit
resolution for this method, plus improved linearity.
The 8- times oversampling filter now incorporated in the 910
comprises three cascaded filters in one chip, giving aclaimed
pass-band ripple equivalent to one ten-thousandth of adecibel! With
the sampling rate increased to 353.8kHz. Yamaha claim that spuriae
are so far outside the audio band that analogue filtering is
unnecessary. So when switched to Hi- Bit direct, the machine provides
just that — unfiltered signals at the output sockets. An output filter
may be switched in if desired, but its inclusion seems abit baffling if
direct-out is so much better. Has it been included just to permit us to
hear the difference? Well, actually, no. Yamaha sell into many
markets of which the UK is only one, and others have stiffer standards
for radio interference — virtually insisting on output filtering for digital
devices. Still, it is interesting to make the comparison.
The 910 has even more than that going on in the digital domain in
the 910. It also incorporates a20-bit digital volume control which
allows 0.25dB resolution over the entire 96dB range — Iknow it's true.
Ichecked. On top of all this, there is anew, more powerful
error-correction system which will even allow you to play those discs
that you let the dog load.
Styling is conventional, with external finish in the currently
mandatory black, and of ahigh standard. All the normal basic
front-panel control functions are present, plus an 11-button track-

Sound quality
It's easy to be immediately convinced by the highly detailed sound of
this machine, but there is also something going on which isn't quite
right, something that annoyed me but was initially hard to place. With
the right material the sound verges on the brilliant, but sometimes it
borders on the processed and contrived, and many who heard it
seemed ultimately dissatisfied. Extended listening revealed ahardness
which crept in on loud passages, the sound 'blocking- up', removing
transparency, detail and ambience.
OK, so the sound-stage was generally spacious. with information,
layering and placement occurring out to the very edge of the available
space. At low levels, focus was particularly tight at all frequencies.
with the stage not as wide as some, but the very good depth
compensated for this. Treble was precise and detailed, as was the
mid- range, but the bass was slightly unfamiliar, lacking dynamic urge.
Lower level transients were well handled, which vocals revealed an
extensively natural quality, not over-dramatic or sibilant. Yet on a
particularly expansive Decca recording of Handel's Messiah, when the
choir really opens up some hardness sets in and echo-space
disappears, while the strings' upper frequency spectrum also becomes
screechy and muddled and you are left feeling annoyed because you
know how good it could be. On rock and jazz material, characterised
by compressed dynamics on the loud bits, Miles Davis's trumpet could
bring out that upper- mid problem, while female voice was also
hindered, pinched at times, and modern rock recording techniques
were either revealed in microscopic detail or, at high levels, made to
sound rather hard and two-dimensional.
So Iboth loved and hated the SLP 990 at the same time. It offers
much, but the flaw is not inconsiderable and to me is just too great —
it's incomplete. However, I'm comparing with some of the best and
ultimately it would be wrong not to give credit where merit is due. The
overall sound is just about competitive at this price level. I'm just
disappointed that Technics couldn't get it all right in one go, and fulfil
all that low- level- signal promise which could take this player into the
top half-dozen currently available.

Conclusion
Superb lab performance and construction is not in doubt. At times the
sound is exceptional, but it's ashame about the high-level problems.
Listen for yourself. You may not be affected in quite the same way.

YAMAHA CDX 910
Yamaha have incorporated their Hi- Bit technology with anew 8-times
oversampling digital filter in their latest range of players. Martin
Colloms covered the Hi- Bit system fully when he reviewed the costly
Yamaha CD- X 10000 player last December, but to recap briefly, the
output from the 18-bit digital filter is switched to feed the 16- bit DAC
in away which makes full use of its potential. On high-level signals
70

select, index, push-button volume control, repeat ( including A- B
repeat), programme function for up to 24-track random-access, and a
mode which helps when taping. In addition, two keys under the draw
select Hi- Bit direct and the time-display mode (elapse-time. total- time
and time- remaining). The comprehensive remote control also has all
these features plus a24-key direct-access pad.
The front- panel display is large and contains all the information you
need at aglance. There is a24- track calendar display, flags for all
functions, and an output level control and manual or delete program
setting can be retained on power- down. As you might expect. there
are the normal optical and coaxial digital outputs.
Internal construction looks alittle messy due to the complex wiring
harness, which sends wires to every corner of the board. The case is
basically aplastic moulded-frame with steel top and bottom covers.
Good quality capacitors have been used in important parts of the
player, and the output circuit is enclosed in aplastic case for reasons
not immediately or subsequently obvious. Extra screening has been
added to certain areas, particularly the digital-out section, and ferrite
beads have been used on the wiring harness to suppress interference.
The transport is plastic, but mounted on aseparate decoupled
sub-chassis.

Lab report
Surprisingly, Yamaha have chosen to make the output of this player
phase- inverting, on both the Hi- Bit and the filtered setting. Channelbalance was 0.15dB in error across the measure bandwidth, and
channel separation is unspectacular — somewhat asymmetric at HF
and 30dB worse than on the other two machines under review.
Full- level harmonic distortion is fairly avarage, but at — 10dB and
lower the results are exceptionally good. Intermodulation artefacts
produced by the 19/20khz tones are alittle higher than might be
expected at full-level, but improve as the signal level falls.
Full output is close to standard, from amodest 310ohm impedance,
but track-access time was the slowest of the group, slower even than
the current average for all CD players. Noise levels, however, are
rather better than average, both electrically and mechanically.
Error-correction is very good: the 910 would play through all the
NIAVS & 121-. CORD RI VIEW
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RANGE: - 51
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STATUS:

normal tests without problem and continue playing with gaps up to
3mm ( but with audible clicks).
Resolution is well maintained to low levels, giving around I . 5dB
error at -90dB and 2.5dB at - 100dB. Time averaged sinewaves were
well reproduced even at the - 10(1dB level ( Graph 3a). and the
monotonicity test provided near perfect symmetry in evenly graded
steps. Frequency response is generally flat and the de-emphasis
circuits worked correctly. Wide- band spectrograms of a -7(1dB I
kHz
sinevbsave are shown both with and without the output filter on
(Graphs 3b/c), the extra noise still being more than 110dB down.
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The digital volume control is in circuit at all times, hut the player still
has two output modes. Hi- Bit direct and filtered. Yamaha themselves
promote use of the direct output, so it was this mode which interested
me most. As the player is phase- inverting it might sound slightly
different from the other two on some material.
The performance was slightly confusing at lirst, rather unfamiliar.
Immediately obvious \vas an odd bass quality from the opening
percussion on track- 3of Davis's Tutu, indicating alack of bass drive
and resolution - it just didn't play bass- line tunes too well. Further
listening to testing tracks revealed abass softness and alack of slam,
while the treble was forward and seemingly detached from the main
body of the stage, establishing itself as being somewhat brash.
Mid- range vocals were characterised by smeared sibilance, with
some brittleness on stringed instruments. There was also ageneral loss
of detail and transient information. The sound-stage was very wide,
with well formed left and right. Ibut centrally located sources lacked
focus and difficult material became phasey. Ambience was well
created at low levels, but as the volume rises the sound gets
progressively muddier - afog sets in across the stage as if someone
had turned on asonic mist-screen. The output filter merely closes in
the top- end alittle, reducing detail in the extreme treble. Iagreed
with Yamaha: Hi- Bit direct is better.
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Yamaha have already proved that they can make Hi- Bit work well.
However. Ifelt that in sound quality the CDX910 was subjectively the
least successful of the present three machines. It has many positive
points, though, and the digital volume control functions superbly.
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GROUP CONCLUSION
The Technics measures more like asignal generator than aCD player,
is exceptionally well put together, and stacked with facilities. The
sound quality is excellent.at times, but for me its inconsistencies
ultimately let it down. Ihave to say that Ihad expected the Yamaha,
with 8- times oversampling and I8- bit conversion, to sound rather
better than it did; but on my estimation of current standards this
player manages only average sound quality, and is difficult to
recommend when the rather high price is taken into consideration.
But some of the facilites are well worth having. The Sony does
everything well, has interesting facilities and scores highly on sound
quality. At only £350 it deserves to sell as fast as Sony can make it.
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Graph 30. Yamaha ('DX
Spuriae up to 100kHz associated with dithered IkH:
tone at - 70dB. with direct Hi- Bit COPIlle(lian

TEST RESULTS
Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
Total harmonic distortion. Ot113
Total harmonic distortion. - 10dB
Total harmonic distortion. - 60dB
Total harmonic distortion. - SOdB
Intermodulation. 19kIlz/201:11z.OdB
Intermodulation. I
9k11z/ 10k1 li. - 10dB
Frequency response, left channel
Frequency response. right channel
Signal noise. 20Hz-20kHz unweighted
Signal / noise. CCIR/ARM.
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis
Track access time
Error correction capability
Mechanical noise
Spuriae up to 100kIlz
Resolution at - 90dB. left/right
leaphone socket
Dimensions ( wdh)
Estimated typical purchase price
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SONY CDP227ESD

TECHNICS SL-P990

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
0.07dB
11.06dB
0.1IdB
- I32dB - 123dB - 99dB

21111z
I
kHz
20kHz
11.01dB
0.02dB
Od13
-I32dB - 122dB - 100dB

-101dB - 99dB - 86dB
-84dB
-44dB
-24dB
-110dB
-110dB
+0dB, - 0.03dB
+0d13, - 0.03dB
110dB
110dB
2.22V
200ohms
correct
2secs
gap > 900pm:dot >800pm
low
-104dB
+1.91dB/+2.6dB
ses. variable
-i3x 34x 1lcm
£350

-99dB - 85dB
-87dB
-52dB
-24dB
-92dB
-112dB
+0.114dB, -((dB
+0.114dB. - 1kIB
112dB
1116dB
2.64V
5Wohms
correct
Isecs
gap > 900µm; dot > 800prn
low
-105c113
-0.35dB/ - 0.3dB
yes
43x33x I3cm
£450

00

0.

(r
—99dB

0.

YAMAHA CD-X910
20Hz
MHz
20kHz
0.15dB
0.15dB
0.1(xIB
-98dB - 90/-100d - 64/-70d
0°
0°
0°
-9IdB - 86dB - 88dB
-90dB
-52dB
-28dB
-75dB
-84dB
+0dB, - 0.1dB
+0dB, - 0.1IdB
109dB
110dB
2.1V
3I0ohms
correct
4.5 secs
gap > 900pm; dot >80)m
low
-107dB
-I . 2dB/- I . 7dB
yes. variable
44x35x Ilcm
£700
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THE AUDIO PRO SUB- WOOFER ' REFRESHES
THE PARTS OTHER SPEAKERS CANNOT REACH'
We all know that the advertising slogan on which our heading is
based was never meant to be taken seriously but, if we amend it
to 'other domestically acceptable speakers', we mean every word
of it. For, by bringing together the modest- sized sub-woofer from
Sweden and the superb little BBC- designed LS3/5A monitor
speakers, we have created a music system which allows you to
'have your cake and eat it'. With the assistance of decent ancillary
components, which need not be costly, this three-way system
can provide amusical experience of akind few have dreamt of in
normal, domestic surroundings, with only the little BBC speakers
(12 x 71/
2 x 61
/
2in.) confronting the listener.
The sub-woofer — acube on aplinth, 14 3
4 in.sq. X 21in. — need
/
not be seen at all, for it can be placed anywhere, 'out of sight, out
of mind'. The outcome has to be heard to be believed:
marvellously clear response in the middle and upper reaches
allied to the sort of bass normally experienced only in aconcert
hall or acathedral, making bass drums, organ pedals and other
really low sounds seem agenuine, physical presence. The B1-45
sub-woofer is very precisely controlled by its own, built- inamplifier and cross-over networks and, even if it is placed behind
the listener's back, everything you hear appears to be emanating
from the small speakers confronting you.
At £665 or £695 ( depending on finish), our 3- way system is
hardly cheap, but you could double its cost and still find nothing
to compare among conventional large systems. What has made
this combination so eminently worthwhile, of course, is the
triumphant emergence of the compact disc whose repertoire
grows ever richer and more exciting. In this context, we welcome
especially the wide range of cheaper labels, not to mention the
stream of historical recordings, sounding even better on CD than
ever before, With the 20% discount available to all who have
purchased equipment from us, you can now build up asubstantial CD library at a cost of between £3.35 and £7.50 per disc.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd mIlSh

£150 + V125=£1000?
Add our £ 125 sub- bass unit to your £150- per- pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push- Pull
design will fill-in that missing " Bottom Octave"
and can be sited almost anywhere in the
room— without affecting the stereo image. It can be
connected directly into systems with medium sized
speakers (87-90 dB sensitivity).
The Wilmslow Audio
CPP sub- bass speaker
kit contains 2 10" drive
units, flatpack cabinet
kit ( inc. stand)
machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly,
low pass filters, grille
fabric, reflex port etc.
Dims. ( inc stand):
571x366x 336mm
Amp. suitability:
20-120 watts
Impedance: 8ohms
PRICE £125 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £11
telephone credit card orders ""'"

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 -1AS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi
(Closed all day Mondays)

IN THE 110,11E

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening I

9.30 10 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to I: Fri. 9.30 10 7)

sql

DIY Speaker catalogue £ 150 post free ( export $6)

AHome of their Own.
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An elegant concept in hi-fi storage by Martin .1.eighfield

We thought it was about time your sophisticated hi-fi equipment had aresidence to match. ,
So we set to work, combining traditional
skills with modern techniques, added a
generous measure of innovative design and
this magnificent piece was just one of the
results.
A complete and modular hi-fi storage
system.
Each unit can be used singly or in
connected units of two or three, with the
appropriate top and base. You can even
choose from aselection of tasteful finishes.
We anticipated your preference for a
sturdy construction with attention to detail
and ease of access to every item.
So we incorporated robust fittings and
hinges, smooth and strong drawer runners,
3- unit system
finished tn Chmry
adjustable shelving and aunique device in each
Patent pending © Martin Leigh/Odd
drawer to keep CD's and cassettes upright.
In short, you're ensured alifetime's, troublefree operation.
We're sure you would like to know more,
CABINET MAKER
so please write, or telephone for all the
'The Howe', Howe Road, Wadington, Oxon OX9 5EX
STOCKISTS
PLAYBACK
information you need to give those hi-fi items a
Tel: (
049 161) 2697/2296
15PERCY STREET LONDON W1P9FD
Home of their Own.

Martin Leighfield

TEL: 01-6378392" 631 0939
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Beyer and Sennheiser provided us with four affordable sets
of headphones: Ken Kessler pits German against German

p

ERSONAL HI Fis may have given the Japanese headphone
makers amuch- needed shot in the arm, but it's still the
Germans who ha\ cthe hold on thc specialist sector. Both
Sennheiser and Beyer ( and AKCi. Ishould add) cover the
domestic and pro markets. and have adapted beautifully to the call for
lightweight designs for use wth the Walkman and its imitators.
Sennheiser were making featherweights long before the Japanese
put stereo cassettes in your pocket, and its those very same classic
models. the HD4 III and fI
D41-1. which are being replaced by the two
models under scrutiny_ ' I ! link about it: how d, , Y
ou replace models so
popular that they soli] in the millions and became : he standard by
which all others are judged? Hie HD450 and fiD-IMI. which retail at
£26.99 and £36.99 respectively. Unlike the wee-capsule- with- a- bigcushion look of their elders, the new cans utilise shells in keeping with
the construction of more recent models like the HD 540. As tt it hthe
HD 4W 414. the 4504() models rest on the ear, attaining similar
levels of comfort, but are framed with amore robust, padded
headband. Amusingly. the new models seem less aesthetically right
for personal hi-fi use: looking far more like domestic headphones than
lightweight compacts, despite the obvious intentions for Walkman/
clone use.
Both sets weigh amanageable I35g each. have 7(1 ohm impedance.
come supplied with 3m of cable and are supplied with an adaptor
making them suitable for both stereo mini and ' an sockets. They
should-prove up to the task of personal hi-fi abuse by virtue of the
'nearly indestructible' plastics used throughout and the stranded
stainless steel in the detachable 3m leads. Internally. the new
headphones utilise the technology of the HD 540 Gold ( to be
reviewed in an upcoming issue), and feature Neodym iron magnets.
lighter coils and lighter diaphragms for the necessary ..‘ eight
reduction, resulting in faster transients and extended bass. The
primary differences between the ' 450 and the ' 4S0 are added damping
and slightly wider frequency response. The ' 450 is black with red trim,
the ' 48i) silver with black trim.
Beyer's new models are the DT 3254 and DT 321) NIk II, which
come in at £3dearer than their Sennheiser opposition. at t..29.05 and
£39.95 respective:y. The 111 325 is quite Nat:Intl\ :Ipersonal hi- ti
design with the D 1
.320 Mk II - like its successful Nlk 1predecessor being an indoor ' phone. The DT 325 is asupra- aural design like the
Sennheisers. of 40 ohm impedance and supplied with ashort ( 1.5m)
lead. The ' 325 also uses a . 11astic shell and padded headband, with a
choice of either green. yellow or red cushions. ( fashion victims take
note).
The DT 320 Mk I
Iis the only circum-aural design of the group. with
large doughnut- shaped cushons surrounding the users' ears. These
are fitted to shells similar to those of the DT 325. hut the extra
padding makes the -320 seem much larger. This is fitted with a3m
cable. Both Beyers weight 100e less the leads and are supplied, as per
the Sennheisers. uith adaptors to convert the mini- plugs to ' lin jacks.
Face it: personal hi-fis can he nasty, horrid things which make your
train or plane journeys amisery unless you happen to he the one using
it. Sit next to some terminal case with aDef Leppard or Pepsi &
Shirley tape on at full whack and you'll learn all ;thou: high-pass filters
working from 8kHz on up. Ihate to say it. but none of te
h
- ' phones in
this quartet are leak- free either, so their proliferation won't improve
111-FINLWti & RE(ORI)REVIEw.
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your lot on the 5.32 from Victoria. That aside, two of these are
tailored for maximising the performance of personal hi-fi, the other
two for more critical ap
-plications. I
tried all '
-our wIth ptmahles and
with in-house stuff, and found that the roles were not as clear cut as
Herren Sennheiser and Beyer would have you believe.

The Sennheisers
Reviewing these as one model isn't shortchanging them. The company
admits to tweaking the sound, with the '450 - and Iquote - ' optimised
for popular music and is tailored with amild treble and bass lift giving
adynamic rock & rt.11 sound'. The ' 480, on the other hand. is
'engineered for the flattest, widest response and will suit all kinds of
music. especially classical'. Those are Hayden's words, not mine. My
findings .. re that the -15( tcan he artificial sounding and the '480 is
never less than an absolute honey - and Idon't listen to ' especially
classical' music. Her, it's fine with me if Sennehiser wants to market
these the way we used to have ' rock' speakers and ' classical' speakers.
but what'. wrong with simply having -bad'.
and ' better'?
Anyway to you always listen to only one type of music?
How e-ver. the 111)450 and HD 480 can sound so much alike that
even trying to differentiate between them ou sonic grounds is an act of
pettiness Both are precise : ransducerS, with plenty of sweet- on- theears detail. I
irm if limited bass, marveliously uncolored_ near- identical
midbands and ( this is where they embarrass the Beyer%) remarkable
freedom from sibilance. The latter is more important with personal
hi-fi use, so take that • ncontext if you're choos•ng between these and
the Beyers; most personals need all the help they can get. Neither
headphone was part iculai l
ttransparent. at least not by the standards
set by the original HI) 540: though you'd hardly notice this using the
Sennheisers in the high-ambient-m;ise-level conditions associated with
outdoor personal
use. The out-of- the- head effect associated with
open- back designs was ahot. eaverage. hut riot quite as wonderful as
lie found with electrostatics costing ridiculous sums: at the price
point. these are among the better ones I've tried. The main areas
where they do differ are at the frequency extremes. and it's here that
Sennheiser's extra tweaking justifies a £ 10 tariff.
It took one awhile to pinpoint exactly what caused the ' 480 to win
my aftections, because not all recordings make the same demands at
the frequency extremes. Deep bass, for example. is truncated with
both models, but the -450 exaggerates is hat bass is there. Pte ' boost'
favours the kind ol low frequencies generated h the Children of
Moog. hut it adds ahard, thumpy sound to acoustic bass. lbe ' 480. on
the other hand, is last and tight enough to deal with synthetic bass, but
much more able to ciinvev the sound of the natural version
As Isaid, the miuhands are close to cloning. but the range from the
lower treble on up is audibly more aggressive on the ' 450. Why they
did this Idon't know. because - if these are tailored for rock - that's
the last thing rock music needs. The flatter, smoother sound of the
'480 was far less potentially fatiguing, but I'm referencing these to
each other. Compared to sonic headphones. including the Beyers.
these almost sounded muted.
As aresult. the ' 4511 is the more consistent performet. and will
probably fare better with the specialist types. The ' 450's sharper.
brighter., ' more exciting' sound will no doubt find favour with the kind
of people who think nothing of driving their fellow passengers nuts on
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Aworld of difference.
111511an PCM 4000 AND PCM 7000
ON DEMONSTRATION AND IN STOCK
PCM 4000

PCM 7000

£299.95

£399.95

TOGETHER WITH THE
COMPLETE CYRUS RANGE
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DEDICATED CYRUS ROOM
2 ADDITIONAL DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Aworld of difference.

244/256 STATION RD, ADDLESTONE,
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.
TEL: ( 0932) 854522/851753/843769.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 9.00 AM- 6.00 PM
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ANNIVERSARY
Sugano's strictly-limited-edition Koetsu Anniversary
is, of course, avery special cartridge. Alvin Gold reports

T

HE VERY IDEA of this review is abit daunting. Imagine the
chutzpah of reviewing acartridge which no more than a
handful of people will ever be able to lay hands on, even if
they have the money. There simply won't be enough of them
around. The Anniversary in the title is Sugano's 80th ( Sugano, who is
Koetsu, is 81 but the project was delayed due to the death of his wife
last year), and just 80 samples are scheduled to be made, of which
maybe half are destined for Europe. This test is of No 2 ( serial no 802
SCG), and the model is plainly seen as Koetsu's finest to date.
Something about the Anniversary reminded me of an experience I
had whilst Iwas in retail ( are you listening, Ken?). when an old lady —
85 if she was aday — popped in to have afilm fitted te her camera. The
camera? A Leicaflex. no less, lying unprotected at the bottom of a
shopping bag full of vegetables.
It's not the same. Iknow, but it
reminds me that I've become used
to receiving Koetsu review
cartridges with no word of
explanation, packed in tiny, plain
pine boxes ( incidentally craftsmanmade themselves, and often in
short supply: they've been known
to hold up dispatch of cartridges
from Koetsu's workshop) — you
can't accuse this manufacturer of
ego- massaging to give you
confidence in your purchase/the
object of your second mortgage.
But Iwas abit unnerved when the
Anniversary turned up in exactly
the same packaging: some writing
on the box and cartridge, but in
Japanese; no instructions; not even
acolour code list for the cartridge
tags, or any note to tell you what
tracking force to set. There's no
mounting hardware of any sort.
Just the cartridge and astylus
guard. Comforting in away.
Perhaps they figure you should only buy this one for the right
reasons . . .
What kind of sense does the Anniversary make? That's the key
question. Ultimately it's the only question in this, the twilight of black
vinyl. And, why spend the hest part of £3000 for acartridge, especially
in the era of 'digital perfection'?
The first question is easy to answer. The truth is that you don't need
the Anniversary to tell you just how much sense black vinyl continues
to make. The second, however, is harder — especially if you have in
mind reviews like the celebrated one in another magazine ( not. I
should add, one of the mainstream monthlies) in which aKoetsu
(Red? Red Signature?) was compared with aLinn Basil:, and found
wanting. Having used both, Ido know just what the writer meant. He
didn't mean the Basik was better, though he may have thought he did;
he actually meant that he couldn't get better noises out of the Koetsu,
which was his failing and an entirely different matter, of course. Think
of aparallel of some kind. Think of cars, and imagine, if you will, that
there are drivers who get better results from aFord Escort than they
would aFerrari Testarossa. Indeed, because the Ford has gentler
responses and easier controls and better all-round vision, not to
mention more boot space. it may actually give better results in
untutored hands ( feet, bums etc) but not in the sanie league as the
Ferrari in the hands of, say. Gerhard Berger.
Back with cartridges. The Basik is punchier at the top ( because it's
inherently rough) and offers vastly inferior levels of refinement. The
sound is awhole lot less energetic and wide-ranging. The Basik is an
excellent £20's-worth but no match for any good moving-coil. It would
be to rewrite the whole subject to claim otherwise. But there are many
ways in which the potential of acartridge like the one tested here may
NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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not be translated into reality.
Even the conditions of this test were not ideal. All the listening was
done using an Oxford Acoustics turntable ( cheap cheap!) surmounted
by an Air Tangent parallel tracking tonearm ( merely cheap!). playing
through aDNM Primus preamplifier, aMusical Fidelity A370 and
Apogee Caliper loudspeakers ( cheap. cheap. cheap . . .). I've tried in
what follows to extract the features of the Koetsu's sound that should
transfer readily from one system to the next; and the system outlined
(and as set up, using solid-core wiring, decent supports but not in an
ideally large room) was certainly of sufficient inherent resolving power
to be useful in this context.
But the Koetsu can certainly go further than Iwas able to stretch it.
and if you can put together abetter-sounding system from bettersounding components, the Koetsu
will ( in my judgement and
experience) stretch to those
improved circumstances. It's
certainly not easy trying to define
the limits of its abilities. From what
Iheard — and taking due account of
the limitations of the test system —
the Anniversary comes alarmingly
close to being unflawed. To all
intents and purposes, it is as good
as your system will allow it to be.
On the design side. I'm not privy
to much real information. but the
story goes something like this.
Koetsu cartridges have until now
used samarium cobalt magnets, but
this has changed and the
Anniversary uses Neodymium
magnets, which are both stronger.
and don't deteriorate on exposure
to air ( this claim is repeated on
trust: Ihad no idea such
deterioration took place for this
reason, as opposed to, say, physical
shock). The output voltage is
consequently even higher than previous Koetsus. at around 0.390.40mV/cm/sec; Koetsu cartridges have always had greater output
voltage than practically any other cartridge marque.
Instead of wood ( Sugano scours Japan for antique furniture for
wood sufficiently stable dimensionally for his other cartridges), the
outer part of the body is made from onyx, and the importer
recommends caution when tightening the screws. There are only a
limited number of replacements for those who destroy their cartridges
through abuse. viz, none at all Ishould think.
Tracking force should be between I . 7-2gms ( about 2gms proved
optimum for sound on the test set-up) and, with asource impedance
of around 3ohms. IOU ohms loading is about right. Compliance is very
low at 8cu ( 11M)Hz) and this is of considerable benefit in offsetting the
otherwise debilitating effect of the very high cartridge weight, largely
due to the onyx itself. This is especially true with the Air Tangent arm
where the balancing-out requirement meant using the larger of the
two supplied counterweights. The mass acting laterally, that the
cartridge is asked to shunt around, doesn't hear thinking about. A
little damping proved beneficial to check what was otherwise an
incipiently ' fruity' bass. Vertical alignment proved to be the most
critical of all the adjustments available, and should he done by ear
(not by eye) to minimise vinyl noise and to optimise stereo imagery,
which audibly snaps into focus when accomplished correctly.
For those who have been brought up on aprevious generation of
up-market moving- magnet cartridges to think that low compliance
means poor tracking, just because the manufacturers involved told
them so. it ain't so. Low frequency tracing certainly is compliance
dominated, but mid- and high- frequency tracing is more to do with
acceleration, and therefore with effective tip mass. Tip mass is
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COVENT GARDEN - RECORDS
AT

CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635/7427
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE

NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £ 9.95
and mid price £ 6.95 per CD for the first 30
days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

QUALITY AUDIO
We stock an excellent range of some of the
best Hi Fi equipment and loudspeakers
available from famous names such as B&W,
Quad, Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Cambridge,
Rogers, Monitor Audio, Wharfedale, Sony,
Nakamichi, Yamaha, AKG, Sennheiser,
Denon, Rote!, Marantz, Pioneer, Revox,
Technics, Monster Cable and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town
but also full individual listening facilities —
listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery and installation within M25
area on Audio systems. Orders actioned
within 24 hours subject to stock availability.

7,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of
the best classical, jazz and popular compact
discs.
SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale
from £ 5.99.

DEMONSTRATION
Two private demonstration rooms to audition your future purchase. Demonstration
room can be pre- booked. Just phone to
make an appointment.

TOKEN SCHEME
Unique scheme of one token for each CD
you buy ( value £ 10.95 and over) entitles you
to afree CD when you have collected ten to
the value of £ 10.95.

SERVICING
Full up-to-date department for servicing and
CD Player up- grading by qualified techicians.
CDV
Compact Disc Video ( CDV) on display and
demonstration.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration. From £ 149 to £2,000.

DAT
Digital Audio Tape ( DAT) on demonstration
and sale. Full stock of both blank and
pre-recorded DAT tapes at competitive
prices. Send for lists of tapes.

MISSION ELECTRONICS
The new PCM2 CD Player and Cyrus 1and 2
Amplifiers now in stock and on demonstration together with Mission Loudspeakers.

WHEN YOU BUY A

£50
OFF

CD PLAYER
Bring this coupon in during

..t.r.."/

5 CDs OVER £9.95

nid get £ 1off your next
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inferred to be low by the very clean tracking of the cartridge.
Direct cut piano, Nimbus style ( the old Bernard Roberts Beethoven
Sonata recordings are amongst the toughest tests you can lay hands on
and Iused some of them, eg part of the Appassionata) and sundry
choral recordings show the cartridge has alevel of security through
even the most blazing passages that beats flat almost any ordinary high
compliance magnetic. The Anniversary is arather better tracker than
my own Red Signature.
It's not easy to express in words the experience that living with this
cartridge provides. It's partly vicarious of course, since there's asheer
sensual thrill in possessing. however briefly, one of the world's most
exclusive and prestigious cartridges. ( In my case the thrill was offset
by anxiety bordering on barely suppressed panic. Would Iwipe the
thing out in an instant of clumsiness, perhaps in asideswipe accident?)
But it has little in common with the thrill of owning. let's say. aRolex
Oyster. That kind of decision you have to work hard to justify in the
face of the superior timekeeping accuracy of virtually any competing
quartz watch, irrespective of price. It is in that sense atotal
anachronism. The Koetsu, however, is not in performance terms an
anachronism, though you might consider its pricing, even its timing
half adecade into the digital era. anachronistic. You may reasonably
object that it isn't afit device for all and sundry to mess with; but it is
justified, insofar as it can be justified, not by exclusivity but by
performance. Koetsu's 80th Anniversary cartridge is the finest Ihave
heard in anumber of areas: for example in its freedom from the usual
accompanying notes that betray the presence of aphysical transducer
treading acheap lump of plastic, for its organisational power — the
facility with which it manages information on disc in acoherent and
believable manner — and not least for the sheer opulence and quality
of the sound.
Let's tackle the last first. Koetsu cartridges are popularly supposed
to have acharacteristic family sound, which is expressed more in
terms of power and solidity than in precision, or top end brilliance. To
an extent the claim doesn't hold water; it reflects what Ibelieve to be a
wider truth, which is that the majority of high-class cartridges are
engineered alittle bright just to make them sound precise and
brilliant. Certainly Koetsus never sound thin, harsh or aggressive. The
Anniversary is alittle sharper and more neutral, even colder, than the
Red Signature ( which is probably the hest of the rest from this point of
view) yet there is still this quite gentle, almost self-effacing treatment

of the treble, along with asingular lack of vinyl noise on anything but
the most badly treated records.
The Koetsu font has always been the midband: or more correctly
the combination of bass and midband. Here the Anniversary shines,
and Iknow of no cartridge to match it. It has an almost radiant quality
at times. yet is absolutely rock solid. The feeling of certainty. of
presence and tangibility, along with afull, stable bass, is what sets the
cartridge apart both from other phono front- ends and also from most
Compact Disc- based ones, however overwhelming they may be
elsewhere. You won't hear music played with more conviction, or
when the music allows, with subjectively greater ' horsepower'.
Musical sounds unusually physical.
Having just spent the last half-hour or so listening to the Simon
Rattle performance of the Adagio from Mahler's 10th, Ifeel sorely
tempted to suggest that if this cartridge favours any one kind of music
above all others, it is that of Mahler. Iwas intrigued to discover on the
one brief occasion Iniel Sugano in his house/workshop that he listens
to alot of Western classical music — Irecall some quite rare European
imports of Klemperer's Beethoven amongst others — on amultiamped horn and valve- based system which was perfectly attuned to
the task of reproducing the richness and weight in these recordings,
even though it was very limited for volume.
What he was striving to achieve with that system ( remarkably
successfully as Irecall) was in close correspondence with what this
cartridge does so well. It has avery simple. earthy. and uncomplicated
kind of music- making which eschews stridency and bombast. But it is
utterly. translucently. musical. By such standards. Koetsu-style upper
midband and treble can sound amite diffident to some ears, but Ihave
to say it doesn't to mine.
In summary. this cartridge is the peak of Sugano's achievement, and
one of the landmarks of cartridge design, perhaps for all time. If you
regard £ 000 for acartridge to play obsolete records as awaste of
resources, then so it is — for you. Personally, speaking as aconfirmed
CD user, Ivalue the consistency and repeatability of digital ( amongst
its other qualities), and the easy precision that can be pulled from a
good CI) player. Vinyl reproduction in the manner described can't
better digital where it is good — and increasingly it is becoming good —
but there's still a ' special' quality about the Koetsu that suggests real
life music- making. It did so more certainly than the literal
interpretation ( interpolation?) of any Compact Disc player.

CANNED GOODS
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the 8.15. [ If KK still commuted he'd know that BR now calls them
'customers' presumably in an attempt to persuade them that
loathsome signs reading ' Welcome to Clapham Junction' and ' Thank
You For Travelling Network Southeast' ( sic) are not just another
irritating and wasteful fatuity — Ed] Oh, and the studio types I've met
in the pop sector will probably opt for the lesser model, judging by
some of the mixes I've been hearing recently.

The Beyers
No-one can accuse German headphones of having a national' sound,
because the Beyers are quite unlike the SennheisCrs. though they do
have astrong family resemblance. Both headphones are ft.
ir more
'forward' ( if such an adjective applies to in- the head soundstages) and
both tend toward brightness. But what the Beyers lose in top- end
sweetness they make up for in the lower registers. Both the DT 325
and the DT 320 Mk Il are susceptible to sibilance in away which I
found quite aggravating after the smoothness of the Semiheisers. This
characteristic was most notable on CD. less so with tape or L.P. hut it
manifested itself often enough to render certain recordings
unlistenable. On the other hand, personal hi-fis with Dolby tapes
often sound so muffled and muted that this will prove an absolute
boon for users who wonder where the treble went.
The bottom registers, though, were something worth savouring.
Both in control and extension, the Beyers bettered the Sennheisers,
and the overall feel was of greater weight and substance. The ' 320.
despite better sealing due to its circumnaural design, was only
marginally better than the less expensive ' 325 when it ctune to
extension, but markedly superior to the ' 325 in control and damping.
It was easily the best of the group from lowermid on down.
In the midband. both Beyers sounded cleaner than the Sennheisers,
but this may have been aby-product of the elevated treble which
imparted an ' etched' feel to the music. Indeed, all four of the
headphones provided acceptable midband performance. with only the
frequency extremes being aberrant enough to give all four of them
[Al ratings. When it comes to the out of- the-car effect, the DT 325
was the best of the bunch. the DT 320 Mk II being no better or worse
than the Sennheisers. What the ' 320 did have, as expected. was a
slightly cuppy sound. which is the price you pay for its superior
111-1-1 Ni W5& RECORD REVIEN'
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isolation from ambient noise. But in the end, there are no clear
winners, and here's why:

Never mind the quality, feel the cushions
Headphones are the only hi-fi products which you wear, so comfort
takes on arole which can make or break apair of cans. If they don't
feel right, causing discomfort in too short atime, then you won't be
able to use them for the duration of one CD or LP. Comfort is an
absolutely personal judgement. Just so you'll know how Ijudge
comfort, keep in mind that ( I) Iwear glasses all the time: ( 2) my hair
is thin enough on top to deny me inbuilt headband padding; ( 3) Ileft
the ' phones on for at least two hours before passing judgement. The
way I ' interfaced' with the headphones is -as follows:
Fit: The DT 325 was easily the least intrusive, least vice- like of the
four. The soft. 90mm foam cushions spread the pressure over the
whole ear, and you hardly notice them compared to, say, those vile
plug- type ones you shove down your lughole.
Security: The two Sennheisers offered the best compromise between
grip and looseness, the latter being that awful condition where the
headphones always feel like they're about to slide off your head and
down round your neck.
Sweat factor: Again, the DT 325 is the winner, with the DT 320 Mk II
being aclose approximation to asauna for the ears.
Headband: All four have it right, the padding relieving any pressure.
Overall, I'd like aheadphone with the comfort of the DT 325, the bass
of the DT 320 Mk II, the midband of the ' 450/480, the upper registers
and freedom from sibilance of the '480. the aesthetics of the '480, the
isolation of the ' 320 and the openness of the ' 325. Remembering that
the DT 325 and HD 450 offer the best value for money, apply your
own priorities.
Beyer Dynamic, Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewes, Sussex BN8
6JL. Tel (0273)479411
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9
9UG. Tel (0753) 888447
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MUSICAL EVENINGS
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Hi Fi Experience are pleased to announce that we are to hold aseries of
Mission musical evenings during the week of 19-23 September 1988.
The schedule of musical evenings is as follows.1)

Bradford
19 September 1988
Tel 0274 309266
Manager: KEITH

2)

Camden
20 September 1988
Tel 388 1300
Manager: MIKE

3)

Camden
21 September 1988
Tel 388 1300
Manager: MIKE

4)

Leamington Spa
22 September 1988
Tel 0926 881500
Manager: STEVE

5)

Birmingham
23 September 1988
Tel 021 631 2675
Manager: COLIN

Mission Electronics will be demonstrating their latest products, including
the award- winning Cyrus amplifier and PC/v1 II CD player.
For further information please call your nearest Hi Fi Experience store
and reserve your free tickets. Numbers are limited so first come, first
served.
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Tel: 01-388 1300
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WC I. Tel: 01-631 4917
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Rawson Square.
Tel: 0274 309266

49 Park Street,
Leamington Spa, Warks.
Tel: 0926 881500

Superfi, 67 Smallbrook,
Queensway.
Tel: 021-631 2675 ....)

TOFON DUES

And still the cartridges keep coming. Ortofon unleashes another range
of moving-magnets and anew moving-coil. Ken Kessler gets cooking

p

INCH ME. Am Ireally reviewing
more sub-£ 100 cartridges this far
into the Digital Era? They tell me
that analogue is only holding
forth in the high-end, which explains the
continued run of costly 'coils, but nobody's
told Ortofon. Ihave before me an affordable
moving- magnet cartridge and the latest in the
'X' series of moving-coils, but I'm wondering
if the world really wants or needs them. I'd
love to think that budget turntable packages
are still moving in serious numbers; if so,
then these items are designed to mate with
the Regas, Duals, Revolvers and Thorenses
holding out against the flood of under-£300
CD players.

Ortofon X5MC
This cartridge is an update of the XI MC and X3MC Ireviewed in
January 1987, the only difference being the fitting of abetter stylus.
As with its predecessors, the '5is alow-mass, high-output type with a
specified output of 2mV, but it's not going to goose too many phono
stages into overdrive. The red body is the only clue (besides the model
number on its nose) that you're playing with something other than the
blue X 1MC or white X3MC. Low mass was achieved through the use
of Samarium Cobalt magnets weighing only 0.45gm, while the
single-piece pole assembly in the form of ayoke around the magnet
weighs only 0.35gm.
The concern for low mass limited the number of turns around the
X-shaped armature, Ortofon using 18µm wire wrapped 230 times on
each of the four legs. Although Icouldn't squeeze much more than
1.7-1.8mV out of the ' 1and and '3, the X5MC produced between 1.9
and 2.1 over afew days of periodic measuring. The increase seems
minor, but you'll need every bit of signal it can provide.
The rest of the design consists of an aluminium cantilever,
asymmetrical butyl rubber damping system and piano wire
suspension. But while the fixed stylus assembly on the ' 1is an 18/8i.rm
elliptical and the '3employs a35/7p.m nude Fine- Line tip, the latest
addition to the series uses anude-mounted FG Type II stylus. ' FG'
stands for Fritz Gyger, the man who designed Ortofon's Replicant
profile for the MC3000. I'm no longer clear as to the relationship
between the FG profile and van den Hul profiles, both of which are
used by Ortofon, but the design is, like the vdH, asophisticated
fine-profile type with atip mass of only 0.40mg, roughly half that of
the X3MC's Fine- Line.
The dynamic compliance of the X5MC is identical to that of its
siblings, at 13µm/mN, so this was yet again atest of styli profiles
rather than whole cartridges. Installation is marvellously simple, but
someone out there is bound to bitch about the open lugs which
preclude the use of torque wrenches.
There were no surprises, the X5MC performing exactly as I've
found each time I've tested acartridge which differed from its
brethren only by virtue of its tip. Again, it gets down to treating the
model as an optional version of the basic model. The X3MC easily
proved its extra £24's worth over the X1MC. Would the extra £30 for
an even better tip yield further improvements?
There must be apoint where abasic design stops responding to
tweaks, but the X5MC does benefit from yet another, more
sophisticated tip. Only this time, the improvement wasn't as dramatic
as the leap from ' 1to ' 3. Bass remained virtually unchanged, clean and
extended but not as tight or powerful as the bass from Ortofon's
MCIO/MC20 models. It was more than adequate for duties through
affordable boxes, so in context it's ideal, but this is not an Awayday
ticket to the high end. The mid-band was more open than that of the
'3, the same degree of improvement that the '3showed over the ' 1.
Where your £30 investment pays off is in the upper mid and
throughout the treble region.
In addition to better extension and even lower sibilance, the FG II
tip endows the X Series cartridges with far greater transparency. The
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'3 is aclean-enough cartridge, hardly murky
or veiled, but by comparison the X5MC
positively sparkles. Allied to the '3's ' big'
sound, this more precise ( and much faster)
top end makes the '5something quite special
—but only if you're in the market for a
low-mass, high-output type.

Ortofon 540
Despite adedication to the moving-coil
principle, Ortofon continues to produce
moving- magnet designs. Now that the
mystery has been taken out of m-cs, the only
reasons for not using them is system
compatibility, namely adecent phono stage
for low-output cartridges or atonearm able to
deal with generally lower compliances. Price can't be the problem,
because there's only £4between the new 540 and the X5MC.
The 540 is the top model in arange which includes the 520 (£40) and
the 530 (£75). As with the ' X' series m-cs the models differ only by
virtue of the styli. Starting at the bottom, they utilise an elliptical, a
Fine- Line and an FG II, thus creating aperfect parallel with their m-c
cousins. All of the 500 Series cartridges are available in standard or ' P'
mount form and feature user- replaceable styli modules.
The 500s weigh in at 5gm and the manufacturer's literature
suggested the same improvements Iexperienced going from X1MC to
X3MC to X5MC. The results with the 500s were identical, so Istuck
with the 540 having confirmed the worth of the stylus improvements.
It shared enough of the finer traits of the X5MC so that Ifigured here
might be an ideal choice for the audiophile with neither an m-cready
input ( high or low output) or amedium- mass tonearm.
The 540 tracks like aleech, but then so does the X5MC. It has
relatively firm, well-extended, easy-to-follow lower registers. So does
the X5MC. It provides abig sound, with ample stage width, adequate
depth and so-so height. Just like the X5MC. It's fast. It's absolutely
non- fatiguing. It could do with higher ou.tput. Just like the X5MC.
But there is afundamental difference, one which most certainly
helps you to choose one way or the other if you aren't concerned
about generator type. The 540 is acooler, drier-sounding item
throughout the midband than the X5MC, which isn't exactly a
romantic marshmallow like great-great-great-great-great-grandma.
the SPU. This is despite acleaner, flatter top end response from the
X5MC which the measurements confirmed. Now, considering that
most of these will end up feeding NADs or Rotels or Cyruses or
whatever else happens to be the hot integrated on the day of your
purchase, all of those amplifiers have — in addition to differing phono
stage requirements — their own sonic signatures. What you do is feed
the 540 to the fatter sounding amps and the X5MC to the leaner
designs. Hey, presto! Instant synergy.
ORTOFON SPECIFICATIONS

540

Output UR
Channel balance
Separation UR
Tracking UR
Phase
Frequency response UR
1
kHz
5kHz
10kHz
12kHz
15kHz
18kilz
20k Hz
Tracking force
Weight
Dynamic compliance
Price

3.6/3.5mV
0.3dB
30/30dB
80/80µm

X5MC
2.1 /2.0mV
0.6dB
30/30dB
80/80µm
Non-inverting

0.0/0.0dB
+1.1/+1/1dB
+0.1/+0.6dB
—1.7/-1.4dB
—2.8/-3.0dB
—3.4/-2.8dB
—3.9/-3.0dB
1.5g
5g
30µm/mN
f95

0.0/0.0dB
+0.3/-0.7dB
+0.1/-0.3dB
—0.1/-0.4dB
—0.3/+0.44:113
—0.1/-1.4dB
—0.2/-1.1dB
2g
4.1g
13µm/mN
f99

Ortofon UK. Denmark House, Tavistock In dustrial Estate, Ruscombe. Twyford,
Berks RGIO 9A1.1. (0734)343621.
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See your nearest Onkyo dealer at: ADDLESTONE Cosmic Radio ( 0932) 854522 ALDERSHOT Bryants Hi Fi (0252) 20728 AYLESBURY Aylesbury Hi Fi (0296) 28790 BARROW IN FURNESS Searle Audio
(0229) 21233 BASILDON Wolfmans ( 0268) 285922 BATH Moss of Bath ( 0225)21450, C Milsoms Ltd (0225) 65975, Radford Hi Fi (0225) 448245BERKHAMSTED Berkhamsted Photographic ( 04427) 5943
BEXLEY HEATH SYoung & Sons (Radio) (01) 303 1116 BLACKPOOL Practical Hi Fl (0253) 27703 BIRMINGHAM Norman H Field Hi Fi (021)622 2323 BOLTON Cleartone Hi Fi (0204)399617 BOURNEMOUTH
Movement Audio (0202) 529988 BFtACKNELL B & B Hi Fi ( 0344) 424556 BRIDGEWATER Paul Roberts Hi Fi (0278) 421234 BRENTWOOD Brentwood Music Centre (0277) 221210 BRISTOL Radford Hi Fi
(0272)294183 BRISTOL Radford Hi Fi (0272)428248, Paul Roberts HiFi (0272) 429370 CAMBRIDGE Campk ins of Cambridge107231 351791 CHELMSFORD Rayleigh Hi Fi (0245) 265245 CHELTENHAM Robbs
of Cheltenham (T.R. Watkins Lt d1 (0242) 584404 CHESTER New Dawn Hi Fi (0244) 24179 CHICHESTER Malcolm Audio (0243) 787562 CHRISTCHURCH H.A.T.V. (0202) 473901 CIRENCESTER TV. & Hi Fi
Centre (0285)4756 COLCHESTER Lyon Audio (0206) 560259 COVENTRY Frank Harvey (0203) 458946 CRAWLEY Supabearn Electronics102931 5114984 CREWE High Town Audio (0270) 211091 CROYDON
Spa(dings of Croydon (011 654 1231 DERBY Active Audio (03321 380385, Derbyshire Hi Fi (0332) 44638 DEVIZES Louis JRoger (03811) 2268 DORKING Datasound (0306) 882897 DUNSTABLE Ashtons
10582/ 608003 EVESHAM Radio Vision Services Ltd (0386) 6071 EXETER Radford Hi Fi (0392) 218895 FOLKESTONE V JHi Fi (0303) 56860 GREAT YARMOUTH Martins Hi Fi (0493) 855044 GUILDFORD
Rogers for Radio Ltd (0483) 61049 HAYWARDS HEATH TM Servicing (04447) 4200 HIGH INYCOMBE B & B Hi Fi (0494) 35910 HITCHIN The Record Shop (0462) 34537 HOUNSLOW Musical Images
(01) 570 7512 ILFORD Woolfmans (01) 553 2587 IPSWICH Eastern Audio 104731 217217 KEMPSTON Bedford Audio 102341 854133 KETTERING Classic Hi Fi (0536) 515766 KINGS LYNN Martins Hi Fi
(0553) 61683 LANCASTER Practical Hi Fi (0524) 39657 LEAMINGTON SPA Pure Hi Fi (0926) 315079 LEEDS Richer Sounds (0532) 455717 LEICESTER Leicester Hi Fi Ltd (0533) 539753 LOCKS HEATH
R. Upfield (0489) 885122 LONDON E4 Audio Visual Centre 1011 531 8008 LONDON Ell Hy Tek (01) 249 4814 LONDON N3 Hi Spek (0t) 349 1166 LONDON N12 Analog Audio (01)445 1443, Craig Hi Fi
(01) 446 7522 LONDON NW1 Hi Fi Experience (01)388 1300 LONDON W1 Hi Fi Experience (01) 580 3535, Brians Hi Fi 1011631 1109. Spatial Audio & Video (01)637 8702, P.N.R. Audio Vision (01) 636 7536
LONDON W2 Sound Sense (01) 402 2100, PAR. Audio Vision (01) 724 8819 LONDON W9 Robert Taussig 1011 286 1728 LONDON W14 Kensington Hi Fi (01) 602 7066 LONDON SE1 Richer Sounds
(01) 403 1201 LONDON SE13 Billy Vee Sound Systems 1011318 5755 LONDON SW15 Riverside Photo Sound (01) 788 9634 LONDON SW19 M O'Briens Hi Fi (01) 946 1528 MACCLESFIELD Philip Dooley
(0625) 23158 MAIDENHEAD B & B Hi Fi (0628) 73420 NEWBURY B & B Hi Fi (06351 32474 NEW MALDEN Unilet Products (01) 942 9567 NORTHAMPTON Listen Inn (0604) 37871 NORWICH Sound
Approach (0603) 622833, Martins Hi Fi (0603) 627014f NOTTINGHAM Nottingham Hi Fi Centre (0602) 784015 OXFORD Absolute Sound & Video (0865) 65961, Westwood & Mason (0865) 247793 POOLE
Movement Audio (0202) 730865 PORTSMOUTH Hopkins Hi fi (0705) 822155 PRESTON Goodrights (0772)57528, Norman Audio (0772) 53057 RAYLEIGH Rayleigh Hi Fi 102451 265245 READING B & BHi Fi
(0743) 583730 ROMFORD Craig Hi Fi 40708) 28902 RUGELEY VEK Aucto f088941 70461ST ALBANS Square Deal TN 10727) 52501 SAUSBURY Salisbury Hi Fi 107221 22169 SEVENOAKS Sevenoaks Hi Fi

FOR PEOPLE WHO APPRECIATE
A BETTER BUILT PRODUCT

It is reassuring to know there are still afew products distinguished
by superior construction and reliability. in hi-ft Onkyo's
uncompromising standards of design, performance and
craftsmanship have set it apart from the competition. Careful
selection of high quality parts and all-metal casing ensure
Onkyo is ahighly individual product with the purest
sound quality owing much to the latest innovative
.7lettle

technology.
The new midi system — the M70 incorporates
Onkyo's traditional quality and performance, including
asystem remote control, in anarrower midi format.
So after ahard day on the road, crash-out with
an Onkyo hi-fi system and be confident that you are
enjoying that rare breed of superior built
products.
Call in to your nearest dealer and let Onkyo
make an impact on you.
Japanese for Sound

ONIrStO

(0732) 459555 SHEFFIELD Super Fi ( 0742) 723768 SHREWSBURY Avon Hi Fi (0743) 55166 SOLIHULL
Alternative Audio (021) 742 0254 SOUTHAMPTON Southampton Hi Fi ( 0703) 228434 SOUTHPORT
Goodrights (0704) 43615 STAFFORD Musical Approach (0785) 55154 STAMFORD Rodger & Green
(0780) 2128 STOCKPORT Fairbothiiin Hi Fi ( 061) 480 4872, Richer Sounds ( 061) 480 1700 STOKE ON
TRENT Intersound ( 0782) 336233 SWINDON T.V. & Hi Fi Centre (0793) 28383 SWINDON Burden
Electronics (0793) 613733 SWALUNELL ON TYNE Craig Hi Fi ( 091)460 0090 TAUNTON Paul Roberts Hi Fi
(0823) 270000 TONBRIDGE S Young & Sons ( Radio) Ltd ( 0732) 362177 TORQUAY Richlow Services
(0803) 605028, Chelston Hi Fi ( 0803) 606863 UCKFIELD Downlands Audio 10825) 61263 WALSALL Bridge
Hi Fi 106981 63406 WALTON ON THAMES Auditions ( 0932) 232393 WATFORD Hi Fi City ( 0923) 226169
WESTON S MARE Paul Roberts Hi Fi ( 0934) 414423 WINCHESTER County Music Ltd ( 09621 62917
WOLVERHAMPTON Universal Electronics ( 0902) 23741 WORCESTER Johnsons Sound Service
(0905) 25740 WORTHING Phase 3Hi Fi ( 0903) 206820 YEOVIL Mike Manning Audio (0935) 79361 YORK
Richer Sounds 109041 645535 EDINBURGH Richer Sounds ( 031) 226 3544, Hi Fi Corner (031) 220 1535
GLASGOW James Kerr & Co 1041) 332 0988 INVERNESS Telly on the Blink ( 0463) 233175 ISLE OF ISLAY
D & JChristie (049) 681 CARDIFF Richer Soumis I
0222) 383311 CARMARTHEN Lewis Audio102671236463
COLWYN BAY Electro Trader ( 0492) 48932 MOLD Ra) Audio ( 03525) 6729 NEWPORT Hi Fi Western ( 0633)
62799 TREDEGAR EJEdward & Son (049525)2288 WREXHAM Acton Gate Audio ( 0978) 364500 BELFAST
Allfil0
Times 102321 229907, Audio Times ( 0232) 249117 FIRE Sound & Leisure ( 0001) 965878
ISLE OF MAN Alridge Audio 10624) 23090

Please send me full details 0, ihe Onkyo range.
To: Natui al Sou. id Sy 3lei
A>sis 4, ilhudes Way, Watford,
Herts. WD2 4YW. Tel: 0923 226499.
Name
Address

Post Code
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The Birth of aNew Tradition
Virgin Classics Ltd, London, England. Distributed by EMI in te UK.
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why Iwas doing what Iwas doing. and they
Similarly, from his experiences in Britain.
N AMERICAN conducting
he cannot see a younger generation picking
understood.'
Elgar's Kingdom? You can almost
hear the rustle of bristling
D:d he, therefore, listen to such widely
up the tradition of the English masterpieces:
'Maybe people from outside will have to
moustaches in the foothills of the
differing interpretations before tackling any
bring the music in. The majority of this music
Makerns. But Leonard Slatkin has the pedipiece. ilad Boult influenced his notion of The
is quite international. Vaughan Williams is
gree to confound such chauvinism. llis
Kiin4dom?
'No, Idon't listen to other performances
one of the few who clung to the symphony
father, the violinist and conductor Felix
Slatkin. gave Los Angeles an early' taste of
before recording. I'm told what I do is
this century - atrue symphonist. like Shostakovich. Si(lelius and William Schuman.'
Delius: and Slatkin junior has been including
actually quite diiicrent from I3oult in several
Did he have afavourite among VW's nine?
the works of Britten. Vaughan Williams. and
respects. I tend to go to extremes in the
tempos: alittle slower in the slow passages. a
'The one I'm doing at the time! Five and Six
Walton, as well as Elgar, in his concert
are close. hut I've been doing
programmes for many years.
the Third and that's awonder
I asked Leonard Slatkin
-ful work. Isee weaknesses in
what had stimulated this
the Sesenth. and the Ninth to
interest in British music. Attria certain degree: but they all
buting it largely to working as
have something to say. The
assistant to Walter Susskind in
Walton Second. though. is one
St Louis ( where Slatkin himIhave to think about - Ihave
self is now chief conductor), he
to resolve the last movement.'
explains: ' Susskind asked me
It would be wrong. though.
to take the opening of the
to see Slatkin as solely aspecial
Vaughan Williams Sixth while
-ist in the British and American
he listened to the balance.
Half- an- hour later I stepped
repertoires. Ile is at home in
the 'SIaVIC canon', and an
from the podium having
affinity tor works written every
played the whole Symphony! I
where around the end of the
was surprised how comfortable
Second World War - including
Ifelt - even in the final movethe Vaughan Williams' Sixth ment. Ijust took to it.'
he attributes the having been
Yet Susskind rarely included
horn during that period ( in
Elgar in his British repertoire.
')-4-1 to he exact).
and Slat kin's appreciation of
his music began with a per«1 lind the music from that
time fascinating, both European
formance of the Cello Conand American. It strikes areson
certo accompanying Zara Nel-ant chord in nie.' That's some
soya: ' She was so persuasive
thine that the trend toss ii
and convincing.'
authentic performance doesn't
His initial encounter with
do: ' Iadmire the scholarship.
The Kingdom, second of a
but Iexist with the ears of my
trilog.y of Biblical oratorios
own time. and I can't think
that Elgar planned after
composers
Geronlius
wouldn't have
(The Apostles
was the first,
allowed for
that either.
but athird was
Otherwise.
never comwhy would
pleted), came
not in concert
Mozart have
but in the car.
bothered to
talks to Peter Herring about his new recordings of Elgar and Walton
Slatkin had
re- do the Mesun know ingly
siah? My Bach
tuned to abroadcast ot .the Boult I
ecording.
B- minor Mass tends to be the way Igrew up
little bit Lister in Ili.: fast p.issages. Appar'It was such lovely stuff. Ipulled oser and
ently Bou It never u lthe %% iii kin eimcert: he
with it, as Robert Shaw did it: relatively small
listened to the end. When the title of the work
forces, but still enough to suit a large hall.
only nude the recording. Yet he preferred
was announced. Igot a copy of the vocal
Tlu: Kingdom to Gcromitiv.•
and with vibrato and 20th-century instruApart from his Elgar tor RCA. Slatkin has
score and decided to take ashot at it. I'd been
ments.'
inclined to start ! guar with a lesserplayed
also been recording Walton for the new
He finds the idea of ' period- scale' performpiece to see if we could bring it off. and Tlw
Virgin Classics label. A Shostakovich Tenth
ance in an acoustic such as the Festix al Hall
Kingdom was ideal. Musically it's quite spechad origina ils been suggested. hut had been
faintly ridiculous. Opera he acknowledges is
tacular, hut it has great textual problems: it's
pre-empted bs sessians in St. Louis for RCA
a recent interest and he doesn't anticipate
an old-fashioned v'iess of the scriptures and
[review this montill Ile nominated Walton ' s doing agreat deal: ' It'll be along time before
the music is what carries the piece for me.'
First as an alterm.tive. and Virgin happily
Iget to Wagner - I'm simply not conversant
Slatkin felt confident after his American
agreed.
with the Wagner language. But Strauss is
performances to conduct the work in Britain.
'The Walton One. he emphasises. ' is an
playing more into my hands: Salome, for
but a recording of it for RCA Red Seal was
"urban work" - you don't attach the word
example. Puccini is very comfortable. and I
an unexpected bonus. It also proved just the
-English" to this music. l'et the LPO hadn't
have a keen interest in Benjamin Britten. I
beginning: he has since taped the Enigma
played it in seventecn years - that's had.
adore The Rape of Lucretia - I'd love to do it.
Variations and the Overtures, and the Second
it's the sanie problem in the US to a The ending of the first act is one of the great
Symphony is scheduled for next year. The
moments in opera: there's something magical
certain degree. Some are loath to investigate
plan now is to record all of Elgar's major
our repertoire. yet we have aduty to reassess
about the " Goodnight" sequence.'
works with the LPO, but with Geromius
what we've accomplished this century. Is
Among other composers. Haydn and
among the last projects.
there another work of Roy Harris beside the
Brahms are close to his heart, and he has
'I need to get more Elgar done before
Third Symphony'? Of course - the Seventh,
both performed and recorded some Mahler.
that,' concedes Slatkin. ' Although it's an
which is wonderful. llere are so many other
but little Bruckner. Slatkin. like all
early work. I feel I need a little more
works like that to be looked at. When I conductors of American orchestras, has to
indoctrination into the LP( ' sstyle of playconducted the Barber Cello Concerto
maintain a large repertoire and he
ing.' With asmile, he adds: ' The Enigma will
recently, there wasnl even a cellist in the
conversant with many styles. It's part- and he a little bit controversial - somewhere
orchestra who knew the piece. His Piano
parcel of the job.
between 13arhirolli and Bernstein. The LP()
Concerto is even greater, and has become
Certainly Slatkin inherited the widest posspopular in the States. It will survive.'
was a little surprised at first, hut Iexplained
ible musical background from his father:

EONARD &ATKIN
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RAD FORD
RADFORD FIL- Fi

RADFORD Hi Fi

RADFORD Hi Fi

RADFORD Hi Fi

(BRISTOL)

(WINDSOR)

(BRISTOL)

(EXETER)

52/54 GLOUCESTER ROAD
BRISTOL
TEL ( 0272) 428247

43 KING EDWARD COURT
WINDSOR
TEL: ( 0753) 856931

4MERCHANT STREET

28 COWICK STREET
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12 JAMES STREET WEST
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ST THOMAS
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LEONARD SLATKIN
childhood evenings spent listening to the
great Hollywood Quartet ( in which Felix
Slatkin played violin), then accompanying his
father to - among others - the Sinatra
sessions in either the Goldwyn Studios or the
old Capitol studios in Hollywood.
The early exposure to chamber music he
counts a ' profound influence'. ' It taught me
that whether your forces are four or four
hundred, it's making music in an intimate
manner that's important.
'It also taught me respect for musicians. I
regard myself as just one more musician on
the platform and I'd rather share the experience with the orchestra. I ask the players
questions - " How did that sound to you?
How was that balance?".'
Laughing, he recounts arriving to conduct
the Philadelphia Orchestra for the first time
in the Rachmaninov Second: ' What was /
going to teach the Philadelphia about that
Symphony? Why not take advantage of the
experience of the great orchestras? And why
not learn from them at the same time? One of
my teachers said to nie. " Out of 100 players.
80 probably think they can do your job as well
as you, and maybe there are 20 who can!".'
If it wasn't the role of autocrat that
appealed. I asked jokingly. then what did
motivate him to take up conducting?
'I don't think Iwould be conducting if my
father were still alive. There would be too
much competition in the family. Iknew Iwas
never going to be as good a violinist as my
father and Iwas seriously interested in going
into sports broadcasting.'
'After my father died, I quit music altogether for awhile. But then Iconducted the
college chamber orchestra in Los Angeles
and that brought it back.' He went on to
study with Walter Susskind at the Aspen
Festival and at the Julliard School, becoming
Susskind's assistant in St Louis in 1968. A
spell in New Orleans followed before he
returned, now as chief conductor of the St
Louis Symphony.
Iasked Slatkin which other conductors had
left amark. ' Iadmired Ormandy for what he
obtained in Philadelphia; and Fritz Reiner.
It's sad we don't hear so much of them now.
Both obtained consistently outstanding
orchestral playing. Then there was Giulini but not so much for his conducting. It was he
who told me it was important to learn as early
as possible that "The way you live should
influence the way you make music, not the
way you make music influence the way you
live." And I've tried to make my life better;
tried to be a better person; tried to enjoy
living and understand more of the world. It
helps in understanding music. If you exclude
friendships, outside experience, you can fall
into atrap. Idid let my schedule swamp me,
but over the next two years I'm cutting back
on the number of orchestras I conduct,
concentrating on what / want to do.'
Slatkin talks affectionately of ' Reiner
moments' in recordings made by the great
Hungarian emigré: ' One is in Also Sprach
Zarathustra, just before the big C- major
chord. He gets a little lift, and you just . . .
die. Itry to get this " lift" every time. hut I
know it's not as good. How did he get that. I
ask.'
Listening to the likes of Ormandy. Giulini
and Reiner, and from his own experience,
how did he perceive the conductor's role?
'Like an American football coach. You spend
time sorting out how it should go, then on the
field. ie in concert, it's my job just to take it
"over the edge" - which is more than doing
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everything we rehearsed properly. Idon't tell
everything in rehearsal - Isave something.
But it isn't meant to keep the orchestra on
their toes, it's asymbol of trust. We know the
pieces well enough to take liberties, as with a
recent Shostakovich Five. It was going so well
Iknew Icould stretch the tempos to their
limits.'
The performance. he feels, is the time to
forget about the details and look at the
'architecture' of the piece. When it comes to
orchestral sound. Slatkin is conscious of
distinctions between the orchestras he conducts in America and those in Europe, even
though the St Louis Symphony, with the
emphasis he has placed on the sirings, is not
typically American.
*The differences are mostly in the woodwind playing: there is an -English" oboe
sound, with aslightly wider vibrato than the
US counterpart. which has been mainly
influenced by the trench. Also, clarinet
playing in Britain tends to be " darker".
although the brass playing is alittle closer to
the American st \ le. centred, with the attack
dead-on. My hi ass section is a little more
Germanic - we use rotary valve trumpets, for
example - and we take something of the edge
off. But any great orchestra is great because
of its individuality.'
Had he liked working with the polished
machines of Berlin and Vienna? Only
polished in a certain repertoire. came the
reply, citing aRachmaninov Second in Berlin
which was, ' All right. but not knocked off
like they would a Beethoven Seven. They're
very conscientious players, hut " machine" is
not a word I would use. You have to
remember that the VP() does relatively few
concerts, mainly surviving as the orchestra
for the Vienna Opera. It's quite a feeling,
though. to have the Vienna Philharmonic in
the pit for you!'
In the studio. Slatkin describes himself as a
*quick' conductor. He likes to maintain the
tension and, once the balance is set, is loath
to have players going to-and-fro into the
control room listening to playbacks: * If there
are important solos, okay - the flute and oboe
in the Walton One for example. We did that
in alittle over two sessions; we finished The
Kingdom in less than live. Ilike the spontaneity: it doesn't worry me if anote or two isn't
quite in place. I'm going for a total picture.
I'll take the flaws if the energy and proportion
are correct.
'Some discs work, some don't. but Iwant
people to think they're listening to a true
performance.'
As far as balancing goes. Slatkin's requests
to his engineers are simple: ' Ineed to make
sure my string sound is right and that the
perspective is right between strings and
woodwind - Idon't want spotlit solos.'
In London, on the Elgar and Walton
sessions, Slatkin had been working with
producer Andrew Keener (* another whose
ears Icould trust .). Keener, he adds, made no
value judgements on interpretations. but
came up with many good ideas, like taking
the scherzo in the Walton symphony slightly
faster than intended: ' Not letter-perfect,'
concedes Slatkin, ' but so exciting.'
Andrew Keener similarly enjoyed working
with Slatkin: ' avery fresh. intelligent conductor, with good ideas about English music.' On
recording The Kingdom in Abbey Road,
which Slatkin agrees is not the easiest venue.
needing adjustments for the different acoustical properties. Keener adds: ' We did wonder. My God, it was loud. But we had room

•

for all the voices, both logistically and acoustically. You need as mans voices as possible
- it's got to sound like a big English choral
piece.'
Of Elgar's score, he comments: * Everything works, however thick it looks on paper.
We had to help the harp as usual, although its
inclusion is often just a gesture. Otherwise,
we had the soloists - Yvonne Kenny. Alfreda
Hodgson, Christopher Gillett and Benjamin
Luzon - in front of the choir and behind the
orchestra, with amie each. Then there was a
central pair, a left- and- right pair, and some
for woodwind, plus a spot on the timps.
'There was one problem in The Sun Goes!!
Down: David Nolan's ( the LP() leader's)
tone usually never has trouble in carrying,
but I find orchestral solo fiddles in Abbey
Road No. Ijust do not come over - although
I should emphasise that's only my experience. We had to " spot" him and David was
aghast!'
Slatkin, says Keener, is very studio- wise.
There was never any danger of tempos
slackening during the recording of ' patches'
for editing: *Technically. he is one of the most
outstanding conductors I've worked with,
and musically he's extremely line: imaginative, secure and sensible. He wants quick
responses from the control room and he can
tell what it's going to sound like through
loudspeakers without coming to listen.'
Keener, who has worked with the best of
current British conductors in the English
repertoire, believes Slatkin's Kingdom - only
the second recording of the work - will arouse
interest on both sides of the Atlantic: ' It's
been lovely to work with aconductor on abig
English choral work who isn't part of the
tradition. who could bring something fresh.
He could treat it as something new, not
parochial. There are differences in comparison with the Boult version: the closing pages
are much grander, slower, more poised with
Slatkin, while Boult draws the threads more
tautly. Yet both approaches are valid.'
This intriguing American realisation of an
English choral masterpiece is due from RCA
in October. In the meantime, Leonard Slatkin has been continuing his exploration of the
Shostakovich Symphonies with the wartime
Eighth, and has tackled Swan Lake ( l'hew, is
that long!') There's aBrahms Second Serenade due ( he likes his recording of the First.
despite an indifferent critical response), and
the first recording of the complete score of
Copland's ballet Appalachian Spring in an
arrangement for full orchestra. In the pipeline are music by Barber and Bernstein. a
continuance of the ' American series for
EMI; some Schubert. and the possibility of a
cycle of the Tchaikovsky Symphonies plus a
couple of operas.
He would like to do more for Virgin
Classics, too, feeling the first releases show ' a
wonderful divergence of ideas and repertoire.
Simon Foster knows what he's doing. He's
committed to both his product and his artists.
and I'm hoping the Walton One is not the end
of this relationship.
'When it goes right, there's nothing like it.
Conducting never ceases to be satisfying. yet
it can also be very frustrating. The conductor
doesn't make asound. yet agood conductor through the composer - can be responsible
for a wealth of beautiful sounds. It is all a
matter of getting people to respond. Inever
dreamed I'd be doing all l'in doing. It's still a
mystery to me! But it's quite aprivilege being
able to re-create the past and bring it to life
for people now.
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GIVES YOU LESS
It may sound silly but it's true . . . you see, all those .free
afters and discounts seem like agreat idea atfirst — but
what happens when your hi-fi bargain doesn't sound the way
that you 'dhoped? Or that new wonder product that reviewed so
well doesn't sound well at all.
The truth is it costs money to get good alvice,, good staff
don't eat peanuts and proper demonstm lions take time and
skill, ujier sales care costs most of all.
\re.vt time you re buying hifi, think about . . . less really
does mean more.
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ADVERTISEMENT

NEWSLETTER
Vol. 4, No. 4

"The most important product
for the playback of discs since
the Xerxes record player, and
once again a Roksan product
that recasts fundamentals".
Thus spake Zarathustra, and on
1st July at the Musical Evening,
customers of The Music Room
were able to see — and they
were able to hear — Artemiz, the
tonearm from Roksan on a
Xerxes turntable, along with
Shiraz, the cartridge.
First let us reconsider the
Xerxes: it claimed to be revolutionary, and it has rightly
gained the leadership of British
turntables. Much has been written, and it need only be said by
The Music Room as an impartial
but critical arbiter that the standards of engineering and
general finish are beyond criticism. A Xerxes turntable is an
investment. Now the same
vision and integrity has been
applied to the long-awaited
tonearm, and clearly a great
amount of design, listening and
tooling have been devoted to
the project. The tonearm is
ideally matched to the Xerxes,
and priced to allow budgets in
the range between the Rega
RB-300 and SME Series IV to
really hear what the Xerxes is
capable of achieving. No doubt
we will gain and report our
experiences in matching the
Artemiz tonearm to other turntables.
The RecordPlayer is completed
by the arrival of the Shiraz cartridge. As with the tonearm, it is
not of course an Eastern product badge- engineered ( the
generator, however, is made by
EMT to Roksan's design). Price
is expected to be £250-£300 in
UK including VAT. By the time
you read this, a representative
of each Music Room should
have attended a product seminar, typical of the thoroughness
of Roksan and, we hope, of our
own serious approach to Hi Fi.
We never forget that the choice

belongs to the customer, and as
ever, we maintain the widest
selection of turntables, arms
and cartridges in the country.
From the Ariston CI- Deck to the
Oracle Delphi with the amazing
Air-Tangent tonearm, now with
electronic lift and cue control.
We also have the Reference
turntable which is capable of
silencing its critics upon audition.
The amazing Audio Technica
moving coil cartridges continue
to win many friends and admirers, and soon there will be a
black and improved version of
the amazing but neglected
tonearm, AT- 1120 which we sell
for the amazing price of £99. It
will be called the AT- 1130! We
are puzzled by the Stilton versions of the AT- F3 and AT- F5
because the AT mounting
blocks and bodies are not of the
plastic A&R or Nagaoka types.
We are even more surprised
that some magazines are advising their readers to spend the
extra money ( and we dealers
are accused of usury??)

AMPLIFIERS
Here British customers are
offered an embarrassment of
riches at budget to mid- price
with Cambridge and Mission
offering particularly spectacular
sound and engineering per
pound. Price rises still leave
Musical Fidelity worth considering and the Audiolab integrated
amplifier continues to sell very
well. In Manchester Music
Room, Sugden continues to
forge ahead and the standard of
finish is superb on the latest
models. The A-25 at £ 159 is
unbeatable.
At the high-end, the Americans
really do maintain their lead,
and the leader of the leaders is
still Audio Research Corporation. Honestly, we are not
biased, but only superlatives
adequately describe the
achievements. The new power
amplifier, D-125, was described

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3 3BN
061-835 1366
1N

September 1988.

by one listener in Glasgow as
"frighteningly good". Another
way to describe it is to say it
seems to constitute the most
important part of any system in
which it features because it is so
much more open, liquid, natural
and so on than any other
amplifier with the possible
exception of the truly awesome
M- 300's.
The Krell KSA-80 has sadly
risen to £3,100 and we feel
strongly that the extra outlay for
the D-125 should be considered
especially as the hybrid
amplifier is built to last without
foreseeable problems or inconvenience. Now The Music
Room proudly announces from
Audio Research a pre- amp at
£995! It is called the SP-7, it is
entirely transistorised and built
to top ARC standards. What is
the catch? The gain stage is
inadequate for very low level
moving coils, and the sound
quality is compromised by lack
of valves/tubes compared with
the SP-9. It is expected to rise in
price due to the strengthened
US Dollar, and it will be in
demand — so listen to one soon.
Bridging the transatlantic
amplifier gap is the Beard Audio
range: from the magnificent
C.35 and PA.35 which are so
affordable in spite of their high
quality of construction, circuitry
and finish right up to their ultim ate monoblock power
amplifiers. Remember the sonic
benefits to be gained by placing
the power amps close by the
'speakers!

tuners, amplifiers and CD Players offer astonishing value and
build quality. Yet unlike most
Japanese brands, they do not
sound hard and glassy. Yamaha
has always had a commitment
to natural sound, based on their
immense involvement in
musical instruments, musical
academies in Japan, not to
mention motor bikes and boat
engines ...

COMPACT DISCS
In June and July there were
scare stories about compact
discs corroding. These were
published in journals as reliable
as New Scientist, The Sunday
Times and The Guardian.
However, our investigations
revealed acomplex web of misinformation which we have set
down on a Music Room
Information Sheet No.15 available in return for a stamped
s.a.e! In our opinion, however,
properly cared for microgroove
LP's last decades: they do not
"wear out" as people seem to
believe. We note with interest
that CD manufacturers now
state on CD labels that owners
should exercise the same standards of care appropriate to
LP's.

CASSETTE DECKS

SECOND -HAND NEWS
Bargain of the month is the Krell
KSA-50 with matching pre- amp
PAM- 5 reduced from £4,000 to
£2,500 due to the new models.
These amplifiers carry the full
2-year guarantee, and are latest
specification perfect condition
ex-demonstration.

The Nakamichi CR range starts
from £345 and rises to the CR 7
at £ 1,500. If you don't believe
that a cassette deck can be
worth so much, then you
haven't had a dem of a CR 7. If
you do believe in Nakamichi but
your wife or bank manager hold
you back, then we suggest that
you take a close look at
Yamaha. The entire range of

Manchester is the place to be
for bargain- hunters: an SP- 10
(s/h) at £ 1,800; Counterpoint
SA20 ( xd) £ 1,990; Beard P.101
(xd) £995; Linx Pre and mono
Power amps £499; Gyrodek/RB300/PSU ( s/h) £650; Mission
PCM 4000 ( xd) £219; Denon
DCD-1500 Mk II ( xd) poa.; KEF
107 black ash, very slightly
marked ( xd) £ 1,195.

<FOR ACTION, ADVICE AND
HOME DELIVERY
WORLDWIDE PHONE

>

The Music Room
221 St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2 5QY
041-248 7221
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WALTON: Portsmouth Point 111 Symphony I
LPOISlatkin
Virgin VC 790715-2 (
49m 55s) digital ( LP:
VC 790715-1. MC: VC 790715-4)
'At last a real challenge to Previn's RCA
performance' Virgin claim for this St Augustine's Kilburn recording of Walton One - and
so it proves. Once again, an American
conductor shows the establishment athing or
two about this score ( one for which I'd
willingly swap both the Elgar symphonies!).
It could be argued that today the competition
is less fierce than it was 22 years ago, when
Previn. with a vintage LSO and fine Kingsway Hall sound, excelled the fine EMI issue
(in the same month) from Sargent. We still
await aCD transfer from RCA, but Icannot
help feeling now that it will bring disappointment - as, indeed, did the RPO/Previn
remake for Telarc. For one thing. Andrew
Keener's Virgin production proves quite Outstanding; even its . slight abrasive edge is
entirely apt to this coupling, and the impact
of brass is stunning. The resonance of the
church nicely carries over between the Sibelian final chords in the Symphony. and if the
whole is not quite as transparent as the
imagined ideal, this is surely through a
combination of factors: of ' real' acoustic, and
Walton's own dense scoring.
For some time it has been rumoured that
Slatkin's version was ' rather special', particularly in the scherzo. Yet, whilst Ibelieve his
LPO account is more satisfying than Previn
(1) - in part because the old RCA tape has a
ADAM: Giselle
ROI! OrchlBonvnge
Decca 417 505-2 (
2('Ds. 125m 49s) ( 2LPs: 417
505-1. 2MCs: 417 505-4)
Giselk is one of the ballet classics, and this
performance is as graceful and ryhthmically
precise as a great ballerina. At its hest this
recording has a shimmering warmth and
delicacy ideally complementary to its subject.
Imagined as aperformance of the ballet it is
immaculate, but, without the excitement of
the dance on stage, the overall impact is too
restrained and undramatic. Bonynge fails to
make up for the lack of one-half of the
experience by making the other half more
vivid. Reserved and elegant, the orchestra
fails to grip one for the whole two hours.
Recorded in the Henry Wood Hall with
commendably natural distancing, the sound
quality is as refined as the performance. Yet
there is a mid resonance which becomes
irksome after awhile, and lack of bite to the
sound which makes one long for alittle more
brightness and bass weight: not a disc to
down- rate for the usual reason of stridency
then, but for its over- refinement. 1B:2/11
Sue Hudson

JS BACH: Oboe Concerto in F 11 Oboe
d'amore Concerto in A/TELEMANN: Oboe
Concerto in d11 Oboe d'amore Concerto in G
Paul Goodwin (ob)IKing's Consort
Hyperion CDA 66267 (
59m 10s) digital
A winner all the way. And what ameasure of
the distance travelled by the early music
movement in a relatively short time! Paul
Goodwin's playing could hardly be bettered.
In tone, intonation, suppleness' of inflection,
clarity and variety of phrasing and articulation, his playing here is quite exemplary from
111-11 NEWS & RI IIIRI) REVIEW
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SYMPHONY NO.1 .
PORTSMOUTH POINT OVER1 URE

London Philhamionic Orchestra

glaring edit between takes halfway through.
bringing asubtle shift in both sound quality
and in tensions - in no way does it stand out
as the ' high point' of the performance.
Previn's LSO was in superlative form in 1966:
think only of the fast trills from the horns at
the end. Yet with the LPO the wispy string
figures have just as electric a bite, and this
movement, with its loping wind figures. brass
interjections, and fierce percussion bursts,
has great locomotive power. Yet the whole
fits the symphonic context even more
impressively. Never before have I felt the
finale (completed late for the commission
date) so inevitable an outcome of the rest start to finish. Given the inevitable tonal
malnutrition of the strings ( a case, I still
maintain, iii shich historical accuracy and
aesthetic truth are still at loggerheads), only
the most assiduous of musical Scrooges could
find fault with Goodwin's companions. Like
their splendid and imaginative soloist. Robert
King and the King's Consort accompany with
spirit, sensitivity and ablessed lack of dogmatic mannerism. The two Bach works here are
better-known in other forms, the F major
Concerto being areconstruction of the likely
model for the second Harpsichord Concerto
(BWV1(153). the A major likewise for the
fifth, also in A ( BWVI055). The Telemanns
are both original, and a delight to ear and
spirit al:ke. though Isuspect they'll wear less
well on repeated hearings. As to the quality
of recorded sound. Ifound It excellent, and
unobtrusive. throughout. [ A: I*1
Jeremy Siepmann

BARTOK: Blueheard's Castle
Eva Marion ( sop )/Samuel Ramey ( base
Hungarian State OrchlFischer
CBS CD 44523 (
61m 51s) digital ( LP: 44523.
MC: 40-44523)
Comparisons betwee*bis quite new recording of Bluebeard's (Ale and the reissue of
the Varady/Fischer-Dieskau version on DG
are hound to be invidious. They are as
different as chalk and cheese. Here, for
example, the performance, from singers and
orchestra alike, is infused with a sense of
doom- laden drama virtually absent from the
German recording. It is true that in certain
respects Nlarton is as unsatisfactory as
Varad was: no ,one on records has sung the
part better than Sass with Solti. Like Var-ady.
Marton tends to squall, and she has the sort
of vibrato one now thought obsolete even in

nor experienced the cumulative impact of ( i),
where paragraph engulfs paragraph. in so
resplendent a manner. From the very start.
with its swirling fragments of winds, brass,
and motoric strings, tensions never flag. And
(iii), the introverted melancholic Andante, its
textures lit as if by guttering candle ( the
opening tendril lines for wind bring the most
eloquent flute solo over silky strings, to be
echoed even more magically in the coda)
ebbs away only to bring the new promise of
the finale: heady, intoxicating fanfares whilst
strings dig in weightily. then a beautifully
judged transition here into the Allegro
proper.
In short. Slatkin creates a great unity. a
structure whose contrasts compel utter
involvement (
eg, such that those two dramatic decrescendi in the finale are just as
thrilling as the waves of orchestral sound in
ff). The Overture. placed first, offers the
most intriguing comparisons with the Symphony's scherzo; for, if the jaunty swagger of
the sailors at Portsmouth evidently sees the
world through ahazy excess of rum, that taste
has turned to bitterness in the ashen Presto.
(Incidentally. Walton's marking ' with malice'
is difficult to achieve. hut perhaps Previn's
older version was rather more sinister than
Slatkin's characterisation: it was certainly
remarkable what subtleties of detail Previn
got from his orchestra at speed.) Slatkin's
Portsmouth Point brings a special illumination, for no-one could miss his recurring hints
of Copland's Rodeo. An unqualified 1A*:1*1.
Christopher Breunig
Eastern Europe. Samuel Ramey. on the
other hand, has the measure of FischerDieskau at every point. His sense of the
drama is more developed for one thing Fischer-Dieskau never really got inside
Bluebeard's skin. or mastered the enigma at
the heart of the character. For another,
Ramey's Hungarian accent carries greater
conviction; he seems more at ease with it.
whereas it tended to get in the way of
Fischer-Dieskau's interpretation. And then
there are the orchestra and conductor. It is
perhaps a cliché to suggest that the Hungarians have amore natural feeling for Bartok's
Magyar- inflected music than the Bavarians,
but it must certainly be conceded that Adam
Fischer's flexible tempi and idiomatic direction get much closer to the composer's
intentions than Sawallisch ever did - and
pretty close to Kertesz's classic model Ito be
reissued]. As to the recording. it is another of
CBS's joint ventures with Hungaroton. a
partnership that has already produced some
estimable recordings. and here once again the
collaboration has paid dividends in its sensitivity to Bartok's subtle scoring, achieving
good internal balance and afar more realistic
relationship between voices and instruments
than DG managed to contrive. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett

BARTOK: Bluebeard's Castle
Julia Varady (sop)IDieirich Fischer-Dieskau
(bar) Bavarian Slate OrchlSawallisch
DG 423 236-2 (
58m 20s) C) 1979
This happens to be my first encounter with
this version of Bartok's chilling but strangely
compelling opera. Inote that the recording
received a poor press on its release here,
largely on account of what was conceived as a
lack of balance, which forced the singers
89
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CLASSICAL
(real-life husband and wife) into exaggerated
prominence while condemning the subtle
accompaniment to comparative obscurity.
Listening to the mid-priced CD reissue I
cannot wholly subscribe to these strictures.
The spoken prologue is omitted, as it often is
in recordings, and though Iam no expert in
Hungarian, Fischer-Dieskau's brave attempt
sounds less than euphonious at times, and
something of a hindrance. The balance certainly favours the voices, and with voices as
powerful as these ( Varady occasionally
sounds coarse-grained) the effect is unsettling. But the chief drawback is the quite
serious lack of dramatic impact. There are
attractive details which Sawallisch tends to
dwell on at the expense of more important
elements of the score. In fact, his predominantly lyrical approach suggests that he is not
altogether in sympathy with Bartok's powerfully expressed disenchantment, and his
direction has amuch less idiomatic feel than
Fischer's new CBS recording, to say nothing
of Kertesz's classic Decca version, which
remains the benchmark by which subsequent
recordings tend to be judged. IA/B:2/3I
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5 & 8
North German Radio SOI Wand
EMI CDC 749 1382 (
58m 26s) digital
Familiar music, beautifully played. The
famous Fifth, indeed, is so familiar that
conductors often bend over backwards to try
and inject new life into it. The problem is a
serious one: how to make the work sound to
post-Straussian ears as genuinely shocking,
revolutionary, and exhilarating as it did when
it was first heard. Some (Carlos Kleiber, for
instance) succeed, without recourse to crude
shock tactics; others manage only to superimpose their own signatures on Beethoven's,
telling us more about themselves than about
the work. Then there are those who are
prepared to trust the composer and take the
score at face value, realising that the value of
the work itself far transcends the novelty and
topicality which it inevitably had in its youth.
Günter Wand is one of those; though it could
fairly be argued. Isuppose, that he carries
discretion too far, ironing out some of Beethoven's more aggressive gestures (the dynamic
extremes, the punching sforzandos etc), with
results which render the music unacceptably
tame.
In the Eighth Symphony, on the other
hand, where so many of his colleagues err on
the side of blandness, he gives a reading of
impressive vigour, all the more effective for
the masterly control which lies behind it. The
orchestra responds splendidly, on the whole
(though the wind section suffers a few nearmisses in the way of tone and intonation) and
the engineers have given both performances
an aural perspective well suited to their
character: nowhere sensational, yet with just
enough concert hall ambience to remind us of
the very public nature of the music. In sum,
then, a thoroughly attractive record, replete
with exemplary musicianship, but lacking that
extra edge which lifts the best performances
from the very good to the great. 1A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concertos 1-5
Steven Lubin (fpno)/AAM/Hogwood
OiseauLyre 421 408-2 (
3CDs, 165m 28s)
(3LPs: 421 408-1, 3MCs: 421 408-4)
Oiseau Lyre's integral recording of the
Beethoven Piano Concertos on period-style
instruments, neatly packaged on three discs,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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has arrived, and is welcome, though not
without reservations. The soloist is Steven
Lubin, asolidly thoughtful pianist rather than
an exuberant, spontaneous one, which may
mean that, although the public concerts
associated with the recording sessions were
disappointing on that count, his performances do stand a fair chance of bearing
repetition. Having said that, there are occasions when a touch more self-indulgence
might not have gone amiss; for example in
the slow movement of the Fourth Concerto.
The last three Concertos come across most
convincingly, thanks in part to the two
instruments that Lubin plays — areproduction
by Christopher Clarke of aJohann Fritz from
around 1818 for No. 3, and Rodney Regier's
version of aConrad Graf of 1824, revoiced to
make a brighter treble sound in the last
Concerto, for 4 and 5. Lubin exploits to the
full their force and their tonal variety, though
it does seem that the recording offers him a
degree of help. Noises from actions, in
combination with ambience ( an unmistakeable airy hiss) give a hint that some closemiking techniques have been used, and one
cannot help thinking that if this was necessary
then the string playing was simply too forceful. But the recording's greatest asset is that it
captures beautifully the subtlety of each of
the four fortepianos, their penetrating bass
ranges and exquisite, silvery trebles — particularly those of the earlier two, emphasising
what we have lost in the process of evolution.
1have no complaints about the attack of
the sound, nor any against the atmospherically biting brass and surely coloured woodwinds. Christopher Hogwood chooses some
effective speeds, always maintaining momentum but never accelerating the faster movements to the point where all they do is exhibit
virtuosity.
A valuable set, then, for all its faults — and
one of those, unless Iam mistaken, is what
seems to be an awkward edit at the beginning
of the ' Emperor', where a resonance which
should have been carried over the join is
mysteriously clipped. [
A/B:I/2]
Stephen Pettitt

cially in the Kuhlau) as Pascal Rogé has led
us to expect. He and Alain Marion form a
splendid partnership. [
A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in e, Op.59:2
D in C, Op.59:3
Lindsay Qt
ASV CD DCA 554 (
71m Ils) digital C) 1984
If you can get past the first few minutes of
both these Razumovsky Quartets, with their
moments of sour intonation and scrappy
co-ordination, you will find the Lindsays
warming to their task and delivering the same
kind of studied, perceptive performances that
have so often brought them well-deserved
acclaim. The lucidity of their musical argument stems from an exhaustive knowledge of
each work's organic structure and growth;
there is no empty rhetoric here, no emotional
wilfulness, only a desire to provide the best
possible platform from which to allow this
music to speak for itself. Their immaculate
articulation and co-ordination in the descending spiral of semiquavers in the development
of 2(i), and for the string of fugal quavers in
the Finale of 3, are thrilling; the Adagio of 2,
with its beautifully sustained minim melody
with ' ticking' accompaniment, and the intuitive balance of chords, is hypnotic. But
perhaps better still is a consistently welljudged weighting of the accents and emphases that give this music breadth and shape,
an on-going ebb and flow of dynamics that
imbue it with life and vitality — this surely,
when coupled with such a well-balanced
recording, is what brings such a sense of
spontaneity, and allows these performances
to communicate so readily. [
A/B:1*/1]
Barbara Jahn
BERLIOZ: Harold in Italy D Overtures — Rob
Roy D Le Corsaire
Pinchas Zukerman ( vIa)1Montréal SOIDutoit
Decca 421 193-2 (
66m 18s) digital ( LP: 421
193- l , MC: 421 193-4)

The best thing about this sixth CD Harold is
Zukerman's contribution. His intimately
expressive version of Byron's melancholic
wanderer was first heard on aCBS recording
with Barenboim, made under the present
producer Paul Myers, and if you can live with
his gapingly wide vibrato, you'll surely love
his style. However, while the Montréal
A pleasing record in every way: lovely music,
orchestra rises to the soloist's challenge with
fine playing, clean and faithful recording.
instrumental aplomb, Dutoit's somewhat
Initially — and the Schubert comes first — I laid-back manner fails to provide an adequate
thought the flautist was rather breathy, with
range of rhythmic and dynamic inflections to
offset the violist's introspective musings. The
an over-strong vibrato. My ear soon accusgentle middle movements are fine, but the
tomed itself to the close recording and intiwork's brooding opening is almost unmanmate placement, and the liveliness and spirit
of both players comes over with charm and a ageably slow, with ( i) as a whole lasting
sense of joy. The Beethoven — an unconvincnearly 2m longer than on the Davis/I mai
ing attribution for an interesting and quite
version. Also, although ( iv) is handled with
extensive work, probably dating from around
technical assurance, Ifelt an urge to raise the
1790 but not published till 1906 — makes a volume level here, and would have preferred
welcome reappearance in the lists with its
more fire and fury in this ' Brigands' Orgy'.
Polonaise in second place, and lively closing
But for sheer polish this performance is
Theme and Variations. Friedrich Kuhlau
excellent, while the two fillers are convinwrote extensively for the flute, idiomatically
cingly managed.
too on the evidence of this tine, big sonata —
It was a good idea to include Rob Roy,
published about the time of Beethoven's since substantial chunks of this rarely heard
death. The Schubert Introduction and Varia'Scottish' overture turn up in Harold and
tions, which dates from three years earlier
invite comparison; it is also the first CD
than the Kuhlau, is by comparison with the
recording to join the splendid Gibson/SNO
other pieces reasonably familiar — though it
version on CHAN 8316. The Corsaire was
can still surprise. These are big, full-blooded
recorded in 1984 at the same time as Dutoit's
performances, lyrical and delicate too in
Fantastic Symphony, but all three works here
more introspective moments. The piano tone
enjoy the spaciously reverberant St Eustache
is inclined to be rather shallow, though the
acoustic. The orchestra is slightly recessed in
playing is as expressive and brilliant (espeHarold, with the violist further forward —
BEETHOVEN: Flute Sonata in BlIKUHLAU:
Grande Sonate Concertante in a/
SCHUBERT: Introduction and Variations on
`Trockne Blumen'
Alain Marion (fte)IPascal Rogé (pno)
Denon 33C0-2046 (
69m 37s) digital
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though not obtrusively so — and Idid sense a
fractionally cleaner, more open texture in
The corsaire. But there are extreme subtleties within Decca's generally fine overall
sound. [ A:2/1*I
John Crabbe

part of his rhythmic sophistication) proves
fatal. And where are those subtle nuances of
tone and phrase which betray the composer
as one of the greatest of songwriters? Douglas
is too musical and accomplished a player to
neglect them for long. I suspect. In the
meantime. 1wait in hope. IA:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann

BRAHMS: Symphony 2 D Tragic Overture
Royal Liverpool POIJanowski
ASV CD DCA 547 (
58m (lls) digital C) 1986

BRAHMS:
Violin
Concerto/
TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto
David Oisirakh ( vh)lStaatskapelle Dresden!
Konwiischny
DG 423 399-2 (
74m 59s) €11 C) 1954
Oistrakh recorded the Brahms Concerto at
least four times. This, so far as Ican tell, was
his second, and it remains a classic. Poise,
composure, tonal smoothness, refinement
(especially in the instrument's lower voices)
and an unwavering sensitivity to detail all
make for a particularly memorable reading.
Oistrakh's phrasing acknowledges the full
value of every note; his awareness of the
orchestra's role and his sense of structure
constantly reflect Brahms's intentions. Konwitschny directs a warm, solid accompaniment and the sound ( originating from VEB
tapes) spotlights the soloist without obscuring
the orchestra's mellow tone.
The Tchaikovsky is lovingly done: com92

BRAHMS: Piano Trio in c, Op.101 /
DVORAK: Piano Trio in f, Op.65
Trio Fonienav
Teldec 8.43921 (
63m 08s) digital ( LP:
6.43921, MC: 4.43921)

parisons with Heifetz, Milstein. Hubermann.
and other older fiddlers, reveal Oistrakh as
the work's most caressing interpreter, a
quiet- voiced virtuoso who explores every
nook and cranny in this supremely accomplished score. Again, the orchestra follows
suit with some responsive tutti, although here
some readers might prefer a more overtly
dramatic account of the orchestral score. This
is indeed a feast of great playing and the
sound ( c.1954) is good enough to satisfy most
non-specialists. [
H(B/C):11
Robert Cowan

BRAHMS: Piano Quintet in 1, Op.34
Ballade, Op.10:4 D 3Fantasies, Op.116: 3,4,
& 7
Barry Douglas (pito)1Tokvo
RCA RD 86673 (
61m 21) digital ( LP: RL
86673, MC: RK 86673)
This high- voltage performance of the Fminor Quintet packs atremendous punch. In
terms of sonority alone, it's aremarkable and
exciting experience, but it has alot else going
for it besides, not least a terrific rhythmic
drive and a susteotibility to controlled
accelerando, most notably in the finale.
which some may find disconcerting, even
annoying: but which will have more listeners.
Iexpect. on the edge of their seats. Douglas
isn't, perhaps. the ideal partner for the
splendid Tokyo Quartet. particularly in his
approach to rhythm, which is considerably
more angular than theirs, and in the generally
steely brilliance of his sound. but for me their
very differences add to the cumulative tension of the performance as awhole. The only
serious casualty is the ineffably tender slov'*'
movement, in which you might he forgiven
for thinking, that Douglas had not yet discovered the expressive extensions of the afterheat. So heavy is his tread on the second of
the many poignantly slurred quavers that
they're almost pressed into service as
upbeats. Nor does he seem often to share his
partners' sensitivity to the long-spun cantabile of more extended phrases. Too frequently. where the strings eloquently bind
together four— and even eight- note groups in
asingle rhythmic gesture, bouglas chops up
the line with angular and inexorably symmetrical subdivisions of 2 + 2or 4 + 4. Nor does
he often begin to match the expressive
resources of the quartet's multi- hued tonal
palette ( admittedly a difficult thing for a
pianist to manage at the best of times, but
still).
Not, then. an ideal performance. perhaps,
but a deeply stirring- one, with moments of
extraordinary tenderness, despite present
cavils. The solo pieces. to my ears, fare less
well. Here. Douglas's propensity to metrical
symmetry ( in music by a composer whose
flirtations with asymmetry are an ewential

These two great works go well together. The
first movement of Brahms's 1886 piece is
extraordinarily concentrated, much being
developed from little, and is both vigorous
and romantic. This performance matches it
perceptively, although the keyboard part.
which admittedly is very full- textured, sometimes dominates too much, making the
strings sound less decisive. The finale mixes
stormy with lyrical passages and is less of a
problem. as are the inner movements.
Unusually, the scherzo comes second and, as
Tovey memorably said, it ' hurries by like a
frightened child'. The Fontenay reading is
suitably restrained.
Dvorak's Op.65, dating from 1883. brings
symphonic form into chamber music just as
unequivocally as the Brahms piece does. It is
almost twice as long, yet nearly as concentrated. Many features invite comment, such
as the way in the opening Allegro ma non
troppo further tensions are generated by the
recapitulation even after the development has
run its course. This work's depth of feeling is
plain, the music being most thoughtfully
worked out: it represented a considerable
advance for Dvorak. The Fontenay team, or
the recording. achieve a more convincing
balance in it, partly because the strings do not
have such adense piano part to contend with.
Dvorak anticipated Brahms in placing his
scherzo second, and this performance nicely
points the cross- rhythms here. A touching
account is also given of the Poco adagio.
[A:1]
Max Harrison

BRAHMS: Cello Sonata in e, Op.38 U Cello
Sonata in F,
Raphael Wallfisch ( vlc)IPeier Wallfisch (pito)
Chandos CHAN 8615 (
55m 54s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1304, MC: ABTD 1304)
Brahms's Cello Sonatas were written at very
different stages in his development and show
quite different sides of his musical personality. The grim E- minor ( 1862-5). the first
instrumental duo he published, has always
been rated a demanding work for both
performers and listeners, but the Wallfisches
(son and father respectively) make an excellent case for it. the cellist in particular
producing exactly the right austere tone.
Chandos's recording generally balances the
two instruments very well, this being no easy
matter, as the musical interest is often shared
equally by cello and piano but at other points
shifts between them with considerable subtlety.
I would question the cello's prominence
during some keyboard- led passages in the full
and developed Allegro passim:am that takes
the place of ascherzo in the F major Sonata,
but the most difficult recording assignment,
the E- minor's finale, comes off with remarkable clarity. This is astrict fugue with a free
middle section and da capo: an extraordinarily tricky thing to write for this medium,
even if one is Brahms. Op.38 has no slow
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David Oistrakh

Two things conspired to prevent me from
enjoying this transfer as much as I'd have
liked. One was a lack of overall variety
(contrasts of colour, articulation, metrical
accentuation, and so on), the other was what
Ican only describe as a kind of rhythmical
heavy-handedness. Too many bars ( and
beyond that, phrases) are encumbered, it
seems to me, with more beats than they can
hear and still keep moving. Especially notable is a tendency to accentuate the second
beat in triple metre, particularly when the
note- pattern is amordant- like prolonging of a
single melodic event ( c-b-b=c, in short). The
result is aclassic case of not seeing the wood
for the trees. An early, and sometimes fatal
casualty is the momentum required by the
goal-oriented nature of the sonata ( and by
extension, the symphonic) idea itself. Nor are
these unwarranted accents applied only to the
melody. Brahms's naturally thick orchestral
textures ( achallenge to every conductor) are
hardly illuminated by allowing equal accentuation in all parts. The dynamic nature of his
counterpoint ( and quasi-counterpoint) and
his propensity to hidden cross- rhythms are
repeatedly obscured here by an apparent
inattention to the natural integrity of melodic
life. If conductor or players were to detach
any of these interweaving lines from their
larger context and sing them at face value, so
to speak, the result would almost certainly be
suppler, better structured and more purposefully directed.
That said, this is by no means a bad
performance. The broad sweep of the Symphony's opening movement is well conveyed,
as is the tenderness of the Adagio. Indeed the
prevailing mood of all the movements is
nicely caught, and the playing is both committed and generous, if at times rather
monochrone. Still, with rival versions in the
catalogue from Karajan, Solti, Walter,
Wand. Giulini and Bernstein ( to name only a
few), the competition is fierce. The quality of
recording. like that of the performance. is
acceptable but in no way revelatory, leaving
one with asomewhat heavy impression which
is by no means entirely the composer's fault.
[B:31
Jeremy Siepmann

CLASSICAL
movement, unless the initial Allegro non
troppo may be said to serve as one. Certainly
it is taken most deliberately by the Wallfisches, although this is justified, as is their
measured pace for the final Allegro moho of
Op.99. The latter is a sunnier and more
communicative work, making a far more
extensive use of both instruments' resources.
It is entirely apt that Raphael Wallfisch
should play with a conspicuously warmer
tone here. [
A:II
Max Harrison
BRITTEN: Cello Sonata C,3 Cello Suite I
Alexander Baillie ( 1.10 IIan Brown (pno)
Etcetera KTC 2006-1 ( 48m 12s)
BRITTEN: Cello Suites 2&3
Alexander Baillie (v/c)
Etcetera KTC 2006-2 (
50m 30s)
These two excellent discs take care marvellously of Britten's works for solo cello, and
for cello and piano. Interestingly enough,
these pieces were composed within adecade
— the Sonata comes from 1961, the Suites
from 1964, 1967 and 1971. Their source of
inspiration was, of course, Mstislav Rostropovich, who also provided the stimulus for

the Cello Symphony within that same period.
The music is both eloquent, as befits the solo
instrument, and unfailingly sophisticated in
struture; this is no mere updating of Bach's
solo cello writing, despite the obvious inspiration that comes from that quarter, but rather
an individual's exploration of the possibilities
inherent in the contemporary cello. Sometimes the music can be obtuse, yet the
overriding impression is of deep emotional
involvement even where Britten objectively,
pays homage to classical forms.
That is helped by Alexander Baillie's
superlative playing on both discs. Technical
challenges do not worry him: he phrases with
breadth, communicates with an intensity that
refused to let up for an instant, and seems to
possess the most minute control over the
astonishing range of timbres he is able to
produce. Ian Brown, meanwhile, proves
again what an aristocrat of achamber musician he is in the Sonata, while the recording
quality is well up to Etcetera's standards.
[A:11
Stephen Pettitt
CHOPIN: Ballades 1-4 III Barcarolle, Op.60
III Fantasy, Op.49
Jorge Bolet (pno)
Decca 417 651-2 (
61m 07s) digital ( LP: 417
651-1, MC: 417 651-4)
These six pieces form astringently searching
test of apianist's capacities in interpretation
and very many aspects of technique, and
Bolet triumphs in all departments. His performances can take their place beside classic
recordings of this repertoire by Ashkenazy,
Rubinstein and others. However, they are the
sort of perfectly achieved and satisfying
interpretations that do not leave one with a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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lot to say. It would be easy to point out many
of the beauties of these readings, such as the
limpid Andantino opening of Ballade 2, and
even to express an occasional reservation,
such as that the opening of Ballade 3is rather
leisurely for something marked Allegretto.
But such points appear very small in comparison with the effect of this recital as awhole.
In fact Ballades 3and 4are superb in their
final climaxes and resolutions. A particular
attraction of Bolet's account of the latter is
that, unlike many pianists, he does not take
the final couple of pages at break-neck speed.
The Barcarolle, greatest of Chopin's nocturnes, receives an interestine performance,
not exactly understated but, like the coda of
Ballade 4, more restrained than most. And as
in the Ballades, the Barcarolle glows with
exquisite nuances, every note being shown to
be an essential part of the whole. The Fantasy
is here more overtly passionate, its many
elements integrated into a single broad and
very powerful statement. IA:1] Max Harrison

accompaniments from Robin Bowman is
mirrored in his poised reading of the pianosolo Prelude to the cycle. To my mind, the
finest music on this disc is to be found in the
Three Songs from The Unicorns', written
between 1967 and 1982 to words by John
Heath-Stubbs. The songs are extracted from
asuite written for Solna Brass and Elisabeth
Sifederstriim, though the piano part has been
specially ( and rather brilliantly) done for this
recording, using the extended bass of the
Büsendorfer Imperial piano.very effectively
in the final song, `The Ballad of St Brendan'.
Marilyn Hill Smith has just the right blend of
power and sweetness to bring out the beauties
of these pieces, and Idoubt that Dickinson
himself could be bettered in his atmospheric
performance of the piano part.
All the recordings are clear, well balanced,
and sensibly positioned, with only the occasional added resonance making this listener
aware that a mike was intervening between
performer and ears. [A:1*/11 Doug Hammond
•

DEBUSSY: La Mer CI Nocturnes
Philharmonia & ChlGiulini
EMI CDM 769 1842 (
51m 54s) ® 1963
1962 Kingsway Hall recordings ( under Legge)
which have long been held in high regard —
yet which have disappointed me. It's the
bloated character of ` Sirènes' which principally lets the coupling down: this is, Ithink,
only partly aquestion of digital re- mastering
(the whole disc has arather 'inflated' quality).
When you look into the timings, you see
Giulini is quicker than Sir Colin Davis, or
Tilson-Thomas — by more than aminute. Yet
those conductors better convey the marking
`Modérément animé' where Giulini sounds
very po-faced indeed.
This La Mer is generally held to be better
than the Los Angeles/DG remake, but Iwas
never made to feel transported beyond
appreciation of afine rendition of an impressionistic masterpiece to the sea itself. The two
alternatives Ihave mentioned above are at
full price; at mid-price this CD now has the
first BPO/Karajan La Mer to contend with,
albeit quite differently coupled. [
B/C:2/3]
Frances Handford
DICKINSON: Song cycles
Marilyn Hill Smith (sop)IMeriel Dickinson
(m-sop)IMartyn Hill (ten)/Henry Herford
(bar), Peter Dickinson, Robin Bowman
(pnos)
Conifer CDCF 154 (50m 50s) digital
Song has formed an important part of Peter
Dickinson's output as a composer, so it is
appropriate that Conifer should devote a
complete issue to that form, concentrating on
his song cycles. The singleton here, the
setting of Auden's Let the Florid Music
Praise, was first performed in 1963 by Roger
Norrington and the composer, but here
receives a typically powerful and convincing
reading from Martyn Hill and Dickinson. It
forms an appropriate aperitif to the Four WH
Auden Songs of 1956, and the Three Comic
Songs of 1960-72, also to words by Auden.
Hill is similarly astute in his rendition of the
latter, and Meriel Dickinson, despite some
moments of loose intonation, carries the
listener along in the former with admirable
characterisation. She seeins, if anything,
though, more at home in the ee cummings
cycle, written for her in 1964-65 ( revised
1970). The five songs of A Dylan Thomas
Song Cycle (1959) are splendidly done by
Henry Herford, with a fine balance of
strength and subtlety, and the precision of the

DONIZETTI: Il Campanello
Baltsal DaralCasonil RomerolGaifal Vienna
State Op ChIVSOIBertini
CBS MK 38450 (
55m 58s) C) 1983
This is a buoyant reading of asizzling work,
newly transferred to Compact Disc from a
recording that first appeared in 1983. Il
Campanello is a delightful one-act comedy,
first performed in Naples in 1836, and blessed
with a totally inconsequential plot involving
one not terribly sinister fiend's plan to ruin
the wedding night of his one-time rival suitor.
Its cast is conveniently small, and the quality
of those singing here is extremely good.
Agnes Baltsa is radiant as Serafina, the bride,
while her ageing, increasingly frustrated husband, Don Annibale Pistacchio — a forever
grumbling apothecary — is played with brilliant comic timing by Enzo Dara. The rival
Enrico who plagues him throughout the
night, adopting ahilariously unlikely range of
disguises in the process, is Angel Romero,
while the cast is completed with Carlo Gaifa's
Spiridione, Pistacchio's supportive figure,
and Biancamaria Casoni's Madama Rosa,
that of Serafina. Beauty of sound from chorus
and orchestra alike, and a sure sense of
pacing from Gary Bertini, make this issue a
delight. IA:1]
Stephen Pettitt
ELGAR: Choral Songs
Jeremy Ballard, Robin Thurlby (vIns)IKeith
Swallow (pno)IWorcester Cath Ch/Donald
Hunt Singers/Hunt
Hyperion CDA 66271/2 ( 2CDs, 122m 20s)
digital ( 2LPs: A66271/2)
Elgar's mastery of vocal writing is fascinatingly displayed in this collection of almost all
of his choral songs. Two choirs are employed,
producing the sort of tone-qualities you
would expect from their background and
composition, and the 34 items are divided
almost equally between them, though they
join together for the final Go, song of mine.
The approach of each ensemble is very
different, but Donald Hunt, conducting both,
expects a similar degree of control over
dynamic shading and enunciation from them,
and this provides some unity to the disparate
performances.
Both choirs provide moments of full, rich
chording that are ajoy to hear, and both have
instances of slack intonation, and ensemble
that is almost there, but not quite. The result,
then, is patchy, ranging from the queasy
flattening of upper lines in 0 happy eyes and
the general rawness of Go, song of mine, to
93
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moving and generally well pitched accounts
of How calmly the evening and My lore dwelt
in anorthern land. The items for trebles with
violins and piano, The Snow, A Christmas
Greeting, and Fly, singing bird, fly, suffer
from a recording that allows the violins to
dominate and, quite often, overpower the
voices. The resonance surrounding the piano
renders it relatively ineffective here, though
it seems a little less soupy in the pieces for
boys and piano, The Rapid Stream, When
swallows fly, and The Woodland Stream.
Overall, though, I think listeners will be
primarily intrigued by the diversity of styles
and means of expression that Elgar employs
in these works, and in the high quality of a
good many of them. The performances allow
these features to be clearly heard, and this is
furthered by recordings that cleanly capture
the qualities, and acoustic problems, of the
Worcester Cathedral Chapter House venue.
The tendency of both choirs to emphasize
sibilants is overdone by the miking. and
occasionally this leads to sections where the
click and hiss of consonants become the main
feature of the sound. •Nevertheless, there is
much to dip into and savour there and this set
has the benefit of ( almost) completeness.
[A/B:1/2/3]
Doug Hammond
GESUALDO: Tenebrae Responsories
Holy Saturday CI 4 Marian Motets
Tullis ScholarsIPhillips
Gimell CDG1M 015 (
52m 07s)

for

Another fine release and — one keeps on
having to say it — possibly the best issue yet
from Peter Phillips and the TaIlls Scholars. It
combines two rather different sides of
Gesualdo's art. The Holy Saturday Tenebrae
Responsories are deeply expressive of inner
emotions, eccentric to our ears only because
the composer seeks, within what is actually a
fairly conservative idiom, to explore all the
emotive possibilities within, and outside, the
harmonic conventions of the time. Melodic
expression is also vividly illustrative. but what
comes across most strongly in this reading is
that Gesualdo meant it from the heart.
Then there are the four Marian motets,
Ave, dulcissima Maria. ¡'recibas el meritis,
Are regina cyclonal! and Maria. Mater gratiac. These also contain their fair share of
harmonic adventures but, because they are
devotional pieces. stray less wilfully from
smoothened paths. The Tallis Scholars sing
with their usual exactitude of pitch and
beautiful blend of voices, adding all necessary
ardency. and pacing each verse with the
touch of the master- performers they have
become. Add to that an exemplary recording
(made in the velvety but not too resonant
acoustic of Salle Parish Church. Norfolk) and
this becomes yet another indispensable addition to the shelves for anyone remotely
interested in renaissance polyphony. Those
ranks, happily. are swelling. 1A:1*1
Stephen Pettitt

HANDEL: Solomon — Arrival of the Queen of
Sheba D Handel at Bath ( arr. Bennett) D The
Gods go a- begging ( arr. Beecham) I: The
Faithful Shepherd Suite ( arr. Beecham)
RPOIMenuhin
RPO CD RPO 8010 (
63m 06s) ( LP: RPO
8010, MC: ZC RPO 8010)
Handel ' lollipops', chosen for their grace and
charm, and paying little real heed to anything
that Handel himself might have expected to
hear. Iprefer the honesty of such arrangements to attempts to compromise. by playing
Handel's music less comfortably on today's
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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instruments ( which is much more commonly
done). And of all orchestras the RPO are the
littest to play these arrangements.
The orchestra sounds exactly right — Icould
almost sense the RPO in the room — yet the
recording does little to highlight the differences between the various styles of treatment, which could have been managed quite
easily. It all sounds rather the same. The
strange thing is that the musicians sound
slightly apologetic and even hesitant in some
way; as though they felt they might be
criticised by some kind of ' purist' for being
'out of style'. This is a pity. Handel, who
quite happily borrowed his themes and techniques from a very wide range of sources,
would surely want the Beecham versions of
his music to be played with emphatic swagger
and zest. An interesting recording, which fills
a gap in the catalogue, if rather ' apologetically'. [
13:2]
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Music for the Royal Fireworks III
Concerto for Oboe and Strings in g D
Overtures — Acis and Galatea E Alexander's
Feast
Robin Miller ( ob)ISCOIAlexander Gibson
ASV DCA 521 ( 40m 57s) C) 1983
This recording. which Igreeted enthusiastically for its refined playing on its lirst appearance on LP. has been effectively transferred
to CD, where it now ranks as one of my
favourite Handel items. It's all so very cleanly
played and naturally recorded, so sensitively
managed in colour. Speeds strike me as ideal,
the oboe soloist plays exquisitely and the
documentation is again among the best of any
of my Handel recordings. IA*:1/1
Stephen Daw
HANDEL: Water Music ( Suites in F, D & G)
ECO/George Malcolm
ASV CD DCA 520 (
51m 32s)
1983

g

These are interesting and enjoyable accounts
of the three familiar Suites. but they have
little that is special to commend them. The
recording is of a good standing in focus,
clarity and breadth; although Ishould have
thought that a more intimate style for the
so-called indoor' G major Suite would have
been an imaginative touch. Perhaps there
could have been more of a sense of ' the
outdoors' elsewhere.
The performances seem to me to lack the
zest of Eliot Gardiner's splerdid disc for
Erato or the imaginative touches that refresh
the soul in Jane Glover's account with the
London Mozart Players on Cirrus. [
6:21
Stephen Daw
HAYDN: Symphony 96 in D E Sinfonia
Concertante in B
COEIAbbado
DG 423 105-2 (
42m 55s) digital
A happy coupling, even if the total playing
time is rather short. 96 remains just as much a
'Miracle' as it seemed before the nickname
was proved to refer to another symphony — a
marvellous blending of high spirits and sobriety, delicate detail and proudly ringing tuttis.
It receives an appreciatively fresh- toned performance here, with rich orchestral timbres
and clear textures. Is there something slightly
indulgent about thé pulse in the Trio? The
oboe phrases so affectingly that criticism falls
silent.
In the Concertante, recorded in the main
hall of the Konzerthaus, rather large for this
music, the very good team of soloists is

prominently placed, yet not artificially highlighted. They deserve to be named: Marieke
Blankenstijn ( violin), William Conway
(cello), Douglas Boyd ( oboe), and Matthew
Wilkie ( bassoon), for they are as keen and
perceptive ateam as Ihave heard for a long
time. Claudio Abbado allows them their
head, and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe
accompanies with tact and enthusiasm,
though in a hall as resonant as this, a
marginally slower tempo for the finale would
have allowed greater clarity in the tuttis.
IA/Bill
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Die Schhpfung
Marshall1PopplColelHowell1WeiklIBavarian
RSO & ChlKubelik
Orfeo C 150 852 (
2CDs, I12m 35s) digital
(2LPs: S 150 852)
The sessions were held as long ago as June
1984 ( Herkules-Saal. Munich), and the LPs
have been available in Germany for quite
three years, but this CD box marks the first
release of Kubelik's performance of The
Creation in the UK. The wait is not obviously
worthwhile, for there is little sense here of the
wonder and excitement that interpreters of
Haydn's score ought to convey. Tempi tend
to he rather slow, even ponderous ( for
instance the wonderful accompanied recit ' In
vollem Glanzel or faster than one would
expect ( the Moderato •
Auf starkem Fittiche'). The big choruses, however, go well,
with firm gait and clear projection of the
often complex textures. Much of the woodwind detail is exemplary. and phrases come
through that are often blurred. The recitatives are rather heavy, with a fussy harpsichord realization, and too few appoggiaturas. The finest of the soloists is Margaret
Marshall, whose Gabriel — radiant and clean
—gives much pleasure; Lucia Popp is at times
tremulous as Eve, though also moving. Vinson Cole ( Uriel) sings out boldly in much of
his music, yet he almost croons the recit. that
opens Part III. Neither Gwynne Howell
(Raphael) nor Bernd Weikl ( Adam) is much
more than adequate. the one strained by
higher- lying phrases and runs, the other abit
stolid, unimaginative (• Komm, folge mir
...'). The recording is very clear, easily
accommodating a wide dynamic range and
presenting an attractive balance, and the
booklet is useful — even if the English
translation differs from the familiar version.
[A:21
Peter Branscombe

HOWELLS: The St Paul's Service, and other
Cathedral music
Christopher Dearnley (oreSt Paul's Cath
Ch/Scott
Hyperion CDA 66260 (
61m 50s) digital
St Paul's is not the easiest of recording venues
to handle, with alength of reverberation that
could obscure the most spaciously cast of
details. Here, though. Hyperion have managed the problem in an exemplary manner,
maintaining all the vocal detail whilst also
producing a fine sense of the setting; at
pauses in the music the sound may be heard
ringing on. and on. yet elsewhere the distinct
lines all emerge unsullied. The organ is not
afforded quite the same degree of clarity —
doubt that this would he possible — but it
sounds splendidly realistic. This collection of
Howells's church music is well suited to such
treatment. It ranges from the fairly traditional- sounding Te Deum and Jubilate, written in 1944 for the choir of King's College,
Cambridge. to the searing elegy for JF
Kennedy, Take him, earth. for chéris/ling, a
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CLASSIC/
work that has more than superficial links with
the Hynintis Paradisi. The Magnificat and
Nunc dimittis were written for St Paul's
Cathedral choir in 1951 and are, therefore.
especially suited to the setting. The economically written Like as the Hart Desireth the

it is interesting to note that his approach to
the music has not changed materially. His
interpretation is very different from that of
Jet Wiling's. the only other CD recording I
have so far encountered. Compared with the
Dutch pianist's cool objectivity Kvapil is
decidedly emotive. It can be argued that his is
a more idiomatic interpretation than hers,
but beside Firkusny's classic DG recording
and Palenicek's poetic version of the first set
on Supraphon. it sounds wilful. The Smetana
pieces suit him better, but again. Novotny's
more controlled but equally bravura interpretations on Supraphon offer serious competition. The piano tone is over- resonant in
Calliope's recording. but not impossibly so.
1A/11:21
Kenneth Dommett

MAHLER: Symphony 9 11 Symphony 10 —
Adagio
VPOIAbbado
DG 423 564-2 (
2CDs, 104m 48s) digital
(2LPs: 423 564-1, 2MCs: 423 564-4)
Its back to had old habits. I'm afraid: aseat
on the conductor's podium with every last
strand of orchestral texture seemingly at no
more than an arm's length away. Under the
Waterbrooks (1941). and the cktrker Behold,
ruthless scrutiny of DG's microphones. all
0 God Our Defender (1952) complete the
sense of orchestral perspective ceases to
works with choir, but two organ pieces of
exist; the big climaxes, far from opening out
at points of release, close in on us ( witness
1940, judiciously placed and idiomaticaly
performed by Christopher Dearnley. Organthe first movement's momentous self-destrucist and Choirmaster of St Paul's, are included
tion), and individual sonorities are rendered
for good measure: Master Tallis's Testament,
coarse and overblown: the first- desk cellos.
and De profundis clama ri ad te. Domine.
for instance, sound almost synthetic, under
Throughout. the choir sings well and, though
the pressure.
the readings do not always reach the most
None of which does Abbado any favours.
He is quite capable. as we see here. time and
profound levels of meaning contained in
some of these works, the performances as a time again, of pointing up Mahler's sonic
whole give a fine overview of Howells's
extremes, of laying bare the nighmarish
apparitions ( and Ithought Bernstein's first
abilities in this field. [
A: 1/21 Doug Hammond
movement was uncomfortable!), without
undue intervention from the mixing desk. The
JANACEK: On an overgrown path D In the
furious contrapuntal interplay of the RondoMist D Sonata bl.x.1905'
Burleske is wonderfully athletic, the spiky
Jet Róling (pno)
woodwind voices luridly profiles ( like thé
Ottavo OTR C38607 (
73m) di ital ( LP: OTR
three wild unison clarinets shortly after the
start); ( ii). by turns lazy, and then grotesque.
38607) ( Harmonia Mundi) R 1987
in its almost manic vigour ( again, rudely
The LP was reviewed in December last year.
bucolic woodwinds and one splendidly
Jet Wiling is aDutch pianist. and her playing
uncouth entry of trombones and bass tuba), is
here is notable for its clarity of line. Compartruly the ' dance of life' turned sour. This is a
ing her version of On an overgrown path with
dangerous, uncompromising performance of
that of Kvapil on the Calliope issue released
adangerous, uncompromising work: disturbthis month, one notices the disersity of
ing to listen to. powerful enough in the final
approach, a cool objectivity rather far
analysis to transcend DG's crudely overbearing sound presentation. How Ishould like to
removed from the Czech pianist's tumultuous
involvement. Strictly speaking. 1 suppose,
have stood back from the magnificent VPO
Kvapil's is the more authentic approach; but I strings in their heartfelt hymn of valediction;
continue to find this version of the three
how much nobler they might have sounded
works ( she plays all 15 of the ' Path' series)
given a little more air in and around the
very persuasive. Good in its original format
texture; how difficult — no — impossible — it is
the CD adds a little to the sharpness of the
for the listener to register a really atmospheric pianissimo at this proximity. A great
piano image. and there is apleasant feeling of
space. rA:11
Kenneth Dommett
pity. I am bound to sas that DG served
Bernstein far better. That remains my recommendation.
JANACEK: On an overgrown path/SMEThe 10th Adagio. Ishould add, sounds a
good deal more feasible. It, too, originates
TANA: 3Salon Polkas Op.7 Ell 3Poetic Polkas
from a live performance but from two years
Op.8 CI Souvenirs of Bohemia Op.12
earlier ( 1985). in the Musikverein as opposed
Radoslav Kvapil (pno)
to the Konzerthaus. Abbado directs with a
Calliope CAL 9206 (
69m 40s) digital
full heart and his wonderful sense of line.
[C:I]
Edward Seckerson
Janacek wrote two sets of pieces to which he
gave the title ' On an overgrown path'. The
first, consisting of ten movements, has autoMANZONI: Masse ' Homage to Edgard
biographical connotations and descriptive
Varese'/SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symtitles. The second consists of five untitled
phony, Op.9
pieces, the last three being lumped together
Maurizio Pollini (pno)IBPOISitiopoli
under the sub- title ' Paralipomena'. Kvapil
DG 423 307-2 (
41m 44s) digital C) 1982
plays the first twelve but not the ' Paralipomena' for some reason. He recorded the
This coupling was Sinopoli's debut recording
entire series some years ago for Panton. and
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for DG. Masse has more to do with the mass
of science than the divine liturgy — we are told
in the album notes that the title refers to
'sonic substance'. A tribute to Varese, Masse
explores sonority and dynamic in a startling
and lively manner. The contrasting quasimelodic piano part builds a concerto- type
tension — Pollini plays with vigour.
The Schoenberg Chamber Symphony is a
close- to view of the work, with an unexpected
Straussian lilt audible from the first. But
Sinopoli fails to generate pace and excitement in the concluding fifth sub- movement.
The composer referred to the earlier themes
which are restated and developed in this
finale as ' riotous rejoicing' — and Sinopoli is a
little too circumspect. The recording translates well to CD with added security, depth
and detail. [
A:1/2]
David Prakel

MARTUCC1: La Canzone dei Ricordi EJ
Notturno Op.70/1/RESPIGHI: 11 Tramonto
Carol Madalin (sop)IECOIBonavera
Hyperion CDA 66290 ( 55m 44s)
There are signs that the gramophone is
rediscovering the music of Giuseppi Martucci
(1856-1909). We have recently had an
archival recording by Horszowski and Toscanini of his Piano Concerto, and, from another
source, arecital of some of his piano music. It
was as a composer of instrumental and
orchestral music, unique for an Italian at that
time, that Martucci established himself in the
annals of Italian music, and the Notturno
recorded here, originally a piano piece. is
representative of his romantic style. The
orchestral song- cycle. La Canzone dei
Ricordi (
Song of Remembrance), to seven
poems by Pagliara, shows Martucci as much
at home in handling the voice as many of his
contemporaries, though his vocal works are
concert rather than stage pieces. The author
of the notes, the conductor Alfredo
Bonavera, rightly draws attention to the
affinity between Martucci and Mahler — the
cycle dates from c.1886, contemporaneous
with Lieder cines fahrenden Gesellen — and at
times the similarities are remarkable, though
the two were probably unaware of one
another. Respighi, apupil of Martucci. uses a
cooler idiom, but I/ Tramonto, which exists
also in aversion for voice and string quartet.
is among his most successful essays in the
genre.
The young American soprano. aproduct of
Michingan University, is making her recording debut with this release. She has astrong
affinity with Martucci's intensely poetic and
reflective music, but seems less at home with
Respighi. The recording. otherwise admirably balanced, is in any case less kind to her
here, occasionally catching her upper notes
and giving them an unattractive edginess.
One must applaud her courage, and that of
the conductor whose debut it also is, in
launching their recording careers with such
an interesting but non- repertory programme
—and, of course, Hyperion's in sponsoring it.
(A/B:11
Kenneth Dommett
MASSENET: Manon
ROH OrchlBonynge
Decca 414 585-2 (
2CDs, 108m 20s) 2LPs:
414 585-1, 2MCs: 414 585-4)
A ballet assembled by Ivor Novello's orchestrator from all the sweet melodies and dramatic set- pieces of Massenet's works sounds.
and is, irresistibly enjoyable. From Manon's
theme, a haunting song originally called
'Crepuscule', to the wildly dramatic ending,
the whole piece is peppered with delights and
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surprises. The ballet is given a suitably
theatrical performance here, with much bravado from the percussion and brass sections.
And when the mood alters, with hardly a
space for breath, to lyric sentimentality, the
orchestra responds beautifully, and turns on a
sixpence into sweetness and light. There is
much rhythmic energy and narrative power
conjuring up mental images of MacMillan's
brilliant choreography.
It is a tribute to the recording engineers
that the detail is never lost amid the sheer
volume of the orchestra at full tilt. In
Walthamstow Town Hall the crescendos
swell unhampered by small acoustics. The
sound is clear and expansive with ecstatic
strings, enjoyably meaty timpani and admirably brassy brass. [
A:1* ]
Sue Hudson
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 3, Scottish' El
Symphony 4, Italian'
LPOIBychkov
Philips 420 211-2 (
69m 04s) digital
I've enjoyed both these performances on
several hearings and can recommend them
for their great vitality, warmth of feeling and
breadth of conception. While vivid and sometimes haunting in mood and atmosphere,
they represent Mendelssohn as very much
more than the technically masterful pictorialist suggested by many ' lighter' readings. That
said, it must be added that these are highly
personal interpretations, stressing the romantic rather more than the classical side of the
composer and allowing a freedom of
declamation which some may find excessive.
Good luck to anyone trying to count semiquaver subdivisions at the opening of the
'Scottish' Symphony, for instance. Then too,
there will be those for whom the oldfashioned string portamenti, the unashamed
milking of suspensions, and the Mahlerian
expansiveness of the 'Scottish' Adagio may
seem to plumb depths of emotion which are
more imagined than real. On a more objective level, prospective buyers who care about
such things should know that Bychkov omits
the exposition repeat in the opening movement of the ' Scottish' ( though not in the
'Italian'), that his response to dynamic indications is highly variable, erring generally on
the side of discretion, and that he often opts
for a rather opaque sonority which serves to
obscure some of Mendelssohn's artful counterpoint, as it also helps to shore up the
technical foundations of large-scale structures, and that he sometimes allows his
players (clarinet in the scherzo of 3, for
example) a degree of rhythmic ambiguity
which can hardly be intentional. On the
whole, though. the LPO are on excellent
form and are given a warm, generous and
realistic ' concert hall' recording. So, having
now discharged my critical responsibilities,
let me end, as Ibegan. by affirming my own
overall enthusiasm. Imperfect though they
may be, these are strong and characterful
performances to which I shall return with
pleasure. [
A:1]
Jeremy Siepmann
MENDELSSOHN: String Quartets 3 & 5
Roth Quartet
Pearl SHE CD9603 (
58m 46s)
Composed in the order 2, 3, 1during 1837-8,
the three Quartets Op.44 are probably Mendelssohn's finest works for this medium. It is
hard to understand criticism of the outer
movements of No.1 of the set, in D major, as
'too orchestral', as this seems to arise solely
from the effective use of tremolo chords in
the inner parts of the opening Moho allegro
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vivace. The Roth's performances are very
serviceable, well reflecting the vitality of the
quick movements, though not always without
afeeling of strain. Semiquaver figures sometimes sound snatched at, insufficiently distinct, the tone wirey — in the opening movement of Op.44 No. Iand to alesser extent in
the initial Allegro vivace of the E- flat Quartet, No.3 of the set.
More successful are the racing finale of the
D major and the Scherzo of the E- flat.
Musical interest is well distributed between
the parts in both scores ( as in Mendelssohn's
other quartets) and an evenly matched team
is essential. In fact the Roth players work
excellently together, and produce a more
agreeable tone in such movements as the
suave Andante of Op.44:1 and the very
Mendelssohnian Adagio of No.3, as well as a
wide range of dynamics elsewhere. It is apity
that they do not make the repeat in the first
movement of either composition. [
B:21
Max Harrison
MENDELSSOHN: St Paul
Gondola Janowitz, Rosemarie Lang (sops)!
Hans- Peter Blochwitz (ten)ITheo Adam
(bar)IGothart Stier, Hermann Pobier (basses)/Leipzig Gewandhaus Children's Chl
Leipzig Rad Ch/ Leipzig GewandhauslMasur
Philips 420 212-2 (
2CDs, 116m) digital
A superb recording, and to me arevelation.
Having written less than sympathetically
recently of Mendelssohn's Lobgesang, as of
its performance. I take great pleasure in
reporting my almost wholesale submission
here to composer and performers alike. From
the rich, moving and shamelessly derivative
opening bars, one is drawn here into an
atmosphere of rapt and sincere devotion,
informed by superb craftsmanship and guided
by the hand of a master. Masur's ability to
shape aphrase, to milk orchestral textures of
all their riches, and to pace the unfurling of
large-scale structures has long been recognised as exceptional, but rarely can it have
been more tellingly demonstrated than here.
No less impressive is his way with voices. His
sculpting and colouring of the choruses and
chorales have a spine- tingling conviction, be
it in the realm of reverent hush or the jubilant
thrill of affirmation. A master of the perfectly
stage-managed crescendo, and of the dramatic and expressive use of silence, he creates an
atmosphere of exaltation which I simply
cannot imagine bettered. And happily, he's
well served by his soloists, who blend dramatic utterance and reflective serenity with
exemplary sensitivity and insight. The spatial
deployment of forces, both vocal and
instrumental, is used to wonderful effect, and
the whole thing is engineered to perfection,
the sound being as grand and imposing as one
could ask without losing even the tiniest
expressive detail in Masur's multi- textured
conception.
For amore dispassionate assessment of this
recording I'm afraid you'll have to look
elsewhere. Quivering with the exaltation of
the freshly-made convert, I hereby retire
from the field — for the moment, at least.
[A*:11
Jeremy Siepmann
MENOTTI: Nocturne for Soprano, Harp &
String Quartet D Canti della lontananza D 4
Songs D Cantilena e Scherzo, for Harp &
String Quartet
Karen Armstrong (sop)IHomero Francesch
(pno)IHelga Storck (hp)IString QtlArgiris
Etcetera KTC 1045 ( 40m 29s) digital
This collection of fairly recent works presents

aside of Menotti not much in evidence in the
concert hall. That the bulk of it should be
vocal need not surprise, for the composer has
been associated with vocal ( principally stage)
music for most of his career. His idiom,
familiar from his popular operas, is firmly
rooted in the Italian romantic tradition,
though it seems to have acquired aspecifically
transatlantic connotation: it tends to be more
self-communing than its European counterpart. That much of the music here irresistibly
recalls similar music by Samuel Barber also
need not cause much surprise, since the two
were great friends, admired one another's
work, and sometimes actually worked
together. However, Menotti, as represented
here, lacks aquality that Barber possessed in
abundance, namely a sense of real passion.
Listening to this programme, one is lulled by
its general blandness into overlooking its
competence; it is all artfully constructed yet
remains somehow anonymous. This is particularly so with the two instrumental works
which flow along, for the most part, placidly
and uneventfully. The songs, specifically the
cycle Gatti della lontananza, to seven poems
by the composer, have greater life and
diversity, and Karan Armstrong's occasional
inelegant phrase helps rather than hinders
their appreciation. Recording, which appears
to have emanated from aWest German radio
broadcast, is good. [ A:I]
Kenneth Dommett
MESS1AEN: La Nativité du Seigneur CI Le
Banquet Celeste
Jennifer Bate (orq)
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP ((71))9005 (
film 55s)
C) 1982. ' 83
Le Banquet Celeste has been added to La
Nativité for CD reissue. Both LPs originally
received glowing reviews, and the quality of
Jennifer Bate's playing still stands up well,
despite more recent versions entering the
catalogue. She is particularly fine in the more
meditative sections, where total absorption in
the music and nerves of steel are needed to
sustain the slow pace. My preference for
these works would not lie here, though, for
the acoustic of the venue. the Cathédrale
Saint Pierre in Beauvais, masks much detail
and, fine as the organ is, it lacks the brilliance
of the Metzler organ of the similarly named
Cathedral in Geneva. used by Louis Thiry for
his Calliope coupling of these pieces. A direct
comparison of, for example, the final main
section of ' Dieu parmi nous' immediately
reveals how much is swamped in this
Unicorn-Kanchana recording, excellent
though it is in many other ways. [
A/B:1]
Doug Hammond
MOZART: Flute & Harp Concerto LI
Andante K315 D Bassoon Concerto CI Flute
Concerto K313
Lisa Beznosiuk (flt)1Frances Kelly (hp)/
Danny Bond (bsn)IAAMIHogwood
Oiseau Lyre 417 622-2 (
74m 47s) digital ( LP:
417 622-1, MC: 417 622-4)
Period instruments all round of course. And
informative notes from the soloists to help us
appreciate the differences between the ones
they play and those most other players use.
Though there are audible differences, the
sound of these particular instruments — on
record anyway — is not so markedly distinctive when compared with that of many a
modern flute, harp, or bassoon that the
listener is likely to be alerted to any obvious
archaism or electrified by novelty of timbre.
The performances are, it need hardly be said,
all most persuasive, but then the music itself
99
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scarcely fails to persuade. it is so lively,
elegant and entertaining. Everyone responds
to it with spirit, and with just the right touch
of respect — speeds on the whole are restrained — but the mood e
is light, as
befits music made primarily to titillate the ear
rather than stir the emotions. It is all so
thoroughly enjoyable that it really would he
invidious to make a league table of the
performances, and Oiseau Lyre have been
generous with their time allocation so that the
record is good value too. And nicely
engineered — though one may wonder at
times why Mr Hogwood bothers to direct
from the harpsichord when his contribution is
so discreet that it can scarcely be heard at all.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett

enerally

MOZART: Sinfonia Concertante, KA9 E
Horn Quintet, K407 El Piano & Wind Quintet, K452
Barry Tuck well (hrn)IJohn Ogdon (pno)I
SoloistslECOITuckwell
Decca 421 393-2 (
73m I3s) C) 1984
The legend on the back of the pack suggests
that these are 1988 recordings. They are, in
fact, transfers to CD from a 1984 release
containing practically everything Mozart
wrote offering a part for a horn player of
Tuckwell's stature. If none of the pieces here,
even the Quintet K407, shows off his gifts as a
soloist. Tuckwell's name is synonymous with
refinement, and anything he does is of
interest. The set from which these three items
have been extracted was given an enthusiastic
review on its first appearance, and listening to
the record again one is not disposed to alter
one's opinion drastically. There have, it is
true, been other highly competitive recordings of the Piano and Wind Quintet since this.
but this still attracts by virtue of its scale and
balance, and for some elegant keyboard work
from John Ogdon. The recording has a nice
sense of space. and good balance between the
players. [
A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimento K131 LI Cassation
K99
ASMIMarriner
Philips 420 924-2 (
50m 45s) digital ( LP: 420
924-1, MC: 42(1 924-4)
Another charmer from this admirable team.
The Divertimento is especially attractive, a
big orchestral work, almost a serenade.
boasting aquartet of horns who have ample
opportunity to show themselves off in glowing colours. A pity Philips have been coy
about declaring the identities of the players.
for they make the most gorgeous opulent
sound. Sir Neville paces the work admirably.
as he does the slighter but equally beguiling
Cassation. Perhaps if more of the repeats had
been observed in this, the piece would have
gained in stature. Delightful stuff notwithstanding. [ A:1/11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Divertimenti K166, K186, KA226
& KA227
BP0 Wind Ens
Orfeu C 163 881 ( 58m 42s) digital ( LP: S 163
881)
The two divertimenti KI66 and K186 are, in
fact, almost contemporaneous. The first
appears to have been written in Milan during
March 1773, the second in Salzburg aweek or
two later. They are ambitious works. Both
feature pairs of clarinets and cors anglais,
instruments unknown in Salzburg at that
time, in addition to the usual oboes, horns
100

and bassoons. Their destination is amatter of
some doubt, and it must be presumed that
both were intended for the same unidentified
Milanese patron. They have not been
recorded often, and this is their first appearance for some time. The other two are
conventionally orchestrated octets. Their
authenticity is still questioned in some quarters, but it is supposed that if genuine they
were composed in 1775 during Mozart's
second stay in Milan for La finta giardiniera.
They also are infrequently represented on
record. It is delightful to have all four pieces
together in such splendid performances.
Orfeo and the BR) Wind Ens have already
provided excellent versions of other Mozart
divertimenti and these make admirable additions to the series. Recording balance and
sound generally are on apar with the playing,
and the issue may be confidently recommended to seekers after Mozart rarities and
to all lovers of good wind playing. [ A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Trios K496 & K542
London Fortepiano Trio
Hyperion CDA 66148 (
52m 38s) C) 1985
Irrespective of one's taste, whether for the
authentic or otherwise, these performances
have classic status. Immaculate playing. true
feeling, natural proportion. and acceptable
tone combine to present these two trios ( and
their companions, for the LFT have completed the series) in something like their true
colours. ie as domestic chamber music of a
very high calibre, freed from the prissiness of
the over- fastidious and shorn of the bombast
of concert- hall rhetoric. Translated to CD of
a lifelike character that enhances even the
excellent LP version. this and the rest of the
set must now become first choice for anyone
concerned to hear the Mozart trios afresh.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Arias
Justin() Diaz ( bar)/ Thomas Martin (d- bass)/
ECOIStratta
ASV CD DCA 809 (
47m 20s) digital ( LP:
DCA 809, MC: ZC DCA 809)
The nine arias chosen include three from
operas and six concert arias written for what
was then generally described as the bass
voice. Since the baritone register was not
recognised in Mozart's time, the term ' bass'
covered the entire range from high baritone
to basso profundo. Diaz does not attempt the
true bass role of Osmin and his low notes in
'Per questo bella mano', K612 ( that unique
aria for bass voice with obbligato double
bass), suggests that he was wise not to do so.
Where the range is more comfortable his
performances are most persuasive, though
there is. arguably,
conviction in the
opera extracts, possibly because they are the
products of a known dramatic environment
whereas the others have to be approached
'cold'. This may be the reason for some
hesitancy in the first item ' Alcandro, lo
confesso' ( K294). Throughout. the orchestral
support is nicely balanced against the
demands of the voice, and for once the
double- bass's high- lying running passages
may be clearly heard instead of being swallowed by the cellos, as they usually are.
Diaz's recital includes the following: ' Non
piu andrai' (Figaro); '
Madamina' (Don
Giovanni); '
In diesen heirgen Hallen' (
Magic
Flute); '
Un bacio di mano'; ' Rivolgete alui lo
sguardo'; ' Cosi dunque tradisci'; and ' Mentre
ti lascio', in addition to the items already
mentioned. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett

reater

MOZART: Opera Arias
Hermann Prey (bar)IMozarteum Salzburgl
Weil
Denon 33C0-1741 (
55m 51s) digital
It is not always easy for singers undertaking
operatic recitals to assume the various characters they represent. Prey, who includes
arias from La finta giardiniera, Figaro, Don
Giovanni, Cosi and Magic Flute, contrives to
do so with considerable success. The two
buffo arias from La finta giardiniera, sung in
the usual German version, are something of a
novelty these days and are very welcome —
perhaps more singers should look around the
byways of the Mozart operatic literature.
Inevitably the Figaro (
5), Cosi (
3), and Magic
Flute (
3) pieces are the province of single
characters, Figaro, Guglielmo and Papageno,
but the Don. Leporello and Masetto all get a
share in the five Don Giovanni items with
nicely differentiated characterisation. The
recording, made in the Salzburg Mozarteum,
has an airy quality, natural resonance, and
pleasing warmth and spaciousness in the
nicely scaled orchestral accompaniments.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Die Entführung aus dem Serail
Eda- Pierre/Burro wesl Burrowsl Tearl Lloydl
JürgenslJohn Alldis ChlASMIDavis
Philips 416 479-2 (
2CDs, 133m 39s) C) 1980
Sir Colin's Seraglio suffered from comparisons with Karl Bifehm's DG version when it
was new, but now I'm not so sure it isn't a
more sparkling and individual reading from
almost every point of view. It certainly takes
the palm for anyone wanting the traditional
text, in preference to Harnoncourt's fascinating but controversial edition, which opens out
cuts which even Mozart sanctioned. Ironically, Sir Colin never had the chance to
perform this work at Covent Garden, for this
cast would have been distinctly preferable to
Solti's recent offering ( both in the theatre and
on record): Eda Pierre is a smokily sensual
Konstanze, only slightly fazed by the mad
coloratura of her two fast arias, and occasionally lumpy in Traurigkeie. Norma Burrowes's Blondchen is an ideal foil, her silvery
soprano sweet and true ( this was her last
opera recording), and her near namesake
Stuart's Belmonte is mellifluously vocalised,
even if he lacks Schreier's scrupulously
moulded sense of style. Both Lloyd's Osmin,
and Tear's Pedrillo, give lively accounts of
their difficult music without disguising the
Englishness of their vocal timbres. With a
singing cast containing not asingle German —
though the Pasha is done by Curd Jürgens,
which is like having Lord Olivier for an
English version at the ENO! — the dialogue is
dubbed in by actors. I'd rather do without it,
frankly, as did Beecham. But Sir Colin's way
with this music and the splendid playing of
the Academy are highly infectious. Idon't
think I'd wait for the Böhm now. [ A:1/11
Hugh Canning
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 6I=1 Scythian Suite
I.os Angeles POIPrevin
Philips 420 934-2 ( 61 m 43s) digital
When, towards the end of the finale ( Fie.49;
8m 25s into Track 3), Previn inspires his fit-ass
to stab at their disruptive F chords over the
hie drums' pounding rhythm, the full force of
this grim epic hits home. Earlier on. I
marvelled at countless instances where lyrical
perspectives. emerge as never before. For
instance, in the first movement, the LAPO's
sweet, muted strings project Prokofiev's poco
NI WS <1
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piu sostenuto with great sensitivity ( 5 after
forego the unique insights of Maria Callas,
Fig.8; 3m 22s into Track 1) and in the Largo
but my allegiance to Scotto-Bergonzi-Barbir(8m after Fig.6: 4m 54s into Track 2) pp
olli — please, EMI, can we have it on CD? —
dolcissimo violins are just that. But what of
remains unshaken. [
B/C:11
Hugh Canning
the performance as a whole? It's broad.
comparatively muted, yet powerful and without that metallic glint that hardens the
PUCCINI: Le Villi
surface of so many Prokofiev performances.
NuccilScottolDomingolGobbilAmbrosian
Not that the Symphony's big-shouldered •Opera Ch/Nat PO/Maazel
statements are undermined. The first moveCBS MK 76890 ( 64m I
3s) C) 1981
ment's Andante moho build-up treads relentlessly on bassoons, bass drum, and piano.
Well, yes. Le Villi, with which the young
and conjures up, perhaps. a procession of
Puccini lost a competition designed to disdown- trodden exiles. The ensuing developcover the hest of Italy's young opera composment builds steadily. conveying precisely the
ers, does include some potent music. And
right sense of gritty conflict. iiirvi. Leinsdorf
yes, it was his very first opera. But it really is
and Mravinsky ( who premiered the work)
an awful tale, a sort of had Erlkonig and.
achieve greater tension around the fierce.
moreover, it is related through asow's ear of
swaggering climax, but the sheer control of
alibretto ( by one Ferdinando Fontana). Only
Previn's reading makes this music sound
the naturally curious or the unquestioningly
devoted should therefore tamper with it,
particularly tragic and unsettling. One marvels at the Largo's opening, acry of pain that
though goodness knows those people alone
ought to guarantee healthy sales of this issue.
hits the listener without the least warning —
not as much as a few bars of preparatory
newly transferred to the Compact Disc
introduction. Here too Previn grades, colmedium but first on LP in 1981. Leo Nucci
ours, and judges with his customary care and
(Guglielmo). Renata Scotto ( Anna). Placido
understanding.
Domingo ( Roberto) and Tito Gobbi ( NarraPhilips's sound is magnificent. Strings are
tor — in the awkward two-part Intermezzo
warm in texture, yet reproduce with great
which covers up the joint between the two
clarity. Winds blend nicely into the overall
short acts) make the best of the material,
texture and the percussion battery is thrilhowever. and Maazel obviously has an affeclingly realistic. There is adepth and bloom to
tionate feeling for it. Luckily' we are not
this recording that place it securely in the
required to give a rating for the work, so an
demonstration category.
IA: Il is quite in order.
Stephen Pettitt
The Scythian Suite is vital, vivid and well
characterized. Ithought the pagan monsters
in the second movement a mite breathless
RACHMANINOV: Trio Élégiaque, Op.9/
(brass are a bit stiff here), but the final
MENDLESSOHN: Trio in d, Op.49
cortège lollops along with a droll, cheeky
Trio Fotuenav
gait. ifirvi ( on Chandos) revels more
Denon 33C0 1971 ( 72m 38s) digital
wholeheartedly in the score's bludgeoning
aggressiveness, hut Previn certainly pulls no
With the first notes of the Trio Élégiaque, I
punches.
was struck by the suitability of characterful
In summing up. I'd say that Previn's Sixth
recording venue and the excellent reproducis uniquely thought- provoking, but relatively
tion of the instrumental colours. Yet, as
soft in focus. Ilove it, but Ican imagine some
dynamic levels became more extreme. the
readers finding it underpowered. The
piano sound began to bounce back, clouding
Scythian is more colourful than barbaric. And
detail and setting the strings in sharp. almost
the sound is. as I have already said, topisolated focus at the front. Happily. this
notch. [ A*:I/21
Robert Cowan
effect does not recur too often, although the
cyclical return of the first movement theme in
(iii) tends to threaten its reappearance.
PUCCINI: Madama Butterfly
The Trio Fontenay are superb throughout,
CallasIGeddalDanielilBorriellolCh & Orch of
the pianist Wolf Harden responding with
La Scalal Karajan
unerring confidence to the virtuosity and
EMI CDS 747 9598 (
2CDs, 138mm 40s) fii4) 0
leadership that Rachmaninov was bound to
1955
have written into the part. Yet he is equally
sensitive to the slighter needs of the MendelsAt the risk of infuriating the diva's most
sohn Trio, his tone flowering as_beautifullv in
unbending devotees. I must demur at the
the Andante con moto tranquillo as in the
superlatives lavished on Callas's Cio-Cio-San
extensive variations of Rachmaninov's more
and Karajan's Puccini conducting — more
emotionally intense second movement. The
acceptable than on his Decca remake — which
strings are impressive here too, strong and
strike me as calculated and unidiomatic. As
vigorous, yet lightly dancing and developing a
wonderful sotto roce quality where required.
far as Callas's contribution is concerned, such
views amount to heresy; but 1 challenge
Sadly, the acoustic is less well suited to the
anyone to defend the cutesy ' voce bianca' the
cleaner, classical lines of this piece, and in the
great soprano affects for the arrival of the
delightfully performed leggiero
Scherzo
infatuated child- bride. ( It sounds as if she had
detail is too easily submerged. Nevertheless,
been taking lessons from Schwarzkopf's
these outstanding performances should be
Gretel.) Still, there are great compensations
heard. [
A/B:11
Barbara Jahn
here as Callas develops the character through
the tragic realisation of her abandonment —
`Che tua madre' is deeply upsetting — and
RACHMANINOV:
Corelli' Variations,
there is no voice which suggests so keenly the
Op.42 D Étudestableaux Op.39 .
sadistic streak in Puccini's music. But for me,
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
the Renatas Scotto and Tebaldi. Victoria de
Decca 417 671-2 (
54m 59s) digital
los Angeles, and MireIla Freni, embody the
Butterfly I hear in the music more comAshkenazy has made a double ( if partial)
convert of me. Prior to hearing his superbly
pletely: they register the transition from
childish innocence to violent self-destruction
crafted account of them, Ihad always heartily
more naturally. With Callas I am always
disliked Rachmaninov's so-called Corelli
conscious of the art. Nor does her supporting
Variations, nor have Iever been a wholehearted adherent of the Etudes Tableaux.
cast quite match up to the best on record, but
the competition is fierce. No-one should
From now on, while Istill nurture no great
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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desire to learn the music myself. Ishall listen
to both works with new respect and understanding. In this festival of pianistic resourcefulness and musical acumen. Ashkenazy consistently puts the emphasis on the music's
inner integrity, allowing the ear to follow the
basic thread without being sidetracked by the
kind of flashy instrumental tricks which
Rachmaninov's music so easily inspires in
pianists capable of bringing them off. Ashkenazy's instrumental capabilities are never in
doubt for a second, and it could hardly be
claimed that his playing here is in any way
ascetic ( though his refusal to indulge in
narcissisistic rubatos and sentimental agogics
may well strike certain members of the
heart-on-sleeve brigade as unacceptably
straitlaced). Nevertheless, there are
moments, most notably in some of the
Etudes, when a rather suppler and more
all-embracing approach to rhythm and phrasing might have added to the music's poetry
and structural cohesion alike.
Ashkenazy is one of the most versatile and
serious artists around, but if his playing has
an Achilles' Heel, it lies, it seems to me, in
one aspect of his rhythm: a tendency to get
too close to the notes. as it were, so that each
occupies a place in the aural foreground,
there by precluding the cumulative impact of
larger and more varied rhythmic groupings.
But that failing, if such it be, is only sporadically in evidence here, and never with serious
loss to the overall musical impact. All in all, a
very distinguished recital indeed, with the
added benefit of afirst-rate recording. [ A:11
Jeremy Siepmann
RACHMANINOV: Piano Sonata I, Op.28
Sonata 2, Op.36 ( revised version)
Howard Shelley (Imo)
Hyperion CDA 66047 (
57m 1Is)
RACHMANINOV: Morceaux de Fantaisie
Op.3 D Preludes Op.23
Howard Shelley (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66081 (
59m 51s)
RACHMANINOV: Preludes Op.32 D Prelude
in F D Prelude in d
Howard Shelley (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66082 (
48m I5s)
RACHMANINOV: Etudes- tableaux Opp.33,
39
lloward Shelley (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66091 (
58m 53s)
RACHMANINOV: Variations on aTheme by
Chopin, Op.22 O Variations on a Theme by
Corelli, Op.42 D Mélodie Op.3: 3 ( revised
version) / MENDELSSOHN-RACHMANINOV: Scherzo from A Midsummer Night's
Dream
Howard Shelley (pno)
Hyperion CDA 66009 (
55m 52s)
all 0 1981-'83
Shelley has the right interpretative personality and piano technique for Rachmaninov,
and appears to best advantage throughout
this extremely valuable reissue series. The
two Variation sets are well contrasted, and it
is good to see those on Chopin's C-minor
Prelude making their way into the repertoire.
They are constantly inventive, with hints of
Rachmaninov's lyricism, but do not ha\ ethe
concentration of the Corelli set. Besides his
virtuosity, Shelley judges the tempos excellently throughout.
Though long underrated, Rachmaninov's
Sonatas form his central contribution to the
solo literature. Shelley's control of the often
very mobile and complex textures scarcely
101
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than interest to just the organ specialist. His
grand tour takes in the intellectual demands
of the towering Op.127, the technical
demands of the Choral Fantasia and the
joyous simplicity of the Chorale Preludes.
Playing is both crisp and fleet, with a rare
coherence in the complex, rapid passages
which open the Op.127 Introduction.
The Limburg Cathedral organ was built in
1978; its tonal and dynamic contrasts are
admirably captured in Michael Tramnitz's
roomy recording. The only question hangs
over the tremulant stops which give the
instrument an unwelcome ' electronic' vibrato
and tone. Music and instrument are well
documented. IA:II
David Prakel

'alters, but having experienced such things as
he wonderful richness of Op.2N's Lento, one
regrets the truncations of the i
931 version of
Op.36 despite the almost demonic eloquence
of Shelley's performance. There is no room
for the details here, but the cuts and condensations Rachmaninov unfortunately made
when revising his 1913 score are listed in the
Threlfall-Norris catalogue of the composer's
works ( Scolar Press, 1982).
The youthful freshness and accomplishment of the Op.3 Morceaux is finely projected; even that notorious piece in C-sharpminor sounds almost new. As to the other
Preludes here, the Op.23 group constitute a
major statement and mark alarge advance on
the Variations Op.22. though composed at
the same time. Each has a distinct and
memorable identity of its own, and Shelley
conveys the introspection of No.1 as
unerringly as the athleticism of No.2. ( The
Mélodie Op.3: 3included here is the original
version. Rachmaninov's fairly drastic 1940
revision being on CDA 66009).
More sharply yet less obviously differentiated than the earlier set, the Preludes Op.32.
are hence even more of an interpretative
challenge. In some, like 6, the intensity is
unrelenting, while others ( such as 7) are
melodious expressions of peacefulness. A
few, like 1, are strikingly concentrated, in
contrast with pieces ( such as 4) that are
magnificently expansive. Shelley assesses
each with an acuteness that is by this stage no
longer surprising. And it is more than time to
say how vividly Hyperion's recording captures the life and colour of his playing.
With the Etudes- Tableaux it is the later
works Op.39 ( 1916-7) that are the more
expansive, the earlier Op.33 ( 1911) that are
more concentrated, sometimes oblique. In
Op.39, especially, Shelley demonstrates his
ability to distinguish what is most important
in complicated musical — and hair-raisingly
difficult pianistic — situations. Just as in the
Sonatas, he betrays no feeling of strain even
when negotiating the most dangerous corners
in Op.39. But he is just as good at such things
as the sudden brief mood changes of Op.33
No. 1 . And throughout these five CDs his
tone is unfailingly beautiful, even in the
loudest passages. À:11
Max Harrison
REGER: Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue
in e, Op.127 U Choral Fantasia on ' Straf
Mich Nicht in Dienem Zorn', Op.40 No.2 El
Chorale Preludes, Op.67
Graham Barber (org)
Hyperion CDA 66223 (
55m 21s) digital ( LP:
A66223)
Barber has put together a good and varied
programme of Reger's organ music, of more
102

ROOTHAM: The Stolen Child (1 Miniature
Suite LI City in the West 11) The Psalm of
Adonis U For the Fallen
Fearon (pno)IBBC Northern Singers/
Northern Sill . & Chll lickox
EMI CDC 749 0212 (
55m 58s) digital
These gentle and idyllic pieces by Cyril
Rootham, a Cambridge don and influential
musician at the turn of this century, are
treated to warmly sensitive and well-balanced
performances that were only let down on LP
(Dec ' 87. p135) by congested textures,
exacerbated by the blanketing acoustic of the
recording venue. On CD, a slightly sharper
image has clarified lines and, with its added
depth, heightened presence. An upgrade to
1B:1/21.
Barbara Jahn
SAINT-SAENS: Symphony 2 U Suite Algerienne U Phaeton
LSOIYondani Bun
ASV CD DCA 599 (
53m 48s) ( LP: DCA 599,
MC: ZC DCA 599)
Over- urgent and thrusting though the performances undoubtedly are. Ican't blame my
desiccated response to this little rarity
entirely on them. The early Second Symphony ( it was written in 1859 but not published until 1878) is a curious and not
especially pretty hybrid — No.3 was to follow
with a surer blend of styles. The first and
third movements move with a Brahmsian
impetus, but without a Brahmsian fund of
melodic inspiration or development; the
second and fourth hold humbler aspirations
with asingular lack of charm. As for the Suite
Algerienne, this is the sort of thing Icould
happily listen to with Massenet or Bizet as
enthusiastic narrators; the postcards they sent
home bore on the back a love of whatever
they thought the local colour might be;
Saint-Saens says bluntly ' wish Iwas home'.
The good tunes simply aren't there, and
Butt's response is to drive harder. The
recording inclines to show it in a cold,
institutional light, though good on detail.
Phaeton all too briefly brings out the sunshine
(however lethal). [
A/B:21
David Nice
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9, D994 U Symphonic Fragments, D6I5
ASMIMarriner
Philips 412 474-2 (
69m 55s) digital C) 1984
Another welcome reissue from the Academy,
who even at full strength lack the sheer mass
of the great symphony orchestras — a fact
which detracts from the present performances
not one whit. If anything, polyphonic textures
are all the clearer for it. The broad lines of
this epic song ( criticised in 19th-century
London for its lack of melody!) emerge with
unobtrusive emphasis, requiring no great

sacrifice of small-scale detail along the way.
That said, Imust confess to feeling at times
that rhythms could be more supple and more
subtly variegated than they sometimes are
here, particularly in the realm of accompanimental ligures, which are occasionally a
little perfunctory. But there are foreground
figures too, such as the answering dance
rhythms of the Scherzo, which recall the
hob- nailed boots of the early Austrian Landler when a touch of Viennese sophistication
might have added contrast and dramatic
impetus to the proceedings. The Symphonic
Fragments (
sketches for an abandoned Symphony in D) were left in piano score only and
have been sensitively orchestrated by Brian
Newbould with no attempt to extend or
integrate them. The result is necessarily
frustrating, but nonetheless interesting. The
recording is realistic throughout. neither
awash with the resonance of an empty concert hall nor gilded by artificial stereophonic
lustre. 1A:1/21
Jeremy Siepmann
SCHUBERT: Octet in F. D803
Gidon Kremer, Isabelle van Keulen ( vIns)I
Tabea Zimmermann ( v1a)1David Germ gas
(vIc)1Alois Posch (d-bas)IEduard Brunner
(c1t)IRadovan Vlatkovic ( hrn)IKlaus
Thunemann (bstt)
DG 423 367-2 (
film IIs) digital
This performance is so full of delights, so
superbly played by its top-flight instrumentalists, and so vibrantly recorded that one wants
practically to scream on arriving at the finale
only to find afeast of musical virtues crowned
with a quite inexplicable helping of anticlimactic stodge. But for this unprecedentedly
slow, almost static error of collective judgment, this otherwise superlative reading
would be my Desert Island performance of
this endlessly enchanting work. After 53
minutes of positively contagious lyricism and
zest, the disappointment is almost painful.
Despite my great enthusiasm for the new
Chandos version by the ASM Chamber
Ensemble and last year's equally delightful
EMI release with Chilingirian & Co, neither
of them match the irresistible mix of spontaneity, sophistication and virtuosic élan evident here from the very first chord. There
will undoubtedly be some listeners for whom
the tearaway vitality of, say, the scherzo here
is decidedly too much of a good thing,
resulting in acertain ( albeit impeccably coordinated) fudging of the dotted rhythms, and I
can see their 'point; but in a world where so
much, including enthusiasm, is increasingly
synthetic, this sort of shameless joy in making
great music together is something Ican't see
as asin. So, yes, maybe the Andante theme of
the variation movement is atrifle brisk for the
comfortable tastes of the afternoon tea set;
maybe these players enjoy living dangerously
and taking chances in amost un Anglo-Saxon
way, but as the old Yiddish proverb says, ' he
who lies on the ground cannot fall'. As a
nation of music- lovers ( and music- makers)
our besetting sin is playing safe. We need
more performances like this to give us a
much- needed shot in the arm. Why oh why,
then, do our exuberant potential benefactors
go and turn one of the brightest musical
experiences of recent years into ashaggy dog
story of such epic proportions? After a
superbly sinister and portentous introduction, they embark on the final Allegro with all
the verve and sparkle of supply- teachers
doing overtime on aFriday afternoon. What
happened? Damned if Iknow, but Iwish it
hadn't. Still, after a near- hour of euphoria
and inexpressible privilege, an unhesitating
[A*:11, warts and all.
Jeremy Siepmann
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Shostakorich

SCHUBERT: Octet in F, D803
ASM Cham Ens
Chandos CHAN 8585 (
59m 42s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1276, MC: ABTD 1276)
A very attractive record indeed, markedly
superior, in my view, to the 11-year-old
Philips version by the Academy Chamber
Ensemble in its earlier incarnation ( also
available on CD), though that too has many
virtues. What gives this one the edge is a
rhythmic spring and suppleness missing in the
earlier version, arather more realistic recording balance, and a pervasive sense of elegantly controlled exuberance. The conversational interplay is alert and frequently charming, tempos are consistently convincing, and
the rhythmic profile is generally vigorous alternately curvaceous and angular, but never
static. The players exercise just the right
degree of individuality to remind us, delightfully, that this is ' the music of friends',
without ever losing sight of the need to blend
into a cohesive whole where appropriate. If
the performance can be faulted, it might be,
ironically, for an excess of sophistication.
Those, like myself, who came to know this
marvellous work through the Vienna Octet's
recording of 1957 may miss here its lândlerlike reminder that Schubert's birthplace was
no more than afigurative stone's throw from
the village greens of the Austrian peasantry,
but there are worse sins than excessive polish.
Only the most determined critic could fail to
find pleasure and enchantment in this
altogether welcome release. And the celebrated Chandos resonance is kept to atasteful and discreet minimum. [ A:1]
Jeremy Siepmann
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 5E Five Fragments Op.42
RPO/Ashkenazy
Decca 421 120-2 (
56m 42s) digital ( LP: 421
120-1, MC: 421 120-4)
Iwas uncertain for apage of two. Or three. I
have heard more interesting, more expectant,
accounts of the opening. The RPO strings
initially lack resource; there isn't the gravity
of, say, the Concergebouw sound ( for
Haitink); the delivery struck me as rather
four-square. Initially, that is. For, once
Ashkenazy arrives at the development, there
is no looking back. Not since Bernstein ' 59
have Iheard so compelling a reading of this
central crisis. The horns rasp threateningly in
their bottom registers, the woodwind voices
grow strident, and immediately tension and
energy levels begin to rise. Ashkenazy is
superb in the moments just prior to the
ever-shocking arrival of Shostakovich's sardonic march. and he really puts pressure on
the trumpets - to tremendous effect - in that
crucial bar before the recapitulation ( massive
unison in strings and horns). The close of the
movement is something special again. Here
at last is the atmosphere so conspicuously
lacking at the outset, as hushed strings
withdraw to barely awhisper and solo flute.
then piccolo, lead us away to the barren
strains of celeste and hollow trumpets.
As Isay, Ashkenazy doesn't look back.
The gallumping cellos and basses of the
scherzo ( terrifically emphatic) tear in before
we can draw breath. Everybody here is
suitably loud- mouthed and even the horns'
ribald scoops ( unmarked) are somehow
appropriate. Ashkenazy's slow movement is
simply but strongly inflected, the pacing
spot-on. the spectral coda again beautifully
hushed. And in the ambivalent finale his
control is laudable ( the long, problematic
accelerando well managed) but the exciteHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Caird Hall ( previously far more reverberant),
capturing unflinchingly the huge new open
string sound of which the SNO is now
capable, in the framing protests of the Adagio. Even Mravinsky, I think, would have
been impressed with that. [
A/B: 1*/1]
David Nice
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 10
Si Louis SOISlatkin
RCA RD 86597 (
52m 29s) digital ( LP: RL
86597, MC: RK 86597)

ment uncompromised. We've a resounding
central climax with quite splendid tam-tam
and timpani, while the hollow victory of the
coda is dutifully, bombastically celebrated.
Sonically speaking, Decca. of course, spoiled
us for good with their spectacular ConcertgebouwtHaitink recording. The present issue,
though honestly balanced and full-blooded, is
hardly in that class, being. for one thing,
somewhat drier in cast than Iwould have
expected from aWalthamstow recording. But
Ashkenazy's reading has atemperament and
emotional force that quite eluded Haitink,
and what the RPO lack here in finish and
subtlety they more than compensate for in
spirit and commitment. Pius, we've a fascinating bonus in the shape of the Five Fragments Op.42. We're talking here about that
period of flux in the year preceeding the 4th
Symphony ( 1935). Here, in microcosm, is
Shostakovich's future: pithy wind studies are
defiantly ' modernist', there's an ethereal,
heartfelt largo - aseed, perhaps, for the 5th
Symphony - and acurdled regimental waltz.
Cynicism has the last word. [
A/B:1*J.
Edward Seckerson
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 7, ' Leningrad'
SNOkliirvi
Chandos CHAN 8623 (
69m 06s) ( LP: ABRD
1312, MC: ABTD 1312)
You can tell with Jârvi that the Seventh is not
just ' about' Soviets facing Germans, and is
certainly not an ultimate celebration of resistance rewarded. He creates something very
personal out of ( ii), eloquently pleading with
material I'd not previously thought of as
first-rate: strings, and later clarinet, ever so
softly and sadly speak of a nostalgic glance
back to the golden-age subject of the previous movement, sinking to the ghostly whisper of bass-clarinet against flutes and harp,
after the tyrant has squashed hopes flat again.
The brass, it seems, are the grotesque villains
of the piece: peering eerily over the brow of
the hill as the war- machine gets under way in
(i) ( trumpets and trombones, at Fig.29;
queasier still the snap of horns just before
31), pitilessly trampling scruples. Their presence at the end quells optimism - brilliant
but undeniably menacing, with kirvi driving
home the sarcasm of the ` Khachaturian
touch' and the dissonances, as only he knows
how.
Jârvi's idiosyncratic tempo-changes are few
on this occasion. He has a memorable way
with the idyllic calm- before-the- storm of ( i) helpfully elastic and airy - though the sudden
speeding for the final breaking of the storm
itself whips up violence too crudely ( Haitink,
otherwise less distinguished, keeps the terror
firmer at asteadier pace). Here, for once, the
recording fails to cope with the welter of
snare-drum: the tireless SNO brass simply
aren't vivid enough. Otherwise it's a sharp
focus the engineers have drawn from the

The jigsaw pieces of Shostakovich 10 snap
neatly into place in this very well balanced
Powell Hall recording. Ilike Slatkin's pacing
for the Allegretto: faster than Karajan's. and
much quicker than in the old Ancerl or
Mravinsky versions. The St Louis has asweet
Prokofievlike quality in the dance- procession opening section - triangle adds its steely
glints, then the horn motif signals a darker
turn in the music. The finale brings awonderful string bass sound at the start, and there's a
brilliant buildup to the climax before the final
stretch. The album note suggests ' adegree of
nervousness' in the Allegro which I miss
here: certainly it was present in the Ancerl
Czech Philharmonic reading. where the
winds were more characterful than those of
the St Louis ( precise though these are).
Slatkin's string players bow firmly. resolutely,
and this positive completeness is rather symptomatic of the missing elements of real irony
and struggle. Orchestral climaxes tend to
have rounded, smoothed sonorities. The
scherzo, within one second of Karajan's
timing ( DG), seems a lot less weighty; the
clean articulation is admirable in its own way,
but this is astorm seen from the security of a
closed window. In part, the Powell Hall
acoustic exaggerates the effect: it tends to
damp the upper strings, always. on records.
Slatkin shapes the first movement beautifully: if this were the Eroica, then no complaints. But Shostakovich's Tenth has tensions, anguish better conveyed elsewhere here the long Moderato just proceeds too
serenely. Admirable in terms of structuring
and execution, this Tenth presents the music
as an abstract, rounded form. Isn't there
more to it than that, though? I've enjoyed all
the positive qualities here but. besides. I've
half-a-dozen other versions that paint in
different hues. [
A:1/2]
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Symphony No.5 El Violin Concerto
KetznedylCBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 749 7172 (
62m 27s) digital ( LP:
EL 749 7171, MC: EL 749 7174
As ever with Kennedy's work, the impression
here is of an extended improvisation from a
fertile imagination. He hears, he rediscovers;
the phrasing ( never predictable) may sometimes border on affectation but rarely sounds
contrived. There is trenchancy in the bowing
arm here, and almost wilful absence of
inhibition in passages of elemental storm and
stress. The husky G-string is magnificently
exploited ( how soulfully he makes it sing in
the opening measures of the slow movement). Then again, there are those strange
disembodied - typically Sibelian - ruminations where Kennedy so atmospherically
drains his tone of colour and, with one of his
sensitive little dovetailing ritardandos, turns
in upon himself'. Through such moments he
probably comes closer and more affectingly
to the aching heart of the piece than many of
his peers.
As for Rattle's account of the 5th Sym103
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phony, suffice it to say that he has come a
long way since his 1982 Philharmonia version:
the inner pulse is stronger, textures keener,
craggier, sonorities tougher; momentum is a
top priority throughout. He is less inclined to
linger now over the spacious landscaping of
the opening page or two. Enormous tension is
generated from heightened dynamic contrasts: eg, from the tremendous build-up of
the tremolando strings into the second big
tutti. His control of the monumental accerlerando running right through the entire second
half of the movement ( emerging. as it were,
from the great 'sunrise' of the exposition) is
now remarkable: the mounting sense of
exhilaration as we approach the home
stretch, irresistible. The second movement
actively resists the temptation to plod, the
third will not easily he bettered: the exultant
choir of woodwinds ringing out above the
chiming horn ostinato, the quite astonishing
pianissimo ( misterioso) in the strings, to say
nothing of that yawning crescendo ( afew bars
later) in colliding cellos and ' basses — always
an unnerving moment, hut especially telling
here. A great performance, vividly recorded:
high impact, no tricks. 1A:1 l
Edward Seckerson

Clark as the voice of the falcon. RCA provide
texts/translations. Richard Mohr's tape must
have been a lot better than the English LP
suggested: the voice is opened out here, aveil
lifted, and this gives a greater sense of
dramatic commitment than I would have
guessed previously. The placing of the men's
chorus now makes more sense, and the stage
depth and presence are in sharper relief.
'Last Songs' may fail the ' Building aLibrary'
tests — the attack is wild in ' Frühling', and
'Beim Schlafengehen' — but ' September' is
pretty fabulously controlled, the kind of
singing that you feel in your throat. Desmond
Bradley gives a fine solo in the third song.
If Leinsdorfs conducting is efficient, Reiner's is exhaustive: this is asterner, less lyrical
Zarathustra than his older version. CD
mastering does dry out some of the atmosphere, and reduces the impact familiar from
my Mobile Fidelity analogue cut. [
A/B:1*/1/
3]
Frances Handford

SIMPSON: String Quartet 10, For Peace' 111
String Quartet I1
('oui! Ql
Hyperion CDA 66225 ( 53m I3s)

Just one look at the above cast list should be
enough to recommend this classic set, now
permanently (one hopes) enshrined in the
catalogue after years of absence and with its
original Columbia cover. Mrs Leege looks
like a dream in her silver-blond wig, strumming the strings of her harp.
But what of the singing? These pages have
recently seen round rebuttals of Schwarzkopfs Marschallin — an interpretation of
classic individuality whether we like it or not
—and it is conceivable to hold the same views
about her Countess Madeleine. She presents
ahighly sophisticated and literate chatelaine,
but she is believably awoman who holds the
relative values of Wort und Ton in balanced
equilibrium — which you can't say of Janowttz's breathtakingly beautiful, cool and
occasionally wordless assumption on the later
(very e
DG recording. To hear Schwarzkopf in a Strauss opera is to experience
something quite unique, asupremely beautiful voice, a vividly drawn, if not always
likeable personality, and a response to the
exquisite text unmatched by any Countess of
my experience. And just listen to what is
going on around her! Ludwig's sumptuously
funny and grandly vocalised Clairon, Gedda
and Fischer-Dieskau, ideally lyrical and
word-conscious as the rival lovers, and Hotter's great La Roche are surely never to be
surpassed.
Then there are the glories Sawallisch finds
in the Philharmonia Orchestra — the sessions
began the day after Dennis Brian's fatal
accident, but his replacement ( Alan Civil?) is
memorable in the moonlight interlude —
making you wonder why on earth his recording career has been so patchy. He also sings
one of the servants' parts! This is one of the
great EMI opera sets and still sounds excellent in the mono transfers. No true Straussian
should he without it. [
13:1]
Hugh Canning

The solid substance of Robert Simpson's
music is widely and justly celebrated. Yet
sometimes in his symphonies one can feel a
certain severity in the writing, an uncompromising, gritty manner. In his quartets,
however, he is automatically divested of
some of the problem, for it is expected that
this genre will be densely argued, and questions of orchestration simply do not arise.
These two works, written in 1983 and 1984,
are fine examples of Simpson's art. The
Quartet ' For Peace' is no bitter diatribe
against war and aggression. but rather an
attempt to define the conditions of peace
through its own inellectualism. Thinking and
conveying abstractions, Simpson seems to
say, is apeaceable occupation in itself, lifting
the mind to higher planes than those of
warmongering. Each of the work's movements ( typically for Simpson) grows from a
tiny germ; and counterpoint is the basis of the
Quartet's development. In contrast, the
Eleventh Quartet, in a single movement of
four sections, is more overtly dramatic, ridden with tension. In both works the relationship between pitch-centres and ideas
exemplifies Simpson's post-Classical, postBrahmsian, post-Sibelian language: traditionally based yet new. Excellent performances from the Coull Quartet and, likewise,
an excellent recording. [ A:II Stephen Pettitt
R STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra* LI
Four Last Songs D Die Fran ohne Schatten —
excerpt
Leontyne Price (sope Chicago SO/Reinenl
NPOILeinsdorf
RCA CD 86722 (
67m 33s) C) 1963, ' 74
Short of including astick-on Nietzsche moustache it is difficult to see how RCA could
have given greater value: ' Four Last Songs'
and one of the mighty Reiner Chicago recordings? Make no mistake this time — it's the
1962, not the ' 54 Zarathustra...
The Empress' awakening (Die Frau Act 2)
formed fourteen minutes of the second side of
the original Price LP; supporting were men
from the Ambrosian Singers and Patricia
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R STRAUSS: Capriccio
SchwarzkopflLudwig1MoffolGeddalFischerDieskaulliotterlPhilharmonialSawallisch
EMI CDS 749 0148 (
2CDs, 134m 58s) 14 C)
1959

ood)

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Queen of Spades
MilashkinalLevkolAtlantovIValaitisIFedoseyevlBolshoi Ch & OrchlErmier
Philips 420 375-2 (
3CDs, 159m 53s)
How odd that this most recent of Bolshoi/
Melodiya recordings — it dates from 1974 —
should turn up officially for the first time here
in aPhilips transfer. The engineers have done
their best to tame the fierceness of the

original tapes, which have been occasionally
available in the West via Eurodisc, but
obviously this is not state-of-the-art recording: the voices seem to be sitting on your
knees while the orchestra is in the next room.
Still. Icount this the most gutsy recorded
performance Ihave heard, more lustily sung
than the very variable Rostropovich/Vishnevskaya production ( DG) which caught the
exiled Bolshoi prima donna late, and surrounded her with polyglot support ranging
from the acceptable ( Herman) to the deplorable (Tomsky).
Ermler, of course, is a 'straight' Tchaikovskyan by the side of the very bendy Rostropovich, and he has a cast of Bolshoi all-stars.
Milashkina's Lise may sound mature but she
is areal musician, as her sensitive account of
her scene by the Neva plainly shows. Atlantoy's raw, untamed tenor, occasionally earsplitting, wins no prizes for subtlety, but, my
goodness is he exciting! His confrontation
with Levko's youthful-sounding Countess —
lovely in the Grety air — will raise the hairs on
the back of your neck, as does Ermler's
theatrical and excitable conducting. There
are two very good baritones and some rather
sour comprimarii — the Prilepa is hair-raising
in another sense — but the whole is vividly
authentic. So 1B:1/1*1.
Hugh Canning

eeintetnr:.
VIVALDI: Flute Concerto in D, RV427 D in
G, RV438 D in a, RV440 E in C, RV533* D
in D, RV428 ' Goldfinch' CI in G, RV436 D in
D, RV429
Janet See, * Stephen Schultz (flts)IPhilharmonia Bar OrchlMcGegan
Harmonia Mundi HMC 905 193 (
60m 03s)
A fairly pleasing but hardly revelatory collection by the San Francisco authentic-intruments group, directed from the harpsichord
(a rich-toned Grimaldi copy) by Nicholas
McGeean. RV533, with obbligato second
flute, is especially winning; the music of
RV438(i) is also used in the Cello Concerto
RV4 14.
On the comparative evidence of RV436,
which is on the Archiv Vivaldi programme
'L'Amoroso' [419 615-21, Liza Beznosiuk and
the English Concert should record more of
the Flute Concertos: theirs is amore imaginative and dashing approach than is demonstrated here, except perhaps the opening
movement of the 'Goldfinch'. However, the
warmth and poise of these See/PBO performances have their own appeal. Some slow
movements do lumber along in a pedestrian
manner with rather blunt solo phrase
endings, or articulation which doesn't register
because of breathing problems, so [A:21.
One oddity: all- digital production is
claimed, yet Iswear Ihear pre-echoes before
the start of some of the tracks on this CD.
And, for instance, in the cadenza near the
beginning of RV428(i). Incidentally, you can
only access movements within the seven
works by indexing. Christopher Breunig
WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde
DerneschlVickers1LudwiglBerrylRidderbuschlWeikliSchreierlDeutschen Oper Chi
BPOIKarajan
EMI CMS 769 3192 (
4CDs, 246m) C) 1972
There are times in Tristan when we can never
have too much of the hefty BP() sound. Who
else but Karajan could exact the mighty string
bowing as the loving enemies stand face to
face on shipboard, in the pitch-black sorrow
of the Act 3Prelude or the feverish euphoria
of the dying Tristan? But he overplays his
hand. Occasionally there's agloss, arandom
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CLASSICAL
portamento or a full-throated cry from the
horns, when the dramatic moment hardly
calls for it; far more often adisparity between
surface assurance and deep-rooted uncertainty. Karajan has seldom been happy with
flexible rhythms ( witness the disastrous 1978
La Mer): when the real world dissolves
completely in the love duet, everything slips
dangerously out of phase. The sense of losing
control should strike us afterwards, not during. Vickers and Dernesch, half-smothered
by the strings, dematerialise alarmingly here.
They're solipsistic creatures, human only
with their caring servants ( Berry's rather
sentimentalised Kurwenal, Ludwig's concerned Brangâne); happier contemplating the
effects of love than its present meaning. In
Act One Dernesch weaves the labyrinth of
lsolde's confusion powerfully towards the
curse. And Vickers brings Tristan back from
the shores of death with endless reserves of
vocal power: for agood three-quarters of an
hour the voice and the orchestra share the
same response.
There's something almost offensively fantastical about the recording — spacious but
over- ripe for the strings, leaving the woodwind to hover like pale, disembodied voices
somewhere behind the rest. Like the other
mid- price Karajan reissues ( unlike the fullprice Meistersinger) the libretto is in German
only. As I've suggested, there are stars
hovering above the Act 3 deathbed, but
Tristan standards are supernaturally exacting
so finally it has to he 113/C:3/1(*)1. David Nice
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger
Adaml KollolDonathlEvansISchreierlHessel
RidderbuschlLeipzig Radio Ch/Dresden State
Opera ChIStaalskapelle Dresden/Karajan
EMI CDS 749 6832 (
4CDs, 265m 26s) ID 1971
Had Karajan stayed in Berlin for his second
EMI Meistersinger, we would surely be
travelling back to 1951 Bayreuth for reassurance. Instead he paid a visit to Kempe's
stamping-ground, and the warm, easy Dresden euphony works like acharm on his often
strenuous sense of beauty. Right from the
start of the Prelude, his grand design runs
hand- in-glove with those mellow, natural
strings; when he decides, for example, to
aggrandize Kothner's tablature- speech,
bright good humour wins the day. The
love-music of the midsummer eve's dream is
infinitely tender, rich-vibratoed horn and
clarinet glimmering in the dusk: no Karajan
cosmetics here, or in Act 3, where only the
key phrases grandly shine — it's apity, in fact,
that he doesn't make more of the Sachs- EvaWalter confusion, but all's luminously back
on course in the Quintet.
His greatest achievement comes where one
might least expect it, in the gentle flow of the
conversational passages. There the lovers
prove an expert team of singer- actors, and
spring is on their side. Kollo's Walter came at
the golden start of his Wagner career; his
Eva, Helen Donath, is the only ideally girlish
exponent of the role on record (Jochum and
Solti had mad miscasting there). Schreier,
word-nimble as always, makes David a true
poet, Walter's equal in his Act I 'tone'listing. The older men are the authoritative
Ridderbusch, Geraint Evans's crabbed Beckmesser — against the current batch of ' humanised' markers, but which of them makes us
laugh aloud like this? — and Theo Adam's
Sachs, somewhere almost blandly between
noble Bailey and Fischer-Dieskau sself-conscious hector. He's in firm voice, a wry
observer of Beckmesser's folly, but never
quite inward enough to shade the psychological developments of the second and third
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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acts. Balance is close ( chorus excepted) and
artful, never acid or too brilliant on the ear —
and the drama of the confrontations is palpable on CD. [
A/B: 1*/21
David Nice
AGNER: l'arsifal — extracts from Acts
and 2 Ll Act 3
PistorlBrongeestIllofmannIBayreuth Festival
Orch & Ch/Berlin St Op Orch & (1,/Muck
Pearl Opal 837/8 • (2LPs) (
1¡¡) Recordings from
1927, '29

•

focus and arichly resonant bass. A/A*:1/1*1
David Prakel
ZIMMERMAN: Die Weisse Rose
FonatalHarderlInstrumental Ens/Zimmerman
Orfeo C 162 871 (
71m 45s)

Udo Zimmerman's Die Weisse Rose '
The
White Rose' is, like the work of the Jewish
internee Ullman, too deeply rooted in the
horrific truths of Nazi Germany to be judged
other than from a viewpoint of sympathetic
25 years ago, as ayoungster. Ichanced upon
bias. The subjects of the piece are Hans and
Wagner's Parsifal in the original plush, heavy
Sophie Scholl, who were executed in February 1943; its texts are partly taken from their
Columbia .
78 album. In the Act 1 Transprison-camp writings by the librettist, Wolfformation Scene, one of Wagner's mighty
gang Willaschek. The chief function of the
climaxes levels out into distant, magisterial
music, or so it seems on necessarily limited
brass chords and closes to the deep, clanging
sonority of the original Bayreuth bells. I acquaintance, is to support rather than add to
the words. Indeed, they by themselves are so
remember I was spellbound, even a little
effective at sending shivers of fear and
scared. And to be sure, nothing since sounds
admiration through the spine that one is
quite like those Montsalvat bells, built to
moved to ask whether the music is needed at
Wagner's original specification for Parstfats
all.
premiere. ( Regrettably, irreparable damage
The answer, however, must be unequivorendered those unique instruments unusable
cally yes. Not only does Die Weisse Rose
soon after these recordings were made.)
include music which is eclectic and eloquent,
In Pearl's resplendent transfers the hell
instantly affecting, if often somewhat
ritual at the end of Side One still rekindles
laboured in its manner; it also functions as a
the old terror. Yet, that said, Imust gently
reminder. With similar holocausts, and disrechide them for allowing a singularly
gard for human suffering still occurring —
inappropriate LP turnover point ( Sides 1/2),
Cambodia is one recent example threatening
just before the Grail Scene modulates so
to recur — we need to be jogged by such ( and
magnificently. This is a key passage and
any) means into recalling Just how bestial
should be reached without interruption.
mankind can be if he allows himself. This
As to Karl Muck, he is quite magnificent.
moving disc is the more welcome for the
The First Act orchestral/choral extracts are
excellent and committed performances of
stately and powerful, broadening rhetorically
Gabriele Fontana and Lutz- Michael Harder
at each successive climax. The fine chorus
as the Scholls. [ A:1]
Stephen Pettitt
reproduces with remarkable vividness.
Whereas the Bayreuth Festival excerpts
were recorded in the Festspielhaus in 1927,
ENGLISH STRING MUSIC:
the Third Act was recorded in Berlin during
HOLST: St Paul's Suite/DELIUS: Two
the following year — with slight cuts, hut
Aquarelles ( arr. FenbeIRELAND: Minuet/
complete with bells ( transported especially
FINZI: Prelude D Romance/WAI.TON:
for the occasion). Here the acoustic is less
Henry V — Passacaglia D Touch her soft lips
opulent, the dynamics less spectacularly wide
and part /ELGAR: The Spanish Lady/WARand the bell sonority less realistic. Also,
LOCK: Capriol Suite
originals used for this transfer are less clean.
Guildhall Siring Ens
But the singing is ardent and unmannered.
RCA RD 87761 (
60m 48s) digital ( LP: RL
Pistor's bright, vibrant tone and heroic deliv87761, MC: RK 87761)
ery, remind me of Widdop; Cornelis
Brongeest ( Gurnemanz) and Ludwig HofWithout in any way implying a lack of
mann ( Amfortas) both offer impressive,
enthusiasm on the part of groups such as the
steady performances. But again it is Muck
ECO or St Martin's Academy ( from whom
who wins the day: his sure pacing, his sense of
we have had similar programmes), the main
line, his awesome control of the bleak,
difference between their performances and
brass-dominated Transformation music, etc.
those of the less ' hardened' Guildhall players
The other extracts are the First Act Prelude
lies in the keenly felt expression and fresh(extremely broad) and the Flower Maidens'
ness of attac1( they bring to these scores. Not
Scene from Act Two ( aptly seductive and
all of the music here is equal in quality ( the
beautifully sung). Quite aside from its conSuite edited together by Percy Young, from
siderable historic importance, this set is
opera sketches by Elgar, Iwould say hardly
exceptionally satisfying, musically. [
H: I* I
compares with the Fenby arrangements of
Robert Cowan
two Delius part-songs), but the disc contains
perhaps the most poignant account of the
Henry V excerpts Iknow, and the brio of the
WEBERN: Complete music for string quartet
Hoist St Paul's finale is infectious. There's a
Quartetto Italiano
memorable Finzi Romance, and the final
Philips 420 796-2 (
52m 55s) 0 1970
Bourrée from the Spanish Lady typifies the
full embrace of these pieces given by the
Hot on the heels of the DG/La Salle CD
eleven-strong Guildhall Ensemble, an avoireissue of String Music of the Second Viendance of easy slickness.
nese School comes this disc. There is an
The Rosslyn Hill Chapel recording, with
important early work included here which is
Keener/Hatch credits a guarantee of good
not present in the La Salle box — namely the
sound and string intonation (!) can be recomdelightful Slow Movement for aString Quartet from 1905. The Quartetto Italiano bring a mended with warmth — though I do find
Andrew's tendency to separate voices across
romantic flair to this music yet miss none of
the stage-width, eg, in the Hoist finale, alittle
that La Salle precision. Their fluent expressover-dramatic. The venue provides quite a
ivity brings a beauty that would make this
'rush' of ambient noise, even audible at low
music attractive to anyone happy listening to,
dynamic levels, and in editing the programme
say, the late Beethoven quartets. Sound
AK runs this between movements to preserve
quality of the original LP was good — the CD
atmosphere. [ A:11
Christopher Breunig
is better still with adrier bite, sharper stereo
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
ÉL's BELLS
THE KING OF LUXEMBOURG: SIR
él ACME 16
MARDEN HILL: CADAQUEZ
él ACME 13
ALWAYS: THAMES
CLUB
él ACME 12

VALLEY LEATHER

ANTHONY ADVERSE: THE RED SHOES
él ACME 11
VARIOUS: LONDON PALLADIUM VOL 2
él ACME 10
Daftness bordering on genius here. Nothing
tits in with what is deemed suitable in today's
world of pop. The él gang are a pseudonymous crowd, high on camp, '50s and 60s
sounds, visions of Metroland. Betjeman,
cricket and Orient Express styled continental
chic. Each sleeve comes replete with quotes
from romantic novels .that don't exist or love
letters that exist only in the minds of él
supremo Mike Alway. Most critics won't
even admit that they listen to él releases.
Fewer still own up to the fact that somewhere
amid all the nuttiness, there's really something worth while, something that is forging

Amour and armours The King of Luxembourg, knight
errant of the (q army ensemble

The recording quality on these discs varies
from the bright and sharp sound of Cyro to
the field- recording, nature of Han. Musicians
often doubt whether recording quality matBailey was aswing and pre- swing era clarinetters as much as some other people make out,
tist who was on hundreds of titles from the
1920s onwards. He was usually a sideman,
and digital machinery may not be around
when aspecial live performance takes place.
rarely a leader, and the above LP, done in
But that's another story. Bailey has been at
1958, is certainly the best music that ever
the sharp end of the British improvised music
appeared under his own name. Quartet perscene for well over 20 years, and, in his fifties
formances by Bailey with three rhythm alternate with septets where he has Herman
now, is playing better than ever, finely honing
his extraordinary guitar techniques to new
Autrey ( trumpet), Vic Dickenson ( tromlevels of finesse and control. Once you've
bone) and Hilton Jefferson ( alto saxophone)
craked the language. Bailey's music has a
with him up front. They all improvise respectsupreme logic to it. He swings and intrigues
ably but the leader is the best soloist. Bailey is
and presents more contrasts per bar than
tirelessly mobile, has the inventive capacity
perhaps any other musician.
to go with it, and takes real advantage of the
On paper. the combination of Bailey and
amount of space he is allotted here. Apart
Brazilian percussionist Cyro Baptista sounds
from two blues by WC Handy — with whom
a bit odd. but on disc it proves to he a
the clarinetist worked in his early days — the
fascinating and stimulating partnership. Just
themes are all by Bailey, and though not
as Bailey's mind is always busy. Baptista is
memorable are reasonable vehicles for
always getting something going too. He sets
improvisation. The Handy pieces are Beale
Street' and ' Memphis Blues', and though
up rhythms quickly then lets them dissolve,
and then he's off into something else. There's
Bailey must have played them on and off
great sympathy between these two players
throughout his life he cannot often have done
and a sense of humour too. The music is
so better than here. All players benefit from
fast-moving, and warm. Perhaps it's one of
Jimmy Crawford's very propulsive drumming
and excellent bass from Gene Ramey. but I the best new wave releases to come out of this
country for some time. [
A*:11. Bailey's
was not impressed by the pianist, Red
partnership with Dutch drummer/percussionRichards, except in his ' Hot Water Bayou'
ist Han Bennink goes back to the birth of the
solo IA:21
Max Harrison
European improvised music movement. Bennink sums up the Dutch school of playing.
where sharp injections of humour punctuate
DEREK BAILEY & CYRO BAPTISTA:
lively, often outrageous interchanges. This
CYRO
CD presents the latest chapter in the conIna's ( Cl)) CDOI (
39m 48s)
tinuing exploration of Bailey's dry wit and
Bennink's fall- about drumming. The music is
DEREK BAILEY & HAN BENNINK HAN
edited from a number of live performances
'twos ( CD) CD02 (
56m 37s)
and there is astrong feeling of the live energy
(Available from Incus records, 14 Downs
on this CD. 116:11
Ken Hyder
Road, London E5 8DS)
BUSTER BAILEY: ALL ABOUT MEMPHIS
Affinity AFF170

Maybe it means that CDs have finally arrived
when small, independent companies specialising in avant garde improvised music
start putting their music on to the small shiny
disc. Indeed, Derek Bailey says that for a
small company. CDs have the advantage of
being easy to handle, post and carry around.
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CHRIS BARBER: THE BEST OF CHRIS
BARBER
PRT l'YI, 6031
As trad survives to this day, one can't simply
put this in the nostalgia box; instead, it is

its own way in the world, oblivious of normal
trends. Hidden away amid the bundle of
amour and armour that is The King Of
Luxembourg, there's something that Ray
Davies might recognise, songs like ' Penny
Was A Tomboy' and ' Battle For Beauty
equating with ' Lola', while ' Her Eyes Are A
Blue Million Miles' is, unbelievably, an ice
cream ( but not for crow) version of a
Beefheart composition. Marden Hill, always
my favourite act ( him, her or them?) on the él
roster, toss in jazz waltzes, bossa novas, a
touch of The Tornadoes and even the Swingle
Singers, and Anthony Adverse ( definitely a
she, and alady of decided charm and talent)
runs the whole jazz, pop and show biz gamut
on her tribute to Emeric Pressburger. Could
'Grisha's Birthday'. actually be a nod in the
direction of Grisha Farfel, aJamesian trumpet star of yesteryear? Certainly, atrumpet is
featured heavily in the arrangement. But I
doubt if we shall ever know the truth. I'll pass
on Alway and add the obvious — that the
easiest and most engaging way of getting to
grips with the elusiveness of él is by way of
the London Palladium compilation. Okay. I
agree that this could all be acase of The King
Of Luxembourg's new clothes. But there's no
all- seeing ( or non- seeing) crowd involved.
Just me. And Ihave to say Ilike what Ihear.
Ratings [
A*1/21, ( B:2/31, lA:11 and
IA: I * 1respectively.
Fred Dellar

kindest to pick out the bits that genuinely still
sound good. ' Petite Fleur', despite its Bechet
origins, doesn't impress now despite its time
as achart- topper of 1956. But Ottilie Patterson, heard on three tracks, still sounds good;
it would be interesting to hear how she would
be coping with the technical demands of
Sondheim-style songs. Pat Halcox had a
trumpet style which had those ' pinched' notes
of Louis' Hot Five days, and dominated the
all- in choruses as was the rule in New
Orleans. But the track which really deserves
playing over and over again now is ' Sweet
Georgia Brown', which is in effect a Chris
Barber solo, six choruses straight off with
brassy tone and even aquote from Red Sails
in the Sunset! [13:1/21
Denis Argent
ANTHONY BRAXTON QUARTET: THE
COVENTRY CONCERT
West Wind ( CD) 001 (
51m 03s) ( distributed
by Impetus)
There are arguments raging in the jazz press
about the way this music appeared on disc
and who is ripping off whom — or not. That
does not directly affect the music you hear,
apart from arguments about the potential
recording quality, but it's just as well for jazz
fans to remember from time to time that the
business side of being a jazz musician is
fraught with dangers and hassles which
impeded the ambience of creativity. The
music on the CD concerns itself with more
intellectual questions. Braxton's music is
difficult and unyielding, often jagged and
uninviting. He fabricates such ascerhic music
that when you hear a moment of passionate
emotion that you can latch on to, its impact is
all the greater. This cool, calculating
approach has earned him much criticism from
his peers who expect something more hot
from a black American jazz musician. It
depends on preconceptions perhaps. Certainly there is drive and energy and commitment in good proportions, at times even
sounding like avant garde bebop. One thing is
certain — music like this is important and
original and innovative. 1A:1]
Ken Hyder
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PANDIT HARIPRASAD CHAURASIA:
FLUTE
Sonodisc (CD) ESP CD 4206 (
57m 56s)
(distributed by Audiorec)
This is one of those releases that will be hard
to find among thousands of units of 'product'
which come nowhere near its quality. While
people go for what they know, and more of
what they know, musicians like this inspiring
flautist will go largely unrecognised. But not,
of course, by you, dear reader, for Iurge you
to seek out this jewel of Indian music.
Chaurasia gets much more out of a simple
wooden flute than most musicians do from
more technological instruments ( and most
instruments are more technological than a
wooden flute). He bends and slurs notes,
creating a warm, liquid sound which allures
all the way to the end of this CD. In the faster
sections of the music he moves with astounding agility. This is the stuff that fires on all
cylinders and if you like your music well
rounded in passion. spirit and humanity. seek
it out. [
A*:1*1
Ken Hyder
CROWDED HOUSE: TEMPLE OF LOW
MEN
Capitol/EMI EST 2064

one of his strengths even though it may be
hard to be humble. [
A:1]
Max Harrison
DEFUNKT: IN AMERICA
Island/Antilles AN 8730
Joesph Bowie leads a band of unparalleled
hipness. The type of music purveyed on his
group's new LP will probably get that kiss-ofdeath label ' jazz funk', but it is your solemn
duty to ignore that type of rubbish. The music
on in America is incandescent, the playing
shames the competition. Over the intricately
shifting sands of Kenny Martin's drums and
Kim Clarke's bass, are assembled the storm
clouds of trombone, trumpet and three
guitars, cooled by the seen-it, done- it vocals
of Bowie. The first two tracks nail you to the
furniture; ' Smooth Love' electrocutes the
tender parts; ' Eraserhead' expunges all memory of pap. It's not in the least difficult, it's
merely awesome, like gazing at big mountains. This is large-scale music, measure
yourself against it. [ A*:11
Pete Clark
PLACIDO DOMINGO: GREATEST LOVE
SONGS
CBS MK 44701 (
58m 27s) CD

It's apleasing irony that in these days of the
dominance of the obvious, bands like
Crowded House can make a comfortable
living. Actually, it's a bit more than that
when you take into account the phenomenal
success of their debut LP in the States. This
second set is astounding for its resolutely
low-key approach and it is without the
faintest trace of the tub- thumping usually
employed to attract the attention of the
charts. The opening ' I Feel Possessed'
achieves its effect by insinuation. It requires a
couple of listens but you'll feel all the better
for it. The more electric offerings (' Kill Eye',
'Mansion In The Slums') slip into quirkiness
just when you think you've nailed their
deceptive simplicity. If you prefer your pop/
rock to be downbeat rather than deadbeat.
ease into the Crowded House and experience
arare treat. IA: Il
Pete Clark

All ' serious' singers have to try their technique on the better class of modern standards,
and Domingo's ' Blue Moon'. ' Moon River'
and ' Autumn Leaves' are good enough; but
he ( or whoever advised him) chose wrongly
in setting the classic Latin-American ' Besame
Mucho' against adisco-style beat. However,
the best tracks on this CD are in fact the
Ernesto Lecuona songs which were on an LP
reviewed here in 1985 and proved that the
singer is happiest with Spanish words. But the
song which brought me up short with a
sudden shock of recognition was ' I Don't
Talk To Strangers' by Andrew Lloyd Webber
and Tim Rice, which presages the big hit in
Phantom — really useful! John Denver shares
two of his own songs with Domingo in duets.
and altogether the bargain CD's marketing
area is indicated by the fact that the leaflet
prints no details about the singer or the songs
but offers advice on the care of CDs in six
languages. 1A:1/21
Denis Argent

MILES DAVIS: SORCERER
CBS2I143

HERALDO DO MONTE: CORDAS VIVAS
Rio Records RRPL 006

Though received coldly when it appeared in
1967, this is aclassic LP by aclassic band and
a welcome addition to CBS's ' ILove Jazz'
series. With the Prince of Darkness ( to adopt
one of the track titles) are Wayne Shorter
(tenor saxophone) and — one of the great
rhythm sections in jazz history — Herbie
Hancock ( piano), Ron Carter ( bass) and
Tony Williams ( drums). With the ESP
(1965), Miles Smiles ('66) and Nefertiti ('67)
LPs, this defined areas of musical activity in
which some players are still working even
today. Though less satisfying than Miles
Smiles, the Sorcerer music is very fresh,
everyone having plenty of ideas and the
whole being without clichés of any sort. And
the tension in the fast pieces is exceptional.
Four of the themes are by Shorter and one
each is by Hancock and Williams. Shorter's
have particularly strong character, are especially imaginative. If Davis — who plays as
individualistically as ever throughout — was
not doing much writing at this time it was
because he was absorbing leads from his
young sidemen that bore fruit rather later.
He was never above learning from his
employees, and this in fact has always been

It's ashame Ican't tell you much about one of
the most polished and enjoyable albums to
come my way in the past few months. Idon't
even know much about the record label. All
the sleeve tells you is that the compositions
are by Heraldo Do Monte, that the music was
recorded in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and aspecial
guest is Hermeto Pascoal. There's no hint of
who the musicians are other than flautist
Pascoal, but whoever they are they are doing
a fine job. The music is guitar- dominated
with lush lines, mainly on acoustic guitars
interlinking over backwashes of rhythm, at
which the Brazilians excel, of course. It's light
music in that it's easy to get into and the
general mood is joyous and speaks of sunny
beaches and holiday- brochure scenes. But it's
no commercial frilly-shirt number. This is
classy Brazilian music played with all the
authentic panache of complete relaxation in
the playing. The rhythms often appear easy
and loose, yet they are performed with a
spot-on precision.
This is the real thing, and if you are
attracted to Brazilian music, you should make
an effort to seek it out. [
A*:1]
Ken Hyder
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JULIA FORDHAM: JULIA FORDHAM
Circa 4LP
An annoying record in a way. Just when
greatness is suggested, the one-time Wilsation seems to step back, as if unwilling or
unable to take the final plunge. The problem,
of course, is the old one of marrying old-time
torch and contemporary pop. a line trick if
you can turn it, but one which has defeated a
long line of contenders, from Linda Ronstadt
through to Tracy Thorn. For much of the
time, however, Fordham pulls off the balancing act. 'Cocooned', while not fully satisfactory at lyric level, sounds sublime, a fine
example of the ballad-after-midnight. while
'Where Does The Time Go?', on which
Fordham pits her voice against arough-hewn
vocal assist from John O'Kane, is the stuff
that upper-class pop hits are made of. Sometimes the Fordham phrasing lacks distinction
— her emotiveness tends to dog her ability to
really read a line — even so, Julia Fordham
was an album worth making, an album worth
hearing.
Those who consider Sade amite too white
icing might try this for that additionally tangy
taste. [ A:1/2]
Fred Dellar

JIM HALL TRIO WITH TOM HARRELL:
THESE ROOMS
Denon CD CY-3002-EX (
66m 45s)
Ican't stand most straight-ahead guitar players, but there are exceptions, and Jim Hall is
one. Unlike most of his contemporaries, Hall
has an imaginative approach to rhythm playing, coupled with an empathy with music as
opposed to guitaronics. You could easily put
him in the Bill Evans camp of subtle swing
and this CD is very much out of that Evans
tradition. Hall manages to make his sounds
hang in the air and float, and throughout
there's never asense of uncomfortableness in
the music. Everything is relaxed and warm.
Bassist Steve LaSpina and drummer Joey
Baron are perfect for Hall's music, and
featured guest Tom Harrell's flugelhorn provides the icing on the cake. It's not an
innovative release, not arip-roaring steamer,
but it's much more than easy- listening jazz.
Maybe you could say that it's intelligent
easy-listening jazz. Whatever it is it's one of
the warmest, most enjoyable modern mainstream releases this year. [A*:I1 Ken Hyder
HOTHOUSE FLOWERS: PEOPLE
London LP 58
Didja see them when they won the Eurovision Song Contest without even entering it?
For one moment. Ireland was on anew high.
Little wonder that the soccer squad nearly
made a spectacular follow-up in the months
that followed. Brilliant stuff — even though
'Don't Go', the worthy single that also
bedecks this album, might not be all that out
of place on aBruce Hornsby release. There's
plenty more that's equally worthy here —
anyone who caught the rough-and-tumble
gospel outpouring that comprised the band's
first single, ' Love Don't Work That Way',
will agree. ' I'm Sorry' walks similarly hallowed ground, while the tough, southern
country of ' It'll Be Easier In The Morning',
indicates that the Flowers have been known
to visit the bar-room on the way back from
the local mission and it's associated tambourine testimony. Acoustic piano, lots of
strums, southern fried organ and a lead
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vocalist who sounds as though he might have
driven atruck had not music got in the way —
the Flowers are made for America. a fact
Rolling Stone cottoned onto even before the
band had ever put name to contract. Little
doubt that they're the best Irish rock band
since that other lot who shall remain
unnamed because I'm bored with hearing
comparisons. [
A/B: 1* ]
Fred Deliar
JOHN ILLSLEY: GLASS
Vertigo. 834 331-2. 46.55 mins. ( CD)
It is to be expected that Illsley's personal
product will be compared with that of his
parent company, Dire Straits. The similiarity
is understandable but is that because he
influences the Straits sound or because that is
all he knows? His voice is certainly better
than Knopfler's, who is restricted to lead
guitar on the best track, All IWant Is You.
Illsley's voice makes the songs sound similar
to those of Latin Quarter. But the lyrics could
be stronger, and the melodies more varied.
The all digital recording is impeccable and
the arrangements at times oiltstrip Knopfler's
but Idon't think fans will be that impressed.
1A:31
Neville Farmer
Alt KANE: 69
Rough Trade 119
The current darlings of the weekly music
press are certainly aweird and wacky handful. Two clever-dicks with prestigious day
jobs in the advertising industry venture out at
night to assault guitars, creating a swirling
soundscape of feedback bleached by eerily
distant vocals. Sometimes the sounds are
anchored by aconstant riff or an outbreak of
percussion, other times it just drifts in a
post-psychedelic haze. When the Kane boys
get it right, as on the deeply mesmeric ' Baby
Remix' and the strangely compelling 'Sperm
Whale Tripover', then it's possible to catch a
glimpse of a desolate musical landscape of
rare beauty. When they get it wrong ('Sulliday', for example) the listener is pitched into
ahell of irritating pesudery. One for the Sun
Ra worshippers. [
B:2]
Pete Clark
KASSAV': KASSAV'
Celluloid CD (53m13s) CEL 6815 ( distributed
by Impetus)
Kassav - are one of those groups from Paris/
Africa which are threatening to take over
Europe, because some of the more interesting sounds, experiments in music and recording techniques, are happening in Paris at the
moment and involve African musicians. This
might not be the best of these amalgamations
but there's a good helping of stuff to check
out. On the positive side the singing is superb
with attractive filigree phrases peppering the
proceedings. And the percussion is attentiongrabbing too, but what holds the thing back is
a mindless disco rhythm section. It's that
rhythm which makes the overall sound of
this CD ' 70s rather than ' 80s. It's apity, for if
it was allowed to come through, the African
influence would have made it much more
enjoyable and given it a better rating than
[A:2/31
Ken Hyder
JAMES P JOHNSON: FEELING BLUE
Halcyon HDL107
JAMES P JOHNSON: AIN'TCHA
MUSIC?
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star. This CD is worthy of her talents. Much
of Sondheim's music would be beyond the
scope of today's over-hyped sensations; Cleo.
Founding father of piano jazz though he was.
born three years before the composer. has
Johnson goes for years without a new issue,
the maturity to understand the songs, as well
but suddenly we have two LPs. The Halcyon
as the voice to reproduce the difficult line of
covers 1927-31 and pieces such as ' Snowy
Morning Blues' still sound. well, as fresh as a Sondheim's more modernist compositions.
Don't let me put you off this superb disc by
snowy morning, and some, notably the brilmaking it seem difficult listening; its 16 tracks
liant ' Riffs' and ' Jingles'. are among the
include such great show-stoppers as 'The
classics of recorded piano jazz. Halcvon's
Ladies Who Lunch' from Company and the
eight piano solo tracks are enough to jiistifv
purchase. but Johnson, though a line coin:- melodious ' Send in the Clowns'. But it's
typical of Cleo's personality ( and her techniposer and great pianist, was not an effective
que) that after growling her way gloriously
bandleader and the seven band performances
through ' I'm Still Here' from Follies, she ends
have no individuality. A few are of passing
it triumphantly with along note in her highest
interest through including Johnson and his
register. Listen to her too in ' IWill Marry the
pupil Fats Waller at two pianos, or for an
Miller's Son' from A Little Night Music— how
early sighting of Cootie Williams in his
she carries off those tongue- twisting lines in
pre- Ellington days; but there is also some
the middle section. seven syllables to a bar.
dreadful singing. The Pumpkin material.
all perfectly articulated. There's a good 24much of it never issued before, is from
page booklet ( not often the case with CDs)
1947-9. and in solos taped during the latter
with all Sondheim's clever words, and
year Johnson is heard at greater length than
altogether this is an essential buy for anyone
was possible in 78rpm days. improvising on
seeking the very hest in modern theatre
tunes not usually associated with him such as
'Liza' and Sugar'. His solos are less formal.
music. The New York recording was conducted by Jonathan Kunick. who orchesless tightly organised than during his pioneertrated the 1971 recording of Follies on CBS
ing years. and the band tracks, from various
with the Broadway cast. [ A*:1*1
broadcasts, with such people as Wild Bill
Denis Argent
Davison, Bobby Hackett and Pee Wee Russell, are superior to the earlier ones. Halcyon
only rates [
C: I/4]; Pumpkin [
B:2].
JULIE LONDON: FEELING GOOD
Max Harrison
EMI Liberty EMS 1282
Pumpkin P117

RIPLEY'S DEPT
THE BILLY COTTON BIG BAND SHOW:
WAKEY WAKEY!!
C5 Records C5 513
MICK MULLIGAN AND HIS BAND/THE
SAINTS JAZZ BAND: THE SAINTS MEET
THE SINNERS
C5 Records C5 512
Billy Cotton from 1961, complete with guests
like Alma Cogan bringing the music hall right
into your living room and 1959 trad notable
for the presence of George Melly. So far, so
good, two LPs increasing the available material in neglected genres. Then you put them
on the turntable, sit back, and within a few
bars you start wondering what on earth is
going on. Did someone upgrade my hi-fi
while Iwas out? Did the Audio Fairy sprinkle
magic dust on my cartridge? These recordings
from the EMI vaults are so wonderful
because whoever engineered them way back
when knew what sound was all about. Unfortunately, there are no audiophile-type liner
notes to tell us just why these 1988 transfers
are as good as any Shaded Dogs you're likely
to find, but C5 (See For Miles) proprietor
Colin Miles thinks that they were DMM'ed at
EMI and were not digitised.
1don't care if these were cut by Ronald
Reagan using his horse's hooves. They're
simply the finest sounding LPs I've heard in
years, and the bonus is that they sell for
around £3.99 per. These are genuine [
A*:1*]
LPs if ever Ive heard them.
Ken Kessler

CLEO LAINE: CLEO SINGS SONDHEIM
RCA RD 87702 (
60m 22s) CD
What can I say that's hew about Cleo's
amazing voice and versatility'? Heaped with
honours as she is. from her OBE down to
magazine awards, all one can do is to wish her
the health to stand the stress of being aworld

Despite the good choice of songs. including
'Girl Talk'. ' Summertime' and Herbie Hancock's ' Watermelon Man', this does not seem
as satisfying as others of Julie's from the
1960s. But though some of those good ones
reviewed in the past year or two were with
small groups. it's oddly enough the big band
backing that makes this record worth more
than a few playings. The band is that of
Gerald Wilson, a big name from the West
Coast who had arranged for Lunceford, Basie
and Gillespie and, according to one of the
jazz histories, ' summed up with power and
brilliance the mainstream of the development
of orchestral jazz up to that time'. For 1965,
these are powerful punchy arrangements.
well recorded; whether the record is worth
buying really depends on your affinity with
the period; Loose Tubes fans may find it too
elementary. [
A:1/21
Denis Argent
MADAGASIKARA 3; RAKOTOFRA:
FLUTE MASTER OF MADAGASCAR
GlobeStyle ORBD 027
One thing you learn, if you start collecting
world music records, is never to think you've
heard it all. Having said that. Iwas quite
unprepared for the impact of some tracks on
this formidable album. Much of the music has
to do with unusual practices — to be more
precise, exhumation and reburial ceremonies. Featured is the virtuoso flute player
Rakotofra who makes his own instruments
out of lengths of metal tubing. Old ski poles
are his favourite source. Some of the music is
jolly stuff, light and airy, if not essential
listening. However, the tracks with flutes and
drums are extraordinary. This is an example
of influences going the other way, from
Europe to the third world. The drumming.
and the drums themselves come from
Europe. They are — or at least they look like
and sound like — calf skin rope-tensioned
drums. But the blend with the flutes is quite
unique. It's punchy and it swings. and considering the ceremonial use to which it's put,
this grave music sounds very cheery. [
B:21
Ken Hyder
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JOHN MCLAUGHLIN & MAHAVISHNU:
ADVENTURES IN RADIOLAND
Sound Service SOS 2020
John McLaughlin remains one of the hest of
the electric guitarists to come out of the
whole jazz fusion thing in the 1970s, but that
doesn't mean that everything he does is
magic. Some of his Mahavishnu albums are
classic, and so was his foray into Indian
acoustic music, Shakti. But he can get bogged
down into frothy nothingness in some projects. Having seen him play amazing stuff on
acoustic guitar during the past few years, I'm
beginning to wonder if the electric projects
are becoming ahit of achore. Certainly there
are lapses of good taste all through this
album, and all too often the dazzling runs are
just dazzling and have no depth. Some of the
abrupt changes of mood and sound on the
tracks seem to have no point, while the music
is meta- technological, and the sleeve reads
like asmall ad for amusical instrument shop.
Most of the playing sounds like it was
designed to impress, but, for these ears, it
falls wide of the mark. McLaughlin is still a
very special musician, but not on this album.
1A:2/3I
Ken limier
STEPHEN NIICUS: TWILIGHT FIELDS
ÉCM 1358
Iloved Stephen Micus's music the first time I
heard it about adozen years ago. Micus was
taking bits of Japanese, Balinese and other
musics and blendiQg them into something
sumptuous in its simplicity and quiet
strength, long before such a synthesis of
world music became apopular idea. On this
album he is putting the same kind of eclectic
mixture together with tuned flowerpots, hammer dulcimers, zithers, nay, and shakuhachi.
The soundscape is eastern, and rolling with
gentle rhythm. My only criticism is that after
a good handful of albums, his music is
beginning to sound samey. If you have a
couple already, then you don't really need
this one. On the other hand, if you haven't
come across Micus, it's worth an investment.
There's alot to be said for peaceful music in
these troubled times — and he's got more
soul than New Age pap. IA*:1/21
Ken Fly der
ROBERT PALMER: HEAVY NOVA
EMI EMD 1007
Palmer's tenth solo, the first for his new label,
is almost like a crash-course in the man's
career at Island, tempered with traces of his
stint with Power Station. Early indications
pointed toward remakes of ' Addicted To
Love' and more of his metallic face, but the
LP soon swings into other genres. Never
predictable, Palmer injects some ethnic, seasoned with tasty guest-work from former
Band members; he's even brave enough to
hark back to the classic Pressure Drop on
Side 2. Yes, Palmer fans, even those who
wish he'd go back to covering Little Feat
material will find something here, while one
Palmer supporter is convinced we're witnessing the blossoming of awhite Marvin Gaye.
Heavy soul'? Why not? Ifor one prefer dry,
dry. dry to wet. wet. wet. IA:11 Ken Kessler

GRAHANI PARKER: THE MONA LISA'S
SISTER
Demon Fiend 122
1111

The petrol pump attendant has come a long
way. During the early part of his career, he
spat out white soul heat backed by the very
wonderful Rumour, who could play abit and
a half. Then American beckoned, Parker
promptly stopped squeezing out sparks and
made an increasingly inspipid series of
albums before disappearing from view. He
returns on that stalwart indie label Demon,
with an LP which must have cost afraction of
his later American efforts — and, of course, it
sounds great. Parker is joined by the likes of
Peter Thomas, Terry Williams and Brinsley
Schwartz and their sparse but fizzing backdrops laugh in the face of 48- track buffoonery. The ace in the hole, though, is Parker's
voice which has here regained its twin feral and
bittersweet qualities and places him in first
cousinship position to Elvis Costello. Highlights abound, but the serious listener will get
a feel of the whole by trying ' Don't Let It
Break You Down' ( statement of intent),
'Blue Highway' ( atmospheric lament) and
'Under The Mask' ( stinging lyrics). You'd
need to be fairly ill not to get a kick out of
this. IA:11
Pete Clark
TEDDY PENDERGRASS: JOY
Elektra 960 775-1
Too comfortable by half really. Pendergrass
has one of the great soul voices and even the
injuries received in that fateful car crash
haven't diminished that asset one iota. Additionally, he still makes records that sound as
though they come out of Philadelphia,
another plus in my book. The drawback is
that he's in love with love these days.
Everything is as romantic as a Mills & Boon
anthology and though, thanks to the Pendergrass appeal, individual tracks each provide
soulful kisses of the right kind, in toto, the
effect is one of getting smothered. I wish
someone would make him mad enough to
throw amelodic punch or two. [
A*:2]
Fred DeIlar
KIMMIE RHODES: MAN IN THE MOON
Heartland HLD 007
I think I'm in love, hut whether it's with
Heartland Records or Kimmie Rhodes I'm
not yet certain. Having given us aselection of
off-the-wall male country & western
anachronisms, Heartland scores this time
with a distaff equivalent. Rhodes, like her
label- mates, thinks it's 1947 and that Hank
Williams or Ernest Tubb or Patsy Kline are
radical. I mean, the woman was probably
wrapped in aNudie-designed nappie. Every-

thing, from the hilarious, kitschy sleeve to the
track selection ( cg. ' When You Wish Upon A
Star') is too ingenuous to be a put-on, so
Rhodes must be regarded as a natural, if
violent reaction against the ladies of New
Country. If Nancy Griffith or Emmylou
Harris are left-of-centre, with Crystal Gayle
and Dolly in the middle, then this lady is 360
degrees to the right. A throwback? Yes, but
boy can she sing. Throw away your 501 s,
ladies: petticoats are back in style. [
A/B: I * I
Ken Kessler
ROUMANIE: MUSIQUE DES TSIGANES
DE VALACHIE LES LAUTARI DE CLEJAN1
Ocora CD C559036 ( 62m 0Is) (
distributed by
Harmonia Mundi)
Music like this can hit you in the heart within
seconds. When it reaches your mind, it's easy
to suffer from confusion about its origins. For
this passionate, wildly direct music sounds
European and Asian at the same time with a
touch of what we tend to stereotype as gipsy
music. The singing can pass for flamenco in
some passages, while the violin reaffirms
Bartok's influences. The hammered dulcimer
jangles on top of this heady mixture, ducking
and diving with superb agility. The musicians
on this CD represent a tradition of professional players going back several centuries
and taking in the influences of Turkey, which
dominated . Romania from the 16th to 19th
centuries. There are moments of roughness in
the playing, between sections or on some of
the endings, but the emotional intensity in
the main body of playing completely rubs out
these minor blemishes. And there is astonishing virtuosity in there too. I love it.
IA*:1]
Ken Hyder
KEVIN ROWLAND: THE WANDERER
Mercury Records. 843 488 I
Looking at the cover one would think that
Rowland was an art-loving French playboy
millionaire, rather than the menacing Brummie thug from Dexy's Midnight Runners.
Mercury clearly feel that his identity needs
emphasising on the sleeve as well but as soon
as you hear the voice you know exactly who it
is. Sadly, however, the occasional spark of
inspiration which flashed in earlier years
seems to have died. This is an album of
boring bits of songs recorded in New York
with a flavour of rock and roll and country
and western. The production by Deodato is
about as indifferent as the music and all in all
the album sounds tired and smug. [ C:31
Neville Farmer
BOZ SCAGGS: OTHER ROADS
CBS 461121-2 (
50m 10s) CI)
Back after an eight- year sojourn. Scaggs
begins promisingly enough with ' What's
Number One?', asong that boasts astructure
not unlike that of a Steely Dan special. The
melodic ' Claudia', which follows, also promotes an approving nod — but, thereafter, it's
mainly routine rock for the AOR airwaves. It
was hoped that Scaggs' association with
singer/songwriter/poet Jim Carroll — an association that has provided three of the songs
on this belated release — would have resulted
in something special, something that might
have set Scaggs back in the fast lane once
again. But, despite help from Toto, Tim
Schmit, Peter Wolf and others, Other Roads
is, give or take maybe three tracks, just
another record. A promise not fulfilled.
[A:2/3]
Fred DeIlar
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Second Act, ultimately resolving the show
with perhaps the most uninhibited - some
might say sentimental - display of lyric ballad
writing that I've yet heard from him: three
beautiful songs in sequence, the second, ' No
One is Alone', being the most sustained and
cathartic in effect. And who says Sondheim
doesn't produce memorable tunes? [ A*:11
Edward Seckerson
ROD STEWART: OUT OF ORDER
Warner Bros WX 152

SOMEBODY FAMOUS: THE GIFT
Raindance Records RD001
Queasy from the destructive use of English
employed in the press release, I struggle
through some of the puerile politicising lyrics
and find that Tim Jones - late of Neon and
Punishment of Luxury - can turn out a very
good album. Without the assistance of a
record company budget he has produced a
collection of varied tunes and adventurous
arrangements employing acoustic and electronic instruments and gritty but effective
vocals. Some will blow their tops at the more
naive socialist posturing, but while Iagree
that the sentiments could have been better
expressed, the musical content more than
makes up for this. Whether he becomes
somebody famous or not will depend on a
good grapevine and a more pioneering spirit
from major record labels. [ Af11:21
Neville Farmer
SONDHEIM: INTO THE WOODS
Original Broadway Cast
RCA RD 86796 (69m 16s) digital ( LP: RL
86796, MC: RK 86796)
'Into the woods/Then out of the woods/ And
home before dark!' Sondheim's newest show
is perhaps his wildest flight of fancy yet: a
confusion of well-known fairy-tale characters
and their respective stories in search of the
'Happily ever after' ending.
In Act One their wishes are granted. In Act
2, they must take the consequences of their
actions - in some cases their greed. All at
once fantasy becomes reality: people really
die; morals are questioned. Ambitious? Of
course. And whether or not you ultimately
decide that Sondheim has taken on that little
bit more than he can chew ( I don't), the
challenge has drawn forth one of his most
subtly integrated scores. The musical and
verbal cross-referencing leaves most of his
peers back in the dark ages: simple melodic
fragments germinate and transform, recur
and inter-relate; akey melody will become an
accompaniment, and so on. And what can
one say about Sondheim, the wordsmith, in
the face of anumber like ' Agony' - aglorious
duet of one-upmanship-in-suffering for the
two Princes; or Little Red Ridinghood's
deliciously precocious ' I know things now'
with its not-so-subtle sexual connotations; or
young Jack's touching 'Giants in the sky' with
its quite unexpected modulations from Sondheim agitato into soaring lyric ballad; or
then again, the intricate 12-minute Prologue
which so ingeniously sets the scene and
straightaway reveals ensemble playing of
astonishing accomplishment from this
talented Broadway cast. But perhaps most
memorable of all is the way in which Sondheim has risen here to the pathos of his
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Should you kick a man when he's up?
Interesting question. Most of today's fish and
chip wrappers certainly believe that if someone sells records then they can be ripped
apart journalistically, and help to sell papers.
Rod Stewart can still sell records. He also
almost sits up and begs to be potted by the
press. Not only by means of his chosen
lifestyle but also in the way he records
albums. Here, for example, he sings the old
Bessie Smith classic ' Nobody Knows You if
You're Down And Out' as if roadtesting it for
ACDC. He also delivers 'Try A Little
Tenderness' in amanner that opts for instant
(and unfavourable) comparisons with the
version recorded by Otis Redding and
emerges with a ditty known as ' Forever
Young' that's not the Dylan song but sounds
so much like it that you feel the Zim might
have given it to afoster-father at birth. There
are better things aboard, however. The opening ' Lost In You', is a fine song, one of the
several items slotted together by Stewart and
guesting guitarist/co-producer Andy Taylor.
'When IWas Your Man', which concludes
the programme, also could fit neatly onto
some forthcoming ' Best Of. But too many
things in between fail to make the grade. So
I'll kick. 113:2/31
Fred Dellar
THE CECIL TAYLOR UNIT:
BOLOGNA
Leo Records IR 404/405

LIVE IN

This double album represents a live Taylor
performance, and that means non-stop
energy and activity. These musicians don't
coast for a second, though on this occasion
the music has changed because the lineup has
changed. Most striking is the inclusion of
Carlos Ward, an alto player who goes way
back to the tail end of the Coltrane era. But
most recently he has been supplying the
song-like soul to the music of South African
pianist Abdullah Ibrahim ( Dollar Brand).
Playing with Taylor is of course a different
business, and Ward's approach has become
more chopped- up and angular. But the melodic style he has built up over the years hasn't
been completely broken down, and that
appealing lyrical quality is still to the fore,
making this excursion much different from
most Taylor outings. Leroy Jenkins has been
one of the leading jazz violinists of the past 20
years and his inclusion is aguarantee of ideas
and energy. This may be one of the straightest Taylor bands for some years in many
respects, but it is still Taylor and that means
music you can't easily ignore. You either
settle down to immerse yourself in it, or you
turn it off. 1B/C:11
Ken Hyder
VARIOUS: IRVING BERLIN - 100 YEARS
OF GENIUS
CBS 460999-2 51m 30s CD
SILVER SCREEN ORCHESTRA: IRVING
BERLIN - A CELEBRATION
Pickwick PWKS 501 50m 9s CD

Bargain CDs, both earning bonus points for
including full insert notes - too many budget
CDs give almost no information apart from
the titles. ' Various' is a miscellany of stars;
some from film soundtracks ( Astaire, Garland: Top Hat, Easter Parade), others from
concerts (Tony Bennett, for me the best
tracks) and oddities like Barbra Streisand
singing ' White Christmas' dead straight. Thee
are disappointments: Rosemary Clooney and
Guy Mitchell in a surprisingly limp ' You're
Just In Love'. All the 18 songs are familiar
except the second-best national anthem of
the USA, 'God Bless America', naturally
little played or sung over here. It is on the CD
in a typical Mormon Tabernacle Choir version. The other record has even fewer surprises, and it is an indication of Berlin's vast
catalogue of standards that only seven of the
18 tracks by the Silver Screen Orchestra are
also on the CBS compilation. The orchestra is
agathering of star session men led by Mike
Timoney and including one of our most- heard
trumpet players - Dave Browning, who plays
the theme on Coronation Street! The arrangements are good, expert, modern work. Well
recorded too, and so [ A:11. The CBS set has
some awful old soundtrack recording but the
stars enable it to rate [ 1/21.
Denis Argent
"--71refir
NANA VASCONCELOS/ANTONELLO
SALIS: LESTER
Soul Note 121 157-1
Nana Vasconcelos is aBrazilian percussionist
who seems to appear as a guest on every
second or third jazz album released. He is an
outstanding colourist, who doesn't play like
most percussionists; instead of setting up
maintained rhythms, he paints backdrops of
sound, splashing orange streaks with cymbals, and dark smears with bass drums. Salis
is less known; he's atalented, soulful Italian
pianist with an ear for all sorts of musics and
influences. He even plays some engaging
accordion on this album. The two of them
combine to produce something which is
unique, yet at the same time it's reminiscent
of folk musics from all over the world. It's a
varied album, taking in music which comes
across as brilliantly sunny (in spite of being
recorded in December) and delicate, wistful
ballads. It's another example of how diverse
jazz has become. [A*:1/2]
Ken Hyder
MingineMPROMMM KIM WILDE: CLOSE
MCA MCG 6030
Wilde made agreat, adult single way back in
'82. Titled 'Child Come Away', it was
infinitely superior to all that she'd offered
before. But the record failed dismally.
Where, formerly, her releases had been Top
20 items, this classic crept in at 43. At which
point, understandably, the then-teenager
returned to making singles that girls of her
own age could dance to in front of the mirror,
while their elder brothers were upstairs posing with invisible guitars. Since then, Wilde
has continued to play it safe, she and her
brother Rick (who preferred to pose with a
real keyboard) piecing together catchy
nothings that are winning enough in their
own way, especially when, as in this instance,
Tony Swain is around to lend his production
know-how. There's not much else you need
to know. Junior lends avocal assist on ' Hey
Mister Heartache', and the only 'borrowed'
song is Todd Rundgren's ' Lucky Guy' neither of these facts adding up to a great
deal. For in the main it's the Wilde family
show, totally professional, totally predictable. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
Ill

THE SWEETEST SOUNDS
ARE JUST OFF THE M25
ESPECIALLY WITH A "START OF SEASON"

SALE

OF NEW AND EX-DEMONSTRATION STOCK
MOSTLY "ONE-OFF" ITEMS ON FIRST- COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
WIth each player below. choose from stock 12
compact does and only pay HALF PRICE
-SAVING OVER f65

Teac PD22
Sans,,, PCV100
Yamaha CDX5
Audio Techrea ATCD10
Sansts PCV 750
Yamaha CD2 speceal
Yamaha CD3
Rotel RCD820
Ph,bps CD373
Phdips CD473
Luxman Bed 090
Rotel RCD820BX
Laceran Brad 0100
Yamaha CDX900
Phd(es CD960

CASSETTE DECKS

SRP

Sale

After £65
saving

325
300
200
320
340
430
400
270
260
260
400
350
450
450
700

225
200
200
230
240
303
303
250
260
260
325
300
375
425
660

160
135
135
165
175
235
235
185
195
195
260
235
310
360
595

SRP
100
170
203
695

160
90

AMPLIFIERS
Sale
89
175
189
235
215
279
219
279
260
299
845
289
475

TUNERS
OED 1231
Proton P420
Harman/Kardon TUSOS
HarmarvKardon TU910
Luxman Bed 7100L
Harman/Kardon TU615
HarmaraKardon TU912
Luxman Bed T102L
HarmaniKardon Citation 23

Sale
E
85
149
1r.9
219
565

139
119
169
185
199
219
229
559

79
99
149
155
169
189
189
199
489

RECEIVERS

TONEARMS
Ands) Technea AT1010
OrtoIon SME 30H

SRP
110
200
229
295
255
349
289
300
339
995
329
545

SOP
Proton P520B
OED A240CD
OED A240SA
HarmaniKardon PM645
Proton 0540
Sansts AUD9
Harman/Kardon PM650
Cambndge Aucho C75/A75
Pre/Power

-,naniKanion

119
50

330
• ,,aan Kardon 3801

155
185

Sale
/19
129
179
189
189
219
225

149
199
225
240
340

480

580

LOUDSPEAKERS (pair)
Wharfedale " Actrve Dramonds"
I38W DM1001

TURNTABLES
Anston R020
Anston RD50
OED R232EN
Anston RI380
Alphason Sonata

Dual C802
Luxman Bed K100
Harman/Kardon 10292
Harman/Kurdo, CD291C HO Pro
Harman Kardon 70202
Nakamichi 130100E
Teac V700
Dual C844 Two- speed
Sansta 0705
Luxman Bed 6112 HX Pro
Nakamtchi CR5E
Luxman Bed K105
Nakamichi RX202E

Goodmans Sterling 5
Wharfedale 504
Whadedale " Rdz" Chamond
Mordaunt-Short MS100
Tannoy DC100
(New) Tannoy Jupder S'
Avance Pyrarescle 120
Wharfedale 510
B8W DM3301
Tannoy Jupder MKII
Ltd. 60th Ann. Ed
B8W DM1800/SIds
Mustcal ficlehly MC4
Wharfedale 512 MKII
88W Mains IE
Spender SPI
Ruark Broad Swords

110
120
130
140
150
189
239
249
279
279
299

89
99
109
109
130
159
199
199
239
239
249

399
499
499
499
595
679
699

319
429
429
399
475
569
569

Also numerous cartridges and MC step-ups from ADC. Audio Technica, Coral, Denon, Dynavector,
Goldring, Logbellex, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Osawa, Pickering, Shure, Sony, Westrak.

Over 300 HiFi separates in stock with
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS, AMPLIFIERS, TURNTABLES, TUNERS & CASSETTE DECKS from Alphason, AR, Ariston, Cambridge Audio, Cemac, Citation, Denon, Dual, Elite Rock, Harman/Kardon, Kenwood, Logic, Luxman, Manticore, Marantz, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo, Philips ( CD), Proton, QED, Quad, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Teac, Thorens, Townshend ( The Rock),
Trio, Yamaha, etc.
LOUDSPEAKERS from AR, Ariston ( QLN), Avance, British Loudspeakers ( BLQ), B&W, Bose, Castle, Gale, Goodmans, Infinity,
JBL, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Quad, Rotel, Ruark, Spendor, Tannoy, Townshend ( Glastonbury), Wharfedale, etc.
HEADPHONES, MICROPHONES, CARTRIDGES, CABLES AND OTHER
Beyer, Chord, Decca, Denon, DNM, Foundation, Glanz, Goldring, Grado,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon, QED, Quart, Rata, Ross, Ruark, Sennheiser,
Yamaha and other leading specialist manufacturers, including demonstrations
PWB Electronics.

ACCESSORIES from ADC, AKG, Audio Technica,
Jecklin, Hunt, Kiseki, Koss, Maxell, MDM, Milltek,
Shure, Target, TDK, Tiffany, Van den Hul, Vecteur,
of the remarkable Electret Polarisation products from

BRENTWOOD HI-FI

Ground &
First Floor

2INGRAVE ROAD, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX

Tel: (0277)
221210

Corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road (A128)
On-site customer parking by appointment Shop & Home demonstrations given. Easy to reach — 5mins from M25

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

CAPSULES
ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY: NATURAL ELEMENTS
MCA Master Series MCA 42125
MCA's New Age label is rich in fine guitar
work and this is no exception. Just the thing
for those awaiting the next from Hedges or
Ackerman, if they're still awake. [
A/A*:1/21

THE LILAC TIME: THE LILAC TIME
Fontana SFLP 6
Word's out: Fairground Attraction have
made it okay for sparse, melodic releases and
this one's as delicate as its title. The messages, though, are heavier than the music.
[A:II

COLIN CAMPBELL/HAROLD RICH:
PIANORAMA
BBC CD 674 (
58m 02s) CD
20 'all-time favourites' from Radio 2's Sunday
Soapbox. Cutesy piano canoodlings, something like what you'd expect to hear at a
fun-fair which couldn't quite afford a calliope. [A:1/2]

LIME SPIDERS: VOLATILE
Virgin CDV 2534 (
47m 11s) CD
Debauched and demented lyrics (check out
'The Captor & The Captive One'), guitar
raunch worthy of Leslie West. punk-level
energy, ample doses of melody . . . what a
refreshing break from the brain death of New
Age. Not quite HM, too slick for grebo — let's
call it ' rock'. [A/B:!]

RON COOLEY: THE ANCIENT AND THE
INFANT
American Gramaphone AGCD388 (
41m 45s)
CD
Another session from jazz guitarist Cooley,
notable for the use of real instruments instead
of reliance on ICs. New Age by any other
name, but with a sonic advantage. [
A:11

LOOSE ENDS: THE REAL CHUCKEEBOO
Virgin CDV 2528 (
68m 33s) CD
Yet another British soul band ensuring that
he Yanks don't get it all their own way.
Steers nicely between ' dancine' soul and
listening' soul, which is the way it should be.
[A:1]

CRAIG DAVIES: LIKE. NARCISSUS
Rough Trade ROUGH 122
Or: what Tom Waits would be releasing if he
came from Salford. Like Waits', Davies's is a
voice you'll either adore or detest. If Tom's
your man, note that this near-clone has as
good a line in melodies, if slightly less
humour. [ A: II

BOBBY KING/TERRY EVANS: LIVE AND
LET LIVE!
Special Delivery/Topic SPDCD1016 (
44m 35s)
CD
What afind! King and Evans are best known
as Ry Cooder's backing vocalists. Here they
step out with Ry at the control panel, and the
result is ablissful, bluesy, soulful session that
will delight any Cooder fan who spends as
much time listening to the backing group as
to the man himself. turnabout is fair play, and
Kudos and Cooder for letting these guys
shake loose. [ A:11
BRIAN KNIGHT/JON McLOUGHLIN:
GOOD TIME DOWN THE ROAD
PRT PYL 13
PRT PYC 13 (
45m 59s) CD
Now this is hot, a fresh-faced British R'n'B
outfit combining the talents of an old stager
and a guitar prodigy ( who just happens to
have the same name as another legendary
axeman). Imbued with a gritty, boozy feel
lacking in some of its US equivalents, and
something to keep your Deluxe Blues Band
LPs from being lonely. Go straight to ' She
Caught The Katy'. [
A/B:11
1-11-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Al/(UST 1988

STATUS QUO: AIN'T COMPLAINING
Vertigo VERH 58
And neither are the fans, because this is
virtually interchangeable with their last opus.
Hey, these guys make fun music, the still rock
despite the ravages of time, and they throw in
at least one new sound per album so we'll
know they're not on automatic. Heavy Metal's equivalent of well-worn slippers. [ A:11
KEITH & JULIE TIPPETT: COUPLE IN
SPIRIT
EG/Virgin EEGCD 52 ( 37m 31s) CD
Hard to believe that the voice on this example
of ' improvised', ' spontaneous' quasi- New
Age is the same that worked with classic
British R&B outfits 20 years back. From
'This Wheel's On Fire' back then to this
album's ' Grey Mist With Yellow Waterfall
Entwines Evening Turqoise' — that's progress? [ A/A*:31
JAMES VARDA: HUNGER
Murmur MUR 1001 (
Dist. by Revolver/The
Cartel)
Equisite debut from a singer/songwriter
which will find favour with the folkie set. Too
gritty to be accused of the usual oversensitivity, so don't expect ' You've Got A Friend'.
It's not by coincidence that this label is run by
Roy Harper's No 1 fan. 1A/A*:11
VOICE OF THE BEEHIVE: LET IT BE
London LONLP 57
Dangerous version of the Bangles for those
who look at weird hairstyles with amixture of
lust and dread. Absolutely wonderful pop.
just warped enough. [
A:1]

THE DAZZ BAND: ROCK THE ROOM
RCA PD86928 (
39m 27s) CD
Sporting a new vocalist, the Dazz Band
moves onward with more high quality discofied soul. Nice mix of hard and soft
material, tempered with afew Prince-isms to
modernise things. [
A:1]
GLASS TIGER: DIAMOND SUN
EMI MTL 1021
Canadian stadium rock with enough sensitivity and sub-university- level intellectualism to
prevent you from mistaking it for heavy
metal, despite the sleeve and the hairstyles.
And who can argue? You're unlikely to find a
member of Foreigner or REO Speedwagon
asking for spare change. [
A:1/2]

event, Neighbours. For that alone it's worth
[A:1]

Bobby King Terry LIU111

MAE McKENNA: NIGHTFALLERS
Venture/Virgin VE18
Venture/Virgin CDVE18 (
36m 52s) CD
Virgin's New Age label is turning out to be
something more than Windham Hill with an
accent. This one has real vocals on it, the
kind which has more to do with folk roots
than Jacuzzi snoozies. McKenna's is the kind
of voice that can send chills up and down your
spine, so there's no hesitation in offering
[A:1]
BOB MINTZER: SPECTRUM
DMP CD-461 (
67m 11s) CD
Super-tight big band jazz, perfectly recorded
and about as soulful as white bread, vanilla
ice cream or processed cheese. This costs as
much as two Blue Notes. You decide. [A*:2/
3]
VINNIE MOORE: TIME ODYSSEY
SquawldVertigo/Phonogram VERH 60
Do people still listen to this type of guitar
flash? A throwback to the early 1970s.
Moore's into speed (technique, not substances), quasi-grandiose melodies and Bach.
Nothing new at all in this LP, but aprobable
relief for fans of Rush, Trower and other
passé wizards. [
A:1]
NOAH HOUSE OF DREAD: NOAH HOUSE
OF DREAD
Noah Records/Red Rhino HEART 2
Nice'n'easy reggae LP notable for the best
joke of the year: adread version of the theme
from that despicable, risible anti-culture

UNCLE FESTIVE: YOUNG PEOPLE WITH
FACES
Denon CY-2135 (
57m 43s) CD
Wholly synthetic versions of the stuff Grusin
played to death years ago. A showcase for
technology, not music. [A:31
VARIOUS: DOGS IN SPACE (
OST)
Mercury MERH122
Oddball soundtrack from what looks to he an
oddball film about Aussie punk. Iggy Pop.
INXS' Michael Hutchence and others combine their efforts for something you won't
find praised by Barry Norman. [
A/B:1/2]
WALL OF VOODOO: THE UGLY AMERICANS IN AUSTRALIA
Illegal ILP 022
Exceptional live LP from one the USA's most
iconoclastic New Guitar hands. Sliehtly outof-synch approach, but the fascination is not
morbid. Great versions of ' Ring of Fire' and
'Mexican Radio', but you'll have to buy the
tape for their take of ' Pretty Boy Floyd'.
[A/A*:1]
WEBB WILDER AND THE BEATNICKS: IT
CAME FROM NASHVILLE
Special Delivery/Topic SPD1011
Oh, yes. Now this is what we call rock'n'roll.
Or swamp rock. Or rockabilly. Or country
rock. Or all of the above. Supercharged bar
band music, the kind of stuff which sounds
live both in the studio and in aclub — this LP
has tracks from both environments. First UK
release of Wilder's 1985 US debut and it's
enough to restore your faith in the genre(s).
EA/B:11
113

Doug Emd
At Brady's we try to bring everyone pleasure.
The surprise bit is just how good real hi-fi can
be in your own home — not just in our
comfortable demonstration rooms. Of course if
you don't want to tell your wife or involve her in
the decision making that is up to you; but we
are happy to see you both. If you're single we'll
be pleased to help you reach adecision if you
want — without nagging. (That's sexist Roger.
Sorry Douglas)
We do offer flexible credit terms, home trial,
exchange of goods, 2-year guarantee: but
above all we take agenuine interest in our
client's needs. Afruitful long-term relationship
is our goal that can only be achieved by good
service — before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts but we won't talk technical
jargon at you. Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit us at
Liverpool, Warrington or our new store in
Covent Garden.

BRADY'S - YOU CAN'T BEAT THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!
Doug Brady HiFi
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9HB
(01) 379 4010
Open six days

THE ULTIMATE IN
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W.A. Brady & Son
401 Smithdown Road
Liverpool
115 31J
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Doug Brady Hi Fi
Kingsway Studios
King,sway North
Warrington
(0925) 828 009
Open six days

IN fil-FI

We stock AR • MR • Absolute Sounds • Audiolab
•Beard • Iii&W • Celestion • Creek • DNM • Denon
•Dual • EAR • Foundation • Gale • Glanz •
Goldring • Heybrook • Eel • Koetsu • Krell* Linn
•Marantz • Mission • Mordaunl-Snort • NAD •
Nam • Orloton • Philips • OED•Ouad • Revolver
•Rogers • Rotel • SME • Spendor • Technics •
Tannoy • Thorens • Wharledale • among others
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UES

REISS
KEVIN AYERS: WHAlEVERSHEBRINGSWESING
BGO BGOLPII
The 1972 opus in pristine gatefold form. An
early, spacey release, but it foreshadows the
sophisticated, less hippie-ish later work. One
for Oldfield completists, too. [ A/11:1/21
BUBBLE PUPPY: A GATHERING OF
PROMISES
Decal LIK 33
More weirdness from the Lone Star State, 20
years old and sounding it. Bubble Puppy's
mistake was having a hit with ' Hot Smoke
And Sassafrass' when hits weren't cool. Fun
stuff if a mite off to those who never ' got
high'. [
11:2]
BOBBY CHARLES: SMALL TOWN TALK
See For Miles SEEPS
Colin Miles unearths another forgotten classic, a 1973 epic from the same stable as
Hungry Chuck (see below). Earthy, mellow
stuff which owes as much to the Band as it
does to anyone else. If your favourite cinema
time is moondog matinee, this will make you
glow. [ A/B:11
CREEDANCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL:
THE BEST OF VOL I
Fantasy/Ace FACE 509
Okay, maybe we don't need another CCR
package, but this 10-tracker has the distinction of no ' non- hits', each selection living up
to the title. Definitive US rock. [
6:11
BRIAN DALY/THE LONDON FESTIVAL
ORCHESTRA: GUITAR AFTER MIDNIGHT
London 820 411-2 (
46m 08s) CD
Classy 1971 Decca Phase 4 muzak, the kind
of guitar playing which will do wonders for
any dentist's waiting room. Mellow? Makes
Ry Cooder sound like Van Halen. New Age
for OAPs. [
A:21
THE DAMNED: THE LONG LOST
WEEKEND
Big Beat WIK 80
Sub-titled 'The Best of Vol 11/2' and chock
full of rarities from their Chiswick Record
days. Loud, aggressive, vintage punk. [ C:1]
ADAM FAITH WITH THE ROULETTES:
FAITH ALIVE
C5 Records C5 515
Actually, it's live in the studio with invited
guests. Fine 1965 session, showing that Faith
was much more than amere hearthrob. [
A:I]
GERRY & THE PACEMAKERS: FERRY
CROSS THE MERSEY
BGO BGOLPIO
The soundtrack from the 1965 film, with nine
songs from Gerry, one each from Cilla Black
and the Fourmost. and a mood piece from
George Martin. Prime Merseybeat. [
A:1]
ISAAC HAYES: ISAAC'S MOODS — THE
BEST OF ISAAC HAYES
Stax/Ace CDSX 011 (
67m 07s) CD
Essential purchase for soul fans, 15 tracks
from a master. Yes, Shaft is here alongside
more memorable, less dated material. Most
convincing bald singer yet. [
A/B:1/11
THE HOLLIES: FOR CERTAIN
BECAUSE. . .
BGO BGOLP9 •
Continuing the Hollies reissue programme,
here with a 1966 release oozing with the
111-11 NI.. \VS& RLCORDIZI.VILW

19S8

•

sophistication and polish lacking on the
debut. The hit herein is 'Stop! Stop! Stop!',
and the sound is, well, we still don't believe
how good it is. [
A:11
THE HOLY MODAL ROUNDERS: THE
HOLY MODAL ROUNDERS
Big Beat/Ace W1K75
Best knwon for their contribution to the Easy
Rider soundtrack. THMR were a bunch of
weird, pre-Fugs US folkies. Good-timey stuff
with a bit lacking in later, more commercial
derivatives. [ A:21
HUNGRY CHUCK: SOUUND IN NEW
ORLEANS
See For Miles SEE220
A real find, this 1972 effort from a cult
supergroup. Youu're excused for thinking
that it's too eclectic for words; the liner notes
will explain all. Fabulous down-home music,
and a treat for readers of Frames' Family
Trees [
B:11
TOM JONES: LIVE IN LAS VEGAS AT THE
FLAMINGO
London 820 318-2 (
48m 13s) CD
Despite the macho posturing, Ti can sing up
astorm. Caught here in the late 1960s before
he thought he was Elvis Reincarnated, with a
surprisingly passionate schmaltz/rock mix.
[B:1]
JOHN MAYALL & THE BLUESBREAKERS: JOHN MAYALL PLAYS JOHN
MAYALL
London 820 536-2 ( 37m 46s) CD
Their first LP, live at Klooks Kleek in
December 1964. Approach this after you've
sampled the Clapton work, or you'll wonder
how Mayall earned his place in history.
IH:1/21
NRBQ: GROOVES IN ORBIT
See For miles SEE2I9
America's premium bar- band — the one
everyone's waiting to be discovered — with
their hard-to- find 1983 Bearsville release.
This band is too much fun, sort of like Little
Feat Meets The Little Rascals, to be ignored.
[A/B:1]
THE JOHNNY OTIS SHOW: LIVE AT MONTEREY!
Edsel DED 266
The subtitle says it all: 'The Historic Rhythm
& Blues Extravaganza That Rocked The 1970
Monterey Jazz Festival'. An awesome R&B
artefact, notable for slick work from young
Shuggie and guests like Big Joe Turner and
Eddie Cleanhead Vinson. [
B:1/11
JAMES & BOBBY PURIFY: 100% PURIFIED SOUL
Charly CRB 1182
Next to Mel & Tim, the best of the Men Who
Would Be Sam & Dave. This contains ' I'm
Your Puppet' and outstanding also-rans,
including a delicious version of ' Sixteen
Tons'. Buy one for yourself and one for your
very best friend. [
A/B:1]
ROCKPILE: SECONDS OF PLEASURE
Demon FIEND 28
Here's what you get for not buying it the first
time: no free EP! That aside, this remains
one of the best if least successful ventures
from the school of UK rockers which
included Lowe and Edmunds. A true supergroup; too bad we neglected them when they

were together. [
A:11
ULI JON ROTH: ELECTRIC SUN/EARTHQUAKE AND FIRE WIND
Metal Masters METALPI23D
Roth's first pair packaged in a gatefold
sleeve, over-the-top guitar flash never before
issued in the UK. Considering this stuff dates
from 1978-80, certain current acts should ask
themselves why they're stuck in atime-warp.
[A/B:1/2]
THE SOUL STIRRERS: TRIBUTE TO SAM
COOKE
Chess GCH 8086
Heartwarming 1970 hommage from Cooke's
former colleagues. Earthy gospel with
enough secular appeal to be regarded as
straight soul. [
B:1/11
TOUSAN: THE WILD SOUNDS OF NEW
ORLEANS BY TOUSAN
Edsel ED275
Or, as the sticker proclaims, the debut album
by Allen Toussaint. Definitive New Orleans
gumbo circa 1958, but it barely hints at what
the man would do in later years. [
A:21
FRANKIE VALLI AND THE FOUR SEASONS: 20 GREATEST HITS
Telstar STAR 2320
Telstar TCD 2320 (
68m 39s) CD
It took long enough, but at last here is a
collection which does justice to one of the
most popular US acts of the 1960s. Beyond a
doubt the most creative use of falsetto in rock
history, and there are more hits here than a
band had a right to acquire. [ A/B:1/11 (CD
has bonus tracks.)
VARIOUS: THE BLUES PROJECT
Edsel ED248
VARIOUS: BLUES IN THE BOTTLE
Big Beat/Ace WIK 71
Big Beat/Ace CDWIK 71 (
69m 30s) CD
Overdue collections revealing the scope of
the pre-Dylan US folk scene. Tom Rush,
Geoff Muldaur, Dave Van Ronk — all folk
legends who provide some outré takes of
familiar material. Ace's is a 1988 effort,
Edsel's a 1965 Elektra rarity and there's no
overlap. Coincidence or a revival? [A/B:1/2]
for both. ( Ace's CD has extra tracks.)
DINAH WASHINGTON: THE COMPLETE
DINAH WASHINGTON VOL 2 ( 1946-7)
Official/Charly 3004
They kept their word and followed quickly
with the next instalment, her early Mercury
sides. The improvement curve shows aclimb
on every level, and her ' Embraceable You' is
just about the best LP opener we've heard
this year. [
H:1/11
LARRY WILLIAMS: THE BEST OF
LARRY WILLIAMS
Ace CDCH 917 (
50m 1Is) CD
Definitive 22-track retrospective of one of the
best-ever rock'n'soul shouters. (The Beatles
covered at least three of the tracks here.)
Rocks as hard as anything from the 1950s.
Forget his sordid life and remember him for a
fistful of certified classics. [M:1*1

ALSO RECEIVED
BAND OF THE GRENADIER GUARDS:
SOUSA MARCHES
London 820 177-2
14 track CD, Sousa's finest.
115
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DENON,

DUAL,
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PRO-

DlrCTS, LOGIC, HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK, REGA, REVOLVER, NAKAMICHI,

4e,
Iree4"

AU, AIWA, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO TECHNICA, B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION,

Phone: 021-692
-

1359

KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA.

NAIM

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN- CAR HI-FI.

-

IN PLYMOUTH
visit
peter russells's hi.fi attic
for musical sounds front

superior high fidelity equipment by
QUAD
K.E.F.
DUAL
REVER
II
EYBROOK
DENON
Q E.D.
INCA TECH
FAX

MORDAUNT-SHORT
A&R CAMBRIDGE
REVOLVER
MONITOR AUDIO
SENNHEISER
NAGAOKA
HARMON-KARDON
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
THORENS
and other,

Phone or write for free 24-page advice &
price list
We're right in the City Centre at
58 new george street ( 0752-669511)
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Aylesbury Hi-Fidelity

THE real HI-FI specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa. AKG. Alphason. Audio Technica ICD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston. BLQ. Castle. Celestion. Denon. Diesis. Dual.
Exposure. Gale. Goldbug. Goldring, Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrook.
Harmon Kardon. KEF. Logic. Linn Anns. Monitor Audio. Michell.
Magnum. Mantra. Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission. MordauntShort Moroni:. Monster. Myst. Nakamichi. Nagaoka. NAD. Ortohm.
Paragon. Philips 1CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
Rotel. Ross. Revolver. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sondes. Stand
& Deliver. Spend°, Systemdek. Tenney. Target. Tear CD. Thorens.
Trio CD. Walker. Wharfedale. Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

CLONFY
55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
Agents include
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Cambridge Audio, Nakamichi, A&R,
Audio Lab, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur 8, Fri open till 9prn

Major credit cards welcome

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790
OPEN 10am-6prn. Monday-Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
credit card facilities available

HOPKINS HI-FI
THE SPECIALIST

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY

THE No. 1Dealer IN SE HANTS.

A&R,ADC,AKG,Akai,Alphason,Audio-Techneca,
B&W, Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle,
Celestion, Creek, Denon, Du.,'
Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock), Glanz
Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther
Meridian, MFSL, Miche'
NakaMonitor Audio
michi,
Musical Fidelity
Ortofon, Philips
Nagaoka,
(C.D. only), Quad,

Revox,
Rogers,
Sennheiser, Shure
Sondex, Spendor, Thorens,
10K Tannoy, Zenn.

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham 815 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

ACTON GATE AUDIO CENTRE
Fl SPECIALISTS
THE HI FISHOP
4 RUABON ROAD. WREXHAM. CLWYD
TEl

0978 354500
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Quad Dual Onkyo lechrucs NAD l,,o Kenwood •
CambrIdgeAudlo Acoustic Research Bose • B&W • Celestion
Denon • Maxell Mordaunt-Short • Onoton OED Tannoy •
Aunaba • AR Electronics • Heybrook • J.B.L Sennheiser • Monitor
Audio • Harman Kardon Ariston
DEMONSTRATION ROOM

38-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 5BX. TEL: ( 0705) 822155

,

DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

31.11tliEri
ANALOG AUDIO

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION, PLEASE CONTACT OUR
ADVERTISING SALES DEPARTMENT ON
01-686 2599 EXT: 469
I

(Hi Fi Specialists'
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for Celestion, Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.

Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers
Please phone for details.

AIM MARK yrs.}
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ACOUSTICS • SPENDOR
MONITOR AUDIO. INCATECH
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HARMAN KARDON
ELECTRONICS
• QUAD
• EXPOSURE

•

tUal0

•R ATA. IPW • ION • SENNHEISER.
TANNOY • DENON • ORTOFON •
NAD • MORDAUNT-SHORT • SYSTEMDEK
•CREEK AUDIO* CELESIION•
Hours of Opening
Mon, Tues Wed. Sat lasm-6pm
Thurs Fri 10am-Spm

Mordaunt-Short U Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi Ill Pioneer la Philips CD
Quad • Rogers a Rotél a Reyox
Sony 3 Spendor a Tannoy II Technics
Thorens a Trio • Yamaha etc

54a Warztones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations
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Retailers of quality audio equipment
40 Little London, Chichester, West Sussex PO I
9I
PL
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

Hastings ffl Fi

CONSULTANTS
(32 WESTERN ROAD, ST.LEONARD5. ( 0424) 442975.

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
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Telephone ( 02572) 71935

Westwood& Mason ( Oxford) Ltd
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM: A&R
CASTLE
CREEK
DEAN
DENON
DUAL
HEYBROOK
KEF
LINN SONDEK
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
INCA TECH
NAIM
QUAD
REGA
ROTEL
SPENDOR
AUDIO TECHNICA
TANNOY
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
BEYER
FOUNDATION AND TARGET
&ANDS
NAGAOKA
QED
ORTOFON
HARBETH SENNHEISER MARAN12 LOGC EPOS
Demonstrations strictly by appointment
46 GEORGE STREET, OXFORD
Tel. Oxford (0865) 247783 Closed Thursday

ni-fi

EXPOSURE, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
QUAD, NAKAMICHI, HARMNY,
IsIONITOR AUDIO, ROGERS, TANNOY, CYRUS,
NAD, REVOLVER, MAIYTICORE, GALE,
MARANTZ, AUDIOPHILE, ELITE, THORENS,
CELESTION, HEYBKOOK,
& Many more.
IN OPEN MONSAT 9. 00-0. 00.
• El11.1. DEMONSTRATIONS - IN STORE It IN HOME

'N/VINGTSe
Now U.K. Agents for

n

ADVICE, SERVICE, MUSIC .11
all at:

Jeffries
Hifi
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PAS -01

Ben Duncan's highest quality passive preamp. Based on
the AMP-01 design philosophy. Features include:
individually switched inputs for CD, tuner, aux and tape
monitor; Boums top specification conductive plastic stereo
volume and balance controls; dim and mute selection;
Holsworthy precision resistors; tefzel cable and isolated
gold phono sockets.
Kit includes purpose built enclosure and all parts - ready for
assembly. Price £85.00. Please add £ 1.50 pi- pwithin U.K.
£3.00 within EEC and £8.00 airmail outside EEC. Payment
by cheque, PO, IMO or Bankers Draft. Phonoflex low
capacitance cable 65p F/m recommended for use between
PAS-01 and power amplifiers £ 1 .00/m.
1988 revised AMP-01 HFN text (essential education) £7.95.
Audio Synthesis, 196, Wollaton Road,
Beeston, Nottingham, NG9 2PH U.K.

NOTTINGHAM
ANALOGUE
STUDIO
qdring, Gamut Michocannol
(Lamm 1'77, Croft Ao atst
SI)
Acoustics, Incatech klipsch 1lorn
Spcakos,I hncpa Point Turntable and Arm
PLEA Si, RING FOR AM'. 07 -3- -0.947
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cartridges and (haw on.1

also analogue audiophile
records supplied
88 Southbridge Rd, Croydon CRO 1AF
(01-688 6565)
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HITACHI HIFI CENTRE
—ALSO--
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AIWA • YAMAHA • DLNON • KENWOOD •
ROTEL • QED • NAD • SONDEX •
MARANTZ • HARMAN KARDON • TEAC •
THORENS • DUAL • JBL • KEF • TANNOY •
CELESTION • ROGERS • SPENDOR •
MORDAUNT-SHORT • GOODMANS •
CELEF, • SENNHEISER •
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex
Tel: Worthing ( 09031 206820

jDISCS &
PLAYERS

4.

Always a
wide choice.
Demonstrations
with pleasure

Bowers & Wilkins WORTHING
Littlehampton Road Tel. ( 0903) 64141

errs
Expensive

ÍO

Pink V
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RING NICK ON 0788-540772
AGENTS FOR
A&R - Alphason - Audio Technica - Cambridge Audio Castle - Celestion - Dual - Denon - Grado - Goldring Helius - Heybrook - Marantz - Meridian - Monitor Audio Mordaunt-Short - Musical Fidelity - Myst - Nagaoka Ortofon - QED - Quad - Rotel - Sansui - Sennheiser - SME
-Sony - Spendor - Tannoy - Thorens - Trio - Yamaha.
For Demonstrations, Installations and Expert Advice.
12 Regent Street, Rugby, Warts.
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LOOK OUT FOR

(-Eklf_T '-WI LEY
4& 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

"THE HFNIRR GUIDE

CASTLEFORD
VEST YORKSHIRE WF10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774

TO ROCK, POP & JAZZ ON CD"

Stockist for All Leading
Aanufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

IN THE OCTOBER ISSUE

HIFI
Advertisements are expected to conA form to rules and standards laid
down by the Advertising Standards
Authority. Most do. The few that don't
we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like acopy of these rules
for press, poster and cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's
free.

The Advertising

NEus
R:( )R1

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION
CONTACT OUR
SALES DEPARTMENT ON

/

Standards Authority.

01-686 2599 EXT: 469

ASA Ltd., Dept. Y, Brook House,
Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN

SUPERPRESSING RECORDS

Reference, Propnus MFSL Sheffield Lab Alcs MMC Windham HIS, Torero AMC.,
Chesky. RCA Drrect Cut.
Japanese etc send SAE for list

JUST ARRIVED FROM THE U.S.A. -BEATLES ON ORIGINAL MASTER AMSL
Revolver, For Sale, Rubber Soul Help Please Please Me HARD DAYS
NIGHT SGT PEPPERle. EIS 99 each ( DOUBLE WHITE corrung soon)

SPECIAL OFFER ON SHEFFIELD DIRECT CUTS

Lab 11 - Harry James - Still Harry £600
We stock the lull range of Sheffield LPs êt
£ 12 95 each

NOW BACK IN STOCK THE FABULOUS LAB 23
JAMES NEWTON HO WARDS FRIENDS
NOW IN STOCK - LABS 25 - 26 & 27.

£ 12.95

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED LPS INCLUDE JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - £13.99 DOUBLE LP
Dynamrc. crystal clear Good lime small group Jazz Also on CD at£14 99
ORTOFON TEST RECORD - £.95
The Cream of the tracks from the much sought after Opus 3label
GAFOS. LAUDETE. CANTATE DOMINO. CAROL KIDD. - 3fides in stock
We carry avast range of CDs, but are really vinyl specialists -we can
supply all UK labels of conventional pressings. We stock electronic. folk.
blues, Cosi. R.›.5o.u
.reer
. .
Fus.lonh:Ic.op
n UK, US .anliuti;
,
e
sssengs

or LIYA mu may km RAW* &en. lone.
We endeavour 10 offer a prompt and helpful mail order service

P7Packing is CI for the lot LP and 25p each thereafter. We are open lo ,
browsing at:
BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
64 BECKENHAM ROAD, BECKENHAM, KENT. 01-658 3464

Chandos

Meridian

SEPTEMBER RELEASES

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS ON
COMPACT DISC

Stanford: Symphony No. 6/Rhapsody No. 1
Ulster Orchestra/Handley
CHAN 8627 CD, ABRD/ABTD 1316 LP & Cass

Bax: Symphony No. 7/Four Songs
Marlyn Hill/LPO/Thomson
CHAN 8628 CD, ABRD/ABTD 13 7 _P & Cass

Dvoták: Symphony No. 4/Biblical Songs
Brian Rayner Cook/SNO/Járvi
CHAN 8608 CD; ABRD/ABTD 1251 LP & Cass
Ravel/Debussy/Saint-Saêns
Skaila Kanga/ASMF Chamber Ensemble
CHAN 8621

CHAN 8607 CD; ABRD/ABTD 1232 LP & Cass

UN1)
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EXCLUSIVELY
COMPACT DISC

Specialists in CLASSICAL, JAZZ, POP/ROCK, plus Easy
Listening, Soundtracks, New Age. Trade-In Service, Listening Facilities, Imports and Special Orders. Mail Order.
Access & Visa, Personal & Friendly Service.
24 Tunsgate, Guildford, Surrey GU'l 30S

NEW RELEASE CDE 84153
French choral music
Clare Collage Cambridge
Meridian CDs are obtainable from all
good record shops or post free from
the address below. (£' 11.99
remittance with order)

SUPERIOR SOUND

CD, ABRD/ABTD 1309 LP & Cass

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 14
Holleque/Storojev/I Musici de
MontréalfTurovsky

iïà

EN I
EW

Overtures
Mack Dyke Mills Band/Majór Peter Parkes
CHAN 8635 CD; ABRD/ABTD 1036 LP & Cass

'Thanks for the Memory' (Harmonica &
Piano)
Tommy Reilly/James Moody
CHAN 8645 CD, ABRD/ABTD 020 LP & Cass

s0.
c
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC
UK Distribution: Harmonia Mundi —
Gamut — H.R. Taylor
MERIDIAN RECORDS,
PO Box 317, Eltham,
London SE9 4SF.
Send sae for catalogue of
free CD offer.
Telephone —(01) 857 3213

Tel 0483-300947.
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 45p per word ( private), minimum £ 11.25 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 55p per word, minimum £ 13.75 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in November issue must reach
these offices by 20th September addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex ( eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

MISSION MECHANIC ARM £325, Oracle
Delphi MK-3 £ 1050, Ortofon MC3000 T3000
£1000, Audio Technica 0C-9 £300, CAL Tempest CD Player £ 1500. Tel: 01-677-2486 after
6pm. (1)
IMF REFERENCE MONITORS. Good condition sonically perfect. Suitable for Hi Fi enthusiast or studio use. 150w rms power handling 40"
X 22(r x 17" £350 0.n.0. Swansea ( 0792)
830712. ( J).
LECSON ACI and API pre/power amp. Both
good working order. Best offer secures. Tel:
01-673-6000 eves ( Clapham). ( J)
NAKAMICHI BX2 CASSETTE DECK, good
condition, £40. EMI RM015 dual- input oscilloscope, 60Ibs., Iv/cm, £ 10. One Leak Sandwich
loudspeaker £5. Tel: 01-858-7087 evenings. ( J)
HIGH END SYSTEM: ORACLE ALEXANDRIA, PRELUDE ARM, + Talisman Alchemist
Ill's £680 0.n.0. Audio Research SP8 preamplifier £800 0.n.0. Celestion SL600's custom
hi-wired on Foundation Designer Stands. Cost
£700 + £ 120 + £300 Sell: £700 o.n.o. Krell
KMA 100's MK2 Class A Power Amplifiers
£3990. Sell complete system for £6000. Tel:
940-2995. ( 1)
PAIR ROGERS LS 7's with stands £280; Quad
33/303, FM3, teak sleeve, maintained by manufacturer £ 160. Buyer collects. Box 0742 ( Stirling). ( J)
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 Immac. as n'ew £ 1000
o.n.o. (082585) 327 after 6pm or ( 0860718) 780
day. ( J)
MARANTZ 873LE CD PLAYER, only three
months old. £200. Sansui PCV300 CD Player,
£95. Sugden A48/2 amplifier, £ 145. All in
perfect order. Tel: ( 08444) 5261 ( evenings). ( J)
AMPLIFIER/CASSETTE DECK/CD PLAYER
HITACHI HA6800 70w Mosfet amp. Cost £300
will accept £ 150. Hitachi D-909 Cassette Deck
top of the range, auto and manual bias/sensitivity adjustment. Cannot distinguish between
recording and source - simply superb. Cost £400
- accept £220. Philips 450 CD 16 bit - 4 x over
sampling with remote control £85. Tel: ( 0636)
814235 evenings. ( J)
UNWANTED COMPETITION PRIZE SONY
CDP552 ESDII COMPACT DISC PLAYER plus
DAS 703 DA ES Converter unit fully remote
valve £2899 will accept £2300 o.n.o. Tel:
(051427) 0244. Buyer to collect. ( J)
LEAK DYNAMIC MKII pickup with two 78rpm
heads and transformer, plus Goldring G99 with
variable 78 speed. Highest offer secures. Lubbock: 01-653 1695. ( J)
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES - AUDIO
TECHNICA AT 007 £ 90, AT 0C9 £ 00. Both
unused fully packaged. Reason for sale unwanted gifts. Tel: ( 0222) 886539. ( J)
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'I'HE SOURCE, Pristine condition, one owner,
sound quality beyond criticism and best
described as emotionally transparent. Cost now
nearly £ 1000. Very low asking price for good
response £390. Tel: 061-737 4368. ( J)
PAIR GEC METAL CONE SPEAKERS with
parasitic tweeters in original Octagonal
Cabinets, upgraded and refinished as per HiFi
News & Record Review article " New Wine for
Old Bottles", excellent sound. offers. ( 0252)
517327. ( J)
BURMESTER S46 lligh Level pre- amp. mint
condition £575. SONY CD-P555ESD, audiophile
quality, only 5 months old. £625. PASSIVE
PRE-AMPS. P.S.Audio £45. Sondes PCU I £60.
OED £ 12. Tel: Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire 3300.
T.R.D.Reel to Reel 10 1
/
2"and 7". 2 Track. 4
speed stereo. 44 - 1(11/2" Tapes. 30 - 7" Tapes ( 10
sealed). £300 ono. ( 0274) 591263. ( J)
VAN den HUL. Pair hand built four way
transmission line monitor loudspeakers. Very
rare. Less than half price. £800 o.n.o. Tel:
01-478 7370. ( J)
QUAD E.S. LOUDSPEAKERS. (Black grille,
teak end caps). £225 pair o.n.o. condition as
new. Demonstrated by appointment. lei: Pontefract (( 1977) 791189. ( J)
KRELL KMA 10011 MONO BLOCK POWER
AMPS, less than Iyear old, £3800. California
Audio Labs Tempest CD Player £ 1300. Tel:
(04747) 3010. ( J)
PAIR ROGERS SPEAKERS. 25" x 12" x 12"
teak cabinet. Stands included. £200. Tel: 01-518
1656. ( J)
DNM 2A PRE-AMP with twin power supply.
Moving coil boards. Mint condition with original
packaging and owners manual. £350 o.n.o. Tel:
091 281 0260. ( J)
AUDIO TECHNICA AT-007 and AT-0C9 MCCARTRIDGE, brand new, never used, still
boxed, cost £ 249/399, accept £ 130/220.
WANTED VALVE AMP preferably KERRMcCOSH CWA40, Tel: ( 0592) 84370. ( J)
SONY PORTABLE D.A.T. TCD-D10 new
£1300. Sony Walkman professional £ 100. Technics Portable Cassette Deck Dolby RS-686DS.
£140. Sony shortwave radio 1CF-7600D £ 110.
Tom. Tel: 01-249 7440. ( J)

THINKING OF THE HIGH END? The Pinewood Music Company has a constant and
ever-changing flow of excellent used high end
bargains. All carry aone-year parts and labour
guarantee, and a telephone call to Brian Rivas
on (0264) 57536 could make your dream a
reality. The Pinewood Music Company, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford.
Andover, Hampshire, SP11 7HL. Telephone at
any time. ( M)

CD PLAYERS UPGRADED All Philips and
Marantz 16 bit players contain the same microchip set, hut other components vary according
to the model and price. Using the highest quality
components a great improvement to sound
quality may be achieved for £59. The " Pro"
modification involves an add-on circuit board
for true Audiophile performance for £ 119.
Modification available on Philips CDI60,
CD460, CD360, CD450, CD650 and Marantz
CD56, CD65, CD75, CD273. Enquiries to
Geoff on 01-379 7635 Ext 134. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
(A)
PURE SOUND SUMMER SAVERS. Previously
owned items from: Audio Research SP8 including Ortofon MC trans. A sonic and visual delight
for only £795, DNM Pre 2 inc Primus £245.
Demonstration stock: Meridian 201 Pre £455,
Meridian 205 monoblocks £323 each. Meridian
M30 Active Speakers, £625, Inca Tech Dirk,
£189, Inca Tech Claymore £289. Denon DCD
1500 Mk II, £429. Further savings available on
Acoustic Energy, ADC, Beard, De'tee, Denon,
Michell. Mod Squad, Mordaunt Short, Radford
and Target etc etc. Should your requirements
not be listed, don't be downhearted, telephone
Karl or Keith on 051-645 6690 or 630 5055 and
ask us to help, that's why we are here!! ( J)
KRELL AMPLIFIERS at unbeatable prices.
Now is the time to buy a pair of the legendary
KMA-100 monos at a fantastic saving - boxed,
guaranteed, superb condition. £3990 the pair.
Also one excellent KSA-100, £ 1980, boxed.
guaranteed. Many other trade-in bargains. Ring
for details - Imay have what you want or know
of someone who has. Pinewood Music. Martins,
Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford, Andover,
Hampshire SPI I7HL. Tel: ( 0264) 57536 at any
time. ( J)

AUDIO REPAIRS and
servicing of all your quality hi-fi
and video equipment. Wow &
flutter, frequency response tests
etc. Specialist in repair and
restoration of valve amplifiers,
vintage radio, tape recorders,
telephones etc.
KERMACK ELECTRONICS
(Kerr McCosh & Co Ltd)
112-124 Woodlands Rd
Glasgow G3 6HB
Tel: 041-332 2036
119

AUDIOPHILE GUIDES
A series of step by step plans to upgrade
popular turntables, pre- amps, power
amps, tuners and Loudspeakers.
Send for literature.

(

for our FREE price list
e
PL17 & Focal data sheet, all
we ask for is alarge S.A.E.
(20p stamp) or $2bill ( air) overseas)

BRITAIN'S PREMIER DEALER FOR

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

•SiderealKops The finest

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
• DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning

•KIMBER KABLE'speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean open - transparent - smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Autumn Price list.
HIGH TECHNOLOGY
LOUDSPEAKER UNITS

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE. SKELSMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LAB 9AS TEL: SELSIDE (053 983) 247

KITS
Dome twee ers with sensitivity of 95.5dB
Double voice coil units to give easier design,
lower phase shift and higher efficiency,
NEOFLEX cones for lower colouration.
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS
Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norfolk NR14 8JT
(0508) 78272
(Proprietors Falcon Acoustics Ltd )
NEW! QUAD 33 - ULTIMATE UPGRADE
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QUAD DEALER North England. South Scotland invites ou to hear Quads' range. including
ESL 63S. either here or in your own home.
LAKELAND DOME MUSIC offer a caring
service supplying to special order Quad, Sugden, Castle. Spendor, B & W. Nakamichi and
most leading makes. l'hone: Ian Bewley 08536
235 " Fair Place - Watermillock. Penrith. Cumbria. ( X)
ALL QUAD EQUIPNIENT serviced at areasonable cost. Griffin Audio. 94 Bristol Street.
Birmingham. B5 7A11. Tel: ( 021 622) 2230.(G)

•Our pnces are as low as those In the prIvate ads - but we also offer afull
12 months pans/labour guarantee, pan- exchange, mail order and
credit faclIntoes
•We buy all unmarked Ht F, equipment for cash .
•This is what the FINANCIAL TIMES sand about us: ' Anractnee discounts
are available at Sound Deals . Fnendly sewnce. dyou are interested in
atrade.) do talk to them.'
•Please phone for an appointment as we like our clients to take advantage
of our demonstration Monies Iii you come by train, we will arrange for
you to be collected from Biggleswade statIon)
•These are afew of the reasons why in lust over three years we have burnt
up amassive clientele of regular customers and blends .
Phone for details now on 10767) 312249 and ask
for the secondhand sales dept.
549 SHORTMEAD STREET, BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE 5018 OAP
PS. M25 via AI to our door is only lust over 35 minutes.

VALVE AMPLIFIERS. Thirty years experience. Service, repair, upgrades, modifications,
design/construction. Guarantee provided. NOW
AVAILABLE: Quality low capacitance interconnects at sensible prices, e.g. 1metre pair/goldplated phonos £ 15.00 inc. p&p. Ring for details.
Chester ( 0244) 675185 seven days. ( K)
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The powerful, dramatic and nostalgic
sounds of railways in a bygone age
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'THE AGE OF STEAM'
Now Or' CD ASV Records CDAIR 7037

From all good record dealers.
Full details of the 37 titles, on CD, LP and
Cassette, in the ASV Transacord
'SOUNDS OF THE STEAM AGE' catalogue from:
ASV Records, 179-181 North End Road,
London W14 9NL.
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SOUNDBOX, 3ENTERPRISE PARK,
LINDE1ELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH1 6 2UC.
TEL: 04447 4371

EA- DEMONSTRATION AND SECONDHAND HI- Fl

CLASSICAL SOUNDS - FREE ( IIi Fi, TV,
Video, Installation and Consultation) site
inspections, systems advice, service, repairs,
sales ( most good makes). JOE ( Hi Fi Consultant) 7 DAY 24HR ANSWERING SERVICE.
(0923) 243446. ( M)
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SPECIALIST AUDIO EQUIPMENT

icoit131Y SPEAKERS
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TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models
ADC: AKG: CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD: GOLDRING:
LENCO: ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Specialist styli for early Recordings- 78s & LP
Servicing. Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD.
LONDON SE20 VOC TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 1000-6 00

AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad, Radford. Leak. etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with full report covering each unit. 7Days enquiry service. Location:
Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW
IS NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE.
COPIES ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF
PUBLICATION DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALI STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS
phone: 215-357-7858
FAX 215-953-0360

HI-FI NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also back
issues are available.
Please contact:
Audio Q Imports, 64a Burwood Road,
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.
Tel: (03) 813-3691

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD RES I V,

\IL( , 1

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE
COST! Mobile Fidelity, Nautilus, Japanese, also
Sheffield, Reference, Wilson, Chesky, M & K.
Proprius, Super Disks, Direct- to- Disc by many
labels. Assessories by Audio Quest, Nitty
Gritty, Last. U.H.Q.R's for $25. Call or write
for 36 page catalogue. Buy now while dollar is
weak. Selection is good! The Source, Chad
Kassem, P.O. Box 2043, Salina, Ks, 67402-2043,
USA. Tel: 913-825-8609. ( A)

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows. but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies- with- adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz — Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
& Averill. Or you could try your local library.
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

RECORD CLEANING MACHINE V.P.I. NittyGritty etc. anything considered. Also would Mr.
Lumb ex Todmorden. Lancs. please ring Frank
Grassi ( 051427) 2366 evening. ( 051427) 7192
works. ( J)

Absolute Sounds
AR Jay Interiors
Ariston Acoustics
Audio Excellence
Audio File
Audio South
Audio Technica Ltd
Audiocraft of Denham
Brady & Sons, W.A.
Brentwood Music
Centre

6,58
42
4
86
60
68
16.36
66
114
112

Cambridge Systems
Technology
16
Castle Acoustics
48,49
Chew & Osborne
38
Cosmic Hi Fi
74
Covent Garden Records .. 76

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKERS
(Also interested, if reasonably priced. Sony
STS-700ES, TC-K700ES, CDP-333ESD. Ortofon MC It) . .
perhaps "equivalents" — where
near gifts!) Paul Nelson. Congleton — ( 0260)
281085. ( J)

WANTED
IMPORTER of high quality
audio products is looking for
a young and enthusiastic
sales person. Required to
work on own initiative,
marketing a range of five
audio accessories.
Salary and Company Car
offered commensurate with
age and experience.
Application should include
CV and photo.
Please reply to Box No. 0741

Monitor Audio
Music Room. The
Moorgate Acoustics
Mission Electronics
Moth Marketing

11.(
88
58
OBC
21

Onkyo
Oxford Acoustics

80.81
12

Performance Hi Fidelity
Pinewood Music
Playback Studios
Paul Roberts Hi Fi &
Video

96

Eminent Audio
Ian Edwards

60
96

Great Products &
Publications

96

Sevenoaks Hi Fi Centre .... 56,57
Spalding Electrical Ltd
94
Technics
T.D.L. Electronics Ltd
Thomas Heinitz
Top Tape
Townsend Int

In Ili Fi Ltd
Island Hi Fi

114
96

Unilet

Kelvin Laboratories Ltd
KEF Electronics
Mordant Short
Martin Leighfield
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

46
26-27
34
72

40,41
3(1
72
46
50
8
82

Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
RATES
TRADE:
55p per word
Min £ 13.75

PRIVATE:

45 per word
Min £10.75

(Theme rates are
inclusive of VAT)

BOX NO's
£2 50
extra

i
—e
rx EN I •.\\ PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

68
84
42
68
16
IBC
10
94
5/

Virgin Classics Ltd

Yamaha

RE(

IF YOU WISH
TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS SECTION,
PLEASE COMPLETE
THE FORM BELOW.
IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUERIES
PLEASE RING
01-686 2599
EXT 277

66

Deltec Precision

98
106
78
SO
14

NEWS

Bum collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cossham Street,
Mangotsfield, Bristol, 8517 3EN. Telephone ( 0272) 565472 Anytime.

38
44
58

Rai Audio
Radford Hi Fi
Radlett Audio
Rauch Precision Eng
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Roskan Ltd
Rotel Hi Fi
R.S. Ltd
Rose Ind

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Harmonia Mundi
Hi Fi Experience
Hi Fi Corner
11.W. International ( Shore)

HI+FI

WANTED — VINTAGE VALVE HI-FI

Amplifiers: Lowther. Radtord. Leak Stereo 50 & tyti. Quad. etc
Turntables: Garrard 301, Thorens TD224. IMK111
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012 etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy 15" - Monitors and KZ. Amon. El Wharf
Airedale. Quad. ESL etc.
New illestated 22 page " Waited List - available upon request.

,

18,19.20

DEBIT MY CREDIT ACCOUNT
CARD EXPIRY DATE

CI
CREDIT CARD No:

1E3

71

1:1

'

111111111111111

SIGNATURE

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under the heading

Cheque/P.O.

to be made payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi
News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes [ 7 No O.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.

Name

Address
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THE GIPSY KINGS:
STEVE HARRIS
ON FLAMENCO-ROCK

I

WAS STANDING at the counter of Our
Price Records in Kings'. Road, feeling
rather old, when ayouthful voice next to
me asked the assistant Have you got the
Gipsy Kings tape?'. Iremembered that Iwas
looking for this too, and that music is the
language of laughter and hope. even in 1988.
Ihad lirst heard the Gipsy Kings on acop
of acopy of acassette that someone brought
back from Paris. Hipper and better- travelled
people than Ialready knew that the ( iips
Kings single • Djobi, Djoba' had been ahuge
dance hit in France last summer and that the
group had even reached New York on the
triumphal tour that followed. As disco music
ran itself round in tighter and tighter circles.
the Gipsy Kings' loose and exciting flamencobased anthem provided a natural break.
It had taken the Gipsy Kings 15 years to
reach this pinnacle of fame and to be proclaimed the originators of ' flamenco- rock'.
The group formed around the nucleus of
Nicholas. Andre and Paul ' Pablo' Reyes, all
sons of Jose Reyes. who had sung with
Manitas de Plata. They were joined by
members of another gipsy family, Tonino,
Maurice (' Diego') and Jacques (' Max')
Baliardo, and by Jahloul ' Chico' Bouchikhi.
Known as Los Reyes. and playing the resorts
of the Riviera. the seven- strong group from
Montpellier had a Iirst and oft- recounted
brush with real fame in Saint Tropez in 1978.
One day the owner of the music shop where
they were buying strings offered them a gig
that night. They refused payment when they
found themselves playing at the birthday
party of Brigitte Bardot.
It was another four years before the group
made their lirst album, hut one of the tunes
on it was ' La Dona', dedicated to Bardot.
Shades of de Platas llommages, perhaps? By
this time. 1982, they had adopted the familiar
anglicised name but were still billed, tautologously. as Gipsy Kings Los Reyes.
The album. on Phonogram. was called
Allegria. On first hearing, the 11 numbers run
together into ahappy blur, shouts and excited
talk giving way to passionate flamenco introductions, then to the hoarse and powerful
'Attaiiii...' of Nicholas Reyes over throbbing
rhythm of the guitars. then to virtuoso solos
from Tonino Ballard°. ' Pena Penita' builds
up its theme on those words repeated, with

truly overwhelming rhythm guitar playing.
while Ilaliardo's masterly solo and an irrestistible flowing rhythm make the instrumental
title track an acoustic reminder of Santana's
hest early groove. Appropriately passionate.
'La Dona' opens with a broad out- td- tempo
improvisation, more romantic than thimeneo,
then kicks into abouncy rhythm. In Solituda'
the unmistakeable voice of Nicholas Reyes is
heard in call- and- response with the lighter
tones of his brothers. ' Sueno', recorded with
maximum resonance from the guitar body,
leads into a superbly-elaborated descending
sequence.
• Then, ending Side One, comes what is now
described as the version originale of • Djobi,
Djoba'. It is one of those tunes that lits
together so effortlessly that it sounds as if it
came to life naturally rather than ever having
been written. Emerging from the general
inter- track bonhomie (
which is admittedly
beginning to sound a little fake by now), a
catchy little guitar phrase unleashes a foottapping rolling rhythm which gathers pace
and force until we hear Reyes sailing in, his
voice passionate. ecstatic as he skims the
waves of the music, an irresistible surging
heat created mainly by thundering rhythm
guitars. with only minimal bass and percussion. Urgent castanets propel the chorus.
with stop- chords on the words ' Djobi. Djoba'

seeming only to intensify the rhythmic drive.
It has all the ingredients of ahit: distinctive,
emotionally communicative vocal, memorable instrumental touch. strong and catchy
chorus, infectious beat. But this is 1982.
Recorded a year later. Luna de Fuego
offered another collection of songs with the
same feeling, the same sound, again the
result of sympathetic production by Pierre
Braner at Harry Son studios. It is a production which skilfully brings out the bite and
body of the guitars, the voice also romanticised with echo but not so much as to destroy
the ' live' feeling: and it is afeeling of being on
the floor with the group. not looking up at
them on a stage. Luna de Fuego may lack
anything as epochal as • Djobi. Djoha'. hut
otherwise it is still fresh and exciting. The
opening ' Amor D'un Dia' is an impassioned
ballad, with a fast central section. on the
standard descending chord sequence. sounding like avariation on Allegria's '
Un Amor'.
Notable guitar solos include one on ' Ruptura', apiece of flamenco right-hand virtuosity where the notes fly urgently, like ashower
of pebbles at an elopee's window. ' Gipsyrock'
is not, as you might think ( or fear!), a rock
track. hut has an attractive bossa feel.

After these recordings. the group continued to tour successfully, hut it wasn't until
1986 that the seeds of a new approach were
sown when Claude Martinez joined as band
manager. From this point on, the proportion
of pop/rock ingredients in their recordings
increased. The effect is subtle but actually
fundamental in ' Bamboleo', their first big
single hit, which was released through CBS.
No longer relying mainly on the guitars. the
rhythm is carried solidly by an electric bass
and additional, more insistent percussion.
The style is slicker, more finished and.
perhaps. less spontaneous in its generation of
excitement. As remade for release by CBS,
•Djobi. Djoba' is also heavily underpinned by
the somewhat booming bass of Gerard Prevost. and if anything more tightly structured:
in the earlier version. the instrumental section really just allowed the whole band to
steam ahead, but this time there is a conscious hammering home of the hook.
These two French hits appeared, along
with ' Bern Bem Maria' ( a yet faster chorus
number) and anew version of'Un Amor', on
the CBS album Gipsy Kings. Other titles
include acatchy instrumental. ' Moorea' and
an excellent ' A Mi Manera' ( My Way). But it
is hard not to notice the transition in presentation: while the cover shot for Luna de
Fuego looks up at the group sitting on the
step- like seats of some amphitheatre. strumming happily under the Mediterranean blue
sky, on Gipsy Kings they are seen unsmiling.
dramatically lit, in amacho group shot which
(for those who can remember the 1970s) is
reminiscent of that on the Isley Brothers' first
CBS album, Three Plus Three. Among the
credits lurks the dread word synihesiseurs,
but you don't really hear too much of them.
Gipsy Kings' current single is ' Vamos
Bailar', arranged by Gerard Prevost and
produced by Roland Guillotel at Studio
Guillame. It is an exciting record which kicks
off with Latin- style piano from Tonino and/or
Pablo, then gets into the familiar groove.
piling on the pressure. then plateauing in a
series of stop- time breaks featuring in turn
Prevost's funky electric bass ( of less- thanAmerican tightness). bongos and piano
before a vocal ride- out.
Admirably. the Gipsy Kings maintain the
tricky balance between the natural ingredient's of their own folk culture and the
additives of pop. While Phonogram still have
the real thing. in the form of Paco de Lucia
(whose current album. Sirocco probably
shouldn't be filed under jazz but seems to do
for flamenco guitar what Wynton Marsalis
did for jazz trumpet). CBS help the prosperity of the Gipsy Kings. But for some at least it
will he the 1982 recording of • Djobi. Djoba'
which encapsulates the group's appeal.
Though the Gipsy Kings reached the charts
and the fashion consciousness of Europe only
last year. that track has already acquired the
delicious patina of nostalgia that belongs to
the hits of summers long ago.

Gipsy Kings on record
Allegria. Philips 72000450 ( LP & M(').
France
Luna de Fuego. Philips 834 064 ( LP & MC).
France
Gipsy Kings, PEM 15 501 ( CD, LP, MC).
France ( Distribution CBS)
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